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ABSTRACT

A computer-implemented method using front-end network
gateways and search criteria entered at a remote computer
terminal to conduct a search of multiple financial products
for efficient quoting at a remote location. The method
includes the steps of providing at least one data input screen
with signals communicated from a digital computer to the
remote terminal connected by a communications system, the
at least one data input screen at the terminal soliciting entry
of financial product selection criteria, receiving the selection
criteria from the terminal over the communications system
at the digital computer, and using the front-end network
gateways, data accessible by the digital computer representing the multiple financial products, and the selection criteria
entered at the terminal to provide a quote at the terminal for
a financial product identified from the multiple financial
products.
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Enter known closing costs or use estimate based on average costs for
mortgage of this size.."">:,,,Check apprppr.jate box.
""""""""""""""".,
Closing costs type: l'l; Known, .ixf Estimate;.,•. i;:;t;...l;losing cost S4OOlh{lO
If estimate, enter the estimated closing date lH4AIt;i:9a,
Fl Help, F2 Main Menu, F3 EXIT, [PgUpl Last Screen, [PgOnl Next Screen
Screen 11.

Hypothetical Mortgage Input Screen
CLOSING COSTS INFORMATION

Closing costs information update as of
Estimated Closing Fees other than

Fig. 16

Tax Escrow
Interest adjustment
Legal
Title
Govmt record & trans
Survey & inspection
Hazard insurance
Other
Total

6Nriii~92

mortgag~

points

Estimated this
state - mortgage
thJs",·'!H';r@'::;':'·"·':"""::":

I i• ll!·!~~im~~:

Enter either
item costs OR

:::15:00'(:1,1\1:

· ' •• ':S$O}M

~:\::~\]~~~ :·:.:·····:·:-I3S0·:··0[}·

• • • :.•:• ii~g~~•

}

' 'I:::.' . .

Fl Help, F2 Main Menu, F3 EXIT, [PgUpl Last Screen, [PgOnl Next Screen
Screen 12.

Known Closing Costs Input Screen
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PREMIUM STRUCTURE
Does applicant worle for a cOfTllany with special bulle purchase
agreement with a particular carrier (Y '" Yes, N '" No) W"
(Press (LISTl to see cOfTllanies with special purchase arrangements
with carriers and their corporate sponsor numbers)

Fig. 17

Corporate Sponsor number if known

Fl Help, F2 Main Menu, F3 EXIT, [PgUpl Last Screen, [PgDnl Next Screen
Screen 13.

Corporate Sponsor Input Screen

,--------------f'nREMIUM STRUCTURE---------------,
Type of premium plan (choose one, mark with an X):

OJ

LlJ11:l sum prepayment

t\f Corporate guarantee
Type of mortgage repayment plan (choose one, marie with an X):

Fig. 18

lf~ ~!~~:~!~~;~~~~:f l::~:c:a:a:~t::~~:
F1 Help, F2 Main Menu, F3 EXIT, [PgUpl Last Screen, [PgDnl Next Screen
Screen 14.

Premium Structure Selection Screen for Corporate Sponsored Applicant

,--------------f'°REMIUM STRUCTURE-------------,
Type of premium plan (choose one, marie with an X):

rf LlJ11:l sum prepayment
Ed Letter of credi t

Fig.19

Financial Sponsor ID

Type of mortgage repayment plan (choose one, marie with an X):

:C),\ US i ng

surrender of po l icy cash va l ue
tAllith policy loan
til', RoLLover - PoLicy Loans pay interest

Press [LISTl to see a cOfTlllete Listing of FinanciaL Sponsors
F1 HeLp, F2 Main Menu, F3 EXIT, (PgUpl Last Screen, (PgDnl Next Screen
Screen 15.

Premium Structure Selection Screen for Non-Corporate Sponsored AppLicant
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INSURANCE POLICY
Your applicant's employer has provided for corporate sponsored purchase
of pol icies from the following carrier(s):
Select Insurance Pol icy 4·::::
#.

r:lil~;o;I:;;cr,''''

t \WDfF:Wi)

Fig. 20
Move between policies with (Up], [Down]; select policy with (Insert]
F1 Help, F2 Main Menu, F3 EXIT, [PgUp] Last Screen, (PgOn] Next Screen
Screen 16.

Corporate Sponsored Insurance Policy Selection Screen
INSURANCE POLICY

Select Insurance Pol icy

Fig. 21

t/

I :~2£~1t~ ~l; :·:{: · : :.:·
.

~~. ~,.:.~.~~~:!~~~II~~.r~
Move between pol icies with (Up], [Down]; select pol icy with [Insert]
F1 Help, F2 Main Menu, F3 EXIT, (PgUp] Last Screen, [PgOn] Next Screen
Screen 17.

Non-Corporate Sponsored Insurance Policy Selection Screen
HEALTH INFORMATION

Simplified issue questions for Bozeman Amorey Stella
:[NF Has the proposed insured appl ied for and been decl ined or
postponed life insurance in the last 5 years?

Hit

Fig. 22

Has the proposed insured ever been treated for, or been di agnosed
as having deficiency of the immune system?

t~F Has the proposed insured ever consul ted or been treated by a
physician for heart disease?

i~F Has the proposed insured ever consul ted or been treated by a
physician for cancer?
Answer Y or N for each question
F1 Help, F2 Main Menu, F3 EXIT, (PgUp] Last Screen, [PgOn] Next Screen
Screen 18.

Health Questionnaire Input Screen
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HEALTH INFORMATION

Brii~~WSt;n~

SifT1J1 ified issue questions for

86i~W·.\W;~WW~h~

Specialized Underwriting required for
[Y]

Fig. 23

Please ask that the specialized underwriting form printing out
on your printer be completed. You may continue to illustrate,
[Nl however, illustrated rates will not be accurate until a completed
form is returned to us via regular mail or you have completed the
form for electronically.
[N]
i:£Hn&if§:Xlm~f;;a)
~1~f;Jriig~F6r~n&;Qjw;
[N]

Press [Up] or [Down], then [Enter] to select
Answer Y or N for each question
F1 Help, F2 Main Menu, F3 EXIT, [PgUpl Last Screen, [PgOnl Next Screen
Screen 19. Prompt to allow the user to select a choice of
continuing to illustrate, or filling in the Electronic
Health Questionnaire.
HEALTH INFORMATION
Electronic Health cuestionnaire for Bozeman Amorey Stella

Fig. 24

YfP

Have you used any tobacco products:

WE

in the past 24 months7

in the past 12 months?

l~F Have you ever had any signs of or been treated for high blood pressure,

tumor, cancer, or other disorder of the heart, digestive system?

:t~F Have you received treatment for, or been advised to reduce the use of
alcohol, or used drugs other than prescribed by a doctor?
Answer Y or N for each question
F1 Help, F2 Main Menu, F3 EXIT, [PgUpl last Screen, [PgOnl Next Screen
Screen 20.
Applicant Property

Extended Electronic Health cuestionnaire

Tax Rate

Appl icant
EfT1J l oyment
Health

Insurance Mortgage
Premiun
Insuranc

Proceed

Help Main Menu

I Mortgage
Closing costs
'-------'

Supermenu Access
Person ID 132

Fig.25

Illustration [0 269
Select menu items to review or update
for the above applicant
When done, select Proceed
Update applicant information
Screen 21. Update Existing Illustration Supermenu allows
the user to update selected screens in the illustration
process.
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Fig. 26
Help Facility

Current Topic:

Main Menu [1]

Main Menu help ...

»
»

»
»

Allows access to
Illustration operations:
New Illustration creation
Generic Illustration creation
Existing Illustration modification
Database Maintenance

[List] Choose Topic
[Help] Using Help
[Down] Move Down [--] At Top
Screen 22.

[Exit] Exit Help

Context Sensitive Hypertext Help Facility

US 6,684,189 Bl
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Fig.27A
THE RYAN MORTGAGE ILLUSTRATION SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION TO THE RYAN MORTGAGE

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT MORTGAGE COLLATERAL:
Most mortgages in the United States today require you, the borrower, to make a down
payment equal to twenty percent of the total cost of the home. This down payment provides
you with equity ownership in the home. It also fumishes the lender with collateral to serve as
security for the loan it is making to you. Your equity makes you and the lender partners in
the repayment of ttle loan.
Many lenders are willing to lend you more tilan eighty percent of the price of your
home. This reduces your down payment to an amount less than twenty percent of the
purchase price. However, statistical studies have shown that the smaller the down payment,
the greater the risk incurred by the lender. Tilat is why many lenders in the United States ask
you to pay for private mortgage insurance. Lenders generally require it if you are borrowing
more than eighty percent of the purchase price of your home. With private mortgage
insurance you pay premiums to the lender. The lender, in turn, pays these premiums to a
private mortgage insurance company. This provides the lender with an insurance policy
against non-payment of the loan. Like any insurance policy you might purchase, private
mortgage insurance premiums are not tax deductible.
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT LIFE INSURANCE:
Collateral for a loan can take many forms. In home purchases, it usually takes the
form of your equity in the home purchase. However, lenders will accept other assets as
collateral for a loan. One acceptable asset is a permanent life insurance policy. A permanent
life insurance policy has cash value that can be used to provide security for your loan. Life
insurance has the additional advantage of providing tax-free accumulation of policy funds that
you may use later to payoff your mortgage. Also, life insurance provides for tax-free death
benefits Death benefits can payoff your mortgage upon your death.
The attached illustration shows how life insurance can be used instead of the
traditional down payment or private mortgage insurance approach to provide security for your
mortgage.
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT MORTGAGES:
Most mortgages in the United States provide for the gradual repayment of principal

over time. These are conventional amortization mortgages. They amortize, or repay, part of
the mortgage principal with every mortgage payment.
Each month, an ever increasing amount of the mortgage payment goes to repay the
amount you borrowed. Over time, the principal owed declines. The amount of interest owed
on it declines. The part of your payment that goes to payoff the principal increases. By the
end of the mortgage, the payment is nearly all principal.
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Fig. 278
Another kind of mortgage is The Ryan Mortgage. In this mortgage you pay only
interest on the principal you owe. The lender waits to get all of the money you have
borrowed in one lump sum at the end of the mortgage terrn. Only interest is tax-deductible
Of] a mortgage payment. Because The Ryan Mortgage includes only interest in your monthly
mortgage payment, The Ryan Mortgage normally affords a greater tax benefit from the start.
Most lenders are reluctant to offer Ryan Mortgages without some additional security
because without the regular payment of principal, they have greater loan risk. They want
assurance that you will be able to payoff the mortgage w~len it comes due. That is how life
insurance can help. Cash value accumulates inside the life insurance policy. It provides
assurance to the lender that you will have the money to payoff the mortgage when it comes
due.

HOW DOES THE RYAN MORTGAGE WORK?
The Ryan Mortgage replaces the conventional mortgage down payment with a
permanent life insurance policy purchase. You may borrow the full purchase price of the
home. You put the money you would have invested in a down payment into a life insurance
policy. This way, the down payment doesn't remain idle in the home. It goes to work for
you. It earns tax-free interest inside the life insurance policy. Your insurance investment
grows in value even if real estate doesn't.

LUMP SUM PREPAYMENT OF PREMIUM:
The Ryan Mortgage Illustration System offers you two premium paYlllent Illethods.
The first is a lump sum prepayment. With a lump sum prepayillent, you deposit an amount
sufficient to pay the first scheduled life insurance premium. You also deposit enough money
to purchase an annuity contract that will pay three annual preillium payments in the second
througll fourth years of the life insurance contract. For the next three years, the annuity will
make the preillium payments on the anniversary of the mortgage transaction. After making
this lump sum payment, you normally Illake no further premium payments. While interest
rates remain at or above the rate projected, these scheduled premium payments will be
sufficient. They will assure that the lite insurance contract remains in force over the life of the
mortgage.
The premium is also large enough to assure IIlat the policy will accumulate cash
value. This cash value will be enough to repay the mortgage by the end of the mortgage
term, assuming interest rates remain at or above their current level. Normally, the lump sum
premium payment needed will be less than twenty percent of the purchase price of the home.
(rhe standard down payment amount of a conventional home purchase is twenty percent of
the purchase price.) The after-tax monthly cost of The Ryan Mortgage payments will usually
be less than or equal to the cost of a conventional mortgage with a similar up-front payment
amount.

SPONSORED PREMIUM PAYMENT
The second premium paYlllent method requires tile participation of a guarantor. A
guarantor may be your employer, if your company offers such a benefit for its employees.
Also, a guarantor may be a lender providing an irrevocable letter of credit. The guarantor
provides financial assurances to the lender that you will make the annual insurance payments.
In a sponsored transaction, your first premium paYlllent is usually less than five percent of the
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Fig.27C
purchase price of the horne. It is the first of ten annual life insurance premium payments that
will provide adequate cash value to payoff the mortgage obligation in the last year of the
mortgage, assuming interest rates remain at or above current rates. This first payment is
comparable to the down payment you would make in a conventional mortgage.
A sponsor arrangement allows you to make a drastically reduced up-front payment.
This payment is equal to the first of the ten scheduled insurance premiums. However, the
transaction will require you to make nine addit'lonal premium payments in upcoming years.
You pay these insurance payments to the lender monthly. They go into an escrow account.
At the end of the year, the lender pays the full premium to the insurance company.
Thus, in the first nine years, the monthly cost to you will include these amounts. They
may Inflate the monthly cost of The Ryan Mortgage versus the Conventional mortgage. Since
the insurance premiums are lower for younger men and women, this plan will be attractive to
you if you are younger. Young clients are also the ones most likely to need the smallest
possible up-front payment.
COLLATERAL ASSIGNMENT:

Under both premium payment plans, you make a collateral assignment of the life
insurance policy to the lender. With some lenders you also might assign the policy to a third
party endorser of the mortgage, such as a federal mortgage endorsement agency or private
mortgage insurance company. Under the terms of the collateral assignment agreement, the
lender has claim to the life insurance contract until you repay the mortgage. The lender only
has title to an amount equal to the mortgage principal outstanding. When the you repay the
mortgage you have title to both the horne and the insurance policy. 11 you die before the end
of the mortgage term, the policy repays the mortgage with tax-free life insurance death benefit
proceeds, Any additional policy benefit amounts will go to your estate.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN I SELL THE HOUSE?
If you sell the home and repay the mortgage, you retain ownership of the life
insurance policy. Such a life insurance policy has many uses. For example, you may use tile
policy as supplemental collateral for another mortgage. This will replace the up-front payment
in a second home purchase transaction.
Alternatively, if your needs change you may not want to enter another mortgage
transaction of this kind. If so, you can keep the policy and take advantage of the many other
benefits of a permanent life insurance policy. You may use the life insurance policy as a
savings vehicle. You may use it as a source of additional life insurance coverage. You can
use it as a source of cash for other obligations. You can use it for financing retirement
benefits.
For example, you can pay additional premiums and enjoy tax-free accumUlation of the
invested principal. You may elect to reduce the life insurance coverage and withdraw cash
from the policy with partial withdrawals or policy loans. You can use these policy distributions
to pay for major expenses such as a new car, a medical emergency or college tuition
payments for your children. If you no longer need life insurance coverage, you can execute a
tax-free exchange of the life insurance policy for an annuity that provides monthly income in
retirement.
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Fig.27D
HOW IS THE MORTGAGE REPAID?
The Ryan Mortgage has other unique features designed to maximize the financial
benefit to you and minimize the after-tax cost of financing the mortgage. You may repay the
mortgage in one of three ways at the end of the mortgage term.
First, you may surrender the life insurance contract and use the proceeds of the policy
surrender to payoff the mortgage. Under current tax law, a policyholder must pay taxes on
the interest income accumulated over the basis in the contracts. The basis in tile contracts is
equal to the total premiums you have paid over the life of the policy. You will have had the
benefit of tax-deferred accumulation of interest on your principal for tile term 01 your
mortgage. Normally the cash value accumulated by the end of your mortgage will be
sufficient to both repay the mortgage and pay the taxes on interest earnings over the period.
Second, you may use a policy loan to payoff the mortgage. Life insurance contracts
typically permit policyholders to borrow against the cash value of the life insurance policy. A
policy loan differs from a mortgage or other loan from a lender in that the policy loan is nonrecourse debt The insurance company issuing the policy loan has recourse only to the life
insurance policy cash value. While the policy casil value exceeds the policy loan balance,
you won't need to pay interest on the loan. You also won't have to repay the policy loan
balance. Nor will you have pay taxes on the accumulated interest earnings in the life
insurance contract. When the policyholder dies, the policy death benefit repays the policy
loan, and the policy pays the net death benefit remaining to your estate.
The advantage of a policy loan over policy surrender involves income tax Policy
surrenders over basis (premiums paid) are taxable income to the policyholder. Policy loans
are not taxable income. Therefore, by using a policy loan to repay the mortgage, you can
simply hold the policy until you die. Using this method, you never have to pay taxes on the
accumulated interest earned in the life insurance contract.
An additional option may be available to you if you have establislled a good credit
record over the life of the mortgage. You may apply to a lender to rollover the mortgage in
the last year and hold it until death. You can use life insurance policy loans at the beginning
of tile year to pay the mortgage interest. This permits you to keep more money in the life
insurance contract and maintain a higher death benefit than you could have, had you paid off
the mortgage immediately. It also allows you to maintain tax-deductible mortgage payments
in retirement.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN INTEREST RATES GO UP?
The Ryan Mortgage is a variable rate mortgage. This means that each year, the cost
of your mortgage will be recomputed based on changes in the interest rate index. Like a
conventional variable rate mortgage, when interest rates go up, your Illortgage payment will
increase. The life insurance policy you purchase with The Ryan Mortgage also has a variable
interest rate. That Illeans that when interest rates go up, your life insurance investment will
grow Illore quickly. This will allow you to repay your mortgage sooner. In a conventional
variable rate mortgage, when interest rates rise, the part of your payment that goes to repay
Illortgage principal actually gets smaller.
Some mortgage products offered through The Ryan Mortgage Illustration System
have a cap. A mortgage interest cap means that you will never have to pay more than a
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Fig.27E
certain amount of interest. The life insurance products offered by our system do not have an
interest rate cap. This means that if the interest rate index goes above the cap, you will
actually be better off financially.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN INTEREST RATES GO DOWN?
When interest rates go down, your mortgage cost will go down. However, your
insurance policy will accumulate interest less quickly. In order to assure that your policy has
enough cash value to repay the mortgage principal, you may be required to make an
additional premium payment. In most years, tile amount of the extra premium payment may
be more than offset by the reduced cost of the mortgage, so your net payment will be lower.
In addition, your policy will have a minimum interest rate guaranteed by the carrier. That
means no matter how low interest rates go, you will earn the guaranteed rate of interest in
your policy.
The Ryan Mortgage is the only variable rate mortgage available tOday that can allow
you to payoff your mortgage sooner when interest rates go up.

WHICH IS SEDER?
There is no best way to finance your mortgage. The only best mortgage is the
mortgage that best suits your needs.
Depending on your age, income, and tax profile each mortgage type has distinct
advantages. If you choose a conventional amortization mortgage without life insurance you
must provide a large down payment. Your investment will only grow in value if you are able
to sell your horne at a higher price than you paid for it.
If you choose The Ryan Mortgage, you may be able to provide a smaller up-front
payment. This stretches your home purchase dollar. If you expect interest rates to rise,
increased tax-free interest earnings in your insurance policy could allow you to payoff your
mortgage sooner.

If you choose to use life insurance as collateral, your up-front payment may be smaller
while your monthly payments may be higher. They will be higher because you will be
borrowing more. Your tax deduction will be larger with The Ryan Mortgage. Your equity will
be invested in life insurance contracts that earn interest Your investment will grow in value
even if your home doesn't. You will have the security of knowing that your mortgage will be
repaid upon your death.
With The Ryan Mortgage, you will enjoy greater tax deductions from interest than with
a conventional mortgage. You will enjoy a low up-front payment. Because your equity in the
life insurance policy cash value will accumUlate more rapidly than conventional mortgage
amortization, you will not have to pay private mortgage insurance.
The attached illustration will allow you to make an informed decision about which
mortgage is right for you. The Ryan Mortgage may be the right mortgage for you.
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Fig.28A
THE RYAN MORTGAGE ILLUSTRATION SYSTEM
COMBINED ILLUSTRATION FOR THE PRODUCTS OF

HOMEOWNER'S BANK
AND
METRO LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION

By

Illustratton Developed For

BIll Simpson
Mor1gage ProBrokels
555 Wilton Way
Wilton, CT 06894

Bozeman Amorey Stella
6G6 Greenwich Street
Apt 933
New York, NY 10014

The real estate agent representing you in the purchase

With regards to property located at

Milly Jenner
Chekov & Karney
310 Wilton Way
Willon, CT 06894

62 Hillock Road
Cannondale. CT 05555

INDIVIDUAL DATA FOR: Bozeman Amorey Stella

32
Male
3400 %

Age
Sex
IndiVIdual Tax Rate

MORTGAGE ASSUMPTIONS FOR: HOMEOWNER'S BANK

The Ryan Mortgage:

Conventional Mortgage:

Pr'lrlcipai Amount
Down Payment

Principal Amount

262,00000
3t,58600
262,00000

lmlral Loan Balance

Down Payment as % of PrinCipal

1206 %

Mortgage Interest Rate
MOl1gage Points (%)
Teon of Mortgage (Years):
PMI Cost (%)

10 50 %
1 00 %
30
ODD %

SeNI ernent Costs

4,00000
Ot·Mar·9?

ClOSing Dale

Down Payment
Illltlsl Loan 8alance

Cap 1450 %

262,00000
31,58600
230,41400

Down Payment as % 01 Plinclpnl

12.06 %

Mortgage Interest nate
Mortgage POints (%)
Term of Mortgage (Years)
PMI Cost (%)

10.50 %
100 %
30
0.50 <;1/"

Settlement Costs
Closing Date

4,00000
01·Mar·92

INSURANCE ASSUMPTIONS FOR: METRO LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION

Current Rates:
Mortality
Percent
Unloaned Credited Rate
Loan Charged Rate
Loan Credited Rate

Guarantees:
t983 GAM
100 00 %
950 %
950 %
950 %

Mortality
Percent
Unloaned Credited nate

1980 CSO
100 00 %
400 %

ANNUITY DATA
The Ryan down payment will be used. In par1, to purchase a Single premium immediate annUity (SPIA) to pay the life Insurance premiums
Interest CredIted Rate
Number of Insurance Premiums Paid

925 %
3
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Fig. 288
THE RYAN MORTGAGE ILLUSTRATION SYSTEM
COMBINED ILLUSTRATION FOR THE PRODUCTS OF

HOMEOWNER'S BANK
AND
METRO LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION

IMPORTANT COMMENTS CONCERNING THE ATTACHED ILLUSTRATION

The Information contained In the attached Illustration IS based on both assumptions furnrstled by the client for whom It IS
developed and the current assumptions of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen. Unless otherwise indicated, those rates
assumed initially continue throughout the life of the illustration

Conventional Mortgage assumptions lor principal, mortgage Interest rale, mortgage points (%) and settlement costs are
the same as those assumed for The Ryan Mortgage

The down payment and Initial loan balance are as staled on page 1 of this

Illustration

Premium costs may change If the closing date differs from the one given.
<lssumptlons used vary
The mortgage illustrated IS a variable rate mortgage
variations In Interest rales

They may also change if any of the other

Mortgage and pi emium payments are subject to change With

Interest rates credited on unloaned policy values and the cost of insurance charges may valY after the first year
rates charged on policy loans and credited on loaned policy values also may vary after the first year

Interest

In the event Interest rates go down, variable mor1gage payments will go down, life insurance premiums may increase in
both amount and number If interest rates go up, variable mor1gage payments may increase, but life Insurance premium
payments will not
Some banks oHer variable mortgage products which limit the rate of interest that can be charged ThiS provides a
maximum allowable combined mortgage/insurance payment under The Ryan Mortgage Plan Life insurance companies offer a
guaranteed minimum interest rate at which cash values Will grow There is no limit on the interest that can be earned in a life
Insurance policy. HIgher interest crediting rates may result in higher cash values, which Illay permit tt1e homeowner to repay
the mortgage sooner Higher interest crediting rates may also result in higher death benefits, providing an additional benefit
to tile ~lorneowner's estate
The Ryan Mortgage Illustration System cannot approve loans or insurance applicatIons It can only forward loan and life
Insurance applications to pal1iclpating financial services institutions and provide you information as to their response

nle attached Illustration should not be construed as, and IS not offered as, real estate, legal, tax or investment adVice
Please consult your accountant, tax advisor or legal counselor prior to entering inlo any transaction

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown On pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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Fig.28C
THE RYAN MORTGAGE ILLUSTRATION SYSTEM
COMBINED ILLUSTRATION FOR THE PRODUCTS OF

HOMEOWNER'S BANK
AND
METRO LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION

ESTIMATED UPFRONT MORTGAGE AND OTHER ESCROW PAYMENT

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:

Settlement Costs
Mor1gage POints

PMI Escrow
Down Payment

4.00000
2.62000
000
31.58600 •

PMI Escrow
DOWll Payment

4.00000
2.30414
1.15207
31,58600

Tolal Closing Costs

36,206.00

Total Closing Cos Is

39,042.21

Settlement Costs
Mor1gage Points

• The down payment

IS

used for purchasing a single premium

Immediate annuity and for paying an insurance prernlum

ESTIMATED AVERAGE FIRST YEAR MONTHLY PAYMENT

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage'
MOl1gage
Tax Escrow
PM! Escrow
Life I nSlJl arlee

LESS
Tax Deduction

Net Afte'- Tax Cosl

2.292 50
23500
000
000
2,52750
779.45
1,748.05

Mor1gage
Tax Escrow
PMI Escrow
Life Insurance

LESS
Tax Deduction

Nel Afte,- Tax Cos I

2.10769
235 00
9601
1742
2,456.12
68394
1,772.16

ESTIMATED AVERAGE YEAR 10 MONTHLY PAYMENT

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:
Mortgage
Tax Escrow

PMI Escrow
Life Insurance

2.29250
23500
000
000
2.52750

Deductron

Net Arter- Tax Cost

PMI Escrow
Life Insumnce

2.10769
23500
9601
2956
2.46826

I.ESS

LESS

r ax

Morlgage
Tax Escrow

77945
1,748.05

Tax Deduction
Net Afte,- Tax Cost

62367
1,844.59

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whorn it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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THE RYAN MORTGAGE ILLUSTRATION SYSTEM
COMBINED ILLUSTRATION FOR THE PRODUCTS OF :

HOMEOWNER'S BANK
AND
METRO LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION

ESTIMATED EQUITY AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS ASSUMING EARLY HOME SALE

In the following computations. the horne IS assumed (0 be sold at the onglnal purchase p"ce
tolal equity after the sale will Increase

II It IS sold for a higher pnce, the

Mortgage Costs:

Ryan
Mortgage

Financial
Benefit From

Cumulative

Conventional
Mortgage

Ryan Mortgage

Benefit

636.21

836.21

1,125.79
1,467.74
1,871.61
2,344.85
2,887.95
3,509.48
4,218.60
5,027.54
5,949.13
6,996.86

Total Closing Costs

38.206 00

39.04221

Annual After-Tax Mor1gage Cost
Year 1.
Year 2

18.15660

18,446 18

289.58

18.15660
18.15660
18.15660
18.15660
18.15660
18.15660
18.15660
18.15660
18.15660

18.498 55
18.56047
18.629 84
18.699 70
18.77813
18.865 72
18.965 54
19.07819
19.204 33

341.95
403.87
473.24
543.10
621.53
709.12
808.94
921.59
1,047.73

Year 3

Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year

4
5

6
7
8
9
Year 10

Ryan
Mortgage

Financial

Conventional

Financial
Benefit From

Mortgage

Ryan Mortgage

000
262.000 00
(223,22900)
38.77100

43,705.78
0.00
(38,771.00)
4,934.78

Home Sale At The End 01 Year 5:

End of Year Cash Value
Horne Resale
Mor1gage Balance
Total EqUity After Sale

Total Closing Costs •
After-Tax Mortgage Cost

43,70578
262.00000
(262,00000)
43,705 78

836.21
2,051.74

38.20600
90,783.00

39.04221
92,83474

66.85051
262.00000
(262 000.00)
66.850.51

000
262.00000
(211 110.76)
50.88924

66,850.51
0.00
(50,889.24)
15,961.27

38.20600
t81.56600

39.04221
187.72665

836.21
6,160.65

TOTAL 5 YEAR FINANCIAL BENEFIT:

Home Sale At The End of Year 10:
End of Year Cash Value
Horne Resale
Mor1gage Balance

TOlal Equity Mer Sale
Total Closing Costs .•
Alter·Tax Mor1gage Cost
TOTAL 10 YEAR FINANCIAL BENEFIT:

• See top of page 3 for detailed breakdown
These values include insurance (See page 5 for detailed breakdown)

A.

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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ESTIMATED ANNUAL COST
{Does

110t PI,clvd~

Proper1y T?.Xes or Halald Insurance)

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Morlgage:

Year

6

7

8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

Life

Interest Tax

Total

Mortgage

Insurance

Deduction

After Taxes

27.51000
27.51000
27.51000
27.510.00
2751000

000
000
000
000
000

9.35340
9.35340
9.35340
9.35340
9,353 40

18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60
lB,156.60
lB,156.60

25.29228
25.29228
25.29228
25.29228
25.29228

137.55000

000

46,76700

90,7B3.00

126.46140

27.510 00
27.51000
27.51000
27.51000
27,510.00

000
000
000
000
~

9.35340
9.35340
9.35340
9.35340
9,35340

1 S, 156.60
1B.156.60
1B, 156.60
18.156.60
18,156.60

275.10000

000

93.534 00

181,566.00

27.51000
27.51000
27.51000
27.51000
27,510.00

000
000
000
000
0.00

9.35340
9.35340
9.35340
9.353 40
9353.40

18, 156.60
18,156.60
18, 156.60
18.156.60

412.65000

000

140.30100

272,349.00

27.51000
27.51000
27.51000
27.51000
27,51000

000
000
000
000
0.00

9.35340
9.353 40
9.353.40
9.35340
935340

18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60

550.20000

000

187.06800

363,132.00

27.51000
2751000
27.510.00
27.51000
27510 00

0.00
000
0.00
0.00

9.35340
9353 40
9,35340
9.35340
9353 40

1 B, 156.60
18,156.60
1 B, 156.60
1 B, 156.60
18 ,156.60

687.75000

0.00

233.83500

453,915.00

27.51000
27.51000
27.510.00
27.510.00
27510.00

000
000
000
0.00
0.00

9.353 40
9.353.40
9.353.40
9.35340
9,353.40

18,156.60
1B, 156.60
1B,156.60
1 B, 156.60
1e, 156.60

825,300.00

0.00

280602.00

544,698.00

~

18,156.6~

Year

10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

Mortgage

PMI piUS Life
Insurance

Interest Tax
Deduction

Tofal
ANer Taxes

.Llli.J..L

8,20727
8.164.06
8.11608
8.06282
8003.70

18,446.18
18,498.55
18,560.47
18,629.84
18,699.70

6.927 26

40,553.92

92,834.74

25.292 28
25.29228
25.29228
25.29228
25,29228

1.42390
1.43861
1.45752
1.48034
1 506.76

7.93805
7.865 17
7,78426
7.694.43
7,594.71

18,778.13
18,865.72
lB,965.54
19,07B.19
19,204.33

252.92280

14,23439

79.430.55

lB7,726.65

25.292.28
25.292.28
25.29228
25.29228
25,29228

386.64
421.29
462.53
50726
55662

7.483.99
7.361.07
7.224.61
7.073 10
6,904.91

18,194.93
18,352.50
lB,530.21
lB,726.43
18,944.00

379.38420

16.56873

115.47822

2BO,474.71

25.29228
25.29228
25.29228
25.292.28
25,292.28

50725
65783
70482
74845
78309

6,718.17
6.510.86
6.280.70
6.025.17
5,741.48

19,IBl.37
19,439.26
19,716.41
20,015.56
20,333.89

505.84560

20.07020

146.754.60

379,161.20

25.29228
25.29228
25.29228
25.29228
2529228

810 10
82205
81948
79779
75462

5,426.54
5.076.88
4.688.69
4.257.72
3779.26

20,675.85
21,037.45
21,423.07
21,832.35
22,267.64

632.30700

24.07424

169,98368

486,397.56

25.29228
25.29228
25.29228
25.29228
25,29228

68641
58958
456.50
27669
3333

3.248.06
2,658.33
2.003.61
1.27673
469.76

22,730.63
23,223.53
23,745.17
24,292.24
24,B55.B6

1.361 17
1.37032
1.384 27
1.40039

758,768.40

605,244.98

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached
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ESTIMATED REMAINING MORTGAGE OBLIGATION
ASSUMING MORTGAGE IS PAID OFF WITH INSURANCE POLICY CASH SURRENDER VALUE

LIfe Insurance has certain lax advantages Under current law, cash value accumulation inside the policy IS tax free However, II
you surrender the policy in order to pay oN your mortgage obligation, you will have to pay taxes on that amount by which your
policy's cash value exceeds the cumulative amount 01 premiums you have paid

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:
Nel

Annuity Plus

life Insurance
Year Cash Value**

End of Year

Mongage
On Surrender*'" Proceeds "'. PrrnClpai

Tax Owed

Policy

End o( Year

Nel Mongage
Obligation

It:

Ufe Insurance
Year Cash Value

Not

End of Year

Policy

Mongage
Principal

Proceeds

31.08013
33.831 53
36.853 75
40.17375
43.70578

1.272 63
1.01038
1.12322
1.533 10
2.73399

29.807.50
32.821 15
35,73053
38.64065
40.971 79

262.000 00
262.00000
262.00000
262,00000
262.00000

232,192.50
229,178.85
226,269.47
223,359.35
221,028.21

000
000
000
000
0.00

0.00
000
000
0.00
000

229,260.77
227,980.45
226,559.03
224,980.97
223,229.00

47.56267
51.773 80
56.36927
61.38249
66.85051

4.04534
5,477 12
7.03958
8,74407
10,60320

43.51734
46.29668
49.32969
52.63841
56.247 31

262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000

218,482.66
215,703.32
212,670.31
209,361.59
205,752.69

000
000
000
000
000

000
000
0.00
000
0.00

221,283.96
219,124.57
216,727.20
214,065.64
211,110.76

12
13
14
15

72.81238
79.31373
86.401.38
94.12982
102.55824

12,63023
14.84070
17.25050
19.87816
22,74383

60.18214
64,47304
69.15088
74.25165
79.81441

262.00000
262.000 00
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000

201,817.86
197,526.96
192,849.12
187,748.35
182,185.59

12
13
14
15

000
000
000
000
0.00

000
000
000
000
000

207,830.25
204,188.21
200,144.81
195,655.81
190,672.11

16
17
18
19
20

111.755.00
121.79673
132}7096
144.77421
157.90919

25,87073
29.28491
33.01615
37.097.26
41.563.15

85.884 27
92.511 81
99,75481
107.67695
116.346 04

262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000

176,115.73
169,488.19
162,245.19
154,323.05
145,653.96

16
17
18
19
20

000
000
000
000
000

000
000
000
000
000

185,139.18
178,996.51
172,176.89
164,605.73
156,200.20

21
22
23
24
25

172.261 15
187.933.41
205058 36
223,78581
244.23437

46.44282
51.771.39
57.59387
63.961 20
70.91371

125.81833
136.162.03
147.46449
159.82460
173.32066

262.000 00
262.00000
262,00000
262.000 00
262.00000

136,181.67
125,837.97
114,535.51
102,175.40
88,679.34

21
22
23
24
25

000
000
000
000
000

000
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

146,868.36
136,508.11
125,006.12
112,236.5B
98,059.79

26
27
28
29
30

266,569 77
290.972.69
317.64234
346.79751
378.608 59

78.50775
86.804 74
95.87242
105.78518
116.600 95

188.06202
204.16795
221,769.92
241.01233
262.00764

262.000 00
262,000 00
262.00000
262.000 00
262,000 00

73 1937.98

26
27
28
29
30

000
000
000
000
000

0.00
000
0.00
0.00
0.00

82,320.67
64,847.04
45,447.76
23,910.62
(0.00)

10
II

57,832.05
40,230.08
20,987.67
(7.64)

10
II

* A negative obngatlon indicates death benefits "In excess of ttle
mor1gage obligallon, payable to policyholder'S estale
•• The value Included for the annuity IS the present value of futUre payments,
discounted at the annuity Interest credited rate

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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ESTIMATED REMAINING MORTGAGE OBLIGATION
ASSUMING MORTGAGE IS PAID OFF WITH DEATH PROCEEDS

Life Insurance has cel1aln tax advantages

Under current law, cash value accumulation Inside the policy IS tax free

In addition, any

death benefils paid out by the policy will be lax free However. II you surrender the policy In ordel to pay olf your mortgage obligation,
you will have to pay taxes on that amount by which your policy's cash value exceeds the cumulative amount of premiums you have
paid

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:

Nel
Dealh

Death Benefit *

End of Year
Mor1gage
Principal

Proceeds

271.37874
27137874
271.37874
271.37874
271.37874

262.00000
26200000
262.00000
262000 00
262.00000

9,378.74
9,378.74
9,378.74
9,378.74
9.378.74

229,26077
227.98045
226.55903
224.98097
223.22900

229.26077
227.98045
226.55903

0.00
0.00
0.00

224.98097
223.22900

0.00
0.00

10

271.37874
27137874
271.37874
271.37874
271.37874

262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000

9,378.74
9,378.74
9,378.74
9,378.74
9,378.74

10

221.28396
219.12457
216.72720
214.06564
211.110.76

221.28396
219.12457
216,72720
214,06564
211,110.76

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

11
12
13
14
15

271.37874
271.37874
271.37874
271.37874
271,37874

262.00000
262,000.00
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000

9,378.74
9,378.74
9,378.74
9,378.74
9,378.74

11
12
13
14
15

207,830.25
204.18821
200.14481
195.65581
190.672 It

207,830.25
204,18821
200.14481
195,655.81
190,672 11

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

16
17
18
19
20

271.37874
211,37874
271.37874
211,37874
281,078 37

262,00000
262,00000
262.00000
262,00000
262,00000

9,378.74
9,378.74
9,378.74
9,378.74
19,078.37

16
17
18
19
20

185.13918
178.99651
172,17689
164,605 73
156,200.20

185.13918
178.99651
172.176 89
164,60573
156.200.20

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

21
22
23
24
25

294,56656
308,21080
321,941 62
335.67871
356.582 19

262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262.00000
262,00000

32,566.56
46,210.80
59,941.62
73,678.71
94,582.19

21
22
23
24
25

146,86836
136,50811
125,006.12
112,236.58
98.059 79

146.868 36
136.508.11
125.006 12
112.23658
98.05979

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

26
27
2B
29
30

378,52908
401.54232
425.64074
450.83677
484.61899

262.00000
262,000 00
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000

116,529.08
139,542.32
163,640.74
188,836.77
222,618.99

26
27
28
29
30

82,32067
64847.04
45.44776
23.91062
(0 00)

Life Insurance

Year

Life Insurance
Year Death Benefit

End of Vear

Net

Mortgage

Death
Proceeds

Principal

82.32067
64,847.04
45.44776
23,91062
(000)

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

• ThiS value does NOT Include annuity value

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN INTEREST RATES ON MONTHLY RYAN PAYMENTS

As noted on page 2 alth,s Illustration, "In the event Interest rates go down, variable mortgage payments will go down, I'lfe insurance
premiums may increase In both amount and number If Interest rates go up, variable mor1gage payments may increase, but life
Insurance premium payments will not
Set out below are the efiecls 01 these changes on lhe Ryan Mor1gage monthly payment. assuming rates change in year 2 and remain

at that level througtl year 30
Original Ryan Mortgage (Inleresl) Paymenl
Original Ryan After-Tax Mortgage Payment
Interest Crediting Rale (beginning in year 2):
Mortgage Interest Rate (beginning in year 2):

Year

Incremental
1I Premium

Adlusled
Mortgage
Paymenl

2,292.50
1,51305

4.00 %
5.00 %

After-Tax End of Year
Combined Insurance
Cash Value
Cosl

Interest Crediting Rale (beginning in year 2):
Mortgage Inlerest Rate (beginning In year 2):

Year

Incremental
LI Premium

1,51305
2,08945
2,08945
2,08945
2,089.45
2,089.45
2,08945
2,08945
2,089.45

8,610 89
18,86833
30,503.46
43,702.54
49,315.45
55,677 84
62,89028
71,06522

2,089.45

90,83529

2,089.45
2,089.45
2,089.45
2,08945

102,743.81
116,24943
131,558.36
148,87683

0.00
0.00
0,00
0.00
0.00
0.00

3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,165.83
3,16583
3,16583
3,165.83

2,08945
2,08945
2,089.45
2,089.45
2,08945
2,089.45

168,452.82
190,577.20
215,579.16
243,833.84
275,764.85
311,871.82

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

000
0.00
0.00
000
000
000
000

3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,165.83
3,165.83
3,16583
3,165.83

2,089.45
2,089.45
2,089.45
2,08945
2,089.45
2,08945
2,089.45

352,711.73
398,92910'
451,25735 •
510,54078 •
577,63280 •
653,58081 •
739,571 66 •

28
29
30

000
000
000

3,16583
3,165.83
3, I 65.83

836,95572 •
2,089.45
947,267.68 •
2,089.45
2,08945 1,072,053.80 •

2,29250
1,091.67
1,091 67
1,091.67
1,091 67
1,091.67
1,091.67
1,091 67
1,091.67

1,51305
80328
850.79
902.78
91879
93628
955.38
97622
998.97

8,610.89
18,20005
28,69251
40,173,75
43,70578
47,562.67
51,773.80
56,369.27
61,382.49

9

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0,00
0.00
0.00

10

30329

1,091 67

1,02379

66,85051

10

000

II
12
13
14
15
15
17
18
19
20

33036
35988
39208
42720

1,091
1,091
1,091
1,091

72,81238
79,31373
86,401 38
94,12982

11
12
13
14

DOD
DOD
DOD

465.50
50730
55294
602.82
65736
716.33

1,091 67
1,091.67
1,091 67
1,091.67
1.091 67
1,091.67

1,05086
1,08038
1,11258
1,14770
1,186.00
1,227.80
1,273 44
1,323.32
1,37786
1,436.83

102,55824
11 1,755.00
121,79673
132,770.96
144,774.21
157,909.19

15
16
17
18
19
20

21

779.49
850.41
927.90
1,01265
1.105 18
1,20625
1,316.67
1,43735
1,56928
1.71323

1,091 67
1,091.67
1,091.67
1,091 67
1,09167
1,091 67
1,09167
1,091 67
1,091.67
1.091 67

172,261 15
187,933.41
205,058.36
223,78581
244,23437
266,56977
290,97269
317,64234 •
346,79751 •
378,608 59 •

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

1,49999
1,570.91
1,648.40
1.73315
1,825.68
1,926.75
2,037 17
2,15785
2,289.78
2,43373

* 11 the insurance pOlicy is surrendered, the after-tax
proceeds Will payoff the mor1gage principal

Mer·Ta:< End of Year
Combined Insurance
CoSI
Cash Value

2,29250
3,165.83
3,16583
3,165.83
3,16583
3,165.83
3,16583
3,165.83
3,165.83
3,16583

000
82.78
13029
182.28
19829
21578
234.88
25572
278.47

67
67
67
67

AdJusled
Mortgage
Payment

13,50 %
14,50 %

0.00

80,33122

.. If the insurance policy is surrendered, the after-tax
proceeds will pay oH the mortgage principal.

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached,
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GUARANTEED LIFE INSURANCE VALUES

The following values were calculated assuming the Interest rates and mortality rates guaranteed In 1he Ille Insurance contract

1 !lese are the

minimum Interest rale that can be credited and the maximum cost 01 insurance rales that can be charged These rates are shown on page 1
01 thiS illustration The life Insurance Cost Indices for this poliCY are st10wn on the following page Additional information concerning the lile

insurance contract may be Included with the poliCY when It is issued

Year

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

End 01 Year End 01 Year
Cash Value Death Benefit
7.868.09
16.20136
24.86190
33.86022
34.61136
35.355 73
36.08849
36,80223
37,491 65
38,146.50
38,76564
39.33836
39,86062
40,32107
40,71493
41,03243
41,26564
41.39912
41,42132
41,30586
41,02955
40,56301
39,87250

271.37874
271.37874
271.37874
271.37874
271.37874
271.37874
271,37874
271,37874
271,37874
271,37874
271,37874
271.37874
271,37874
271.37874
271.37874
271.37874
271.37874
271.37874
271,37874
271.37874
271,37874
271,37874
271,37874

38,931 35
37,70590
36,16924
34,28462
32,009.28
29,28385
26.03772
22,18228
17.61067

271,378.74
271,378.74
271,37874
271,37874
271,378.74
271.37874
271.37874
271.37874
271.37874

12.20504

271,37874

5,83409

271,37874

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached
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LIFE INSURANCE COST INDICES

An explanation of the intended use of these indices is provided in The Life Insurance Buyer's GUide

These indices ate useful only for the

comparrson of relative costs of two or more similar policies

The cost Indices do not reflect any optional benefits

BASED ON
GUARANTEED FACTORS
10 Year

SURRENDER COST INDEX @ 5%
NET PAYMENT COST INDEX @ 5%

20 Year

444

4.96

1509

935

BASED ON
CURRENT FACTORS
10 Year

20 Year

SURRENDER COST INDEX @ 5%

-356

-740

NET PAYMENT COST INDEX @ 5%

1509

934

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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By

illustration Developed For

Bozeman Amorey Stella

Bill Simpson

666 Greenwich Street

Mor1gage ProBrokers

Api 933

555 Willon Way
Willon. CT 06894

New York, NY

10014

The real estate agent representing you in the purchase:

Wilh regards 10 property localed al'

Milly Jenner
Chekov & Karney
310 Willon Way
Wilion. CT 06894

62 Hillock Road
Cannondale. CT 05555

INDIVIDUAL DATA FOR: Bozeman Amorey Sielia

32
Male
3400 %

Age
Sex
Individual Tax Rate

MORTGAGE ASSUMPTIONS FOR: HOMEOWNER'S BANK

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:

Pnncipal Amount
Down Payment

262,00000
26.151.00
262,000.00

Principal Amount

Down Payment
Initial Loan Balance
Down Payment as % of PnnclpaJ
Mor1gage Interest Rate

M0I1gage Poinls (%)
Terrn 01 Mor1gage (Years)
PMI Cosl (%)

1050 °/"
100%

30
000 %

01·Mar·92

ClOSing Date

Loan 8al anee

Down Payment as % of Principal

998 %

4.000 00

Settlement Costs

Inilial

Cap 1450%

Mortgage Interest Rate

Mortgage Poinls (%)
Terrn of MOl1gage (Years)

PMI Cost (%)
Settl ernent Costs
Closing Dale

262,00000
26.15100
235,84900

998 %
1050 %
1.00 %

30
050 %

4,00000
01·Mar·92

INSURANCE ASSUMPTIONS FOR: METRO LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION

Guarantees:

Current Rates:

MOilollly
Percent
Unloaned Credited Rate

Loan Charged Rate

1983 GAM
10000 %
950 %
950 %

Mortalily
Percellt
Unloaned Credited Rate

1980 CSO
100 00 %

400 %

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached
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IMPORTANT COMMENTS CONCERNING THE ATTACHED ILLUSTRATION

The Information contained in the attached illustration is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for WtlOrTl It is
developed and the current assumptions of the mor1gage and Insurance plans chosen Unless otherwise indicated, those rates
assumed Initially continue throughout the hIe of the illustration
Conventional Mortgage assumptions for principal, mortgage interest rate, mortgage pOints (%) and set1lement costs are
the same as those assumed for The Ryan Mortgage The down payment and Initial loan balance are as stated all page 1 of this
illustration
Premium costs may change if the clOSing date differs from the one given

They rnay also change " any 01 the other

assumptions used vary
The mor1gage illustrated

IS

a variable rate mortgage

Mortgage and premium payments are subject to change with

vanatlons In interest rates

Interest rales credlled on unloaned policy values and the cost of insurance charges may vary aflel Ihe firsl year. Intelesl
rates charged on policy loans and credited on loaned policy values also may vary after the first year
In the event interest rates go down, variable mor1gage payments will go down, life insurance premiums may increase in
both amount and number If Interest rates go up, variable mortgage payments may Increase, but life insurance premium
payments will not
Some banks offer variable mortgage products which limit the rate 01 interest 1I1al can be charged This proVides a
maximum allowable combined mortgage/insurance payment under The nyan Mortgage Plan Life insurance companies offer a
guaranteed minimum interest rate at which cas~l values Will glow There IS no IUTllt on the intelest that can be earned in a life
insurance policy Higher interest crediting rates may result in higher cash values, which may permit the horneowner to repay
the mortgage sooner Higher Interest crediting rates may also result Ifl higher death benefits, providing an additional benefit
to the homeowner's estate
The Ryan Mor1gage Illustration System cannot approve loans or insurance applications It can only forward loan and life
Insurance applications to participating financial services institutions and prOVide you information as to their response
The attached Illustration should not be construed as, and IS not offered as, real estate, legal, tax or investment advice
Please consult your accountant, tax advisor or legal counselor pnor to entering Into any transaction

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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ESTIMATED UPFRONT MORTGAGE AND OTHER ESCROW PAYMENT

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:

Settlement Costs
Mortgage Points

Down Payment

4.000 00
2.620 00
000
26.15100 •

PMI Escrow
Down Payment

4.000.00
2,358.49
1.17925
26,15100

Toral Closing Cosls

32,771.00

Tolal Closing Costs

33,688.74

Settlement Costs
Mor1gage POIllts
PMI Escrow

*

Hie down payment is used tor purchaSing a SIngle premIum
Irnrned'<lle annuity and lor paying an Insurance premium

ESTIMATED AVERAGE FIRST YEAR MONTHLY PAYMENT

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:
Mortgage
Tax Escrow
PMI Escrow

life Insurance

2,29250
235 00
0.00
0.00
2.527.50

LESS
Tax Deductlun
Net After- Tax Cosl

MOf1gage
Tax Escrow

PMI Escrow
Ute Insurance

2.157.40
235.00
9827
17.77
2,508.44

LESS
77945
1,748.05

Tax Deduction
Net Afler- Tax Cost

700 07
1,808.37

ESTIMATED AVERAGE YEAR 10 MONTHLY PAYMENT

The Ryan Mortgage:
Mortgage
Tax Escrow
PMI Escrow
Life Insurance

Conventional Mortgage:

2.292 50
235 00
000
000
2.527 50

Tax Escrow
PM! Escrow
Ule Insurance

77945

Tax Deduction

Net After- Tax Cost

2.157.40
235 00
98.27
3019
2.520.86

LESS

LESS
Tax Deduction

Mor1gage

1,748.05

Net After- Tax Cost

638.38
1.882.48

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen. as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached
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ESTIMATED EQUITY AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS ASSUMING EARLY HOME SALE

In Itle following cornputatlons. the horne IS assumed to be sold at the onginal purchase pnce

If It is sold 10r a higher p"ce, the

lotal equity after the sale will Increase
Mortgage Costs:

Ryan
Conventional
Mortgage
Mortgage
Total ClOSing Costs.

~

Financial
Benefit From

CUlTlulative

Ryan Mortgage

Benefit

Financial

32.771.00

33,688.74

917.73

917.73

18.15660
18,15660
18.156.60
18.15660
18.15660
18 15660
18,15660
18.15660
18,15660
18.15660

18,88043
18,93403
18,99741
19,06842
19,13993
19,22021
19.30987
19,41203
19,52734
19.65647

723.83
777.43
840.81
911.82
983.33
1,063.61
1,153.27
1,255.43
1,370.74
1,499.87

1,641.56
2,418.99
3,259.81
4,171.63
5,154.96
6,218.57
7,371.84
8,627.27
9,998.01
11,497.88

Annual After-Tax Mortgage Cost
Year 1

Year 2
Year 3
Year 4

Year 5
Year 6

Year
Year
Year
Year

7
8
9
10

Financial
Ryan
Mortgage

Conventional
Mortgage

Benefit From

Ryan Mortgage

Home Sale At The End of Year 5:
End of Year Cash Value
Home Resale
Mortgage Balance

Tolal EqUity Afler Sale
Total ClOSing Costs "
After -T ax Mortgage Cost

35,856 75
262.00000
(262,000001
35.856 75

000
262,00000
(228,494.521
33,50548

32,77100
90,78300

33,68874
95.02022

TOTAL 5 YEAR FINANCIAL BENEFIT:

35,856.75
0.00
(33,505.48)
2,351.27
917.73
4.237.22
7,506.22

Home Sale At The End of Year 10:
End of Year Cash Value
Home Resale

Mortgage Balance
Talai Equity Mer Sale
Total ClOSing Costs •
After -T ax Mortgage Cost

54,49043
262,000.00
(262,000.001
54,49043

0.00
262,00000
(21609044)
45,90956

54,490.43
0.00
(45,909.56)
8,580.87

32,77100
181,56600

33,68874
192,14613

917.73
10.580. t4

TOTAL 10 YEAR FINANCIAL BENEFIT:

20,078.75

~ See top of page 3 for detailed breakdown
.. These valUes include Insurance (See page 5 for detailed breakdown.)

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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ESTIMATED ANNUAL COST
(Ooes not Include Properly Tao:es or HaZFlrd

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:

Year

10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19

20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

II1SUlaIlC€')

Life

Interest Tax

Tolal

Mortgage

Insurance

Deduction

After Taxes

27.51000
27.51000
27.51000
27.51000
27.51000

000
000
0.00
000
000

9.353.40
9353 40
9.353 40
9,353 40
9.35340

1B, 156,60
lB,156.60
16,156.60
16,156.60
1 B, 156.60

137.55000

000

46.76700

90,7B3.00

27.510 00
27.510 00
27.51000
27.51000
27,510.00

000
000
000
000
0.00

9.35340
9,353.40
9.353.40
9.353.40
9,353.40

1 B, t 56.60
lB,156.60
lB,156.60
lB,156.60
lB,156.60

275,10000

000

93,534.00

1 B1,566.00

27,51000
27,510.00
27.51000
27.51000
27.510.00

0.00
000
000
000

MlL

9,353.40
9.353.40
9,35340
9,35340
9.35340

1 B, 156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60
lB,155.60
18,156,60

412.65000

000

140,30100

272,349.00

27,510.00
27.51000
27.51000
27,51000
27,510.00

000
000
000
000
a 00

9.353 40
9.353 40
9.353 40
9.35340
9353.40

18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156,60

550.20000

000

187,06800

363,132.00

27.51000
27.51000
27.51000
27510 00
27,51000

000
000
000
000
~

9,353 40
18,155.50
9.35340
18,155.50
9.353 40
18,156.60
9.3534018,156.60
9.35340
18,156.60

68775000

000

233.83500

453,915.00

27.510.00
27510.00
27.51000
27,51000
27,510.00

a 00
000
000
000
000

9.35340
9,35340
9,35340
9,35340
9.353.40

18,156.60
16,156.60
16,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60

825300.00

0.00

280602.00

544,696.00

Year

3

4

5

10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

Mor1gage

PMI plus Life
Insurance

1,39249

Inleresl Tal<
Tolaf
Deduction ANer Taxes

1,416 14
1.43263
1.44361

8,400.86
8,35663
8,30753
8,25301
8,192.49

18,880.43
18,934,03
18,997,41
19,068,42
19,139.93

129.44400

7,08673

41,510.51

95,020,22

25,888 80
25,88880
25.88880
25,88880
25.88880

1,45670
1,471 76
1,491 11
1,51447
1,541.52

8,125.29
8,050.69
7,967.88
7,875.93
7,773.85

19,220.21
19,309.87
19,412.03
19,527,34
19,656.47

258,888.00

14,56229

25,888.80
25,888.80
25,888.80
25,888.80
25.888.80

1,57422

388,33200

18,12701

25,888 80
25,888 80
25,88880'
25,888.80
25.888.80

620 80
672.56
720.66
765.32
80078

517.77600

21,707.14

25.888.80
25.88880
25,88880
25.88880
25,88880

82843
84065
83803
81582

25,888.80
25,88880
25,88880
25,888.80
25.88880

1.401 86

43044

472 66
518.43
56897

~~

64722000

25,801 69

25.888 80
25.88880
25,88880
25,88880
25.888.80

701 82
60270
46648
282.43

77666400

~

27,888.45

81,304.15 192,146,13
7,660.52
7,534.70
7,395.02
7,239.94
7.06778

19,802,50
18,784.54
18,966.44
19,167.29
19,389,99

118,202.12 288,256,89
6,876.64
6,664.43
6,428.84
6,16729
5.87691

19,632.96
19,896.93
20,180.62
20,486.83
20,812.66

150,21624 369,266.89
5,55454
5,19663
4,79929
4.35815
3.868.40

21,162.69
21,532.82
21,927.54
22,346.47
22.792.03

173.993 25 499,028.44
3.32468
2,721.04
2,05087
1.306 85
48084

23,265.94
23,770.46
24,304.41
24,864.38
25.441.30

183,87753 620,674.93

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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ESTIMATED REMAINING MORTGAGE OBLIGATION
ASSUMING MORTGAGE IS PAID OFF WITH INSURANCE POLICY CASH SURRENDER VALUE

Life Insurance has certain tax advantages Under current law, cash value accumulation inside Ihe policy is tax free However, If
you surrender the policy in order to payoff your mortgage obligation, you will have to pay taxes on that amount by which your
policy's cash value exceeds the cumulative amount of premiums you have paid

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage'
Annully plus
[flU of Year End of Year
Nc/
!Jollcy
Lire Insurance
Tax Owed
Morly"y" Nel Mor/gage
Obligation IOn Surrender·" Proceeas •• fJrll)crpai
Year Casll Value"

Life Insurance

Year

Cash Value
DOD

25.64268
27.872 19
30.31889
33.00405
35.856 75

1.04556
79226
86987
1,19074
2.16066

24.59712
27,079.92
29.44902
31,813.31
33,69609

262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262,000.00
262,000.00

237,402.88
234,920.08
232,550.98
230,186.69
228,303.91

10

38.969 18
42.364 35
46.06538
50.09792
54,49043

3,21889
4,37324
5.63 I 59
7,00266
8,496 1 I

35,75030
37.991 1 I
40,433 79
43.095 26
45.994 32

262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.000 00
262.00000

226,249.70
224,008.89
221,566.21
218,904.74
2 I 6,005.68

II
12
13
14
IS

59.272 4 I
64,478.90
70. I 44.83
76.31149
83,02321

10,12198
I 1,892 19
13,81861
15,91527
18.19726

49.15043
52.58671
56.32623
60.39622
64.82595

262.00000
262.00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000

2 I 2,849.57
209,413.29
205,673.77
201,603.78
197,174.05

II
12

16
17
18
19
20

90,33181
98.29545
106,981 I I
116,462 16
126,82408

20.682 18
23,38982
26.342 94
29.566 50
33.08955

69,64963
74.90563
80.638 17
86.89566
93.734 53

262,00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000

2I
22
23
24
25

138, I 5954
150,57661
164.19349
179,13813
195,49392

36.943 6 I
41.16541
45,795 15
50,876.33
56.43730

101.21593
109.41120
118.39834
128.261 80
139,05662

26
27
28
29
30

213.358.90
232.877 60
254.209.35
277.52917
302.97330

62,511.39
69,14775
76,400.54
84.32928
92.980 29

150,847.51
163,72985
177,80881
193,19989
209,99301

Ne/

End of Year

Policy
Proceeds

Mortgage
Principal

0.00
0.00
0.00
000
0.00

234,668.57
233,358.05
231,903.10
230,287.82
228,494.52

0.00
0.00
0.00
000
0.00

226,503.60
224,293.27
221,839.36
219,115.01
216,090.44

14
15

000
000
000
000

0.00
0,00
0.00
0.00
0.00

212,732.54
209,004.60
204,865.82
200,270.93
195,169.67

192,350.37
187,094.37
181,361.83
175,104.34
168,265.47

16
17
18
19
20

000
0.00
000
000
000

000
0.00
000
0.00
0.00

189,506.24
183,218.67
176,238.20
168,488.45
159,884.65

262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262.00000
262.00000

160,784.07
152,588.80
143,601.66
133,738.20
122,943.38

21
22
23
24
25

0.00
000
0.00
0.00
000

0.00
000
000
000
000

150,332.68
139,728.06
127,954.77
114,884.02
100,372.82

262,00000
262,00000
262,000 DO
262.00000
262,00000

111,152.49
98,270.15
84,191.19
68,800.11
52,006.99

26
27
28
29
30

000
0.00
000
0.00
000

000
000
000
000
000

84,262.45
66,376.65
46,519.78
24,474.62
(0.00)

4
5

0.00
000
000
000
000

a 00
10

13

0.00
000
000
000

• A neg8tlve obligation Indicates death benefits In excess of the

rnor1gage obligation. payable to policyholder's estate
•• The value Included for the annuity IS the present value of future payments
discounted at the annuity interest credited rate

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached
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ESTIMATED REMAINING MORTGAGE OBLIGATION
ASSUMING MORTGAGE IS PAlO OFF WITH DEATH PROCEEDS

Lite Insurance has certain tax advantages Under current law, cash value accumulation Inside the policy IS tax free in addition, any
decltt1 benefits paid oul by the policy will be tax free However, If you surrender the policy III order to pay all your mortgage obligation,
you will have to pay taxes on that amount by which your poliCy'S cash value exceeds the cumulative arnount of premiums you have
paid

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:

Life Insurance
Year Death Benefit

It

End of Year
MOr1gage
Principal

Ne!
Dea!h

Proceeds

life Insurance
Year Death Benefit

End of Year
Mor1gage
Principal

Ne!
Dea!h
Proceeds

262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.000.00
262,000.00

262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262,00000

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

234,668.57
233.358.05
231.90310
230.287.82
228,494.52

234.668.57
233.358.05
231.90310
230.287.82
228.494.52

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

262.00000
262.00000
262.000.00
262.00000
262.00000

262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262.00000

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

226.50360
224.29327
221.83936
219.115.01
216.090.44

226.50360
224,293.27
221.839.36
219,115.01
216.090.44

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

262.000 00
262,00000
262.000 00
262,00000
262,00000

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

11
12
13

14
15

262.00000
262,000.00
262.00000
262,000.00
262,000.00

14
15

212.73254
209,004.60
204.86582
200,270.93
195,169.67

212.13254
209,004.60
204,86582
200,270.93
195,169.67

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

16
17
18
19
20

262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000

262,00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

16
17
18
19
20

189.506.24
183.21867
176.23820
168.48845
159.884 65

189,506.24
183.21867
176.23820
168,488.45
159.88465

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

21
22
23
24
25

262.00000
262.000 00
262.00000
268.707 19
285.421 13

262.00000
262.000 00
262.00000
262.00000
262,00000

0.00
0.00
0.00
6,707.19
23,421.13

21
22
23
24
25

150.33268
139,72806
127.95477
114.88402
100.37282

150.33268
139.72806
127.954.77
114.884.02
100.372.82

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

26
27
28
29
30

302.96964
321.37109
340.64053
36078792
387.80583

262.00000
262,00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000

40,969.64
59,371.09
7B,640.53
98,787.92
! 25,805.B3

26
27
28
29
30

84.262 45
66.37665
46.51978
24.47462
(000)

6
7

10
11
12
13

8
9
10

84.26245
66.37665
46.5197B
24.47462
(000)

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

• This does NOT Include annuity value

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages aUached.
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EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN INTEREST RATES ON MONTHLY RYAN PAYMENTS

As noted on page 2 01 this Illustration, In Ule event Interest rates go down. variable rnor1gage payments will go down, life insurance
premiums may Increase tn both amount and number Ilmlerest rates go up, variable mortgage payments may increase. but life
Insurance premium payments will not

Set out below are the et1ects of these changes on The Ryan Mortgage monthly payment, assurmng rates change
at that level through year 30
Original Ryan Mortgage (Interest) Payment
Onglnal Ryan Afler·Tax Mortgage Payment
Interest Crediting Rate (beginning In year 2):

Mortgage Interest Rate (beginning In year 2):

Year

Inclemental
II Premium

Adlusted
Mortgage
Payment

year 2 and remain

2.29250
1.51305
4.00 '%
5.00 %

Alter-Tax End 01 Year
Combined Insurance
Cash Value
Cost

10

000
6802
10708
149.82
16276
17688
19228
20908
22738
24733

2.29250
1.091 67
1,091 67
1.091 67
1.09167
1.09167
1.09167
1.09167
1091 67
1.09167

1.51305
78852
827.58
870.32
88326
89738
91278
92958
94788
96783

7.05607
14.94178
23,56789
33.004.05
35.85675
38.96918
42.36435
46.06538
50.09792
54.49043

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

26906
29272
31848
34652
37706
41031
44654
48605
52917
57629

1.09167
1.09167
1.091 67
1.09167
1.09167
1.091 67
1.091 67
1.091 67
1.091 67
1 091 67

98956
1.01322
1.03898
1.06702
1.09756
1.13081
1.16704
1.20655
1.24967
1.29679

59.272 41
64.47890
70.14483
76.311 49
83,02321
90.33181
98.29545

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

62783
68426
74613
81353
88462
96546
1.05379
1.15032
1.25584
1.370.98

1.09167
1.09167
1.09167
1.09167
1.09167
1.09167
1,09167
1.09167
1.09167
1.09167

1.34833
1 404 76
1.46663
1.534 03
160512
1 68596
1,774.29
1.870.82
1.976.34
2.091.48

* If the

In

106,981 11

116.46216
12682408
138.15954
150,57661

164.19349
179.138 13
195.49392
213.358.90
232.877.60
254.209.35
277.52917
302.973.30 •

Insurance policy IS surrendered. the atter-tax
proceeds WIll payoff the mortgage principal

Interest Crediting Rate (beginning in year 2):

Mortgage Interest Rate (beginning In year 2):

Year

Incremental
LI Prernium

Adjusted
M0/1gage
Payment

13.50 %
14.50 %

After-Tax End of Year
Combined Insurance
Cash Value
Cosl

000
000
000
0.00
0.00
0.00
000
0.00
000
000

2.29250
3,16583
3.16583
3,16583
3,165.83
3,165.83
3,16583
3.16583
3.16583
3.16583

1.51305
2,08945
2,089.45
2,08945
2,08945
2,089.45
2,089.45
2,089.45
2,08945
2,08945

7.056.07
15,49092
25,056.18
35,904.25
40,465.46
45,633.08
51,488.04
58,120.37
65.633.01
74,143.69

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

000
000
000
000
0.00
000
0.00
000
000
000

3.16583
3.16583
3.16583
3.16583
3.165.83
3.16583
3.16583
3.16583
3.16583
3.16583

2.08945
2.08945
2.08945
2,08945
2,089.45
2,08945
2.089.45
2.08945
2,08945
2.08945

83,785 18
94,71169
107,096.49
121,140.72
137,053.19
155.04093
175,368.19
198.340.00
224.300.75
253.65665

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

000
000
000
000
000
ODD
000
000
000
000

3.16583
3.16583
3.16583
3.16583
3,16583
3.16583
3.16583
3.16583
3.16583
3.165.83

2.089.45
2,08945
2,08945
2,08945
2.08945
2.08945
2,089.45
2.089.45
2.08945
2.08945

286.86057
324.43650
366.980.74
415.179.75
469,727.35
531,475.11
601.38797

•
•
•
•

680,56383

*

10
11

12
13

770.25042 •
871,70489 •

.. lithe insurancE! policy IS surrendered, the after-lax
proceeds will pay 0" the mortgage principal

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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ESTIMATED POLICY VALUES FOR POLICY YEAR 31 THROUGH AGE 99
ASSUMING INSURANCE POLICY IS KEPT AFTER YEAR 30

IS paid at the end of year 30 by a policy loan taken
One benefil of lhis oplion is lhal tile life insurance coverage conlinues after lhe mortgage IS paid oft

The Ryan Mortgage Illustration shows an option whereby the mortgage balance

agalnsl lhe policy cash value

Annual policy loan interest due is paid with additional policy loans
The estimated annual end of year life Insurance pOlicy values along with the life insurance death benefit are

End of Year
life Insurance
Year
Cash Value

Annual
Loan

CumulatIVe
Loan
Balance

Loan
Interest

Due

End of Year
Net Insurance

Cash Value

31
32
33
34
35

330.73060
361.00797
394,03230
430,054 73
469,27163

24.89000
27,254 55
29,84373
32,67889
35,783 38

262,00000
286,89000
314.144.55
343,98828
376,667 17

24,89000
27,25455
29,84373
32,67889
35,78338

46,863.42
50,044.01
53,387,57
56,821,OB

416.720.56
447,649.89
480,71940
516,06568
558,433.23

129,830,56
133,505,34
136,731.12
139,39B.51
145,9B2.68

36
37
38
39
40

511,95557
558.407 1 1
608,961.53
663.99274
724,13589

39,182.80
42.905 17
46,981.16
51,444.37
56,331 58

412,45055
451,63335
494.53852
541,51968
592.96405

39,18280
42,905 17
46,981 16
51,44437
56,331 58

60,322.21
63,868.59
67,441.85
71,028.69
74,840.25

604,107.57
653,336.32
706,39538
763,591 66
818,273.55

152,474,22
158,797.80
164,875.70
170,627.61
168,977.92

41
42
43
44
45

789,94954
862,06933
941.22599
1.028.272 36
1 12310383

61,683.09
67,54298
73,95956
80,98572
88.67936

649,29563
710,97872
778,521 70
852.48126
933.46698

61,68309
67,54298
73,95956
80,98572
88.67936

78,970.82
83,547.63

876,84399
939,65557
1,007.11181

94,805.38

1,079,68598

165,865.26
161,133.87
154,630.55
146,219,00

100,957.48

1.179,25902

157,112.68

46
47
48
49
50

1.226,35481
1,338.70379
1,460,87491
1.593,641 62
1.737.827 70

97,10390
106,32877
116,43001
127,49086
139,60249

1,022.146 34
1,119,25025
1,225,57902
1,342,00903
1,469,49988

97, to3 90
106,32877
116,43001
127,49086
139.60249

107,104.56
113,124,77
118,865,89
124,141.74
128,725.33

1,287,67255
1,405,63898
1,533,918.66
1,673,323.70
1,824,71908

168,422.30
180,059.96
191,909,64
203,823.82
215,616.71

51
52
53
54
55

1,894,31138
2.064,03047
2,247,986 51
2.447,24700
2.662.907 34

152,864.73
167.38687
183,288.63
200,701.05
219.76765

1,609,10237
1.761,96710
1,929,35397
2,112,642.60
2,313,34364

152,86473
167,38687
183,28863
200,70105
219.76765

132,344.28
134,676.50
135,343.91
133,903,36
129,796.05

1,989,02695
2,167,23199
2,360,38583
2,569,609 35
2,796,05271

227,059.85
237,878.02
247,743.24
256,265.71
262,941.42

56
57
58
59
60

2.896,14174
3,148,16522
3,420.231 79
3.713.62992
4.037,03285

240,64557
263,506.90
288,540.06
315,951.36
345,96674

2,533111 29
2773,756.86
3,037,26377
3.325,80382
3.641.75519

240.64557
263,50690
288,54006
315,95136
345,96674

122,384.88
110,901.45
94,427,96
71,874.73
49,310.92

3,040,948.83
3,305,573 48
3,591.24338
3,899,311 42
4,198,51416

267,191.97
268,309.72
265,439.55
257,556.23
210,792.24

61
62
63
64
65

4,394,888.34

378,833.58
414,822.77
454,23094
497,382.88
544,63425

3,987,72193

378,83358
414,82277
454,23094
497,382.88
544.63425

28,332.83
11,121.04
477.41
457,07
434,79

4,526,73499
4,888.34931
5,288,447 50
5,733,449 17
6.278,061 14

160,179.48
106,971.02
52,838,28
457.07
434.79

4.792.499.32
5.236.08664
5,733,449.17
6.278.061 14

4.366,55551
4.781,37829
5,235,60922
5.732,99210

43,840,60

Benefit

End of Year
Net Death
Benefit

End of Year
Dealh

88,744.73

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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ESTIMATED POLICY VALUES FOR POLICY YEAR 31 THROUGH AGE 99
ASSUMING INSURANCE POLICY IS KEPT AFTER YEAR 30

The Ryan Mortgage Illustration shows an option whereby the mor1gage balance is paid at the end of year 30 by a policy loan taken
against the poliCY cash value One benefit of this option is that the Ille Insurance coverage continues after the mortg,age IS paid off
Annual poliCY loan Interest due IS paid with additional poliCy loans

The estimated annual end 01 year Ille Insurance poliCy values along wlHl the life Insurance death benefit are
End of Year
life Insurance
Year

Cash Value

66
67
68

6.874.411 24
7,527.41461
8,242,45330

Cumulative

Annual
Loan

Loan
Balance

596,37450 6.277,626.35
653,03008 6.874,00085
715,067 94 7,527,03093

Loan
Interest

Due
596,37450
653,03008
715.06794

End 01 Year
Net Insurance

Cash Value
4tO,39
383.68
354.43

End of Year
Dealh
Bene!11

6,874,41 1.24
7,527,41461
8.24:2,45330

End of Year
Net Dealh
Benefit

410.39
383.6B
354.43

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illuslration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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GUARANTEED LIFE INSURANCE VALUES

The following values were calculated assuming the interest rates and mortality rates guaranteed in the Iile insurance contract These are the
minimum interest rate thaI can be credited and the maximum cost of insurance rates thaI can be charged These rates are st10wn on page 1

01 this Illustration The Life Insurance Cost Indices for this policy are shown on the following page
Insurance contract may be Included with the policy when It is Issued

Year
1

2

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Additional information concerning the life

End of Year End of Year
Cash Value Death Benellt

6.400 72
13,20566
20,27415
27,61378
28,12190
28,61343
29,08306
29,52290
29,927 13
30,28495
30,59452
30,844 48
31,02999
31,13889
31.16546
3109894
30,93031
30,64291
30,223.84
29,645 12
28,881 78
27,902.34
26,67064
25,15740
23,325 93
21,146.10
18,57739
15,57273
12,06746
7,98473
3,228.30

262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,000.00
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,000.00
262,00000
262,00000
26200000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262.00000
262,00000

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions, These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration,
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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_.~

LIFE INSURANCE COST INDICES

An expl,mallon 01 the Intended use of these indices is provided in The Life Insurance Buyer's GUide

Ihese Indices are useful only for the

comparison 01 relative costs 01 two or more similar policies
The cust Indices do not I ellect any optional benefils

BASED ON
GUARANTEED FACTORS
10 Year

SURRENDER COST INDEX @ 5%
NET PAYMENT COST INDEX @ 5%

20 Year

4 17

4.75

1293

801

BASED ON
CURRENT FACTORS
10 Year

20 Year

SURRENDER COST INDEX @ 5%

·282

·593

NET PAYMENT COST INDEX @ 5%

1293

801

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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illustration Developed For

By
Bill Simpson
Mor1gage Pro Brokers
555 Wilton Way
Wilton, CT 06894

Bozeman Amorey Stella
666 Greenwich Street
Api 933
New York, NY 10014

The real estate agent representing you in the purdlase

With regards to property located at

Milly Jenner
Chekov & Karney
310 Wilton Way
Wilton, CT 06694

62 Hillock Rond

Cannondale. CT 05555

INDIVIDUAL DATA FOR: Bozeman Amoroy Stolla

Age
Sex
Individual Tax R[]te

32
Male
3400 %

MORTGAGE ASSUMPTIONS FOR: HOMEOWNER'S BANK

The Ryan Mortgage:

Conventional Mortgage:

Principal Amount
Down Payment
Imtlal Loan Balance

262,00000
26.15t 00
262,00000

Down Payment as % of Principal
Mortgage Interest Rate
Mortgage POints (%)
T errn 01 Mor1gage (Years)
PMI COS1 (%)

100 %

30 •
000 %
4,00000

Closing Date
" TtllS IS

Down Payment

998 '%
10 50 %

Settlement Costs

Principal Amount

Initial Loan Balance

01·Ma,·92

Down Payment as % of Principal
Cap 1450 0/"

Mor1gage Intel est Rate
Mor1gage POints (%).
Term of Mor1gage (Years)
PMI Cosl (%)
Settlement Costs
ClOSing Date:

262,00000
26,15100
235,84900
9,98 %

1050 %
100 %
30

0.50 %
4.00000
01·Mar·92

the initial mortgage term

INSURANCE ASSUMPTIONS FOR: METRO LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION

CUrrent Rates:

Mor1allty
Percent
Unloaned Credited Rate
Loan Charged Rate
Loan Credited Rate

Guarantees:

1983 GAM
100.00 %
950 %
950 %
950 %

MOl1ality
Percent
Unloaned Credited Rate

1980

csa

100 00 %
4 00 %

ANNUITY DATA
The Ryan down payment will be used in part to purchase a single premium immediate annuity (SPIA) to pay the lile insurance premiums
Interest Credited Rate
Number 01 Insurance Premiums Paid

9.25 %
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IMPORTANT COMMENTS CONCERNING THE ATIACHED ILLUSTRATION

The Information contained In the attached Illustration IS based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is
Unless otherwise indicated, those rates
assumed Initially continue throUgtloUt the life of the Illustralion

developed and the current assumptions of the Illorigage and Insurance ptClns chosen

Conventional Mortgage assumptions for principal, mor1gage Interest rate. rnor1gage points (%) and settlement costs are

the same as those assumed for The Ryan Mortgage. Tile down payment and Initial loan balance are as stated on page t of this
illustration

Premium costs may change II the closing date differs from the one given
ClSSUmptlons used vary
rhe mor1gage Illustrated IS a variable rate mortgage
variations In Interest rates

They may also change if any of the ottler

MOl1gFlge and premium payments are subject to change with

Intel est rates credited on unloaned policy values and the cost of insurance charges may vary afler the first year
rales char ged on policy loans and credited on loaned poliCy values also may vary after" the first year

Interest

In the event interest rates go down, variable mortgage payments will go down, life insurance premiums may increase in
both amount and number If interest rales go up. variable mortgage payments may increase, but life insurance premium
payments Will not
Some banks offer variable mortgage products which limit the rate of interest that can be charged. This proVides a
maximum allowable combined mortgage/insurance payment under The Ryan Mortgage Plan Life insurance companies offer a
guaranteed minimum interest rate al which cash values will grow There is no limit on the intelest that can be earned in a life
Insurance pOlicy Higher interest crediting rates may result in higher cash values, which may permit the homeowner to repay
the mortgage sooner HIgher Interest crediting rates may also result in higher death benefits, proViding an additional benefit
to the homeowner's estate
The Ryan Mortgage Illustration System cannot approve loans or insurance npplicaltons It can only forward loan and life
Insurance applications to partIcIpating financial services Institutions and proVide you Information as to their' response
The attached illustration should not be construed as, and is not offered as, real estate, legal, tax or investment advice
Please consult your accountant, tax advisor or legal counselor prior to entering into any transaction

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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ESTIMATED UPFRONT MORTGAGE AND OTHER ESCROW PAYMENT

COllventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:

Mortgage Points
PMI Escrow
Down Payment

4.00000
2.62000
000
26.15100'

Total Closing Costs

32,771.00

Settlement Costs

Down Payment

4.00000
2.358.49
1.179.25
26,151.00

Tolal Closing Cosls

33,688.74

Settlement Costs
Mor1gage POints

PMI Escrow

.. The down payment IS used for purchasing a single premium
Immediate annuity and lor paying an insurance premium

ESTIMATED AVERAGE FIRST YEAR MONTHLY PAYMENT

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:
Mor1gage

Tax EsclOw

PMI Escrow
Life Insurance
LESS
Tax Deduction
Net After- Tax Cost

2,29250
23500
0.00
000
2.52750

M0/1gage
Tax Escrow
PMI Escrow
Life Insurance

77945

Tax Deduction

2.15740
23500
9827
1777
2.508.44

LESS

1,748.05

Net After· Tax Cost

70007
1,808.37

ESTIMATED AVERAGE YEAR 10 MONTHLY PAYMENT

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:
Mor1gage
Tax Escrow
PMI Escrow
Lrfe Insurance
LESS
Tax Deduction
Nel After- Tax Cosl

2.292.50
23500
000
000
2.52750
77945
1,748.05

Mor1gage
Tax Escrow
PMI Escrow
life Insurance
LESS
Tax Deduct!on

Net Aller- Tax Cosl

2.157.40
235.00
98.27
30.19
2.520.86
63838
1,882.48

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown On pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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ESTIMATED EQUITY AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS ASSUMING EARLY HOME SALE

In the following computations. the home is assumed to be sold al the original purchase price
total equity alter the sale will Increase

11 It 15 sold for a higher price. the

Mortgage Costs:

Ryan
Mortgage
Total Closing Costs ..
Annual After-Tax Mor1gage Cos!
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3

Year 4'
Year 5

Year 6
Year 7
Year 8
Vear 9
Year 10

Conventional
Mortgage

Financial
Benefit From
Ryan Mortgage

Cumulative

Financial
Benefit

32.77100

33.68874

917.73

917.73

1815660
18.15660
18.15660
18,15660
18,15660
18,15660
18.156.60
18.15660
18.15660
18.15660

18.880 43
18.934 03
18,997.41
19,068 42
19,13993

723.83
777.43
840.81
911.82
983.33
1,063.61
1,153.27
1,255.43
1,370.74
1,499.87

1,641.56
2,418.99
3,259.81
4,171.63
5,154.96
6,218.57
7,371.84
8,627.27
9,998.01
11,497.88

19.22021
19.30987
19,41203
19.527.34
19,65647

Ryan
Mortgage

Conventional
Mortgage

35.856 75
262.00000
(26200000)
35.85675

000
262.00000
(228494.52)
33.50548

32.771.00
90.78300

33.688 74
95,02022

Financial
Bene1it From
Ryan Mortgage

Home Sale At The End of Year 5:
End of Year Cash Value

f lome Resale
Mongage Balance
Total EqUity After Sale
Total ClOSing Costs If
After-Tax Mor1gage Cost

TOTAL 5 YEAR FINANCIAL BENEFIT:

35,856.75
0.00
(33.505.48)
2,351.27
917.73
4.237.22
.7,506.22

Home Sale At The End of Year 10:
End of Year Cash Value
~ lome Resale
Mortgage Balance
Total Equity Aller Sale

Tolal ClOSing Costs

I<

After·Tax Mortgage Cost'

54,49043
262.000.00
(26200000)
54,49043

000
262.00000
(216,09044)
45.90956

54,490.43
0.00
(45,909.56)
8,580.87

32.77100
181.56600

33.688 74
192.14614

917.73
10.580.14

TOTAL 10 YEAR FINANCIAL BENEFIT:

20,078.75

• See lop of page 3 lor detailed breakdown
.. These values Include Insurance

(See page 5 lor detailed breakdown)

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These

assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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ESTIMATED ANNUAL COST

(Does

110/

IIlcfude Property Taxes or ffazard IflSUfJflce)

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:

Interest Tax
Year

8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

Tolal
After Taxes

Mortgage

Insurance

Deduction

27,51000
2751000
27,51000
27,51000
27510,00

000
000
000
000

18,156,60
18,156,60
18,156,60

~

9 353 40
9,35340
9,35340
9,353 40
935340

137,55000

000

27,51000
27,51000
27,510,00
27,51000
27,51000
275,100,00

Interest Tax

Insulance

Tolal

Deduction After Taxes

1,39249

18,156,60

1,4 t6, 14
1,43263
1,443,61

8,40086
8,35663
8,30753
8,25301
819249

18,880,43
18,934,03
18,997,41
19,068.42
19,139,93

46)6700

90,783,00

129,44400

7,086,73

41,510 51

95,020,22

000
000
000
000
000

9,353.40
9,353.40
9,353 40
9,353.40
9353.40

1 B t 156.60

18,156,60
18,156.60
18,156,60
18,156.60

25,88880
25,888,80
25,88880
25,88880

8,12529
8,05069
7,96788
7,87593
7,773,85

19,220,21
19,309,87
19,412,03
19,527,34
19,656.47

000

93,534 00

181,566,00

1 B, 156.60

000
000
000
0,00
0,00

935340
9,35340
9,35340
9,35340
9,353.40

18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60

412.65000

a 00

140.301 00

272,349,00

9,35340
9,35340
9.35340
9,35340

18,156,60
18,156,60
18,156.60
18,156,60

000

18706800

363,132.00

27,51000
27,51000
27,510 00
27,51000
27510 00

000
000
000
000
0,00

9,35340
9,35340
9,35340
9,35340
9,35340

18,156.60
18,156,60
18,156,60
18,156.60

687.750,00

000

233,83500

453,915.00

000
000
000
000

9,35340
9,35340
9.35340
9,35340
935340

lB,156,60
18,156.60
18,156.60
18.156,60
18,156,60

27,510 00
27.510.00
27.51000
27,510 00
2751000

0,00
000
000
000

550,200 00

825,30000

Mortgage

25,88880
25,80880
25,88880
25,88880
25,88880

2751000
27,51000
27,51000
27,510 00
27510.00

27.51000
27,51000
27,510 00
27,510 00
27,51000

PMI plus Life
Year

~

~

18,156.60

10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

1.40186

25,88880

1,45670
1,471 76
1,491 11
1,51447
1 541 52

258,88800

14,56229

25.88880
25,88880
25,88880
25,88880
25,88880

1,57422
430,44
472 66
518.43
568,97

388,33200

18,127,01

25,88880
25,88880
25,88880
25,88880
25,888.80

62080
672.56
720,66
765,32
800.78

517.776 00

21,707 14

25,88880
25,88880
25,88880
25,88880
2588880

82843
84065
83803
81582
771.63

647,220 00

25,801 69

25,88880
25,88880
25,88880
25,88880
2588880

70182
60270
466.48
28243
33,33

81,304,15 192,146.14
7,660 52
7,53470
7,395,02
7,239,94
7,06778

19,802.50
18,784.54
18,966.44
19,167.29
19,389.99

11 8.202 12 288,256.89
6,87664
6,664 43
6,42884
6,167,29
5 876 91

19,632.96
19,896.93
20,180.62
20,486,83
20,812.66

150,21624 389,266.89
5,554.54
5,196,63
4.799,29
4,358 15
3,868.40

21,162.69
21,532.82
21,927.54
22,346.47
22,792.03

173,993,25 499,028.44
3.32468
2,72104
2,050.87
1,30685
480.84

23,265.94
23,770.46
24,304.41
24,864.38
25,441.30

776,66400

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions, These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration,
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached,
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ESTIMATED REMAINING MORTGAGE OBLIGATION
ASSUMING MORTGAGE IS PAID OFF WITH INSURANCE POLICY CASH SURRENDER VALUE

life Insurance has ce,1aln tax advantages Under cur, en! law, cash value accumulation inside the poliCy is tax Iree However,
you surrender the poliCY in order to pay oH your morlgage obligation, you Wilt have to pay taxes on that amount by which your
policy's cash value exceeds the cumulative amount of premiums you have paid

The Ryan Mortgage:
AnnUity plus
Life Insurance
Year Cash Value*

Conventional Mortgage:

Nel
Tax Owed

Policy

End of Year End 01 Year
Mortgage Ne! Mortgage

On Surrender"" Proceeds ** Principal

Obligation'

life Insurance
Year

Cash Value

Net
End of Year
Policy
Mortgage
Proceeds Principal

4
5

25.64268
27872 19
3031889
33004 05
35.8567S

1.04556
79226
86987
1.19074
2.16066

24.59712
27,07992
2944902
31.81331
33.696 09

262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000

237,402,88
234,920.08
232,550.98
230,186.69
228,303.91

000
000
000
000
000

000
000
000
000
0.00

234,668,57
233,358,05
231,903,10
230,287.82
228,494.52

10

3896918
42.364 35
46.06538
50.09792
54,49043

3.21889
4.37324
5,63 I 59
7.002.66
8,496 I I

35,75030
37,991 I I
40,433 79
43,09526
45.994 32

26200000
262.00000
262.000 00
262.000 DO
262,000 DO

226,249.70
224,008.89
221,566.21
218,904,74
216,005.68

10

000
0.00
0.00
000
0.00

0.00
0.00
000
000
o 00

226,503.60
224,293.27
221,839,36
219,115,01
216,090.44

11
12
13
14
15

59.272 4 I
64,47890
70.14483
76,31 149
83.02321

10,121.98
11,892.19
13,81861
15.91527
18.19726

49.15043
52,58671
56.32623
60.39622
64.82595

262,00000
262,00000
262,000.00
262.00000
262,00000

212,849,57
209,413.29
205,673.77
201,603.78
197,174.05

II
12
13
14
15

0.00
0.00
000
000
000

0.00
0.00
000
0.00
000

212,732,54
209,004.60
204,865.82
200,270.93
195,169.67

16
17
18
19
20

90.33181
98,29545
106,981 I I
I I 6.462 16
126.824.08

20.682 18
23,38982
26,34294
29.566 50
33089 55

69.64963
74,90563
80,638 17
86.89566
93,734 53

262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262.00000
262.00000

192,350.37
187,094,37
181,361.83
175, I 04.34
168,265.47

16
17
18
19
20

000
000
000
000
000

000
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

189,506.24
183,218.67
176,238.20
168,488,45
159,884.65

21
22
23
24
25

138.15954
150.576.61
164.193.49
179.138.13
195A9392

36.94361
41.16541
45,795 15
50.87633
56.43730

101,21593
109,41120
118,39834
128,26180
139,05662

262,00000
262,00000
262.00000
262,00000
262.00000

160,784,07
152,588.80
143,601.66
133,738.20
122,943.38

21
22
23
24
25

000
000
0.00
000
000

0.00
000
0.00
0.00
000

150,332.68
139,728.06
127,954.77
114,884.02
100,372.82

26
27
28
29
30

2 I 3.35890
232.877 60
254.20935
277.52917
302,97330

62.51139
69.14775
76,400 54
84.329 28
92.98029

150,84751
163.72985
177.80881
193.19989
209,99301

262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262,00000

111,152.49
98,270.15
84,191.19
68,800 11
52,006.99

26
27
28
29
30

000
000
000
000
000

000
0.00
0.00
000
000

84,262.45
66,376.65
46,519.78
24,474.62
(0,00)

* A negative obligation indicates death benefits In excess of the

mortgage obllgallon, payable to pollcyholde(s eslale
.. The value included lor Ule annuity IS the present value of future payments,
discounted at the annuity interest credited rate

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the rnortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning laxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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ESTIMATED REMAINING MORTGAGE OBLIGATION
ASSUMING MORTGAGE IS PAID OFF WITH DEATH PROCEEDS

Life Insurance has certain tax advantages Under current law, cash value accumulallon Inside the policy IS tax free In addition, any
death benefits paid out by the policy will be lax free However. If you surrender the policy in order to pay oN your mortgage obligation,
you will have to pay taxes on that amount by which your poliCy's cash value exceeds the cumulative amount 01 premiums you have

paid

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:

life Insur anee
Year Death Benefit·

End of Year
Mor1gage
Principal

Proceeds

Mortgage

Ne!
Dealh

PrinCipal

Proceeds

End of Year

Nel
Deafh

life Insurance
Year Oeath Benefit

0,00

234,66857
233,35805
231,90310
230,287 82
228,494 52

234,66857
233,35805
231,903.10
230,28782
228,494 52

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0,00

0,00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0,00

10

226,50360
224,29327
221,839.36
219,115.01
216,09044

226,50360
224,29327
221,83936
219,11501
21609044

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0,00

262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

II
12
13
14
15

212,73254
209,004 60
204,865.82
200,27093
195,16967

212,73254
209,00460
204,86582
200,27093
195,16967

0.00
0,00
0.00
0.00
0.00

262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000

262,00000
262,000.00
262,00000
262,00000
262,000.00

0.00
0.00
0,00
0,00
0.00

16
17
18
19
20

189,50624
183,21867
176,23820
168,48845
159,88465

189,506.24
183,21867
176,23820
168,488,45
159,88465

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

21
22
23
24
25

262,00000
26200000
262,00000
268,70719
285,421 13

262,00000
262,00000
262.00000
262,00000
262,00000

0.00
0,00
0.00
6,707 19
23,421.13

21
22
23
24
25

150,33268
139,72806
127,95477
114,88402
100,37282

150,33268
139,72806
127,954.77
114,88402
100,372 82

0.00

26
27
28
29
30

302.96964

262,00000
262.00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000

40,969.64

?6
27
28
29
30

84,262 45

84.26245
66.37665
46,51978
24,47462
(0.00)

0.00

262.00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,000.00
262,00000

262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000

262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262.00000
262,00000

262,00000
262,000.00
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000

12
13
14
15

262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,000.00
262,00000

16
17
18
19
20

10
II

321,37109

340,640 53
360.787.92
387,80583

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

59,371.09

78,640.53
98,787.92
125,805.83

66.37665

46,51978
24,474.62
(000)

0,00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

• ThiS does NOT Include annuity value

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN INTEREST RATES ON MONTHLY RYAN PAYMENTS

As noted an page 2 of this illustration, in the even! interest rates go down, variable mortgage payments will go down: lile Insurance
prernlums may Increase In both amount and number If interest rates go up, variable mortgage payments may Increase, bullife
Iflsurance premium payments will not
Set out below are the effects of these Changes on The Ryan Mortgage monthly payment, assuming rates change in year 2 and remain
al that level through year 30
Orlgmal Ryan Mortgage (Interest) Payment
Ongmal Ryan After-Tax Mortgage Payment

2,292 50
1,51305

Interest Crediting Rate (beginning In year 2):
Mortgage Interest Rate (beginning in year 2):

Incremental
LI Premium

Year

Adlusted
Mortgage
Payment

4.00 %
5.00 %

After-Tax End of Year
Combined Insurance
Casll Value
Cost

000
6802
10708
14982
16276
17688
19228
20908
22738
24733

2,29250
1.09167
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1091 67
1.09167
1,091 67
1091 67
1,091 67

1,513 05
78852
82758
87032
88326
89738
91278
92958
94788
96783

7.05607
14,941 78
2356789
33.00405
35.85675
38,969 18
42,364 35
46065 38
50.09792
54.49043

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

26906
292.72
31848
34652
377 06
44654
48605
529 17
57629

1,091 67
1,091.67
1,091.67
1,091 67
1,091.67
1.091 67
1,09167
1091 67
1,091 67
1091 67

98956
1,01322
1,03898
1,06702
1.09756
1.13081
1,16704
1.20655
1,24967
1.29679

59.272 41
64,47890
70.14483
76,311 49
83,02321
90.331.81
98.295.45
106.981 11
116.462 16
126,824 08

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

62783
68426
746 13
813.53
88462
96546
1,053 79
1.15032
1.25584
1.37098

1.091 67
1,09167
1 091 67
1.091 67
1,091.67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1.091 67
1.091 67

1,34833
1.40476
1.46663
1,534 03
1.605 12
1,68596
1,774.29
1.87082
1.97634
2,091 48

138,15954
150,57661
164,19349
179.13813
195.49392
213,35890
232,877 60
254.20935
277.529 17
302.973 30 •

10

410.31

~

II the Insurance poliCY IS surrendered, the after-lax
proceeds Will pay oil the mOr1gage prinCipal

Interest Crediting Rate (beginning in year 2):
Mortgage Interest Rate (beginning in year 2):

Incremental
LI Premium

Year

000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Ad/usled
Mor1gage
Payrnenl
2,29250
3,16583
3,165.83
3,16583
3.16583
3,165.83
3,165.83
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583

After-Tax End of Year
Combined Insurance
Cosl
Cash Value

1,513.05
2,08945
2,08945
2,08945
2,08945
2,08945
2,08945
2,08945
2,08945
2,08945

7,05607
15,49092
25,056.18
35,90425
40,46546
45,63308
51,48804
58,12037
65.63301
74,14369

17
18
19
20

000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000

3.165.83
3.16583
3.165.83
3,165.83

2,089.45
83,785 18
2,089.45
94,711.69
2.08945 t07,09649
2,08945 121,14072
2,08945 137,053 t9
2,08945 155,04093
2,089.45 175,36819
2,08945 198,34000
2,08945 224,300.75
2,08945 253,656.65

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000

3,165.83
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,165.83
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583

2,08945
2,08945
2,089.45
2,089.45
2,089.45
2,089.45
2,089.45
2,089.45
2,08945
2,089.45

~

3.16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3.16583
3,165.83

13,50 %
14.50 %

286,86057
324,43650
366,980.74
415,17975
469,72735
531,47511
601,38797
680,56383
770,25042
871,70489

II the Insurance policy is surrendered, the after-tax
proceeds Will pRy off the mor1gage principal

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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ESTIMATED POLICY VALUES FOR POLICY YEAR 31 THROUGH AGE 99
ASSUMING INSURANCE POLICY IS KEPT AFTER YEAR 30

The Ryan Mortgage Illustration shows an option whereby the mortgage is extended and annual policy loans are taken to pay the
annual after-lax mortgage cost One benefit 01 UllS option IS that the life insurance coverage continues 1 he annual loan is increased
by the amount needed to pay the annual policy loan Interest due

The estimated annual end 01 year hfe insurance poliCY values along with the hfe insurance deaU"! benefll are"
Cumulative

End 01 Year
Year

Loan

Life Insurance

Annual

Loan

Casll Value

loan

Balance

Interest
Due

End of Year
Net Insurance
Cash Value

End of Year
Dealh
Benefil

End of Year
Net Death
Benefit

31
32
33
34
35

330,730.60
361.00797
394,03230
430,05473
469.271 63

18,15660
19,88148
21.77022
23,83839
26.10303

18,15660
38.03808
59.80829
83,64668
109,74972

1,724.88
3.61362
5,681 79
7.94643
10.42622

310,849.13
319,356.28
328,542,21
338,461.62
349,095.69

416,72056
447.64989
480,71940
516,06568
558,43323

396,839.08
405,998,19
415,229.32
424,472.56
438,257.29

36
37
38
39
40

511,955.57
558,40711
608.961 53
663.99274
724,135.89

28,58282
31,298.19
34,27152
37,52731
41,09241

138,33254
169,630.73
203,90225
241,429.56
282,521.97

13.141 59
16,11492
19,37071
22.93581
26.83959

360,481.43
372,661.46
385,688.57
399,627,37
414,774,33

604,10757
653,33632
706.39538
763,591 66
818,27355

452,633.44
467,590.67
483,122.41
499,226,28
508,911,99

41
42
43
44
45

789,949.54
862.06933
941.22599
1.028,272.36
1,123,103.83

44,996.19
49,27083
53,951.55
59,07695
64,68926

327,51816
376,788.99
430,740.54
489,81749
554,50675

31,11423
35,79495
40.92035
46.53266
52,678 14

431,317,15
449,485.39
469,565.10
491,922.21
515,918,93

876,84399
939,65557
1,007,11181
1,079.685.98
1,179,259.02

518,211.60
527,071.63
535,450,92
543,335.83
572,074.12

46
47
48
49
50

1.226,35481
1,338,703.79
1460,87491
1.593.641 62
1.737,82770

70.83474
77,56404
84,93263
93,001 23
101,83634

625.341 49
702.90554
787.83816
880,83939
982,67573

59,40744
66.77603
74,84463
83,67974
93,354 19

541,605.87
569,022,23
598,192.13
629,122.49
661,797.77

1,287,67255
1,405,638.98
1,533,918.66
1,673,323.70
1.824,71908

602,923.61
635,957.42
671,235.87
708,804.57
748,689,16

51
52
53
54
55

1,894.311.38
2.064.03047
2,247,98651
2,447,24700
2,662.90734

111,510.79
122,10432
133,704.23
146,406 13
160,31471

1,094,186.52
1,216,29084
1,349,99507
1,496,40121
1,656,71592

103,94772
115,54763
128,24953
142.158 11
157.38801

696,177.14
732,191.99
769,741.90
808,687.68
848,803.41

1,989,026.95
2,167,231 99
2,360,38583
2,569,60935
2,796,05271

790,892.71
835,393.52
882,141.23
931,050.03
981,948.77

56
57
58
59
60

2,896,14174
3.148.16522
3.420.231 79
3,713,62992
4.037.03285

175,544 61
192.221 35
210,48238
230,47820
252,373 63

1,832,260 53
2,024,48 I S8
2.234.96426
2,465,44247
2.717,81610

174.06475
192.32578
212.32160
234.21703
258.192 53

SS9,816.46
931,357.55
972,945.92
1,013,970.42
1,061,024.22

3.040,948.83
3,30557348
3.591.24338
3,899,311 42
4.198,514 16

1,034,623.55
1,08B,765.B2
1,143,957.51
1,199,651.92
1,222,505,53

61
62
63
64
65

4.394,88834
4,792,49932
5,236,08664
5,733,449 17
6.278.061 14

276,34913 2,994,16523
302,602.30 3,296,767 53
331,349523,628,11704
362,82772 3,990,94476
397,29635 4,388,241 12

284,44570
313,19292
344,671 12
379,13975
416,88291

1,116,277.41
1,182,538,88
1,263,298.47
1,363,364,65
1,472,937,11

4,52673499
4,888,349.31
5,288,44750
5,733,449 17
6,278,061.14

1,24B,124.06
1,278,388.86
1,315,659,34
1,363,364.65
1,472,937.11

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illuslration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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ESTIMATED POLICY VALUES FOR POLICY YEAR 31 THROUGH AGE 99
ASSUMING INSURANCE POLICY IS KEPT AFTER YEAR 30

The Ryan Mortgage illustration stlOWS an option whereby the mortgage is extended and annual poliCY loans are taken to pay the
annual after-tax mortgage cost One benefit 01 thiS option IS that the lile Insurance coverage continues The annual loan is Increased
by the amount needed to pay the annual poliCY loan Interest due
The estimated annual end 01 year life insurance poliCY values along With the life insurance death benefil are
End of Year
Life Insurance

Annual

Year

Cash Value

Loan

66
67
68

6,874,411 24
7,527,41461
8.242,45330

Cumulative
Loan
Balance

435.03951 4.823,28062
476,36826 5,29964888
521.62324 5,821,27212

Loan
Interest

Due

End 01 Year
Net Insurance

Cash Value

458,211 66 1,592,918.96
503,46664 1,724,299.09
55302085 I ,86B, I 60.32

End 01 Year
Death
Benefil
6,874.4 I I 24
7,527.4146t
8.242.45330

End ot Year
Nel Dealh
Benetit
1,592,918.96
1,724,299.09
1,868,160.32

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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GUARANTEED LIFE INSURANCE VALUES

ltle lollOWlrlg values were calculated assullllng the Interest rates and mor1ality rates guaranteed In the IIIe Insurance contract

These are the
minimum Interest rate that can be credited and the maximum cost 01 Insurance rates that can be charged Ttlese rales are shown on page 1
of this Illustration The Life Insurance Cost Indices for this policy are shown an the following page Additional inforrnation concerning the life

Insurance contract may be Included With the policy when It IS Issued

Year

9
10
11

End of Year End 01 Year
Cash Value Death Benefit

6.40072
13,20566
20,274 15
27,613 78
28,12190
28,61343
29,08306
29,52290
29,927 13
30,28495
30,59452

262,00000
262,000.00
262,00000
262,000.00
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

30,844 48
31,02999
31,13889
31,16546
31,098.94
30,93031
30,642 9 1
30,22384
29,645 12
28,881 78

262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,000 00
262.00000
262.00000
262,00000
262,00000

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

27,90234
26,67064
25,157.40
23,32593
21,14610
18,577 39
15.572 73
12,067.46
7,984 73
3,22830

262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262.00000
262,000.00
262,00000
262,00000

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached,
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LIFE

INSURAI~CE

COST INDICES

An explanntlon of ttle Intended use of these Indices IS provided III file Lde Insurance Buyer's GUide

These indices are useful only for the

comparison 01 relative costs 01 two or more similar policIes

The cost IndIces do not reflect any optional benefits

BASED ON
GUARANTEED FACTORS
10 Year
SURRENDER COST INDEX @ 5%
NET PAYMENT COST INDEX @ S%

20 Year

4 17

475

1293

801

BASED ON
CURRENT FACTORS
10 Year

20 Year

SURRENDER COST INDEX @ 5%

-282

-593

NET PAYMENT COST INDEX @ 5%

1293

801

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions_ These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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By

illustration Developed For

BOleman Arnol ey Stella

Sill Simpson
Mortgage ProBrokers
555 Willon Way
Willon, CT 06894

666 GreenWich SIt eel
Api 933
New York, NY 10014

Wrlh regards to property located at

The real estate agent representing you in the purchase
Milly Jenner
Chekov & Karney
310 Willon Way
Willon, CT 06894

62 Hillock Road
Cannondale. CT 05555

INDIVIDUAL DATA FOR: Bozeman Amorey Sielia

Age
Sex
IndiVidual Tax Rate

32
Male

34.00 %

MORTGAGE ASSUMPTIONS FOR: HOMEOWNER'S BANK

The Ryan Mortgage:

Conventional Mortgage:

Pr1rlClpal Amount
Down Payment
Initial Loan Balance

262,000.00
4.70070
262,00000

Down Payment as % of PrinCipal
Morlgage Interest Rate
Mortgage Points (Oft,)
Telm 01 Mortgage (Years)
PMI Cosl (%)
Settlement Costs

Principal Amount
Down PaYl11ent
Initial Loan Balance

179 %

10.50 %

Down Payment as % of PrinCipal
Cap 1450 %

100 %
30

000 %,
4,00000

ClOSing Date

Mortgage Interest Rate
MOl1gage Poinls (%)
Term 01 Mortgage (Years)
PMI Cos1 (%)
Settfement Costs

01·Mar·92

ClOSing Date

262,00000
13,10000
248,90000
5.00 %
10 50 %
100 %
30
050 %
4,00000
01-Mar-92

INSURANCE ASSUMPTIONS FOR: METRO LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION

CUrrent Rates:

Guarantees:

Monallty
Percent
Unloaneu Credited Rate
Loan Chalged Rate
Loan Credited Rate

1983 GAM

MortalllY
Percent
Unloaned Credited Rate

10000 %
9.50 %

950 %
950 %

This Illustration assumes life Insurance premium payments will be guaranteed by:
Homeowner's Endorsement Plan Incorporated
3000 Ocean Street

Millvale, CT 01234
Contact
Sponsor Number

0001

Pran Annana

csa

1980
10000 %
4.00 %
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IMPORTANT COMMENTS CONCERNING THE ATTACHED ILLUSTRATION

The information contained in the attached Illustration is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is
developed and the current assumptions of the mortgage and Insurance plans chosen
assum€'d Initially continue throughout the life of the Illustration

Unless otherwise indicated, those rates

Conventional Mortgage assumptions for principal, mortgage interest rate, mortgage pOints (%) and settlement costs are
the same as those assumed for The Ryan Mortgage The down payment and initial loan balance are as stated on page 1 of this
illustration
Premium costs may change jf the closing date differs from the one g"lven
assumptions used vary
The mortgage illustr::!tpd IS a variable rate mor1gage
variations in Interest rates

They may also change if any of the other

Mortgage and premium payments we subject to change with

Interest rates credited on uilloaned policy values and the cost of insurance Charges may valY after Hle first ye<1r
rates ctlarged on policy loans and credited on loaned policy values also may vary after the first year

Interest

In the event interest rates go down, variable mOl1gage payments will go down, life Insurance premiums may increase in
both amount and number If interest rates go up. variable mor1gage payments may increase, but lile insurance premium
payments will not
Some banks offer variable mortgage products which limit the rate of interest that can be charged This plovides a
maximum allowable combined mortgage/insurance payment under The Ryan Mortgage Plan life insurance companies offer a
guaranteed minimum Interest rate at whIch cash values Will grow There IS no limit on the Interest ttlat can be earned in a life
Insurance policy Higher Interest creditIng rates may lesult in higher cash values, whidl may permit the homeowner to repay
the mor1gage sooner Higher Interest crediting rates may also resuilin higher death benefits. providing an additional benefit
to the homeowner's estate.
The Ryan MOr1gage illustration System cannot approve loans or insurance applications II can only fOlward loan and life
Insurance applications to participating financial servIces institutions and provide you information as to their lesponse
The attached illustration should not be construed as, and is not offered as, real estate, legal, tax or Investment advice
Please consult your accountant, tax advisor or legal counselor prior to entering into any transaction.

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of Ihis illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid wilh all pages attached.
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ESTIMATED UPFRONT MORTGAGE AND OTHER ESCROW PAYMENT

The Ryan Mortgage:

Conventional Mortgage:

Settlement Costs
Mortgage POInts
PMI Escrow

4.00000
2.620 00
000

Down Payment

4,70070

Toral Closing Costs

Senlement Costs
Mortgage Points
l

11,320.70

PMI Escrow
Down Payment

Tolal Closing Costs

4,000.00
2.48900
1.244 50
13,10000
20,833.50

• The down payment is used for paying an insurance
premium

ESTIMATED AVERAGE FIRST YEAR MONTHLY PAYMENT

The Ryan Mortgage:

Mor1gage
Tax Esc/ow
PMI Escrow
Life Insurance

Conventional Mortgage:

2.292 50
23500
000
39173
2,91923

LESS
T<lx Deduction

Ne! Arter- Tax Cos!

77945
2,139.78

MOl1gage

Ta.x Escrow
PMI Escrow
Life Insurance

LESS
Tax Deduction
Nel After- Tax Cos!

2,27679
23500
103.71
1860
2,634 10
73881
1,895.29

ESTIMATED AVERAGE YEAR 10 MONTHLY PAYMENT

The Ryan Mortgage:
MOf1gage
Tax Escrow
PMI Escrow

Life Insurance

Conventional Mortgage:
2.292 50
23500
000
000

Mor1gage
Tax Escrow

PMI Escrow
life Insurance

2,~27 ~u

LESS
Tax Deduction
Ner After· Tax Cost

2.27679
235.00
10371
31.71
~,t.J'l(.t!.1

LESS
77945
1,748.05

Tax Deduction
Net After· Tax Cost

67370
1,973.51

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.

This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached
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ESTIMATED EQUITY AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS ASSUMING EARLY HOME SALE

In the lolloWlrlg computations, the horne 15 assumed to be sold at the original purchase price
tolal equity after the sale will increase

If it

IS

sold for a higher pnce, the

Mortgage Costs:

Financial
Benefit From
Ryan Mortgage

Cumulative
Financial
Benefit

Ryan

Conventional

Mortgage

Mortgage

11,32070

20,833 50

9,512.80

9,512.80

22,85730
22,857.30
22,85730
22,857.30
22,85730
2285730
22857 30
22,857 30
22.85730
18.15660

19,923 45
19,98001
20,046.90
20,12184
20,19730
20,28203
20.37665
20,48447
2060616
20.7~2 43

(2,933,85)
(2,877.29)
(2,810.40)
(2,735,46)
(2.660.00)
(2,575.27)
(2,480,65)
(2,372.83)
(2,251.14)
2,585.83

6,578.95
3,701.66
891.26
(1,844.20)
(4,504.20)
(7,079,47)
(9,560,12)
(11,932.95)
(14,184.09)
(11,598,26)

Ryan
Mortgage

Conventional
Mortgage

End of Year Cash Value
Home Resale
Mortgage Balance
Tolal EqUity After Sale

26,43759
262,00000
(262,00000)
26,437 59

000
262,00000
(241,13855)
20.86145

26,437.59
0.00
(20,861.45)
5,576,14

Total ClOSing Costs ..
After·Tax Mortgage Cos1

11.320 70
114,28650

20.83350
100,26951

9,512.80
(14,017.00)

r DIal Closing Costs
Annual After-Tax Mortgage Cost
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Financial
Benefit From
Ryan Mortgage

Horne Sale At The End 01 Year 5:

TOTAL 5 YEAR FINANCIAL BENEFIT

1,071.94

Home Sale At The End of Year 10:

End of Year Cash Value
Horne Resale
Mortgage Balance
Total EqUity Aller Sale

67,77976
262,00000
(262,00000)
67,77976

000
262,00000
(228,048071
33,951 93

67,779.76
0.00
(33.951.931
33,827,83

Total ClOSing Costs *
After-Tax Mortgage Cost

11,320 70
223,872 30

20,83350
202.76124

9,512.80
(21,111.06)

TOTAL 10 YEAR FINANCIAL BENEFIT:

U

22,229.57

, See top 01 page 3 lor detailed breakdown
These values Include Insurance. (See page 5 tOi detailed breakdown)

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions, These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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ESTIMATED ANNUAL COST
(Dof''S 110! Include Ploperty T::ues or HI'.!I'.!d 1r)~Urallce)

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:

Year

10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29

30

Interest Tax

Total

Deduction

After Taxes

4,70070
4,70070
4.70070
4,70070
4,70070

9.353 40
9.35340
9,35340
9,35340
9,353.40

22,857.30
22,857.30
22,857.30

137.55000

23.50350

27510 00
27.51000
27.51000
27.51000
2751000

Mortgage

Lile
Insurance

27.51000
27.51000
27.51000
27.51000
27,51000

Year

Mor1gage

PMI plus Llle

Interest Tax

Tala!

Insurance

Oeduclion

ANer Taxes

22,857.30

27.321.48
27,321.48
27.321.48
27,321.48
27,321.48

1,46770
1.477 59
1,492.66
1.51006
1,52165

8,86573
8,819.05
8,767.23
8)09.70
8,64583

19,923.45
19,980,01
20,046,90
20,121,84
20,197.30

46)6700

114,286.50

136,60740

7,469.66

43.80754

100,269,51

4 70070
4)0070
4)0070
4,70070
0.00

9.35340
935340
9.35340
9.35340
9,353 40

22,857.30
22,857,30
22,857.30
22,857.30
!,!l,156.60

27,321 48
27.321 48
27,32148
27,321 48
27,321 ~

1.53546
1.551 36
1.571 78
1.59643
1 624 97

8.57492
8,496 19
8,40879
8.311 75
~204 03

20,282,03
20,376,65
20,484.47
20,606.16
20,742,43

275.10000

42.30630

93,53400

223,B72.30

273,214.80

15,34966

85,80322

202,761.24

27,51000
27,510.00
27.51000
27.51000
27,51000

000
000
0.00
000
000

9,353 40
9.35340
9.35340
9.35340
935340

18,156.60
1B, 156.60

27.321.48
27.321.48
27,321 48
27,321.48
27,32148

1.65949
1.69692
1,741 47
1,78978
59861

8,084.43
7,951.65
7,80423
7,640.58
7,458.88

20,896,54
21,066.75
21,258,71
21,470,68
20,461,20

41265000

42.30630

14030100

314,655.30

409,822 20

22,83592

124,74298

307,915,14

27.51000
27,51000
2751000
27.510 00
2751000

000
000
000
000

9,35340
9.35340
9,353 40
9,35340
9,35340

18,156.60
1B, 156,60
18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60

27.321 46
27,321 48
27.321 48
27,32148
27321 46

65331
70794
75870
80583
843.25

7,257 17
7,03322
6,784 59
6,50857
6,202.12

20,717,63
20,996,20
21,295,58
21,618,74
21,962,61

550,20000

42.30630

1B7 ,06B 00

405,438.30

546,429 GO

26.60494

158,528.65

414,505,89

27,51000
27.510 00
27.51000
27.51000
2151000

000
000
000
000
000

9,353 40
9.35340
9,353.40
9,35340
9 353 40

18,156.60
18,156.60

27,32148
27,32148
27,32148
27.321 48
27,32148

87242
88532
88256
85912
81249

5,B6190
5,48420
5,064.86
4,599.31
4,08246

22,332,00
22,722,61
23,139,17
23,581.29
24,051.50

68775000

42.30630

233.83500

496,221.30

663.03700

30,916.85

163,62139

530,332,46

2751000
2751000
27.51000
27.51000
27,51000

000
000
000
000
000

9,35340
9,353 40
9.35340
9.35340
935340

18,156.60
1B, 156.60
1 B, 156.60
1B, 156.60
18156,60

73861
63420
49045
29671

3,50665
2,87161
2,16436
1,379.17
507,44

24,551.63
25,084,08
25,647,58
26,238,53
26,847,37

82530000

Q~

22,857.30

18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156,60

18,156.60

18,156.60
18,156.60

10

11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

27.321
27.321
27,321
27.321
27321

48
48
48
48
48

~

819644.40

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and Insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration,
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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ESTIMATED REMAINING MORTGAGE OBLIGATION
ASSUMING MORTGAGE IS PAID OFF WITH INSURANCE POLICY CASH SURRENDER VALUE

life Insurance has certain lax advantages Under currenl law, cash value accumulation inside the poliCY IS lax free However, if
you surrender the policy In order to payoff your mortgage obligation, you Will have to pay taxes on that amount by which your
policy's cash value exceeds the cumulative amount of premiums you have paid

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage-:

Year

End 01 Year End of Year
Mortgage Nel Mortgage

Ufe Insurance

Tax Owed

Net
PoliCY

Cash Value

On Surrender

Proceeds

4.27582
9.110 82
14.38739
20.14500
25.437 59

000
000
9700
45535
99759

4,27582
9.11082
14,290.39
19,58855
25,44000

262.00000
262.000 00
262.00000
252.00000
262.00000

33.31377
40,827 13

31.57651
38.13357
45.148.02
52.56073
60,71702

PnTlcipal

Obligation *

Year

257,724.18

Life Insurance

Net
PotlCY

End of Year
Mortgage

Cash Value

Proceods

Principal

236,560.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

000
000
0.00
0.00
000

247,654.25
246,271.21
244,735.75
243,031.08
241,138.55

262,00000
252.00000
252.00000
262.000 00
262.00000

230,423.49
223,866.43
216,851.98
209,339.27
201,282.98

10

000
000
000
000
000

0.00
000
0.00
0.00
000

239,037.46
236,704.82
234,115.12
231,240.02
228,048.07
224,504.37
220,570.13
216,202.33
211,353.18

252,889.18

247,709.61
242,311.35

10

57.994.83
67.77976

1,73725
2.593 56
3,88549
5.334 10
7.06274

11
12
13
14
15

73.69306
80.12502
87.11581
9471764
102.97993

9.073 26
11.260 13
13.63734
16.22162
19,03080

64.61980
68.864 89
73,47948
78,49502
8394914

262.000 00
262.00000
262.00000
252.00000
262.00000

193,135.11
188,520.52
183,503.98
17B,050.B6

11
12
13
14
15

000
000
000
000
000

000
000
000
000
000

205,969.63

16
17
18
19
20

111,95547
121.74350
132.394 70
144.00641
156.68168

22.08588
25,410.44
29,031.82
32,97980
37.28939

89.879 59
96.333 15
103.36288
111.02661
119.392.29

262.00000
252.00000
262.00000
262.00000
252,00000

172,120.41
165,666.84
158,637.12
150,973.39
142,607.71

16
17
18
19
20

000
000
0.00
000
000

000
000
000
000
000

199,992.BO
193,357.31
185,990.56
177,811.97
168,732.07

21
22
23
24
25

170.53139
185.686.03
202.28760
220,497 05
240,493.29

41.99829
47.15087
52.79540
58.98662
65,785.34

128.53309
138.535 16
14949219
161.51044
174,70795

262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000

133,456.91
123,464.84
112,507.81
100,489.56
87,292.05

21
22
23
24
25

000
000
000
000
000

000
000
000
000
000

158,651.53
147,460.09

26
27
28
29
30

262.45164
286.47656
312,73310
341.43665
372,75497

73.251 18
81.41965
90.346B7
100.106.08
110.75431

189.20046
205,056.91
222.38622
241.33057
262,00066

252.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.000.00
262.00000

26
27
28
29
30

0.00
0.00
000
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
000
0.00
000

88,925.22
70,049.69

49.033.51

197,380.20

72,799.54
56,943.09
39,613.78
20,669.43
(0.66)

135,035.30

121,241.27
105,927.08

49,094.02

25,828.95
(0.00)

• A negative obligation Indicates deattl benelits In excess 01 the
mortgage obligation. payable to policyholder

5

estate

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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ESTIMATED REMAINING MORTGAGE OBLIGATION
ASSUMING MORTGAGE IS PAID DFF WITH DEATH PROCEEDS

Life Insurance has certain tax advantages

Under current law, cash value accumulation inside the poliCY is tax free In addition, any
However, tI you surrender the poliCY in order to payoff your mor1gage obligation,

death benefits paid ou1 by the poliCY will be lax free

you will have to pay taxes on that amount by Wlllch your policy's c{]sh value exceeds the cumulative amount of premiums you have

pard

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:

Mortgage

Net
Death

Principal

Proceeds

357.68495
357.68495
357.68495
357.68495
357.68495

262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000

95,684.95
95,684.95
95,684.95
95,684.95
95,684.95

247.65425
246.27121
244.73575
243.031 08
241.138 55

247.65425
246.271 21
244,73575
243.031 OB
241.13855

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

357.68495
357.68495
357.68495
357.68495
357.68495

262.00000
262.00000
262.000 00
262,00000
262.00000

95,684.95
95,684.95
95,684.95
95,684.95
95,684.95

239.03746
236,704 B2
234.11512
231.240 02
228.04807

239.037 46
236,704 82
234.11512
231.24002
228.04807

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

14
15

357.68495
357.68495
357.68495
357.68495
357.68495

262,000 00
262.000 00
262,000 00
262.000 00
262.00000

95,684.95
95,684.95
95,684.95
95,684.95
95,684.95

14
15

224.50437
220.570 13
216.202.33
211,35318
205.96963

224.50437
220.57013
216.20233
21t,35318
205,96963

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

16
17
18
19
20

357.68495
357.68495
357.68495
357.68495
357.68495

262.000 00
262.000 00
262.000 00
262.00000
262.000 00

95,684.95
95,684.95
95,684.95
95,684.95
95,684.95

16
17
18
19
20

199.99280
193.35731
185.99056
177.81197
16873207

199.99280
193.35731
185,990 56
177.81197
168,732 07

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

21
22
23
24
25

357.68495
357.68495
357.684 95
357.68495
357.68495

262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000

95,684.95
95,684.95
95,684.95
95,684.95
95,684.95

21
22
23
24
25

158.651 53
147.46009
135.03530
121.24127
105.92708

158.651 53
147.46009
135.03530
121.24127
105.92708

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

26
27
28
29
30

372.681 33
395.33766
419.062 35
443.86765
477.12637

262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262,000.00

110,681.33
133,337.66
157,062.35
181,867.65
215,126.37

26
27
28
29
30

End 01 Year

life Insurance
Year Death Benefit

9
10

11
12
13

End of Year
Life Insurance
Year Death Benefit

10
11
12
13

88,925.22
70,04969
49,094.02
25.828 95
(000)

Mortgage
PrinCipal

88,925.22
70,04969
49,094.02
25.828.95
(000)

Net
Death

Proceeds

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning laxalion and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN INTEREST RATES ON MONTHLY RYAN PAYMENTS

As noted on page 2 01 this Illustration, In the event Interest rates go down. variable mortgage payments will go down, life insurance
premiums may Increase In both amount ~nd number II Interest rates go up. variable mor1gage payments may increase, but life
Insurance premium payments will not
Set out below are the effects of these changes on The Ryan Mortgage monthly payrnenl, assuming rates change in year 2 and remain
at that level through year 30 Scheduled life Insurance premiums begin in year 1

Onginal Ryan Mortgage (Interest) Payment
Original Ryan After-Tax Mortgage Payment

2,29250
1.51305

Interest Crediting Rate (beginning in year 2):
Mortgage Interest Rate (beginning in year 2):
Scheduled +
Incremental
Year LI PremIum

Adlusled
Mortgage

Paymenl

4.00 %
5,00 %

Onginal Scheduled life Insurance Premium.
Number of Years of Premium Payments.

Interest Crediting R.te (beginning In year 2):
Mortgage Interest Rate (beginning in year 2):

After-Tax End of Year
Cornbined Insurance
Cost
Cash Value

Scheduled +
Incremental
Year LI Premium

Insurance

Cost

Cash Value

391 73
391 73
391 73
391 73
391 73
391 73
391 73
391 73
391 73
000

2.292.50
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,165.83
3,16583
3,165.83
3.165.83
3,165.83
3,16583

1.90478
2,481.18
2,481 18
2,481 18
000
2,481.18
2,48118
2,481 18
2,481 18
2,08945

4,27582
9.448.17
15.30106
21,924.14
29,430.16
37,936.60
47,577.36
58,501.89
70,B8101
84,910.11

3.16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,165 B3
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583

2,08945
2,08945
2,089.45
2,08945
2.08945
2,089,45
2,08945
2,08945
2,08945
2.08945

95,867.27
108,273.39
122,321.2B
138,23548
156.27202
176}2840
199,90428
226,099.61
255}03.31
289,178.61

3,16583
3,165.B3
3,16583
3.16583
3,16583
3,165.83
3.16583
3,16583
3.16583
3,16583

2,OB9.45
2,08945
2,089.45
2,089.45
2,089.45
2,08945
2,089.45
2,08945
2,08945
2,08945

327,04189
369,89069
418,40497
473,36752
535,569.52
605,98204
685,70544
775,991.65
878,26351
993,954.58

10

1,904 78
1,15400
1.177 93
1,20403
1,23255
1,26371
1,29776
1.33496
1.37559
1.02825

4,27582
9.11082
14.38739
20,14500
2643759
33,31377
40.827 13
49,03351
57.994.83
67}7976

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

33463
36387
39567
43026
46786
50877
55328
601 76
65460
71227

1.091 67
1.091 67
1,09167
1,091 67
1,09167
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67

1,055 13
1.08437
1,116 17
1,15076
1,18836
1,229.27
1,27378
1,32226
1,375 10
1.43277

73.69306
8012502
87,116 Bl
94}1764
102,97993
111,96547
121,74360
132,39470
144.00641
156.68168

18
19
20

000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
2B
29
30

77528
844 19
91966
1.002 42
1.09327
1.19092
1.29633
1.415 14
1.54503
1.68674

1,091 67

1,49578
1,56469
1.64016
1.72292
1,81377
1.911 42
2.01683
2,135.64
2.26553
2,407.24

170.53139
1B5,6B6 03
202.2B760
220.49705
240,49329
262.451 64
286.47656
312}331O •
341.43665 •
372.75497 •

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

000
000
000
000
000
000
000
0.00
0.00
000

1.091 67
1,091 67

1.09167
1,091 67
1,091.67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091.67
1,09167

~ If the insurance poliCY IS surrendered. the after-tax

proceeds wilt payoff the mortgage principal

17

~

Aller,Tax End 01 Year
Combined

2.29250
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,09167
109167
109167
1.091 67
1091 67

11
12
13
14
15
16

13.50 %
14.50 %

Mortgage
Payment

391 73
43350
45743
48353
51205
54321
577 26
61446
65509
30775

10

Adlusled

39173
10

If the insurance policy is surrendered. the alter-tax
proceeds will payoff the mortgage prlncipaf

The data shown is based on both assumptions lurnished by the client lor whom it is developed and the current assumptions
01 the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions. are shown on pages 1 and 2 olthis illustration
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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GUARANTEED LIFE INSURANCE VALUES

The following values were calculated assumIng the interest rates and mortalIty rates guaranteed In the life Insurance contract

minimum Interest rate that can be credIted and the rnaximum cost of insurance rates that can be charged

These are the

Ttlese rates are shown on page 1

of this Illustrallon The Life Insurance Cost Indices for this policy are shown on the following page Additional information concerning the life
Insurance contract may be included with the policy when it IS Issued

Year

End 01 Year End of Year
Cash Value Death Benefit

3,644.4 t

6
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

7,56930
11,62725
15,81764
20,14011
24,591 23
29,171,20
33,877 30
38,710 45
43,665 57
44,21250
44,68426
45,07465
45,367 57
45,55566
45,624 78
45,56318
45,34885
44,964 89
44,374 11
43,543 50
42,431 34
40,98974
39,18017
36,954,26
34,272.61
31,08197
27,320.49
22,902,87
17,72779
11,66825
4,571,03

357,684 95
357,68495
357,68495
357,684,95
357,68495
357,684,95
357,68495
357,68495
357,684 95
357,68495
357,684,95
357,68495
357,68495
357,68495
357,684 95
357,68495
357,68495
357,68495
357,68495
357,68495
357,68495
357,68495
357,68495
357,68495
357,68495
357,68495
357,68495
357,68495
357,68495
357,684 95
357,68495
357,684 95

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions, These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration,
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached,
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LIFE INSURANCE COST INDICES

An explanation of the intended use of these Indices IS provided In The Life Insurance Buyer's Guide
cornpaflson of relative costs 01 two or more similar policies

These Indices are useful only for the

The cost indices do not reflect any optional benefits

BASED ON
GUARANTEED FACTORS
10 Vear
SURRENDER COST INDEX @ 5%
NET PAVMENT COST INDEX @ 5%

20 Vear

390

457

13 14

814

BASED ON
CURRENT FACTORS

10 Vear

20 Year

SURRENDER COST INDEX @ 5%

-121

-447

NET PAYMENT COST INDEX @ 5%

13 14

8 14

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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By

Illustratton Developed For

Bill Simpson
Mortgage ProBrokers

Bozeman Amorey Stella
666 Greenwich Street
ApI 933
New York. NY

555 Wilton Way
Wilian. CT 06894

10014

The real estate agent representing you in the purchase

With regards to plOper1y located at

Milly Jenner
Chekov & Karney
310 Wilton Way
Wilian. CT 06894

62 Hillock naad
Cannandale. CT 05555

INDIVIDUAL DATA FOR: Bozeman Amorey Stella

Age

32

Male
34 00 %

Sex

IndiVidual Tax Rate

MORTGAGE ASSUMPTIONS FOR: HOMEOWNER'S BANK

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:
Principal Amount
Down P ayrnent
Initial Loan Balance
Down Payment as % of Pnnclpal
Mor1gClge Interest Rate
Mortgage POints (%)
Term 01 Mor1gage (Years)
PMI Cosl (%J
Settrernent Costs
ClOSing DC31e

Pllllclpal Amount
Down Payment
Initial Loan Balance

262.000 00
3.84960
262.00000

Down Payment as % of PrinCipal

147 %

10 50 %
100 %
30
000 %
4,00000
01-Mar·92

Cap 1450 %

Mor1gage Interest nate
Mortgage Po'ints (%)
Terlll 01 Mortgage (Years)
PMI Cas1 (%J
Settlement Costs
Closing Date

262.00000
13.10000
248.90000
500 %
10.50 %
100%
30
050 %
4,00000
01~Mal~92

INSURANCE ASSUMPTIONS FOR: ME1RO LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION

Guarantees:

CUrrent Rates:

Mortality
Percent
Unloaned Credited Rate
Loan Charged Rate
Loan Credited Rate

1983 GAM
10000 %

950 %

Mortality
Pel cent
Unloaned Credited Rate

950 %
950 %

This illustration assumes life Insurance premium payments will be guaranteed by'
Homeowner s Endorsement Plan Incorporated
3000 Ocean SII eel
Millvale. CT 01234
Contact Pran Annana
Sponsor Number
000 1

1980 eso
10000 %
400 '%
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IMPORTANT COMMENTS CONCERNING THE ATIACHED ILLUSTRATION

The Information contained in the attached illustration IS based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is

developed and the current assumptions or the mortgage and insurance plans chosen
assumed initially continue throughoutlhe lile or the illustration

Unless otherwise indicated, those rates

Conventional Mortgage assumptions lor prinCipal, mortgage interest rate, mortgage points (%) and settlement costs are
the same as those assumed for The Ryan Mortgage The down payment and initial loan balance are as stated on page 1 of this
illustration

Premium costs may change ilthe clOSing dale diliers lrom the one given

They may also change II any 01 the other

assumptions used vary
The mortgage illustrated is a variable rate mOl1gage
variations in interest rates

Mortgage and premium payments are subject to change with

Interest rates credited on unloaned poliCy values and the cost of Insurance charges may vary after the first year. Interest
rates charged on policy loans and credited on loaned policy values also may vary after the first year
In the event Interest rates go down, variable mor1gage payments will go down; life insurance premiums may increase in
both amount and number If interest rates go up, variable mortgage payments may increase, but life insurance premium
payments Will not
Some banks oHer variable mortgage products which limit the rate of mterest that can be charged This provides a
maximum allowable combined mortgage/insurance payment under The Ryan Mortgage Plan Life insurance companies offer a

guaranteed minimum interest rate at which cash values will grow There is no limil on the interest thai can be earned in a tile
insurance policy Higher interest crediting rates may result in higher cash values, which may permit the homeowner to repay
the mortgage sooner Higher Interest crediting rates may also result In higher death benefits providing an additional benefit

to the homeowner's estate
The Ryan Mortgage IllUstration System cannot approve loans or rnsurance applications. It can only forward loan and life
insurance applications to participating financial services institutions and provide you information as to their response
The attached Illustration should not be construed as, and is not offered as, real estate, legal, tax or Investment advice
Please consult your accountant, tax advisor or legal counselor prior to entering into any transaction

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assurnptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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Fig.32C
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ESTIMATED UPFRONT MORTGAGE AND OTHER ESCROW PAYMENT

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:
Settlement Costs

Mortgage POints
PMl Escrow
Down Payment
Total Closing Cosls

4,00000
2,62000
000
3,84960 •
10,469,60

Settlement Costs

Mortgage Points
PM! Escrow
Down Payment
Tolal Closing Costs

4,000,00
2,48900
1,244.50
13,100,00
20,833,50

.. The down payment is used for paying an Insurance
premium

ESTIMATED AVERAGE FIRST YEAR MONTHLY PAYMENT

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:
Mortgage
Tax Escrow
PMI Escrow
Life Insurance

2,29250
23500
000
320 BO
2,84830

Nel Afte'· Tax Cost

life Insurance

2,276.79
23500
103.71
lB.60
2,634 10

LESS.

LESS
Tax Deduction

Mor1gage
Tax Escrow
PMI Escrow

77945
2,068.85

Tax Deduction

Nel Afte,· Tax Cost

73881
1,895,29

ESTIMATED AVERAGE YEAR 10 MONTHLY PAYMENT

The Ryan Mortgage:

Conventional Mortgage:

Mortgage
Tax Escrow
PMI Escrow
Life Insurance

Mortgage
Tax Escrow

2,29250
23500
000
000
2,52750

LESS
Tax Deduction
Net After- Tax Cost

77945
1,748,05

PM1 Escrow

life Insurance

LESS
Tax Deduction
Net After- Tax Cost

2,276.79
23500
103.71
3171
2,647.21
67370
1,973,51

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as weli as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration
This iliustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with ali pages attached.
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ESTIMATED EQUITY AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS ASSUMING EARLY HOME SALE

In the following computations, Ihe home IS assumed 10 be sold at the original purchase price
lotal efluity after the sale WIll increase.

If It is sold for a higher price, the

Mortgage Costs:

Ryan
Mortgage
Talai Closing Costs

Conventional
Mortgage

Financial

Cumulative

Benefit From
Ryall Mortgage

Financial
Benefit

10.46960

20.83350

10,363.90

10,363.90

22.00620
22.006 20
22.006 20
22.00620
22.00620
22.00620
22.00620
22.00620
22.00620
18.15660

19.923 45
19.980.01
20.04690
20.12184
20.19730
20.28203
20.37665
20.48447
20.606.16
20,74243

(2,062.75)
(2,026.19)
(1,959_30)
(1,884.36)
(1,808.90)
(1,724.17)
(1,629.55)
(1,521.73)
(1,400.04)
2,565.63

8,261.15
6,254.96
4,295_66
2,411.30
602.40
(1,121.77)
(2,751.32)
(4,273.05)
(5,673.09)
(3,087.26)

Annual After-Tax Mortgage Cost

Year 1
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year

2
3
4
5
6
7
8.
9
10

Financial
Benefit From
Ryan Mortgage

Mortgage

Conventional
Mortgage

21.535.83
262.00000
1262.00000)
21.535.83

000
262.00000
1241.138.551
20.861.45

21,535.83
0.00
(20.861,45)
674.36

10.46960
110.03100

20.83350
100.26951

10,363.90
(9.761.50)

55.25339
262.00000
(262.000.00)
55.253.39

000
262.000.00
(228.048 07)
33.951 93

55,253.39
0.00
(33,951.93)
21,301.46

20.833.50
202.761.24

10,363.90
(13,451.16)

Ryan
Home Sale At The End 01 Year 5:
End of Year Cash Value
Home Resale
Mor1gage Balance

Total Equity Mer Sale
Total Closing Costs *
Mer-Tax Mortgage Cost

TOTAL 5 YEAR FINANCIAL BENEFIT:

Home Sale At The End 01 Year 10:
End 01 Year Cash Value
Home Resale
Mortgage Balance

Total Equity After Sale
Total Closing Costs· *

After-Tax Mortgage Cost·

10.~6960

216.212.40

TOTAL 10 YEAR FINANCIAL BENEFIT:

18,214.20

• See top of page 3 for detailed breakdown
... These values include insurance (See page 5 lor detailed breakdown)

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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ESTIMATED ANNUAL COST
(Doe~ nol Include PfOper1y Ti\I(es 01 Hazard InsurallCe)

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:

Year

10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

PMI plus Ule Inlerest Tax
Deduction

Tolal
After Taxes

1,467.70
1.477 59
1,49266
1.51006
1,521 65

8,86573
8,819.05
8,76723
8,709.70
8,645.83

19,923.45
19,980.01
20,046.90
20,121.84
20,197.30

136.60740

7,46966

43.807.54

100,269.51

27.321 49
27.321 49
27,321 48
27.321 48
27321.48

1.53546
1,551 36
1.571 78
1.59643
1,624.97

8.574.92
8,496.19
9.40879
9.311 75
9204.03

20,282.03
20,376.65
20,484.47
20,606.16
20,742.43

273.21480

15.349.66

85,803.22

202,761.24

27,321.48
27,321.48
27,321.48
27.321.48
27321 48

1,65949
1,69692
1,741.47
1.79979
598.61

B.OB4 43
7,951.65
7.80423
7.64058
7,458.88

20,896.54
21,066.75
21,258.71
21,470.68
20,461.20

409.82220

22.83592

124,742.98

307,915.14

27,32148
27.321 48
27.321 48
27.321 48
27,321.48

65331
70794
758.70
805.83
843.25

7.25717
7.033.22
6,784.59
6.508.57
6,202.12

20,717.63
20,996.20
21,295.58
21,618.74
21,962.61

546,42960

26.604.94

158,52865

414,505.89

48
48
48
48
48

872.42
885.32
882.56
85912
81249

5,861.90
5,48420
5,064.86
4.59931
4082.46

22,332.00
22,722.61
23,139.17
23,581.29
24,051.50

683.03700

30.91685

183.62139

530,332.46

27.321 48
27.321 48
27.321.48
27.321.48
27321 48

73881
63420
490.45
296.21
33.33

3,508.65
2,871.61
2,164.36
1,379.17
507.44

24,551.63
25,084.08
25,647.58
26,238.53
26,847.37

Ule

Interest Tax

Mortgage

Insurance

Deduction

Tolal
After Taxes

27.51000
27.5tO 00
27.51000
27.51000
27,51000

3,84960
3.84960
3.849.60
3,84960
3,849.60

9.35340
9.35340
9,353.40
9,353.40
9,353.40

22,006.20
22,006.20
22,006.20
22,006.20
22,006.20

27.32149
27,321 48
27.321.49
27,32148
27,321.48

137.55000

19.249.00

46,767.00

110,031.00

27.51000
27.51000
2751000
27,51000
27510.00

3.94960
3.849.60
3.B4960
3.849.60
000

9.353.40
9.353.40
9.35340
9,35340
9,353.40

22,006.20
22,006.20
22.006.20
22,006.20
I B, 156.60

275.10000

34.64640

93,53400

216,212.40

27,51000
27.51000
27.51000
27.51000
27,51000

000
000
000
000
0.00

9.35340
9.35340
9.35340
9.35340
9,353.40

18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60

412.65000

34.64640

140.30100

306,995.40

27.51000
27.5tOOO
27.51000
27,510.00
27,51000

0.00
0.00
000
0.00

9.35340
9.353.40
9.35340
9.35340
9,353.40

18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60
19,156.60
18,156.60

550.20000

34.646.40

187.068.00

397,778.40

27.51000
27.51000
27.51000
27.51000
27,510 00

000
0.00
0.00
000
0.00

9.353.40
9.35340
9,35340
9.35340
9353 40

18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60
19,156.60

687.75000

34.64640

233.83500

488,561.40

27.51000
27.51000
27.51000
27.51000
27510.00

000
000
000
000
0.00

9.35340
9.353.40
9.353.40
9.35340
9,353.40

18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60

825300.00

3464640

2BO,60200

579,344.40

0.00

Year

10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

Mortgage

27.321
27,32t
27,321
27.321
27,321

Insurance

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mmtgage and Insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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ESTIMATED REMAINING MORTGAGE OBLIGATION
ASSUMING MORTGAGE IS PAID OFF WITH INSURANCE POLICY CASH SURRENDER VALUE

lire Insurance has certain tax advantages

Under currenllaw. cash value accumulation inside the policy is tax free

However, if

you surrender the policy in order 10 payoff your mortgage obliga1ion, you will have to pay taxes on that amount by which your

poliCy's cash valUe exceeds the cumulative amount of premiums you have paid

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:

life Insurance
Cash Value

Year

Tax Owed
On Surrender

Net
Policy

[nrl 01 Year

Proceeds

PrinCipal

Mortgage

End 01 Year
Ne'Morlg'ge
Obfigalion

t-

Life Insurance
Year Cash Value

000
000
000
000
000

0.00
000
0.00
0.00
0.00

247,654.25
246,271.21
244,735.75
243,031.0B
241,138,55

000
0.00
000
0.00
a 00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

239,037.46
236,704.82
234,115,12
231,240.02
228,048,07

13
14
15

0.00
000
0.00
000
000

0.00
000
0.00
0.00
000

224,504.37
220,570.13
216,202.33
211,353.18
205,969.63

18B,747.16
183,504.72
177,794.80
171,570.52
164,776.76

16
17
18
19
20

0.00
000
000
000
000

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

199,992.80
193,357.31
185,990.56
177,811.97
168,732.07

262.00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,000.00

157,354.19
149,232.95
140,337.02
130,580.24
119,B66,87

21
22
23
24
25

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

158,651,53
147,460.09
135,035.30
121,241.27
105,927.08

262,000 00
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,000.00

108,098.71
95,216.76
81,138.23
65,747.61
48,954.99

26
27
2B
29
30

a 00

000
000
000
000
0.00

88,925.22
70,049.69
49,094.02
25,828.95
(0.00)

3.45999
7,403.67
11,70746
16,40350
21.535 B3

000
000
5394
341 73
777 B6

3,459 99
7,40367
11,653.51
16,06177
20,75797

262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000

258,540.01
254,596.33
250,346.49
245,938.23
241,242.03

27,14406
33.271 89
39.96484
47.273.35
55.253 39

1,375.80
2.15040
3,117 13
4,29316
5,69751

25,76827
31,121 50
36.847 70
42,9BO lB
49,555 BB

262,00000
262,000 00
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000

236,231.73
230,878.50
225,152.30
219,019.82
212,444.12

11
12
13
14
15

60.05954
65,28685
70,968.6B
77.144.8B
83,857.92

7,331 60
9,lOB.89
11,040.71
13,140.62
15,423.05

52.72794
56.177 96
59,927 97
64.00426
68,434 87

262.00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262.00000

209,272.06
205,822.04
202,072.03
197,995.74
193,565.13

11
12

16
17
lB
19
20

91.15788
99.10097
107.752.36
117.183.09
127.476.67

17,90504
20.60569
23.547 16
26,753.61
30,25343

73.25284
7B.4952B
84.20520
90,42948
97.22324

262,00000
262.00000
262.00000
262,000.00
262.00000

21
22
23
24
25

138,72298
151.02790
164.506.58
179.28957
195,52196

34.077 17
38,260.85
42,84360
47.86981
53,38883

104.64581
112}6705
121.66298
131,41976
142.13313

26
27
28
29
30

213,35250
232,87060
254.201 71
277,52083
302,96420

59.45121
66,08737
73,33994
Bl,26844
B9,91919

153,901 29
166,78324
180,86177
196,25239
213,04501

10

II-

Net
End of Year
Policy
Morlgage
Proceeds
Prine/pal

6
7

10

0.00
000
0.00
0.00

A negative obligation indicates death benefits in excess 01 the
mor1gage obligation, payable to policyholder's estate

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with ali pages attached.
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Fig.32G
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ESTIMATED REMAINING MORTGAGE OBLIGATION
ASSUMING MORTGAGE IS PAID OFF WITH DEATH PROCEEDS

life Insurance has certain tax advantages Under current law. cash value accumulation inside the policy is tax free In addition, any
death benefits paid out by the policy will be tax free However, 11 you surrender the polley In order to pay 011 your m0!1gage obligation,
you will have to pay taxes on that amount by which your policy's cash value exceeds the cumulative amount of premiums you have
~ald

The Ryan Mortgage:

Conventional Mortgage:

lile Insurance

Mortgage

Net
Death

Death Benefit

Principal

Proceeds

292.923 18
292,923 18
292,92318
292,92318
292,92318

262.00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262.00000

30,923.1 B
30,923.18
30,923.18
30,923,18
30,923.18

8
9
10

292,923 18
292,92318
292,92318
292,923 18
292.923 18

262.000.00
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000

30,923.18
30,923,18
30,923.18
30,923.18
30,923.18

11
12
t3
14
15

292,923
292,923
292,923
292.923
292,923

18
18
18
18
18

262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262.00000
262,00000

16
17
18
19
20

292,923 18
292,923.18
292.923 18
292,923 18
292,92318

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

End 01 Year
Year

t
2
3
4

5
6

Life Insurance
Year Death Benefit

End of Year
Mortgage
Principal

Net
Death
Proceeds

247,65425
246,27121
244,73575
243,03108
241,13855

247.65425
246,271 21
244,735 75
243,031 08
241,13855

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

9
10

239,037.46
236,70482
234,11512
231,240.02
228.048.07

239,037.46
236,70482
234,11512
231,24002
228,04807

0.00
0,00
0.00
0.00
0.00

30,923.18
30,923.18
30,923.18
30,923,18
30,923,18

11
12
13
14
15

224,50437
220.570.13
216,20233
211,35318
205,96963

224,50437
220,570 13
216,20233
211,35318
205,96963

0.00
0.00
0.00
0,00
0.00

262,00000
262,000.00
262,00000
262,00000
262.00000

30,923.18
30,923.18
30,923.18
30,923.18
30,923.18

16
17
18
19
20

199,99280

193,357.31
185,99056
177.81197
168,73207

199,992.80
193,357.31
185,99056
177,811.97
168,73207

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

292,923 18
292,923.18
292,923.18
292,923 18
292,923.18

262,000.00
262,000.00
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000

30,923,18
30,923,18
30,923.18
30,923,18
30,923,18

21
22
23
24
25

158,651 53
147,46009
135,03530
121.24127
105,92708

158,651.53
147,460.09
135,035.30
121.241.27
105,927.08

0,00
0,00
0.00
0,00
0,00

302,96054
321,36143
340,63030
360,77708
387.794 17

262,00000
262,00000
262,000.00
262,00000
262.00000

40,960,54
59,361.43
78,630.30
98,777.08
125,794.17

26
27
28
29
30

88.92522
70.04969
49,09402
25.82895
(000)

88,92522
70,04969
49,09402
25,82895
(000)

0,00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0,00

2
3

6

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current taw concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN INTEREST RATES ON MONTHLY RYAN PAYMENTS

As noted on page 2 of this illustration. in the event interest rates go down, variable mortgage payments will go down. life insurance
premIums may increase in both amount and number If Interest rates go up, variable mortgage payments may increase, but tile
Insurance premium payments WIll not
Set out below are the effects of these changes on The Ryan Mor1gage monthly payment, assuming rates change in year 2 and remain
at that level through year 30 Scheduled life Insurance premiums begin In year 1
OrigInal Ryan Mortgage (Interest) Payment
Onglnal Ryan Al1.er· Tax Mortgage Payment

2,292.50
1,51305

Interest Crediting Rate (beginning In year 2):
Mortgage Interest Rate (beginning In year 2):
Scheduled +
Incremental
Year LI PremIum

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Adiusled
Mortgage
Payment

4.00 %
5.00 %

Afler·Tax End of Year
Combmed Insurance
Cost
Cash Value

32080
35475
37427
39555
41882
44423
472 00
50234
53548
25088

2,29250
1,091,67
1,09167
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,09167
1,091 67
1,091 67

1,83385
1,075.25
1,094 77
1,11606
1,13932
1,16473
1,19250
1,22284
1,25598
971 38

3,45999
7,40367
11.70745
16,40350
21,53583
27,14406
33,271 89
39,96484
47,27335
55,25339

27272
29649
32234
35044
381 00
41423
450.39
48977
53269
57952

1,091 67
1,091.67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 57
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67

99322
1,01699
1,04284
1,07094
1.101 50
1,13473
1,17089
1,21027
1,253 19
1,30002

60059 54
65,28685
70,96858
77,144.88
83,85792
91,15788
99,10097
107,75236
117,18309
127,47667

63069
68664
74792
81511
88887
96873
1,05376
1,15028
1,25580
1,37094

1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,09167
1,091 67

1.351 19
1,40714
1,46842
1,53561
1,60937
1,58923
1,77426
1,87078
1,97630

1,091 67

2,09144

138,72298
151,02790
164,50658
179,289 57
195,521 96
213,35250
232,87060
254.20171
277,52083
302,964 20 •

• If the Insurance policy is surrendered, the after· tax
proceeds Will payoff 1he mortgage principal

Original Scheduled Ufe Insurance Premium
Number 01 Years 01 Premium Payments·
Interest Crediting Rate (beginning In year 2):
Mortgage Interest Rate (beginning In year 2):
Scheduled +
Incremental
Year LI Premium

Adiusted
Mortgage
Payment

320.80
10
13.50 %
14.50 %

Mer·Tax End of Year
Combined Insurance
Cost
Cash Value

10

32080
320,80
32080
32080
32080
320.80
320.80
320.80
32080
000

2,29250
3,15583
3,16583
3,16583
3,15583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583

1,833.85
2,41025
2,41025
2.41025
2.410,25
2.410 25
2.41025
2,41025
2,410.25
2,08945

3,459.99
7,677.84
12,450.57
17,851,25
23,97185
30,908.13
38.76925
47,677 05
57,770.75
69,20965

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

000
0.00
0.00
000
000
0.00
000
000
000
000

3,16583
3,15583
3,15583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583

2,089.45
2,089.45
2,089.45
2,08945
2,089.45
2,08945
2,08945
2,08945
2,08945
2,089.45

78,125.88
88,220.86
99,551,35
112,599.93
127,274,82
143,917,92
162,77702
184,094,61
208,18591
235.427,87

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

0.00
000
000
0.00
000
000
000
000
000
000

3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,165.83
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583

2,08945
2,089.45
2,08945
2,089.45
2,089.45
2,089.45
2,089.45
2,08945
2,089.45
2,089.45

266,24074
301,11080
340,591 40
385,319.56 •
435,939,15 •
493,240.42 •
558,11882 •
631,593.18 •
714,B21.40·
808,970,08 •

30

• II the insurance policy is surrendered, the after·tax
proceeds Will payoff 1he mortgage principal.

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration,
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached,
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ESTIMATED POLICY VALUES FOR POLICY YEAR 31 THROUGH AGE 99
ASSUMING INSURANCE POLICY IS KEPT AFTER YEAR 30

The Ryan Mortgage Illustration shows an option whereby the mongage balance is paid at the end 01 year 30 by a policy loan taken
against the pOlicy cash value One benefit of Ihis oplton is thaI the life insurance coverage continues after the mortgage is paid off
Annual policy loan Interest due is paid with additional policy loans

Tt1e estimated annual end of year life insurance policy values along with the life insurance death benefit are
End of Year
Life Insurance
Year Cash Value

Loan

Balance

Loan
Interest
Due

Annual

Cumulative
Loan

End 01 Year
Net Insurance
Cash Value

End 01 Year End 01 Year
Death
Net Death
Benefit
Benell1

31
32
33
34
35

330.720.66
360,997 12
394,020.45
430,04180
469,257.51

24,89000
27,254 55
29,84373
32,678.89
35,78338

262,00000
286,89000
314,144.55
343,98828
376.667 17

24,890.00
27,254.55
29,843 73
32.678 89
35,783 38

43,830,66
46,852,57
50,032,17
53,374.63
56,806.96

416,70803
447,636.43
480,70495
516,050.16
558,416.44

129,818,03
133,491.88
136,716,66
139,382.99
145,965.89

36
37
38
39
40

511,940.17
558,390,31
608,943.21
663,97277
724,11410

39,182.80
42,905,17
46,981 16
51,44437
56.331 58

412,45055
451,633.35
494,538.52
541,51968
592,964.05

39,182.80
42,905.17
46,981.16
51,44437
56,331.58

60,306.81
63,851.79
67,423.53
71,008.72
74,818.46

604,089.40
653,31666
706,37413
763,568,68
818,24893

152,456.04
158,778.14
164,854.44
170,604.63
168,953.29

41
42
43
44
45

789,925 76
862,04338
941.19766
1,028.241.41
1,123,07002

61,68309
67,54298
73,95956
80,985.72
88,67936

649,29563
710,97872
778,521 70
852,481 26
933.466.98

61,68309
67.54298
73,95956
80,98572
88,67936

78,947.04
83,521.68
88,716.40
94,774.43
100,923.68

876.81760
939,62728
1,007,081 50
1,079,653.48
1,179,22352

165,838.88
161,105.59
154,600.24
146,186.50
157,077,18

46
47
48
49
50

1,226,317 89
1,338,663.49
1,460,83093
1,593,59363
1,737,775,37

97,10390
106,32877
116,43001
127,49086
139,60249

1,022,14634
1,119,250.25
1,225.57902
1,342,009.03
1,469,49988

97,10390
106,32877
116,43001
127,49086
139,60249

107,067.64
113,084.47
118,821.91
124,093,75
128,673.00

1,287,63378
1,405,596.66
1,533,87248
1,673,273.32
1,824,664.14

168,383.54
180,017.65
191,863.45
203,773,43
215,561.77

51
52
53
54
55

1,894,254 34
2,063,968 31
2.247,91881
2.447,173 31
2,662,827 15

152,86473
167,38687
183,288.63
200,701 05
219,76765

1,609,102.37
1,761,96710
1,929,35397
2,112,642.60
2,313,343.64

152,86473
167,38687
183,288.63
200,701 05
219,76765

132,287,24
134,614.34
135,276,22
133,829.66
129,715.86

1,988,96706
2,167,16673
2,360,314.75
2,569,53197
2,795,968.50

226,999.96
237,812,76
247,672,16
256,188,33
262,857.21

56
57
58
59
60

2.896,054 53
3.148,070 41
3,420,12878
3,713,51808
4,036,911 26

240,64557
263,50690
288,54006
315,951 36
345,966,74

2,533,111 29
2,773,75686
3,037,26377
3,325,803.82
3,641,755.19

240,645 57
263.50690
288,54006
315,95136
345,966.74

122,297.66
110,806,64
94,324.96
71,762.89
49,189.34

3,040,857.25
3,305,473.93
3,591,135.22
3,899,193,98
4,198,387,72

267,100.39
268,210.16
265,331.40
257,438,79
210,665,79

61
62
63
64
65

4.394,75598
4.792,354 98
5,235.92893
5.733,276 48
6,277872 05

378,83358
414,82277
454,23094
497,38288
544.63425

3,987,721 93
4,366,55551
4,781.378.29
5,235.60922
5,732,992 10

378,833 58
4 t4,822.77
454,23094
497,38288
544,634 25

28,200.46
10,976,69
319,71
284.38
245.70

4,526,598.65
4,888,202.08
5,288,28822
5,733,27648
6,277,872 05

160,043,14
106,823.79
52,679.00
284.38
245.70

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions, These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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ESTIMATED POLICY VALUES FOR POLICY YEAR 31 THROUGH AGE 99
ASSUMING INSURANCE POLICY IS KEPT AFTER YEAR 30

The Ryan Mortgage illustration shows an option whereby the mortgage balance IS paid al the end of year 30 by a policy loan taken
against the policy cash value One benefit 01 this option IS that the life insurance coverage continues afler the mortgage is paid off
Annual policy loan Interest due is paid with additional policy loans
The estimated annual end of year life Insurance pOlicy values along with the life insurance death benefit are:
End of Year

life Insurance
Year

Cash Value

66
67
68

6.874.204 19
7.527.18789
8.242.20504

Annual
Loan

Cumulative
Loan
Balance

596.374.50 6.277.62635
653.030.08 6.874.00085
715.06794 7.527.03093

Loan
Interest

Due
596.374 50
653.03008
715.06794

End of Year
Hpt Insurance

Cash Value
203.34
156.95
106.16

End of Year End of Year

Death
Benefit
6.874.204 19
7.527.18789
8,242,20504

Net Death
Benefit
203.34
156.95
106.16

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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GUARANTEED LIFE INSURANCE VALUES

The lollowmg values were calculated assuming the Interest rates and mortality rates guaranteed in the lile insurance contract These are the
minimum interest rate that can be credited and the maximum cost 01 insurance rates that can be charged. These rates are shown on page 1
01 this illustration The Lile Insurance Cost Indices lor this policy are shown on the following page. Additional inlormation concerning the lile
insurance contract may be included with the policy when it is issued

Year

1
2
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

End 01 Year End 01 Year
Cash Value Death Benelll
2,94495
6,146.22
9,455,91
12,873.48
16,398.62
20,02846
23,763.16
27,600.43
31,54099
35,58063
36,009.37
36,375.65
36,67434

292,923 18
292,923 18
292,923.18
292,923 18
292,923 18
292,923 18
292,923 18
292,923 18
292,923.18
292,92318
292,923.18
292,923 18
292,923.18

36,892 17
37,02306
37,05536
36,97935
36,776.92
36,434,13

292,923 18
292,923 18
292,923 18
292,923 18
292,923 18
292,923.18
292,923.18
292,923 18
292,923 18
292,923 18
292,923 18
292,92318
292,92318
292,923 18
292,92318
292,92318
292,92318
292,923 18
292,923 18

35,920.39
35,20851
34,26417
33,047.95
31,52809
29,66475
27,42542
24,76621
21,63613
17,96492
13,66911
8,644 10
2,763 71

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration,
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached,
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LIFE INSURANCE COST INDICES

An explanation 01 the Intended use of these Indices IS provided tn The Life Insurance Buyer's GUide
comparison of relative costs of two Or more Similar policies

These Indices are useful only for the

The cost Indices do not reflect any optional benefits

BASED ON
GUARANTEED FACTORS
10 Year
SURRENDER COST INDEX @ 5%
NET PAYMENT COST INDEX @ 5%

20 Year

394

4.61

13 14

814

BASED ON
CURRENT FACTORS
10 Year

20 Year

SURRENDER COST INDEX @ 5%

-1 14

-4.39

NET PAYMENT COST INDEX @ 5%

13 14

8 14

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration_
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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Fig.33A
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By

Illustration Developed For

Bozeman Amorey Stella
666 Greenwich Street

Bill Simpson
Mortgage ProBrokers

Apt 933
New York, NY 100t4

555 Wilton Way
Wilton, CT 06894
The real estate agent representing you in the purchase'

With regards to property located at

Milly Jenner
Chekov & Karney

310 Wilton Way
Willon, CT 06894

62 Hillock Road
Cannondale, CT 05555

INDIVIDUAL DATA FOR: Bozeman Amorey Stella

32
Male
3400 %

Age
Sex:
Individual Tax Rate

MORTGAGE ASSUMPTIONS FOR: HOMEOWNER'S BANK

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:

Down Payment as % of Principal

Morlgage Points (%),

Term of Mortgage (Years).

Down Payment
Initial Loan Balance
Down Payment as % of PrinCipal

1.47%

10,50 %
100 %
30 •

MMgage Interest Rale

Cap 14.50 %

000 %

PMI Cost (%)

4,00000

Set1lement Costs

01·Mar·92

Closing Date
II-

Principal Amount

262,000 00
3,84960
262,00000

Principal Amount
Down payment
Initial Loan Balance

Mortgage Inleresl Rate'
Mortgage Points {%)
Term of Mortgage (Years)
PM! Cost (%),
Settlement Costs

Closing Date

262,00000
13,10000
248,90000
5.00 %
10.50 %
1.00 %

30
0.50 %
4,000.00
01·Mar·92

ThiS is the initial mortgage term.

INSURANCE ASSUMPTIONS FOR: METRO LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION

GUarantees:

CUrrent Rates:

Mortality
Percent
Unloaned Credited Rate
Loan Charged Rate'
Loan Cr edited Rate

1983 GAM
10000 %
950 %
950 %
950 %

Mortality

Percent:
Unloaned Credited Rate

This illustration assumes life Insurance premium payments will be guaranteed by:

Homeowner's Endorsement Plan Incorporated

3000 Ocean Street
Millvale. CT 01234
Contact. Pran Annana
Sponsor Number

0001

1980 CSO
100 00 %
400 %
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IMPORTANT COMMENTS CONCERNING THE ATTACHED ILLUSTRATION

The information contained in the attached illustration

IS

based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is

developed and Ihe currenl assumptions 01 the mortgage and insurance plans chosen

Unless otherwise indicated, those rates

assumed initially continue throughout the life of the Illustration

Conventional Mortgage assumptions for principal, mortgage Interest rate. mortgage points (%) and settlement costs are
the same as those assumed for The Ryan MOr1gage The down payment and initial loan balance are as stated on page 1 of this
illustration

Premium costs may change if the closing date differs from the one given

They may also change if any of the other

assumptions used vary

The mor1gage illustrated is a variable rate mOr1gage. Mortgage and premium payments are subject to change with
variations in interest rates.
Interest rates credited on unloaned policy values and the cost of insurance charges may vary after the first year. Interest
rates charged on policy loans and credited on loaned policy values also may vary after the first year
In the event interest rates go down, vanable mortgage payments will go down; life insurance premiums may increase in
both amount and number If Interest rates go up, variable mortgage payments may increase, but life insurance premium
payments will not

Some banks offer variable mOr1gage products which limit the rate of interest that can be charged. This provides a
maximum allowable combined mortgage/insurance payment under The Ryan Mortgage Plan life insurance companies offer a
guaranteed minimum interest rate at which cash values will grow There is no limit on the interest that can be earned in a life
insurance policy. Higher interest crediting rales may result in higher cash values, which may permit the homeowner to repay
the mortgage sooner. Higher interest crediting rates may also result in higher death benefits, providing an additional benefit
to the homeowner's estate.

The Ryan MOr1gage Illustration System cannot approve loans or insurance applications

It can only forward loan and life

Insurance applications to participating financial services insti1u1ions and provide you information as to their response.

The attached illustration should not be construed as, and

IS

not offered as, real estate, legal, tax or investment advice.

Please consult your accountant. tax advisor or legal counselor prior to enterrng into any transaction

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached,
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Fig.33C
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ESTIMATED UPFRONT MORTGAGE AND OTHER ESCROW PAYMENT

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:
Settlement Costs

Mortgage Points
PMI Escrow
Down Payment

Total Closing Costs

4,000.00
2,62000
000
3,849.60 •
10,469.60

Settlement Costs
Mortgage Points

PMI Escrow
Down Payment
Tolal Closing costs

4,000.00
2,489.00
1,244.50
13,100.00
20,833,50

* The down payment is used for paying an insurance

premIum

ESTIMATED AVERAGE FIRST YEAR MONTHLY PAYMENT

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:

Mortgage
Tax Escrow

PMI Escrow
Ufe Insurance

2,29250
23500
000
32080
2,8483U

Nel After- Tax Cost

Tax Escrow

PMI Escrow
life Insurance

2,27679
235.00
10371
1860
2,634.1U

LESS

LESS
Tax Deduction

Mortgage

77945
2,068,85

Tax Deduction

Nel After· Tax Cost

73881
1,895.29

ESTIMATED AVERAGE YEAR 10 MONTHLY PAYMENT

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:
Mortgage
Tax Escrow

PMI Escrow
Life Insurance

LESS
Tax Deduction
Net After- Tax Cost

2.292.50
235.00
000
0.00
2,52750

Mortgage
Tax Escrow

PMI Escrow
Life Insurance

2,276.79
235.00
103.71
31.71
2,64721

LESS
77945
1,748.05

Tax DeductIon
Net After- Tax Cost

67370
1,973.51

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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ESTIMATED EQUITY AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS ASSUMING EARLY HOME SALE

In the following computations, the home IS assumed to be sold al the onglnal purchase price

II it is sold for a higher price, the

total eqUIty after the sale will increase
Mortgage Costs:

Ryan
Conventional
Mortgage
Mortgage
Total Closing Costs.
Annual After·Tax Mortgage Cost"
Year 1
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Financial
Benefit From
Ryan Mortgage

Cumulative
Financial
Bene1lt

10.46960

20,833.50

10,363.90

10,363.90

22,00620
22.00620
22,00620
22.00620
2200620
22.00620
22.00620
22,00620
22.00620
18,15660

19,92345
19.980.01
20,04690
20,12184
20,19730
20,28203
20.37665
20,484 47
20,606 16
20,742.43

(2,082.75)
(2,026.19)
(1,959.30)
(1,884,36)
(1,808.90)
(1,724.17)
(1,629.55)
(1,521.73)
(1,400.04)
2,585.83

8,281.15
6,254.96
4,295.66
2,411.30
602.40
(1,t21.77)
(2,751,32)
(4,273.05)
(5,673.09)
(3,087.26)

Ryan
Mortgage

Conventional
Mortgage

21,53583
262,00000
(26200000)
21,53583

000
262,000.00
(241,138 55)
20,861 45

21,535.83
0.00
(20,861,45)
674.38

10,46960
110,03100

20,833.50
100,26951

10,363.90
(9,761.50)

55,253.39
262,00000
(262,000.00)
55,25339

0.00
262,00000
(22804807)
33.951.93

55,253.39
0,00
(33,951.93)
2t ,301.46

10,46960
216,21240

20,83350
202,761 24

10,363,90
(13,451.16)

Financial
Benefit From
Ryan Mortgage

Home Sale At The End of Year 5:
End 01 Year Cash Value

Home Resale
Mortgage Balance
Total EqUity After Sale

Total Closing Costs *

After-Tax Mortgage Cost.
TOTAL 5 YEAR FINANCIAL BENEFIT:

Home Sale At The End 01 Year 10:
End of Year Cash Value:
Home Resale

Mortgage Balance
Total Equity After Sale
Total Closing Costs *
After-Tax Mortgage Cost

TOTAL 10 YEAR FINANCIAL BENEFIT:
* See top 01 page 3 lor detailed breakdown
... These values include insurance. (See page 5 lor detailed breakdown)

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These

assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on 1hese assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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ESTIMATED ANNUAL COST
(Does nol Include Propeny Taxes 01 Hazmd Insurar1ce)

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:

lIle
Year

6
7

8

9
10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

Insurance

Interest Tax
Deduction

27,51000
27,51000
27.510.00
27,51000
27510.00

3,849.60
3,84960
3,849.60
3,84960
3,849.60

9,353.40
9,353.40
9,353.40
9,353.40
9,353.40

22,006.20
22,006.20
22,006.20
22,006.20
22,006.20

27,32t 48
27,32t .48
27,321 48
27,321.48
27,321 48

1,467.70
1,477 59
1,49266
1,510.06
1521.65

137,55000

19,248.00

46,76700

110,031.00

136,607.40

7,469.66

27,510 00
27,510.00
27,510.00
27.510 00
27,51000

3,84960
3.84960
3,84960
3,84960
000

9,35340
9,35340
9,35340
9,35340
9,353.40

22,006.20
22,006,20
22,006.20
22,006.20
18,156.60

27,321 48
27,321 48
27,321.48
27,32148
27,321.48

1,53546
1,55136
1,57178
1,59643
1,62497

275,100 00

34,64640

93,53400

216,212.40

273,21480

15,349.66

27,51000
27,510.00
27.51000
27,51000
2751000

000
0.00
000
000
0.00

9,353.40
9,35340
9,35340
9,35340
9,353.40

18,156,60
18,156.60
18,156.60
1B, 156.60
18,156.60

27,321 48
27,321.48
27,321 48
27,321 48
27,321.48

1,659.49
1,69692
1,741.47
1,78978
59861

412,65000

34,64640

140,301 00

306,995.40

409,822.20

22,83592

27,5tOOO
2751000
27,51000
27.5 to 00
2751000

000
000
000
000
0.00

9.353 40
9,35340
9,35340
9,35340
9,35340

18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60
lB,156.60
18,156.60

27,32148
27,321 48
27.321.48
27.321.48
27,321 48

653.31
707.94
758.70
805.83
84325

550,20000

34,64640

187.068,00

397,77B.40

546,429.60

26,604.94

27,51000
27,51000
27,51000
27,51000
2751000

000
0.00
000
000

9,35340
9.35340
9,35340
9,35340
9,35340

18,156.60
1B, 156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60

27,321 48
27,321.48
27.321 48
27,321 48
27,321 48

872.42
885.32
88256
85912
812.49

687 75000

34.64640

233,83500

4B8,561.40

683,03700

30.9t685

27.510 00
27.51000
27.51000
27,51000
27510 00

000
000
000
000

9,35340
9,353 40
9,35340
9,35340
9,353.40

1 B,156.60
1B,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60
18,156.60

27.321.48
27,321.48
27,321.48
27,321.48
27,321,48

738.81
634.20
490.45
29621
33.33

825,30000

34,646.40

280,602.00

579,344,40

819644.40

33109,86

~

~

Tolal
After Taxes

PMI plus Lile

Mo~gage

Year

9
10

It
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

Mo~gage

Insurance

Interest Tax
Tolal
Deduction Aller Taxe.
8,865,73
8,819,05
8,76723
8,709,70
8,645,83

19,923.45
19,980.01
20,046.90
20,121.84
20,197.30

43,807.54 100,269.51
8,57492
8,496,19
8,408.79
8,31175
8204.03

20,282.03
20,376.65
20,484.47
20,606.16
20,742.43

85,803.22 202,761.24
8,08443
7,951,65
7,804,23
7,640,58
7458.88

20,a96.54
21,066.75

21,258.71
21,470.68
20,461.20

124,74298 307,915.14
7,25717
7.033.22
6,784.59
6,508.57
6,202,12

20,717.63
20,996.20

21,295.58
21,618.74
21,962.61

158.528.65 414,505.89
5,861,90
5,484,20
5.064.86
4.599.31
4082,46

22,332.00
22,722.61
23,139.17
23,581.29
24,051.50

183,621 39 530,332.46
3.508.65
2,871.61
2,164.36
1,37917
507.44

24,551.63
25,084.08
25,647,58
26,238.53
26,847.37

194052.62 658,701.64

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mo~gage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions, These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached,
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Fig.33F
THE RYAN MORTGAGE ILLUSTRATION SYSTEM
COMBINED ILLUSTRATION FOR THE PRODUCTS OF .

HOMEOWNER'S BANK
AND

METRO LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION

ESTIMATED REMAINING MORTGAGE OBLIGATION
ASSUMING MORTGAGE IS PAID OFF WITH INSURANCE POLICY CASH SURRENDER VALUE

Life Insurance has certain tax advantages

Under current law. cash value accumulation inside the policy

IS

tax free

you surrender the policy In order to payoff your mortgage obligation, you will have to pay taxes on that amount
policy's cash value exceeds the cumulative amount of premiums you have paid.

The Ryan Mortgage:

life Insurance
Year
Cash Value

However, if

by which your

Conventional Mortgage:

Tax Owed

Net
Policy

On Surrender

Proceeds

End of Year End of Year
Mortgage Nel Mortgage
Principal
Obllgalion'

Life Insurance
Year Cash Value

Net
End of Year
Policy
Mol1gage
Proceeds Principal

3,45999
7.40367
11.707 46
16,40350
21.53583

0.00
000
5394
341.73
777 86

3,459.99
7,40367
11,65351
16,06177
20,757 97

262,00000
262.00000
262.00000
262,00000
262,00000

258,540,01
254,596,33
250,346.49
245,938.23
241,242.03

000
000
000
000
000

000
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

247,654.25
246,271.21
244,735.75
243,031,08
241,138.55

10

27,14406
33,271 89
39,964 84
47,27335
55,25339

1.37580
2.15040
3,11713
4,293.16
5,69751

25,76827
31,12150
36,84770
42,980 18
49,555 88

262.00000
262,00000
262,000 00
262,00000
262,000.00

236,231,73
230,878,50
225,152,30
219,019.82
212,444.12

10

000
000
000
000
000

000
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

239,037.46
236,704,82
234,115.12
231,240,02
228,048,07

11
12
13
14
15

60.05954
65,28685
70.96868
77.14488
83.85792

7.331 60
9,10889
11.04071
13,14062
15,423 05

52,72794
56,177 96
59.92797
64,00426
68,43487

262,00000
262.000 00
262.00000
262.000.00
262,000.00

209,272,06
205,822,04
202,072.03
197,995.74
193,565,13

11
12
13
14
15

000
000
000
000
000

000 224,504.37
000 220,570,13
000 216,202,33
000211,353,18
000 205,969,63

16
17
18
19
20

91,157.88
99,100.97
107,75236
117.18309
127,47667

17,90504
20,60569
23,547 16
26,753 61
30,253 43

73,25284
78,495.28
84,205.20
90,42948
97,22324

262,000.00
262,00000
262,00000
262.000 00
262.000 00

188,747,16
183,504,72
177,794,80
171,570.52
164,776.76

16
17
18
19
20

0.00
000
0.00
000
000

000
000
0.00
0.00
000

199,992.80
t93,357.31
185,990,56
177,811.97
168,732,07

21
22
23
24
25

138,72298
151,027.90
16450658
179,289.57
195,52196

34,077 17
38,26085
42,843 60
47,869.81
53,388 83

104.64581
112,767 as
121.66298
131,419.76
142.13313

262.00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000

157,354.19
149,232,95
140,337.02
130,580,24
119,866,87

21
22
23
24
25

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

000
000
000
000
0.00

158,651.53
147,460.09
135,035.30
121,241.27
105,927,08

26
27
28
29
30

213,352.50
232,87060
254,20171
277,520.83
302.964.20

59,451 21
66,087 37
73,33994
81,26844
89,91919

153,90129
166.78324
180.86177
196,252.39
213,04501

262,000.00
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000

108,098,71
95,216.76
81,138.23
65,747.61
48,954.99

26
27
28
29
30

000
0.00
0.00
0.00
000

000
000
000
0.00
000

88,925.22
70,049,69
49,094,02
25,828,95
(0.00)

." A negative obligation indicates death benefits in excess 01 the
mortgage obllgalion, payable to policyholder's estate

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached
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Fig.33G
THE RYAN MORTGAGE ILLUSTRATION SYSTEM
COMBINED ILLUSTRATION FOR THE PRODUCTS OF

HOMEOWNER'S BANK
AND
METRO LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION

ESTIMATED REMAINING MORTGAGE OBLIGATION
ASSUMING MORTGAGE IS PAID OFF WITH DEATH PROCEEDS

Life Insurance has cer1ain tax advantages Under currenl law. cash value accumulation Inside the policy is tax free. In addition, any
death benefits paid out by the policy will be tax free However, If you surrender the policy in order to payoff your mortgage obligation,

you will have \0 pay taxes on that amount by which your policy's cash value exceeds the cumulative amount 01 premiums you have
paid

Conventional Mortgage:

The Ryan Mortgage:

End of Year

Nel

Mortgage

Death

Principal

Proceeds

Life Insurance

Mortgage

Net
Dealh

Death Benefit

Principal

Proceeds

Life Insurance
Year Death Benelit

292.923 18
292.923.18
292.92318
292.923 18
292.923 18

262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000

30,923.18
30,923.18
30,923.18
30,923.18
30.923.18

247.654.25
246.271 21
244,73575
243.031 08
241.13855

247.65425
246.27121
244.735.75
243.031 08
241.138.55

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

10

292,92318
292,923.18
292,92318
292.923 18
292.923.18

262,00000
262,00000
262.00000
262.00000
252.000.00

30,923.18
30,923.18
30,923.18
30,923.18
30,923.18

10

239,03746
236,70482
234.11512
231.24002
228,04807

239,037 46
236,704.82
234.11512
231,240.02
228.04807

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

11
12
13
14
15

292.923.18
292.923.18
292.923.18
292,92318
292.923 18

252.00000
252.000.00
262.000.00
262.00000
262,00000

30,923.18
30,923.18
30,923.18
30,923.18
30,923.18

11
12
13
14
15

224,50437
220,570 13
215,20233
211,35318
205.96963

224,504 37
220,570.13
216.202.33
211,353.18
205.96963

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

16
17
18
19
20

292.923.18
292.923 18
292.923 18
292.923 18
292.923 18

262.00000
262.00000
262,00000
262.00000
262.00000

30,923.18
30,923.18
30,923,18
30,923.18
30,923.18

15
17
18
19
20

199.99280
193.35731
185.990.56
177.81197
158.73207

199.992.80
193.35731
185.990 55
177.81197
168.732.07

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

21
22
23
24
25

292.923.18
292,923.18
292.923 18
292.923.18
292.92318

252.00000
252.00000
262.00000
262.00000
262.00000

30,923.18
30,923.18
30,923.18
30,923.18
30,923.18

21
22
23
24
25

158.651 53
147,46009
135.035.30
121.241.27
105.927,08

158.651,53
147,46009
135.03530
121,24127
105.927.08

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

26
27
28
29
30

302.96054
321.36143
34063030
360.77708
387)94 17

252.00000
262.00000
262,00000
262,00000
262,00000

40,960.54
59,361.43
78,630.30
98,777.08
125,794.17

26
27
28
29
30

88,92522
70.04969
49.09402
25.82895
(0.00)

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

End of Year

Year

9

88,92522
70,04969
4909402
25.82895
(000)

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid With all pages attached.
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Fig.33H
THE RYAN MORTGAGE ILLUSTRATION SYSTEM
COMBINED ILLUSTRATION FOR THE PRODUCTS OF

HOMEOWNER'S BANK
AND
METRO LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION

EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN INTEREST RATES ON MONTHLY RYAN PAYMENTS

As noted on page 2 of this iIIustrallon, in the event interest rates go down, variable mortgage payments will go down: life insurance
premiums may increase in both amount and number If Interest rates go up, variable mortgage payments may increase, but life
insurance premium payments will not
Set out below are the effects of these changes on The Ryan Mortgage monthly payment, assuming rates change in year 2 and remain
at that level through year 30 Scheduled life insurance premiums begin in year 1.
Onglnal Ryan Mortgage (Inleresl) Paymenl
Original Ryan After-Tax Mortgage Payment

2,29250
1,513.05

Interest Crediting Rate (beginning In year 2):
Mortgage Interest Rate (beginning in year 2):
Scheduled +
Incremental
Year II Premium

Adjusled
Mortgage
Payment

4.00 %
5.00 %

Aher-Tax End of Year
Combined Insurance
Cost
Cash Value

10

32080
35475
37427
39556
418.82
44423
472.00
50234
53548
25088

2,29250
1,09167
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,09167
1,09167
1,09167

1,833.85
1,075.25
1,09477
I, 11606
1,13932
1,16473
1,19250
1,22284
1,25598
97138

3.45999
7,40367
11,70746
16,40350
21,53583
27,14406
33,271 89
39,964.84
47,27335
55,253.39

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

27272
29649
32234
350.44
38100
41423
450.39
48977
53269
579.52

1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091.67
1,091.67
1,09167
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67

993.22
1,01699
1,042.84
1,070.94
1,101 50
1,13473
1,17089
1,21027
1,253.19
1,30002

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

63069
68664
74792
815 11
88887
96873
1,05376
1,15028
1,25580
1,37094

1,09167
1,09167
1,09167
1,09167
1,091.67
1,091 67
1,091 67
1.091 67
1,091 67
1,091 67

1,351 19
1,407 14
1,46842
1.53561
1,60937
1,689.23
1,77426
1,87078
1,97630
2,091 44

Original Scheduled Life Insurance Premium"
Number of Years 01 Premium Payments
Interest Crediting Rate (beginning In year 2):
Morlgage Interesl Rale (beginning In year 2):
Scheduled +
Incremental
Year II Premium

Adjusled
Mortgage

Payment

320.80
10
13.50 %

14,50 %

Mer-Tax End of Year
Combined Insurance
Cosl
Cash Value

10

32080
32080
32080
32080
32080
320.80
32080
32080
320.80
000

2,292.50
3,165.83
3,165.83
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,165.83

1,833.85
2,410 25
2,410.25
2,410 25
2,41025
2,41025
2,410.25
2,410 25
2,410.25
2,089.45

3,45999
7,677.84
12,45057
17,851.25
23,971.85
30,908.13
38,76925
47,677 05
57,77075
69,209,65

60,05954
65,28685
70,96868
77,14488
83,85792
91,15788
99,10097
107,75236
117,18309
127.47667

II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

0.00
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
0.00
000

3,165.83
3,165.83
3,165.83
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583

2,08945
2,08945
2,089.45
2,089.45
2,08945
2,08945
2,089.45
2,08945
2,089.45
2,08945

78,125.88
88,220.86
99,651.35
112,599.93
127,274.82
143,917.92
162,777.02
184.09461
208,18591
235,42787

138.72298
151,02790
164,50658
179,28957
195,521 96
213,35250
232,87060
254,201 71
277,52083
302,96420 •

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

0.00
000
000
000
0.00
0.00
0.00
000
000
0.00

3,16583
3,16583
3,165.83
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583
3,16583

2,089.45
2,08945
2,089.45
2,08945
2,089.45
2,089.45
2,089.45
2,089.45
2,089.45
2,089.45

266,240,74
301,11080
340,591.40
385,31956
435,939,15
493,24042
558,11882
631,59318
714,821.40
808,97008

* If the Insurance policy is surrendered. the after-tax
proceeds will payoff lhe mortgage principal.

• If the insurance policy is surrendered, the after-tax
proceeds will payoff Ihe mortgage principal

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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ESTIMATED POLICY VALUES FOR POLICY YEAR 31 THROUGH AGE 99
ASSUMING INSURANCE POLICY IS KEPT AFTER YEAR 30

The Ryan Mortgage Illustration shows an option whereby the mortgage is extended and annual policy loans are taken to pay the
annual aher·tax morlgage cost One benefit of this option is that the life insurance coverage continues The annual loan is increased
by the amount needed to pay the annual policy loan interest due
The estimated annual end of year life insurance policy values along with the life insurance death benefit ale
End 01 Year
Year

Life Insurance

Annual

Cash Value

Loan

Cumulat!ve
Loan
Balance

Loan
Interest

Due

Cash Value

End of Year
Death
Benefit

End of Year
Net Death
Benefit

End of Year
Net Insurance

31
32
33
34
35

330,720.66
360,997.12
394,02045
430,041 80
469,257.51

18,156.60
19,B81.48
21,770.22
23,838.39
26,103.03

18,156.60
38,03808
59,B08.29
83,646.68
109,74972

1,7248B
3,61362
5,6B 1 79
7,94643
10,426.22

310,839,19
319,345.43
328,530.37
338,448.68
349,081,57

416,70803
447,636 43
480,70495
516,05016
558,416.44

396,826,56
405,984.74
415,214,86
424,457.05
438,240,50

36
37
38
39
40

511,940.17
558,39031
608,943.21
663.97277
724 114 10

28,582.82
31,29819
34,271.52
37,527.31
41,09241

138,33254
169.63073
203,90225
241,42956
282.52197

13,14159
16,11492
19.37071
22,93581
26.83959

360,466,03
372,644.66
385,670.25
399,607.39
414,752.53

604,089.40
653,31666
706,374 13
763,568.68
818,24B 93

452,615.26
467,571.01
483,101.16
499,203.31
508,887,37

41
42
43
44
45

7B9.92576
B62,043.38
941,19766
1,028,241 41
1,123,070.02

44.99619
49,270.83
53,951 55
59,076.95
64,6B926

327.51816
376,7B8.99
430,74054
489,817.49
554,506.75

31.11423
35,79495
40.92035
46,53266
52,67814

431,293,38
449,459.44
469,536.77
491,891.26
515,885.12

876,81760
939,62728
1,007,081.50
1,079,65348
1,179,22352

518,185.21
527,043.34
535,420.60
543,303.33
572,038,62

46
47
4B
49
50

1,226,317.89
1,338,663 49
1,460,83093
1,593,59363
1,737,775.37

70,834.74
77,56404
84,932.63
93,001.23
101.83634

625,341.49
702,905.54
7B7,838.16
8BO,839.39
982,67573

59,407.44
66,77603
74,84463
B3,679 74
93,354 19

541,568,95
568,981.93
598,148.14
629,074.51
661,745.45

1,287,633 78
1,405,59666
1,533,872 48
1,673,273 32
1,824,664 14

602,884.85
635,915,10
671,189.69
708,754,19
748,634.22

51
52
53
54
55

1.894.25434
2,063,968 31
2.247.91B Bl
2,447,17331
2,662,827 15

111.51079
122,104.32
133,70423
146,406.13
160,314.71

1.094,18652
1.216.29084
1,349,995.07
1,496,40121
1,656,71592

103,94772
115,54763
128,24953
142,15811
157,3B801

696,120,10
732,129,84
769,674,21
808,613.98
848,723.21

1,988,96706
2,167,16673
2,360,31475
2,569,53197
2,795,968.50

790,832.81
835,328.26
882,070,15
930,972.65
981,864,57

56
57
58
59
60

2,896,054.53
3,148,070.41
3,420,128.7B
3,713,518.08
4,036.911.26

175,544.61
192,221.35
210,482.38
230,478.20
252,37363

1,832,260.53
2,024,481 88
2,234,964.26
2,465,44247
2,717,81610

174,0647S
192,325.78
212,321 60
234,217.03
258,192 53

889,729.24
931,262.75
972,842.91
1,013,858.58
1,060,902.63

3,040,857 25
3,305,47393
3,591,135.22
3,899,193.98
4, 198,3B7 72

1,034,531.97
1,088,666.27
1,143,849.35
1,199,534.48
1,222,379.08

61
62
63
64
65

4.394.75598
4,792.35498
5,235.92893
5733.27648
6,277 ,872.05

276,34913
302,6023U
331,349.52
362.B27 72
397,29635

2,994.16523
3,296,767 53
3,628,117.04
3,990,944 76
4,388,241.12

284.44570
313.19292
344,671 12
379,139 75
416,88291

1,116,145.05
1,182,394,54
1,263,140,77
1,363,191.96
1,472,748,02

4,526,598 65
4,888,202.08
5,288,288.22
5,733,276.48
6,277,87205

1,247,987.73
1,278,241,63
1,315,500,06
1,363,191.96
1,472,748,02

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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Fig.33J
THE RYAN MORTGAGE ILLUSTRATION SYSTEM
COMBINED ILLUSTRATION FOR THE PRODUCTS OF .

HOMEOWNER'S BANK
AND
METRO LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION

ESTIMATED POLICY VALUES FOR POLICY YEAR 31 THROUGH AGE 99
ASSUMING INSURANCE POLICY IS KEPT AFTER YEAR 30

The Ryan Mortgage Illustration shows an option whereby the mortgage is extended and annual policy loans are taken to pay the
annual atter-tax mortgage cost. One benefit of this option is that the lile insurance coverage continues The annual loan is increased
by the amount needed to pay the annual policy loan interest due
The estimated annual end 01 year life Insurance policy values along with the life Insurance death benefit are

Cumulative

End 01 Year
life Insurance
Year Cash Value

66
67
68

6.874.20419
7.527.187.89
8.242.205 04

Annual
Loan

Loan
Balance

435.039 5 t 4.823.280.62
476.36826 5.299.64888
521.62324 5.821.272 12

Loan

End 01 Year

Due

Net Insurance
Cash Value

458.211 66
503.46664
553.02085

1,592,711.91
1,724,072.36
1,867,912.06

Interest

End 01 Year
Death

End 01 Year
Net Death

Benefit

Benefit

6.874,204.19
7,527,18789
8,242.20504

1,592,711.91
1,724,072.36
1,867,912.06

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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Fig.33K
THE RYAN MORTGAGE ILLUSTRATION SYSTEM
COMBINED ILLUSTRATION FOR THE PRODUCTS OF :

HOMEOWNER'S BANK
AND
METRO LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION

GUARANTEED LIFE INSURANCE VALUES

The following values were calculated assuming the interest rates and mortality rates guaranteed in the life insurance contract. These are the
minimum interest rate that can be credited and the maximum cost of insurance rates that can be charged. These rates are shown on page 1
of this ilIustraUon The life Insurance Cost Indices lor this pOlicy are shown on the following page Additional information concerning the life
Insurance contract may be included with the poliCY wtlen It IS Issued

Year

4
5
6
7

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

End of Year End 01 Year
Cash Value Death Benefll
2,94495
6,14622
9,45591
12,87348
16,39862
20,02846
23.763 16
27,60043
31,54099
35,58063
36,00937
36,37565
36,674 34
36,892 17
37,02306
37,055.36
36,97935
36,776.92
36,434.13
35,920.39
35,20851
34,264.17
33,04795
31,52809
29,66475
27,42542
24,766.21
21,63613
17,964.92
13,66911
8,644 10
2,763.71

292,923.18
292,92318
292,923.18
292,923 18
292,923.18
292,923.18
292,92318
292,923.18
292,923 18
292,923 18
292,92318
292,92318
292,923 18
292,92318
292,923 18
292,923 18
292,923.18
292,923.18
292,923 18
292,923 18
292,923 18
292,92318
292.923 18
292,923 18
292,923 18
292,923 18
292,923 18
292,923.18
292,923 18
292,923 18
292,923 18
292,923 18

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration,
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached,
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Fig.33L
THE RYAN MORTGAGE ILLUSTRATION SYSTEM
COMBINED ILLUSTRATION FOR THE PRODUCTS OF
HOMEOWNER'S BANK
AND
METRO LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION

LIFE INSURANCE COST INDICES

An explanation 01 the Intended use of these indices is provided in The Life 1nsurance Buyer's Guide

These indices are useful only for the

companson of relative costs of two or more similar policies
The cost Indices do not reflect any optional benellts

BASED ON
GUARANTEED FACTORS
10 Year

SURRENDER COST INDEX @ 5%
NET PAYMENT COST INDEX @ 5%

20 Year

394

461

13.14

814

BASED ON
CURRENT FACTORS
10 Year

20 Year

SURRENDER COST INDEX @ 5%

-1.14

-439

NET PAYMENT COST INDEX @ 5%

13.14

8.14

The data shown is based on both assumptions furnished by the client for whom it is developed and the current assumptions
of the mortgage and insurance plans chosen, as well as current law concerning taxation and allowable tax deductions. These
assumptions are shown on pages 1 and 2 of this illustration.
This illustration is based on these assumptions and is only valid with all pages attached.
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Fig.34A
Pa rt 1

Metro Life Insurance Corporation Application For
Life Insurance

Any town, USA

FOOO-O NQ 000000

All information requested below pertains to the proposed insured unless stated otherWise.
1. al Name Bozeman Amorey Stella
dl Use unisex rates 7 [.J Ves • No
fI U.S. cltizen 7 • Ves [.1 No
gl Place of Birth
2 al Residence

666 Greenwich SI. Apt. 933

N.V.

bl Sex. M 0 F cl SS# 1"'2=->3'-..-='-45"-.--"6"-7"'-9"'8_ _ _ __
el Married7 U Ves • No
hi Date of Birth
12105159
Manhattan

NV

10014

CT

01234

(COl/rHy!

hi Business 3000 Ocean St.

Millvale

Fairfield

{ZIp CDd~1

(Covnryl

3. Policy al Plan _W,-,-,h"o",l"-e-,L"-,-if,,,e~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
bl FacelSpecifled AmI. $ 262,000
4. Employer Sponsored Plan? al U Ves • No bl Normal Retirement Age __
cl Policy Year Date _ _ _ __
5. Extra Benefit Riders (check if desiredl:
n Additional Purchase Protection $ _ _ _ _ _ __
IJ Total Disability Benefit
U ACCidental Death Benefit $ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
[.1 Other
6. Premium/Billing
al Notice to insured at 2a 7 • Yes 0 No (Enter Belowl
Narne: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(mark. only one)

bl Bill Type & Frequency

Address: _ _ _~--~-----------

Direct-A-/ S 1 0
List
A / S J0 JM
[.J AMP Monthly Only
•

o

(S"",,, lind No I

(CITy)

/S",re)

7. Automatic Loans? • Ves 0 No
8. Dividend Plan: 0 Addition [J Cash LJ Premium reduction [J Other:
9. Beneficiary
al At death of the proposed insured {give relationship for (21 belowl:
U 11 the owner
• 21 Frank Stella - brother
bl At the maturity date: the owner
10. a) Owner: • 1) the insured
0 2) ___________________________________
b) Owner Social SecuritylTax 10 # 123-45-"'6-'.7-"9"B'--_________
11 al Present occupation & duties: ~IC2n",s",u",r,_a=n",c",e_"b_"r."o",k"e",r______________________________
hi In the last 90 days were you absent from your place of employment or not perforrning the customary
duties of your occupation for at least 35 hours a week due to illness, injury, treatment, surgery, or
observation 7 0 Ves • No (If" Yes. " explain in #21 I
12. Present life insurance amount $ ,100,000
ADB $ _l~O~O~,"_O"_O"O_ _ _ _ _ _ __
YES

13. If thiS policy is issued, will any existing insurance
or annuity be replaced, changed, or borrowed
agarnsP (Indicate Company and amount)
14. Has any application for insurance on your life been
declined, or has any policy been issued other than
as applied for 7

15. Do you plan to travel or live outSide the U.S.A.
within ttle next 12 months?
16. Have you, within the past 3 years:
a) flown as a pilot or crew mernber in any type of
aircraft 7
h) engaged in parachuting, racing, scuba diving or
hang gliding?
c) been charged with any motor vehicle moving
Violation?
FOOOO

[j

[J
[J

[J

•
[J

NO

•
•
•
•
0

Remarks & details of "VES" answers

-------

scuba

diving

•
(Continued on another page)
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Fig. 348
(Continuation of Applicationl
YES

17. Have you used any tobacco products:
al in the past 12 months}
bl in the past 24 months? .
(If "Yes," indicate type & amounts)

••

NO

Remarks & details of "YES"

n

112 pack a day

D

1/2 pack a day

18. a) Heigl1t ~5,,-'-,1-,1_"_ _ _ _ __
bl Weight --,l,-"8",5,--",lb",,s~._ _ _ _ __
19 Name and address of personal physician(s) Dr. Frank N, Stein
Millvql~~_~ ______________________________________________________
(Please indicate date, reason last consulted, diagnosis and treatment in 1121)

20. Have you:

YES

a) Ever had any signs of or been treated for high blood pressure, chest pain, diabetes,
tumor, cancer or other disorder of the heart, digestive system, lungs, kidneys, or liver?
b) Received treatment for, or been advised to reduce the use of alcohol or drugs, or ever
used drugs other than prescribed by a doctor?
cl Within the past 5 years, consulted a physician for any other physical or emotional
disorder or illness, had any surgery, or been a patient in a hospital}
(If "Yes," give details in 1121)

21

D
D
[J

NO

•
•
•

Remarks, details and special requests'

I have received a Notice of Insurance Information Practices.
Each of the undersigned represents that all of the statements above are true and complete to the best of his/her
knowledge and belief. It is agreed that· al tllis and any amendments or supplements to it is the application and
IS the basis of the policy; b) if there is no prepayment, the policy will take effect only if, at the time the first
premium is paid, the insured is alive, and all the statements above which are material to the risk are still true and
complete to the best of the undersigneds' knowledge and belief; and c) only an officer of the Company can
legally bind the company or waive any of its rights or requirements.
Payment to any trustee deSignated herein will discharge the company from all liability.
responsible for the proper discharge of the trust or any of its terms.

The Company will not be

Proposed
Insured L~o~('r1IWI

_ '/'JWI"('fl

_')/('((~
ISI{I")

Dated

January 15,

Applicant/
Owner ______________________________________

199<'

'" orh ..1 (htln

At

,000-0

Millvale

CT

Propos~d /I1svrerfl

By: _____________________________________
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Fig.35A

J

RESIDENTIAL LOAN APPLICATION

Homeowner's Bank
MOnTGI\GE

Convention.!!1

APPLIED

Fon .T

rHA

1:l1tereSI .I;NO. of

V A . Ryan

no

_EOllthIY~ paYlIlenJEscrOW/lmpoundS
be collecled monthly)
Rale
Months
Prin. & Interest
• Tues [1 Huard Ins. [, MIQ. Ins 0 Ufe Ins 1235
10.5% 360
$2,29/.50

Amount

$}20,000

r;;P;V~;;I~Opt;"Ol' - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - ' - - - - - " ' - - - - -

"JeiIY

Property Street Address

.1,6:-:2"'H"'",,OC-,-'cc""'oa;::d======""===;-______
Leo,,1 Description (Altach descriptIOn if necessary)

-lZip

IStl'lle

leT

~~~~~~n.~~!~._

No Units

[05555
Yecll Built
1984

------;;c=c-:---- --------

------;"cc:-::-:c:-;--------;o=~c-:---~~c--- L--;~c=:=-,---------j

.lcP_"'~PO-,-'_"_O-,-'l-,-o~"_n~-,c-~;-r7u_,c_h_.'_._ _ _ _ _c,o~n~"~,u~c~tio~n~r-'-'n-"-n'-n-'-~~c~o-n-"rc'u~c~lio~n~~~-n-,1"iJ1~.~,,,~'~~-r.~O-~'nh,~'~IE~,~PI~.'~nl~----Complete this line if

lol Value Dlltll

Original Cost

Present

Cost 01 Imps (b)

lotlll (II

~

CQIl~IIII{!1101l

flerrnllrlent or
Construction lo:om

bl

ENTER TOTAL AS
PURCHASE PRICE IN

...

DETA.llS OF PURCHASE,

Yelll Acquired

1I!~c~om=p~'"~'="~'h~,,~fi~n='"iI~.~n~'f"-"~"=nc~""70.~,,~---.p~u=,p70,="~o"lnn~,I='n7,,=,,~"---------------·De='·~CI'ib:~.""=np='o=v=.,='''=_,~,..~------·'I-'I=m=,,~f"~---.I-I;~'=o'b='=m=.d~'~
Ye",r
JOliain",1 Cost lAmt, Exist. liens 1
1
1

Acqulled

IIiIe w;ii

:

1

B~ lt~~'d i~ What N~:le($'

=:~~~:a:IA;~:~:a::~:~lt

:

co

o-""="':;:Id.---------- -":....======1

L:- - - - -

------r,
I'M7':C":C'.11"l::-,C1,,:-.w-d'hb":-'' C'TCo''C:''-'W;:C';-;II-

___

5etne"-"-n-~'-~Ch~"-'g-,-,-------------J'~--,d-'V-,d-U-."-'-y----------------------1

and

'991 Incenrrve CommiSSionS
This IIpploclltlOl1 is desigrled to be completed by the borrowerlsl With the lender's assist;H1ce Th~ Co BOlrower Section and all otlll~r CO·BOIIOW(H qlJ6stiOll$ mUllt be
completed lind the ;'Ipproprillte boxles) checked il another person will be obligated with the Borrow!':r on the 10ltl', or the BOllower Is relyillD on income from lllimollY, chil
sllppmt m sep/lrll!e fnninlenance or on the income or assets 01 another person liS II basis lor repayment 01 thfl loan, or the (3orrower is m.1nied and resides, or the pro pelt
IS loceted, III a community property st ... te

R07f~nrlJn

CO·BORROWER

BORROWER

-,

~-.--

IIrnor("y S(l~/f1J

~'Addre$S

No Ye!'lfS..!.

lA"

ISC'IPO'

132

IYrs

DOwn

•

Name

Pl(lSent AddH'ss

Refit

666 Greenwich SI Apr 933

Street

Cily{Stltte{Zip

New YafA

lA"

18
No

Street

NY 10014

City/State/ZIp "----

Farmer Address il less Ihan ') yeAls at p,cs.ent addlcss

Former Address II less than 2 years at present address

Street \lla Del lktnchl Vecchl 64

Street

CitylSI1'ItelZIp

001 (i8

ye .... ~ at ronnel address

Rome l10fy

Marrred
Separated
• Unmarried
(1m: I slllllle, divorced, Widowed)

~~ld

Addreli R

Oce~n

OWIl

Renl

•

YelllS III fOllnel address

IDependents Other Than ;-;li~":"d"B;;-:,C;C"oC;-B;:o::"o::w:C"::-,if.Mcc'::C""'I''''--'MC<,:::,,:C"::;d---'J'
1-____A_'_'_'_ _ _--11

No

d

Pfan Inc

Rent

t--____

CT 05555

.-

1

UI

prulession?

Uyel'lts
Yeals on this job

Mrffvale,

Own

Dependents OU,el Than listed By Borrower
--"'N=o-,-------;;-::::-:-----1
A_'_cc__ ._. _ _ __

Sepalated
Unmarried

Walk or proh!sslon7

Sr/eef

~;tTi1i;--

Status

(inc!. single, divorced. widowed)
I
~ ;CEm=-,'~lo::y-'-.=,--'-----I:yO-:,-"-'-'-m-,p'-o'-,"7:;-;n--:,"'h;C-,-;-'''-'''-0-0--1fNOC.-n-,"-.-nd~Ad-'-d""-'-.-,ol,-,E.-"'-.-:-Io-,.-,-'-----I',-,y. .-"-,-,,-":;-'o-"-d"',-,,-:'h-'-',~Ii-',,·,-o~f .~-;:;~.

H(1nt~OWn~f's Fnd(Jrs~m~nr

,IOUO

City/Stftle/Z,p '---

o

, ..

0
0

Ma-rita!
Status

I:::oon,

Yell-"~----------~OJw··~,,·----~n~'~n'~-------

0

years

.Ll.

Year6

Self·Employed'

all

Uris Job

Self EmploVed'

---------t;T::,yp::'c:O:-.I-;;".:cu'.,:mcc':-'''~----if.r'''o-='si'''(io:-::n-,,/fC.i';::1,-----

--------bT,-,-'-o-O-1"""-slr-;;;;' -.---~

Ins Oro/(er
Soci1'l! Set;IIIity Ntllnbel"

.

123·45·6789

Home Phone

jBusiness Phone

284·555· r 234

1212.444.5678

!Socia! Security Nurnber .. ,

----------CG~RonSO'S,..MnoMNTnHf.lvY'I~NCNO"M"E,------L-,.---'M...O"N~T~If~lYVUH~Q~US~IN"n"Exv.p~E~N"SE'~·-O-·--Item

BOllower

CO·BoIIOW!!r

Total

Comrnissiorls

1/0,000

-·3.000--·-----

It,

Pwchllse p,ice

$262,000

b Total ClOSing Costs [Est'

5,920

c, Prepaid Escrows (fsl.)

700

40,000
Roal fstate Taxlls
235
d Tollil (8 + b +ct
$6.620
- i o ; ; ; o ; r Mortgage
o c - - I fII\sur1'lnco
. ' ; : - ; = = = = : : - - f - - - - - - t - - -e,- tAmount
: - - - ; ;Ihis
-:=
: : : - c = = = = - - - -1262,000
+==;----;I
Mortglt{lll

Nel Relitalillcorne
Ofhe,~-

CO"'I'~"'''(I

Do Not Complete II Refinance
$2.292,50

illIllird Insurance

~;;:;d;ilr;t;;;~t

IBusiness Phone

I

--L------.D~~~A..I~lS'O~F~PU"A~C~H~AS..E-.----------l

782850

Rent

Bas!! imp Illcome '$100.000 $
"00,000
rilSt Mortgage (P&'I)
Overtime
-----+----+-----Ib-:-;---;c---:-c=~.o;c-Other rinancinl:l (P&II
Bonuses

I'tome PhallI!

I

Homeowner
---.----- - - - - - -

A~sl1

I Other Fill1'lncinQ

Dues

Other

""" ,.,'~"

",,,lnoiJn.,,,loo0l1H"

g

Total Monthly Pmt

$/92850

$2,52150

Utilities

$/6000

$200

,

Other fqUlty

h AmotJnt of Cash Deposit
ClosinD Costs Paid by Seller

31,586

-------I

ens!' fletld For C\OSIIl(l lEst'
$38,206
. FHlMC FNMA. Il!qUIII! bu~"'!':'s credrt '''(lOlt, s'9r",d rttderal Inco~-lax ;;;~rn~ !o, the laSI two years, find d all81labl(>, aud~ed P'of~ and lo~! S(ale,nt'n\PI~;biiMC;"ih;et!or the s~ne perIOd
•• All Present Mo"IhtV Hou'''lQ El<pense, of Boffo..... er and Co Bouower slJould bp 1<!Iled 0" 1'1 eOlllbmed U!n1!l
••• Oplt(1,ml tOI FfRMC
Tot&!

$143,000

$

$143.000

lolill

$708850

'2,277 50
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Fig. 358
DESCRIBE OTHER INCOME

I:NOTIce.
,

n OOrrflWrlr

I Alimony, Child Su"por!, or • .,paralE! ml'l;f)\e,""",o Income nop.! 110t bo rev .... IOld If tho
Co-Borrower does 1101 cho058 10 have It cOllsidered 01 II btl'6is lor repaying this IUlIIl.

Borrower

Ot

MOllthly Amount

C CoBulrow",

IF EMPLOYED IN CURRENT POSITION FOR LESS THAN TWO YEARS. COMPLETE THE fOLlOWINO

~- ~"'-.-,-,,-uc-,"-,,,-c,·p"loC-yC-,,cc./Socc'hocco'l~R-

City/St~te

Type 01 Business

Posltlon/Htle

M;;nllily Illcome

O.,tes from"

Grou,;'~II;:,/;C"CCSC;II;;-L~~~-R;;:o:c:"C:,,-;,II;:,/;Cy~~~-M;:;O:C"::CJl C~~;~;;;-~--- ~-,,-oc-,,-,,-- -----~~~7;87-9!88-ts5:766·,10---·-----

MeA

-----~-----~;;;-t·~~-----

Thorron School

R _. Me;; G,;WIJ,

Macbrtd~~.-MA~

Inc

-

Moml

C(JIIsulltnO

----

-~

Analysr

6/B3-9/B5

2.00n;oi--~~~~~~----j

~--~-M~.~,7b'~'d~o,C-,~M~A~~~~~~~~~~~S~'u~d~.n~'~~~~~~9~!~78~6~!~83~--r-~~

~_ ~'! COf~=~ ____ __ _
11

II

yeG

AIlGWIH IS gillen

to

B

- nfESE QUESTIONS -APPLY

qUlJllion ill

TO BOTH BORROWER AA"Nonrc"o-:iiB"'ORROOrO'''W''E"A~~~~--~~~~ --~~~--j

Co Borruwer
Yilt or No

Borrower

nlis cohH1111. pleBsR IIxplnin 011 1111
",""eim'" sheel
I\re there IInv olltst""dlll\l jlldg<llef1t~
aglll!1st ~OLJ 1

Vel or No

Have you had properlv foreclosed upon

Arl! YOll

or plven "tie Or deed in lieu 'h"'''' .. 1 in

~

party to

II I()w

Arp. you obhpate,' 1o
~"ppo.t.

0,

p~y

iI

Co Borrower
Yel or No

US citizen?

residfH,t

If

"110"

llJe
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the loan
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Fig. 36

534
SIGN ON
TO
SYSTEM

538
536
AUTHORIZED TO
USE SYSTEM

NO

CALL SYSTEM
OWNER/OPERATOR
FOR INFORMATION

YES
X4

CLIENT USER

544

SUPER USER
MAIN MENU

CLIENT USER
MAIN MENU

552
ILLSTRATION
548
550
ANALYZE

UPDATE
DATABASE

REVIEW

ELECTRONIC
MAIL

LOG
OFF
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UPDATE
EXISTING
ILLUSTRATION

566
GENERATE NEW
APPLICATION
ILLUSTRATION
(GO TO FIG. 378-1)

570

572

PRINT LIFE
INSURANCE
APPLICATION
(GO TO FIG. 370-1)

REVIEW
INSURANCE
PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENTS
(GO TO FIG. 37E-1)

CHOOSE
EXISTING
ILLUSTRATION
(GO TO FIG 37C-1)
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Fig. 378-1

576
GENERATE NEW
APPLICANT
ILLUSTRATION

578

580
JOINT &
SURVIVOR OR
INDIVIDUAL

JOINT

SOLICIT: INSURDS
EMPLOYER
INFORMATION

>--~INFORMATION;

588

582
SOLICIT: INSURED
INFORMATION:
EMPLOYER INFORMATION

SOLICIT: INSUREDS
ANSWERS TO
FOUR UNDERWRITING
QUESTIONS

590

584
SOLICIT: INSURED
ANSWERS TO
FOUR UNDERWRITING
QUESTIONS

SOLICIT: CO-INSUREDS
INFORMATION;
EMPLOYER INFORMATION

586

592
SOLICIT: INSURANCE
REQUIREMENTS

594
SOLICIT: ADDITIONAL
COVERAGES

596
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Fig. 378·2
(FROM FIG. 37B·1)
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WORKS WITH
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CHECK LIST OF
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SPONSORS
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SELECTED
?
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>---~ SPONSORED POLICY
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USER
SELECTS POLICY
OR BEST
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~

USER
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>B_E_S_TS---t~ SELECT BEST i - - - - - - - - - . J
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Fig. 378·3
(FROM FIG. 378-2)
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PRODUCT CRITERIA
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Fig. 378-4
(FROM FIG. 378-3)

640
RETRIVE CARRIER
INFORMATION INSURANCE
REQUIREMENTS PERSONAL
DATA

644

-648

COMPUTE FIRST
PREMIUM TRIAL
GUIDELINE
FOR POLICY

NO

YES

COMPUTE FIRST
PREMIUM TRIAL
GUIDELINE FOR
BASE POLICY

650
COMPUTE FIRST
PREMIUM TRIAL
GUIDELINE
FOR RIDERS

,--_--1.._ _-----,

COMPUTE
SPECIFIED
AMOUNT

646

652

654
~~------~

liTERATE ON TARGET
VALUE:DEATH
BENEFIT, CASH VALUE
OR PREMIUM
GO TO FIG. 37F-1

656
~

658

COMPUTE GUIDELINE,
SINGLE PREMIUM
FOR VASE POLICY
(GO TO FIG. 37F-1)

COMPUTE
SPECIFIED
AMOUNT
WITH RIDERS

u.s.
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Fig. 378-5
(FROM FIG. 378-4)
664

SET GUIDELINE
SINGLE PREMIUM FOR
BASE POLICY
EQUAL TO PREMIUM

666

668
COMPUTE GUIDELINE
SINGLE PREMIUM
FOR POLICY
INCLUDING RIDERS
GO TO FIG. 37F-1

COMPLETE GUIDELINE
LEVEL PREMIUM
FOR BASE POLICY
GO TO FIG, 37F-1

670 - - SET GUIDELINE LEVEL
PREMIUM FOR BASE
POLICY EQUAL TO
PREMIUM VARIABLE

678

SET GUIDELINE
SINGLE PREMIUM FOR
TOTAL POLICY
EQUAL TO

672

682
674

~----~------~

COMPUTE GUIDELINE
LEVEL PREMIUM
INCLUDING RIDERS
GO TO FIG. 37F-1

684

SET GUIDELINE
LEVEL PREMIUM FOR
TOTAL POLICY EQUAL
TO PREMIUM VALUE

u.s.
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Fig. 378·6
(FROM FIG. 378-5)

RECOMPUTE SPECIFIED
AMOUNT USING
GUIDELINE PREMIUM

COMPARE SA COMPUTED WITH
GUIDELINE VALUES TO ORIGINAL
SPECIFIED AMOUNT

692

694

~
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Fig. 378-7
(FROM FIG. 378-6)
708

COMPUTE ILLUSTRATION
ASSUMING
GUARANTEED RATES

710
COMPUTE COSTS
INDICES

712

716
COUNTER GETS
COUNTER +1

J =COUNTER
?

YES

722
720

J>1
?

YES

724

726

PREPARE
COMPARATIVE
ANALYSIS
?

YES

COMPARE
ILLUSTRATION
VALUES;
FIND BEST
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Fig. 378·8
(FROM FIG. 378-7)

732
PRODUCE ILLUSTRATION
734

DISPLAY ON
TERMINAL
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Fig. 378·9
(FROM FIG. 378-8)
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PREPARE J ~ 5
BEST
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l
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Fig. 37C·1
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Fig. 37F·1
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Fig.38B
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INSURANCE
PACKAGE
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Fig. 39

IUlustratioll Update

Review

Mail
Quotes

New
Update
Existing

Screen 1. Main Menu with Illustration Submenu

Help

Logoff

u.s.
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Policy lnfonnatioll

Choose Policy Type:

Individual
Joint & Swvivor

Screen 2. Selecting Policy Type
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Fig. 41

Personal Infonnation
Last Name:
First Name:
Middle Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address:

Zip Code: _ __

City:

State:

Phone: - - - - -

Date of Birth: _ __

Sex:

Smoking: _

Marital Status:

IF5-Help F6-Maill Menu F7-Exit FS-Callcel PgUp-Last PgDn-Next

Screen 3. Personal Infonnation

u.s.
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Fig. 42

Employer Infollllatioll
Employer Name:
Address:
City:

-----------

State:

Zip: _ _

Phone:
Occupation: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

IF5-Help F6-Main Menu F7-Exit F8-Cancel PgUp-Last PgDn-Next

Screen 4. Employer Information
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Health Infonnation
Simplified issue questions for Boseman Amorey Stella

[N]

Has the proposed insured applied for and been declined or

postponed life insurance in the last 5 years?

[N] Has the proposed insured ever been treated for, or been
diagnosed as having deficiency of tile llIllllWle system?
[N] Has tile proposed msured ever consulted or been treated by
a physician for cancer?
Answer Y or N for each question

IF5-Help F6-Main Menu F7-Exit F8-Cancel PgUp-Last PgDn-Next

Screen 5. Health Questionnaire Input Screen - Insured
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Insurance Requirements - Insured

Choose Two oftlIe Following:
Millimwn Death Benefit: - - - Cash Value and Year Attained: - - - Yearly Payment: - - -

Nwnber of Years Required to Pay in Full:
or Pay Till Age:
Screen 6. Insurance Requirements - Insured
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Additional Coverage - insured

Waiver of Premium Annual Benefit (YIN): _ __
Accidental Death Benefit: - - Additional Death Benefit:

---

Spouse Death Benefit: _ __

Screen 7 Additional Benefits - Insured

US 6,684,189 Bl
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State in which policy will be issued:
Screen 8. State Solicitation
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Select from a list of available policies or
allow system to choose the Best available policy:
[S(e1ect) I B(est)]? _

Screen 9. Select or Best Solicitation
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Fig. 48

You have specified the following:
Policy Type: [lndividuaUlointiSurvivorj
Insured

Co-Insured

Date of Birth
Sex
Smoking
Marital Status
# of lndenmity Exceptions
Minimum Death Benefit
Cash Value
Years for Cash Value
Number of Years to Pay
Yearly Payment - Base Policy
Riders
Waiver ofPremilUl1
Accidental Death
Additional Death Benefit
Spouse Death Benefit
Check/Correct Values, PgDn - Start Calculation, PgUp - Cancel, F5 - Help

Screen 10. Summary of Parameters

u.s. Patent
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Selecting the Best Insurance
from

Policies

Processing Policy NLUuber
Carrier Name
Policy Name

Screen 11. Progress Report for Best Policy Selection
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Fig. 50
Choose Best Policy
Company Name

Policy Name
Yearly
Payment

Total
Insurance
Payments

Moody's
Rating

Available Insurance Policies
Find:
Beneficial Mutual
GA Mutual Life
Providential Life
Metro Life
Voyage Life
Gibralter Life
ANGIC

Life Strat II
Life M-2
Safety-Life
Retire Roll
Zero Sprd
Rock Solid
GTD Return +

15,000.00
15,350.00
16,475.00
17,000.00
18,500.00
18,560.00
18,700.00

Screen 12. Choosing a Policy from among the Best

350,000.00
357,600.00
382,000.00
396,500.00
403,000.00
404,400.00
405,000.00

AA

AAA
AA+
AAC

AAB
AA+
A

u.s.
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Fig. 51
Insurance Policy
Company Name

Policy Name

Current
Rate

Guarntd
Rate

Moody's
Rating

Available Insurance Policies
Find:
Beneficial Mutual
GA Mutual Life
Providential Life
Metro Life
Voyage Life
Gibralter Life
ANGIC

Life Strat II
Life M-2
Safety-Life
Retire Roll
Zero Sprd
Rock Solid
GTD Return +

Screen 13. Choosing a Policy

frOlll

6.5
7.25
7
7.5
8
7.75
7.3

2.5
2.5
2.6
2.5
2.6
2.5
2.5

Available Policies

AA
AAA
AA+
AAC

AAB
AA+
A
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Fig. 52
The Ryallillsurance lllustration System
Canier Name
Policy Name
Illustration 4750 Developed for:
Stella Amorey
666 Greenwich Street
Apt. 933
New York, NY 10014
Insurance Asswnptions:
Current

Guarantees

Mortality:
1983 GAM
Percent:
100 %
Unloaned Credited Rate: 5.5 %

Mortality: 1980 CSO
Percent: 100 %
Unloaned Credited Rate: 2.5%

Screen 14. Online Insurance Illustration
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Fig. 53
Create the Insurance Application?

No

Screen 15. Detennining Whether to Create the Insurance Application
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Fig. 54

Insurance Application
Company Name
Policy Name

Question:
Beneficiary and Relationship

I

Nlswer

~onty StelJa - Husband

IF5-Help F6-Main Menu F7-Exit F8-Callcel PgUp-Last PgDn-Next

Screen 16 Insurance Application Question and Answer
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Fig. 55
lillustration

Update

Review

Application >
App Design >
Client
>
Help
Illustration
Carrier
Insurance
State

Mail
Quotes

Help

Add'I Response
Application
Health Questions

Screen 17. Main Menu with Update Application Submenus

Logoff
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Fig. 56

IIllustration

Update

Review

Application >
App Design >
Client
>
Help
Illustration
Carrier
Insurance
State

Mail
Quotes

Help

Logoff

Health Question
Paper Fonn
Requested Responses

Screen 18. Main Menu with Update Application Design Submenus
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Fig. 57

IIllustration

Update

Review

Mail

Help

Quotes
Application >
App Design>
Client
>
Help
Illustration >
Carrier
Insurance >
State

Insured Personal
Insured Employment
Co-Insured Personal
Co-Insured Employment

Screen 19. Main Menu with Update Client Submenus

Logoff

u.s.
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Fig. 58

IIllustration

Update

Review

Application >
App Design>
Client
>
Help
Illustration >
Carrier
Insurance >
State

Mail
Quotes

Illustration
Illustration Data

Screen 20 Main Menu with Illustration Submenus

Help

Logoff

u.s.
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Fig. 59

IIllustration

Update

Review

Application >
App Design>
Client
>
Help
Illustration >
Carrier
Insurance >
State

Mail
Quotes

Help

Il1surance Package
Mortality
New Developments
Product State

Screen 21. Main Menu with Insurance Submenus

Logoff
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Fig. 60

Evergreen Help Facility Current Topic: Employment [1]
Enter the employer infonnation requested on the screen for tlle
applicant or tlle co-applicant. Please note tltat if the employer is
already in our database you may retrieve the information merely by
entering the first few letters of tlle employer nanle and tllen pressing
the LIST key. You will be provided with a list of employers whose
name starts with the letters that you enter. Select from this list
by highlighting the appropriate employer by moving the UP and DOWN
arrow keys and pressing the ENTER key to make the selection. If
the application or co-applicant's employer is not in the database,
merely enter the name and address infonnation as requested. The
occupation and title information is associated witll the applicant
or co-applicant.
[List] Choose Topic [Help] Using Help [Exit] Exit Help
[Down] Move Down [--] At Top

Screen 22. Help Message

u.s. Patent
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Fig.61A
THE EVALULIFE MORTGAGE ILLUSTRATION SYSTEM
IlLUSfiATION FOR TilE PRODUCT OF:

ABC IIt'mrnnce Cumpany

1II\J~lrl(ion

D~vd0l"~d

2026

For:

ny'

Rnzermn Arnorty Slell.
666 Greenwich Street
ApI. 9JJ

FI) FRt:!E.S

New York, NY 10014

Anylo\\n. AZ 11111

ABC Renlton Inc
I Relitor. WilY

INIJIVlDUAL DATA FOR: Dozemoa AlUo..-t>y SteUa

Age:

J2
Male
N

SC';'

SlIloku'

TARGET ANn CALCUI.ATE., '>AltAMF.TERS:

Cilkulott"d:

Talll"l!

Dum 8enefit:

]00,000

DClllh Renefit:

rrcmjuJlI:

rremium:

4
JU,OOO

No. or Ye1lU:

.~

__

~~~~

No. of Yurs'
Cuh Value in Year)O

A_S_S_UJ\_I~

_ _ _I_N_SU_R_A_N_J;_'F._-

.._r_J(_)NS U)R: AUC

In~u,.nn('l'

COIllIIOI_'Y_ _ _ _ _ _ _

J04,651.J9
9,165.2)

4
37R.76Ufi

~.~~'~"-,' ,~U]

(jUQuwtees:
Mnr1alily'

Percelll:
Cm.l'lctI Rille:

19R30AM - 104
100.00 %
9.lU %

Mortality'

rercent:
Credited Rate:

1980 CSO-N

I"tI 00 %
4.00 %

]

RIDERS

IOtlenSftec1ffi:

Amounl

"urati:ulI

Wsivu or Stipulated Premium
Accidenlll Dealh Benelil
Additional Term ln~uunee (on ln~ured)
AJJilional Term In,unnce (for Srou,e)

NIA
NIA
NI'
NIA

NIA
NIA
NIA

NlA
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Fig. 61 B
TilE EVALULIFE MORTGAGE ILLUSTRATION SYSTEM
ILLUSTRATioN FuR. TIlE PRODUCT OF:

ABC 1n..c;ul'"nnce CompAIIY

lhe inronllRlion containPd in thl' al1arbl'd iUu~lralion i~ bll.~f'd on both R-'l.·Hunplion1 (unti.. hrd hy Ihe (Urul (or nhmn ill"! dp,~opMt and
the curTellt 1l.'I.~umpt.lon' or the uuuraoce plan cbo,oo. Uole\! o(hf'~i,f' lndie.lt'd. Iho.,,, rail'!'! a.'l.mmrd '"iliaU,. conlinof IhrnuRhoul the life

or the mn"lralion.
Prfminm cost! may chanal! If Ihe

purdl1~

date dirTen from the OUI'! Ihen. Th,,), nUIY abo cbnnRt' ir any of the other ....... umption.'I ILnd

T:tr)'.

rremium ",,)'menu are rubjed to

[w.t' with urialiod.'! in wtUlf!!lit rates.

Inlere51 rale. credited 00 polic::y nJuf'!'l od the [o~1 of imuraoce cbarJeI may nry
10m, and nNliled on loanoo polky ,aJUe."l also may nry .hpr the fint )'I'IU.

.ner thl! lint year.

Inlereot rates cbar-.ed 00 policy

lbe RYIlD [,aJuLire 11lu.,tratloa S)'!IItrm crurnol .p(lro,e in,unu1(:e appLkntioll'O, It ton 0111,. rON'ord lire
p.'lrtkipating ruundaJ sf"kl'.!'l irutiluljom Ind pro.ide you lnrormation to their reo;'~HL,e.

m~urnnc"

applkalion.. to

0..

The Altachf'd lI1u~ltRli{)n !IIhould not he 1:00ulrnffi A.1, and l, nol orrtrro A."llI'1I:nI, In.ll or iu"~lmf"lll advice.
I::J.JI a!h l,or or Il"ICaJ coun.'~dor Jlr-lor 10 f'Oter-ln': Inlo an,. Iran.~a(lion.

"(,fl~t'

<:fnmllt tour IKl:ouutnnl.

Thl! data !!hown II bued on both llrumptlOIU fUrnhhed by lIle clienl ror whom it b developed Ind the current u,umrtion, or \hI! imunnce
rl,e. lind 1 or thi. iIIudntion.

pi"" chosen. Thue llJUmpiiolU are ahown ()n

Thlllllultniion i. bued on thf:1e ",umruonl Ind 11 only nlid with III Jlliel Iniched.
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Fig.61C
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TIlE RY AN EVALULlrE ILLUSTRATION SYSTEM
ILLUSTRATION FOR TilE rRolJUCT or:

ABC Insurllllce COIIIPIlIlY

[

llNI\'F:RSAt L1H: INSUItANCE VALUF$

Lire Insurance hils rcrtain I/IX IdvlnllJ!CI. Under Cllrrent I~w, tI~h Virile accUnJullition itl~ide Ull~ policy 11 1!Ill free. In ftlhJition, In)' dnlh beneOI, paid (lui
hy tllt~ policy will t,e 1.IU rree. lIowever, ir yOIl !lIrrendcr the policy, yOIi will have In ply taxe! on Ihal ImOllnl by which your policy', cuh vllue el(ceed.
the cumul&live 111Iounl or p",mium. yoU l1.ve plid.

The pwjected valuel below apO! nol Ruuanteed. Chanl':t:1 in in!e",,! credited nIt" Ind Clnier e)(rell~e ChIH!!C' could ruuh in 1111 illere.ll!! or decrt'ue
in the projeclcli valllu

Year

Premium

Death

c ..h

Benefit

Value

8,511.06
17.988.94
28,36158
39.710.18

9.165.23
9,165.23
9,I652J
9,165,2)
0.00

301,651.39
301,651 39
JOI,651 39

10

000
000
000
000
000

301,651.39
301,651.39
301,651.39
301,651.39
JOI,651.39

47,074.11
51.211.94
55,853.43
60.852.24
66,305.01

II
12
13
I'
II

000
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

301.651.39
301.651.39
301,651.39
301,651.39
301,651.39

72,251.71
711,7)561
85,80538
93,514.03
101,920.44

16
17
18
19
2()

000
0.00
0.00
0.00

301,651.39
301.651.39
301,651.39
JOl,651 J9
301,651.39

111,l!)!1.40
121.101 110
Ill,O)517
IH,987.26
151,061.61

21
12
23
24
25

000
0.00
0.00
0.00
000

301,651.39
306,79J.54
320,67821
334.57939
355,647.10

171.379.88
181,06923
204,2H.13
221,OI291
243,59J 90

26
27
28
29
JO

000
000
0.00
000
0.00

377,778.62

266,04128
290,577.37
317,401.36
346.7J7.35
378.767.16

0.00

JOI,651.39
301,6~I.J9

400.996.78
415,319.16

450,758.56
484.821.97

U,2JO.ll9

Tnt dill mown is bll~d on both urumption! fUrnished hy the client rot whom it Is de .... elofied tnd the eurrenl auumpl;on, or the in~unnce
filln. cholen, Theae a"uJTlf'liona INI shown on l"lel I and 1 or lhll iIlUl1nlion,

Thh Illulindon i. bued on ,heae luunrpliona and II only VI lid witll all ragel allaehed.

"\
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Fig. 61 D
TilE RYAN EV ALULIFE lLLUSTRATII IN SYSTEM
ILLUSTRATION FOR 1'11(; PRODUCT OF:

ABC Insurance Company

TIle rohowing valueill were calculated U~Ul1liIlR the jnlne51 rale! Ind 11100t.lily tale' guaranteed in the lire imuunce conlrillci. l11cse Ire the minimum
interest rale thai can be credited Ind lhe nUl~imum eml of in,unnce ulea Uld cln be clllirged. The!!! rateR Ire ~hnwn on r"gc I oflhi! ilhnlf1l;on.
TIle Ufe In,\Jnnce CORI Indicci for thi, policy Irc ahown on the following pll.(l!e AdditionAl inforHllllion concerning: the life ill,urlnce conlnct IIllIy

be included wilh tl1e policy when il II iuued.

Yen

Q

10
11
12

I)
14
II
16
17
18
19

20
21
2l
2J
14
21
26
27
21
29
JD
JI
J2
JJ
)4

Jl
36

End of year
Cash Value

7,795.28
16,056.22
24,M3.98
33,567.75
J4.3760l
3.5,18825
36,00200
36,812.13
JJ,616.04
31,405.61
39,110.63

End of Year

Deillt Benefit

301,651.J9
301,6l1 39
301,6lJ.J9
301,6lJ.J9
301,61J.J9
301,651.39

301,65 JJ9
30J,611.J9
JOI.611.J9
301.611.J9
301.611.J9

39,931.63
40,660.98

301,651.39
301,651.39

41,354.33
42.006 22
42.60989
4J.Ill.29

JOI,61J.J9
JOI.61J.J9
JOI,61J.J9
J01.61J.J9

4J,6J1!.78

301,651.39

44.04J 40
44.110.61

J01.61J.J9
301,61J.J9
J01.61J.J9
301.61J.J9
JOI.611 3Q
301,611.39
301,611.39
301,65J.J9
JOI.611.39
301.61J.J9
301,61J.J9
301 ,61 J.J9
301,61J.J9
301.651 39
JOI.61J.J9
)01,651.39
301,651.39
301,611.J9

44JJ7J16

44.51405
44 .4~ 8.98

44,13192
4J.5!J7S
42.777.01
41.683.IJ
40.2IJ.14
J!,4J4.24
)6.16601
JJ.368.51
29.945.20
21.781.64
20.71J.IS
14,781.87
7.667.19

The dill thown I. bll-l!d nn both IIlUnl{ltionl funliUied by the client ror whom it "develort!d and !.ht! current
plln cholJ1!n. TheM .tfUmptlonl Ire tho.",n on JlIICI I .nd 2 or lhi. iIIU1lnliol1.

Thl.llludrttion it

baud on Ihe~ ...untplionl

.nd

II only

luunlrliOllt

valid with.1I pllte •• u.chtd,

of the

if1~ur.nec
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Fig. 61 E
TIlE RYAN EVALULIFE ILLUSTRATION SYSTEM
ILLUSTRATION FOR TilE rRoDUCT Of:

ABC Irt,uronce Com pony

I

J

UfE INSURANCE COST INDICES

An explanalionor the intended u,e or these indicu il provided in The Lire Imunnte 8uyer'l Guide. TIlue indices Ire uleful only for the eompuilOn
of relative cosil of Iwo or morc limilar polide •.
The

COlt

indiclCI do not reneet any OPliOfUll beneliu,

BASED ON
GUARANTEED FACTORS

SURRENDER COST INDEX
NET rAYMENT

a: 5~

cosr INUEX a: 5%

10 Y".I"

20 Yenr

lal

4.10

IHI

B.3)

DASEIl ON
CURRENT F'ACTOItS

SURRENDER COST INDEX

a: 5~

NET r AYMENT COST INDEX

a: S~

10 hal"

lO Yeur

(3.20)

(6.66)

1141

B.ll

The data shown I. bued on both uttimptlonllUrnblu:d b)' the client for wl10m It I. developed Ind the cUlTC!n! IIlurnplionl of the inlUtJ:Ot'e

plln chokn. theN .uumpl1o~ Ire .hown on Pllt. I .nd 1 or Ihl. iIIuitnllon.

Thl.lllu ..ctlion ia hued on thclWl lI,umpliona.nd II ollly valid with an pale ••lIached.
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Fig. 62
EVALULIFE INSURANCE ILLUSTRATION SYSTEM
COMPARISON OF CASH VALUES FROM
INSURANCE CARRIERS
Name:
Sex:
Binhdale:
Smoker:

Inilial lace:

Slelia Morey
F
February 14, 1959
N

Credl! rale:
Year

2

$6,311
10

7.50%

8.00%

7.75%

7.30%

Life;

Providential

Melro

Ylly_a@

Olbr.!!!!!>!

ANOle

5,836
12,219

5,779
12,1 \3

5,828

19,051

7.25%

OA Mulual

5,837
12,150
18,859

$262,!KKJ

7.!XJ%

6.50%

Beneficial
MUlual

25,991

6

Premium:
# of years:

5,704
12,093

5,815

5,753

12,211

18,877
26,101

12,234
19,107
26,481

18,979
26,402

19,089
26,486

12,108
18,915
26,204

33,570

26"165
34,192
42,569

33,813
42,048

34"191
42,878

34,402
4.1,024

34,439
42,992

34,008

41,623
50,182
59,278

50,842
60,231
70,255

51,984
61,752

52"119
62"1)8
73,137

52,190
62,081
72,717

51,314
60,897

84,777

84,153

82,142

90,IG8
96,611

87,647
99,767
106,432

42,365

68,942

51,536
61,133
71,404

I(J

79,209

82,396

80,956

11

B3,908
88,872

87,905

86,142

93,775

91,651

89,264
95,451

91,025

12
13

94,114

100,027

97,502

102,1160

104,940

14

99,651

103,718

109.1ll

112,680

15

105,499

IOG,689
113,787

103,511
110,'}0,1

110"121

116,666

120,994

118,82.1

113,538

16

111,679

124,733

129,932

124,808

127,315
136,423

121,117
129,206

138,043

132,751

133"163
142,598

139,545

18

118,214
125,125

121 ,355
129,428

117,341

17

149,887

146,196

137,842

19
20

132,435
140,162

147,237
157,047

141,202
150,193

152,482
163,060

161,017
172,994

156.685
167,941

147,1162
156,9(16

8
9

72,232
83,473

97,7.15

71,157

93,514

148,328

167,513

159,753

174,379

185,882

180,020

167,413

156,952

178,676

169,918

186,490

199,751

178,626

166,057

190,583
203,284

180,722

199,448

192,2OG
204,416
217,402

213"115
228,161

214,678
230,748

192,981
206,891

248,056
266,710

221,821
237,853
255,079

203,360
216,993
231,553

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

196,521
207,830

231,3OJ
246,754

28

219,778

29
30

232,405
245,760

263,270
280,935

175,668
185,812

216,836

299,848

244,!J61

190,591

231,221

261,103

286,827

273,6IXI

247,113

245,935
261,611
278,328

279,382
299,IK14
320,086

308,541

293,528
314,99(1

263,753

331,999
357,367

338,126

281,561
300,637

Note: These Vlilues are based oil current credited rates. carrier current credited rotes will change stlitually;
bUI wili never fall below the guaranteed tates under the policy, Ask for an illUstration of current and
uaranteed erformance before buring anr Eoli9"
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Fig.63A
Pa rt 1

IVletro Life Insurance Corporation Application For
Life Insurance

Any town. USA

FOOO-O NQ 000000

All information requested below pertains to the proposed insured unless stated otherwise.
1. al Name Bozeman Amorey Stella
dl Use unisex rates 7 0 Yes • No
II U.S. citizen? • Yes 0 No
gl Place of Birth

111 Sex. M 0 F cl SS# 123-45·679B
el Married7 DYes • No
hi Date of Birth
12105159
fC,ryl

2. al Residence 666 Greenwich 51. Apt. 933
bl Business 3000 Ocean 51.

N.Y.

Millvale

ISu",

M,,,,rfI.

D.,..

rur

Manhatl~n

NY

10014

fC"unl)<'

IS,.I./

IZip (A •• ,

Fairfield

CT

01234

,Countyl

/S,",./

(Zip (Ad.'

3. Policy al Plan -'W'-'-'-'h"'o"'le'-L,.,i"'fe"---_________ bl Face/Specified AmI. $ 262.000
4. Employer Sponsored Plan7 al 0 Yes • No bl Normal Retirernent Age _
cl Policy Year Date _ _ _ __
5. Extra Benefit Riders (check il desiredl:
o Total Disability Benefit
o Additional Purchase Protection
o Accidental Death Benefit $ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
o Other
6. Premium/Billing
(mit'" Drily one)
al Notice to insured at 2a 7 • Yes 0 No lEn,., a.lowl bl Bill Type & Frequency
• Direct-A-/ S / a
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
o List A / S / a I M
Address: ________________________
o AMP Monthly Only
{Sr, •• , lind No I

ICry/

(SIIf.,

/Zi,. Cod.!

7. Automatic Loans? • Yes 0 No
B. Dividend Plan: 0 Addition 0 Cash 0 Premium reductioll U Other: ________________________
9. Beneficiary
al At death of the proposed insured Igive relationship lor (21 belowl:
o 11 the owner • 21 Frank Stella - brother
bl At the maturity date: the owner
10. al Owner:. 11 the insured
021 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
b) 0 wner Social Security/T a x 10 # ~1'_'2'-'J"---'4'_'5'_-_'6'_'7"'9"'a'____________
11. a I Present occupation & duties: -'IL!n.!.!9'-'u!.!r""a"n"'c"'e......"b"'r."o"'k"'e"'r_________________________________
bl In the last 90 days were you absent from your place 01 employment or not performing the customary
duties of your occupation for at least 35 hours a week due to illness. injury. treatment. surgery. or
observation7 0 Yes • No IIf "Yes." explain in #211
12. Present life insurance amount $ ~l~O~O....~O~o~o______________
ADB $ 100.000

13. If this policy is issued. will any existing insurance
or annuity be replaced. changed. or borrowed
against? (Indicate Company and amount!
14. Has any application for insurance on your life been
declined. or has any policy been issued other than
as applied for7
15: 00 you plan to travel or live outside the U.S.A.
within tile next 12 months 7
16. Have you, within the past 3 years:
al flown as a pilot or crew member in any type of
aircralt?
bl engaged in parachuting. racing. scuba diving or
hang gliding 7
cl been cllarged with any motor vehicle moving
violation7

FOOO·O

YES

NO

0

•

0
0

·0

•
0

Remarks & details of "YES" anSwers

•
•
•
0

scuba diving

•
(Continued on another pogel
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(Continuation 01 Application)

YES
17. Have you used any tobacco products:
al in th~ past 12 months I
bl in the past 24 months?
III "Yes." indicate type & amoumsl

NO

••

IJ

o

Rema,ks & details 01

"YES"

l{2 pack a day
l{2 pack a day

b) Weight -,1",8",5,-,I",b",s.~_ _ _ __
18, al Height -'5'-'...
1...
'_"_ _ _ __
1 9. Name and addre ss 01 personal physician Is I -,o",c,-,. ..JF,-,c"a",nL!Jk"--!N,,-,-.~S,,-t,,-E!=.±illn_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
HillvalE!, CT
IPlease indicate date, ,eason last consulted, diagnosis and "eatment in #21)
20, Have you:
YES
NO
al Ever had any signs 01 or been treated lor high blood pressure, chest pain, diabetes,
tumor, cancer or other disorder 01 the heart. digestive system, lungs, kidneys, or liver?
bl Received "eatment lor, or been advised to reduce the use 01 alcohol or drugs, or ever
used drugs other than prescribed by a doctor?
cl Within the past 5 years. consulted a physician lor any other physical or emotional
disorder or illness, had any surgery, or been a patient in a hospital?
o
lit "Yes." give details in #211

o

o

•
•

•

21, Remarks, details and special requests:

I have received a Notice of Insurance Information Practices.

Each of the undersigned represents that all of the statements above are true and complete to the best of his/her
knowledge and belief. It is agreed that: al this and any amendments or supplements to it is the application and
is the basis of the policy; bl if there is no prepayment, the policy will take effect only if, at the time the first
premium is paid, the insured is alive, and all the statements above which are material to the risk are still true and
complete to the best of the undersigneds' knowledge and belief; and c) only an officer 01 the Company can
legally bind the company or waive any of its rights or requirements.
Payment to any trustee designated herein will discharge the company from all liability, The Company will not be
responsible for the proper discharge of the trust or any of its terms.
Proposed
Witness

Horace L. Oagent

Insured

l?o=vnlfln _,JmofT" .s',lla

IS",,}

Dated

January 15. 1992

Applicantl
Owner _ _ _ _ _--:::--::---:-----:_-:--;---:-,-_ _ _ _ __
fir tlthllr

tfI." f"roptJud ',ull,!!d)

8y: _________________________
,r,jl.1

FOOO·O

US 6,684,189 B1
1
APPARATUS AND METHOD USING FRONTEND NETWORK GATEWAYS AND SEARCH
CRITERIA FOR EFFICIENT QUOTING AT A
REMOTE LOCATION

2

A UK endowment life insurance policy provides life insurance coverage and tax-free accumulation of premium dollars
invested in the life insurance policy over a stipulated time
period-usually between twenty and forty years. The lender
5 and the insurance company work in concert to engineer a
balloon payment mortgage linked to an endowment life
This is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent application
insurance policy so that, at the end of the mortgage period,
Ser. No. 07/912,978 having a filing date of Aug. 17, 1992
now U.S. Pat. No. 5,673,402, and a continuation-in-part of
the cash value accumulated via the life insurance is sufficient
to repay the mortgage in a single, lump-sum "balloon"
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 08/210,395 having a filing
date of Mar. 18, 1994 now U.S. Pat. No. 5,655,085, the latter 10 repayment.
of which also claims priority from the former.
A home buyer financing the purchase of a home with a
UK
endowment mortgage pays no principal to the lender
I. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
over the term of the mortgage. Monthly loan payments are
A. Technical Field of the Invention
limited to interest only. The mortgage principal is repaid
This invention concerns an electrical computer and a data 15 separately by using the life insurance policy. This principal
processing system, and methods involving the same, applied
accumulates in an endowment life insurance policy-a
to the financial fields of insurance and mortgages. More
universal life insurance policy with a level death benefit
particularly, this invention relates to a computer system for
equal to the purchase price of the home. The premium
preparing, processing and transmitting life insurance predollars invested grow over the term of the mortgage to meet
mium quotes as part of a mortgage calculation in support of 20 the amount of the principal borrowed to purchase the home.
a new financial product. In the new financial product, life
In the last year of the mortgage, the life insurance policy
insurance is used as collateral and a means for repayment of
"endows," and the homeowner uses a one-time tax-free
a mortgage, and facilitates the purchase of real estate withdistribution from the life insurance policy to repay the
out (or with a greatly reduced) down payment. The invention
mortgage.
includes automated aspects of the use of premiums paid on 25
The endowment mortgage has numerous advantages to
life insurance as a substitute for the initial down payment on
UK borrowers and lenders. First, it is more tax-efficient for
a mortgage, the use of life insurance policy death benefits to
borrowers than a conventional amortization mortgage. This
retire the mortgage upon the death of the borrower, the use
is because monthly payments include only interest and are
of accumulated cash values to retire the outstanding princitherefore 100 percent tax deductible. Second, principal
pal on a mortgage in the event of the borrower's survival, 30 payments, made in the form of premium payments to the
and the services of storage and transmission of data for all
endowment policy (less the cost of mortality and insurance
of the foregoing.
charges), accumulate tax free. This causes endowment
This invention optionally also relates generally to a compolicy assets to grow more rapidly, and in turn allows
puterized system for preparing and processing multiple
lenders to lower the amount of the required down payment.
universal life insurance quotes and for preparing and pro- 35 Third, it is a more secure lending vehicle for the lender. The
cessing universal life insurance applications, based upon
lender has collateral rights to both the mortgaged property
those quotes. More particularly, the present invention relates
and the insurance policy. Fourth, because of the insurance
to a machine, manufacture, process, and improvement
component of the endowment mortgage, the homeowner has
thereof.
built-in security that so long as he or she maintains the
More particularly, this invention relates to a computer 40 mortgage payments, the survivors will inherit the mortgaged
system for preparing, processing and transmitting life insurproperty free of the mortgage.
ance premium quotes as part of a mortgage calculation in
Subsequent generations of products have expanded on the
support of a new financial product. In the new financial
endowment mortgage concept in the UK. Derivative verproduct, life insurance is used as collateral and a means for
sions of the product include the so-called Pension Mortgage
repayment of a mortgage, and facilitates the purchase of real 45 and Personal Equity Plan (PEP) Mortgage. Both products
estate without (or with a greatly reduced) down payment.
link the UK equivalent of an Individual Retirement Account
The invention includes automated aspects of the use of
or Keough Account, term insurance, and a balloon payment
premiums paid on life insurance as a substitute for the initial
mortgage. These financial products include all of the chardown payment on a mortgage, the use of life insurance
acteristics of an endowment mortgage (full deductibility of
policy death benefits to retire the mortgage upon the death 50 mortgage interest payments, life coverage, and tax-free
of the borrower, the use of accumulated cash values to retire
accumulation of principal). The term insurance provides the
the outstanding principal on a mortgage in the event of the
life coverage component of the endowment mortgage, the
borrower's survival, and the services of storage and transPension or PEP provides the tax-free accumulation of
mission of data for all of the foregoing.
principal, and the balloon payment mortgage provides fully
B. Description of the Background Art
55 deductible loan interest. In addition, both the PEP and
Pension mortgages have the additional benefit of offering at
In the United States, the declining supply of low-cost
housing and the inability of many low-income renters to
least a partially deductible principal repayment. Both PEP
save enough money to make a down payment has forced
and Pension contributions are tax-deductible up to certain
many potential home buyers out of the housing market,
limits.
according to a study released Mar. 17, 1988, by the Harvard 60
Endowment mortgages dominate the residential mortgage
University Joint Center for Housing Studies. (Reported in
market in the UK. For example, approximately 82 percent of
the Mar. 28, 1988, Bureau of National Affairs Banking
all mortgages underwritten in the UK in 1988 were
Report.) To address this problem in the United Kingdom, a
endowment, pension, or PEP type mortgages. Conventional
way has been found to combine life insurance and a mortamortization type mortgages, similar to those commonly
gage into what is known as an "endowment mortgage."
65 available in the United States, are also available in the UK,
A UK endowment mortgage is a balloon payment mortbut these accounted for only 18 percent of new mortgage
gage combined with an endowment life insurance contract.
sales in 1988.
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therefore subject to the regulations regarding equal treatDespite their great success in the UK, endowment type
mortgages have not similarly dominated the United States
ment for all borrowers with the same credit rating, or as an
residential mortgage market, apparently largely due to the
insurance premium. Nonetheless, there may be a perception
different laws of each nation. In the United States, federal
that there is some risk that whoever attempts to sell the
statutes forbid most lenders from selling life insurance. Also, 5 LLOYD financial product would be sued and would lose,
most states have laws forbidding tie-in sales of mortgages.
and the penalties for unlawful interest rate discrimination are
A tie-in sale occurs when a lender insists that a borrower buy
considerable: 15 U.S.c. § 1691(e)(a) provides for class
a particular insurance product from a particular life insuraction suits; subsection (b) provides for punitive damages;
ance company. Legal impediments also exist for life insurers
and subsection (c) provides for recovery of attorney fees and
wishing to lend money as an inducement to sell insurance.
10 costs. In the end, though, the perception of discrimination
Further, in the United States the tax treatment of life
may be the real Achilles heel of the LLOYD financial
insurance is different from that in the United Kingdom. In
product,
as the lender would have to offer different rates
the United States, policyowners must pay taxes on policy
based on age and sex.
distributions in excess of the basis (for US tax purposes, the
Another drawback of the LLOYD approach is that it has
basis is equal to cumulative premium payments) in the
contract. In the UK, distributions from endowment type 15 potentially adverse tax consequences. It is unclear if the
insurance contracts are tax free.
incremental interest in the LLOYD financial product is tax
deductible as home mortgage interest or non-tax deductible
Thus, in the US there is a unique problem of how to
lawfully combine a mortgage and life insurance and addias an insurance policy premium payment. That is, if the
tionally make a viable financial product. Accordingly, it is
homeowner has taken a deduction for the incremental internot surprising that computer systems to illustrate such a 20 est paid of $1,000 per year over the term of the mortgage,
financial product have been lacking in the United States.
and the cost containment clause is exercised, it is not clear
A proposal to combine life insurance and a mortgage,
what the tax treatment of the rebate would be. Certainly the
implemented by means of a computer system, has been
IRS will not permit the homeowner to take a deduction for
made in U.S. Pat. No. 4,876,648, titled "System and Method
an interest payment for money that is later rebated, and
for Implementing and Administrating a Mortgage Plan" 25 LLOYD acknowledges the possibility of a tax problem with
(Charles Lloyd) (hereinafter "LLOYD"), issued on Oct. 24,
his financial product. See Col. 16, lines 6-20.
1988. Under LLOYD's mortgage scheme, as it is presently
For example, in order to buy the policy from the lender at
understood, each year the lender charges some percent over
its
cost of $20,000, the LLOYD homeowner will have to pay
the standard interest rate to cover the cost of insurance
premiums ($100,000x1%=$1,000 in LLOYD's example). 30 the difference between the cost of the policy and the after-tax
proceeds from the interest rebate. This amounts to about
These insurance premium payments buy an insurance policy
$14,000, assuming that the individual is in a 30 percent tax
that is owned by the lender as the means by which the
bracket.
mortgage principal is repaid. At five-year intervals, the
Still another drawback to the LLOYD approach is its lack
homeowner may receive a rebate of this extra interest paid
(and deducted) by exercising a cost containment clause. At 35 of flexibility. While LLOYD mentions the use of variable
and fixed rate mortgages the borrower makes only fixed cost
the execution of this clause, the lender makes a distribution
containment clause payments, and there exists no mechaequal to the policy premiums to the homeowner. For
nism for adjusting the amount of the payments in the event
example, in year 20, the distribution would be equal to
of declining interest rates. The borrower is therefore financ$20,000 for a total of 20 annual premiums of $1,000. By
exercising the cost containment clause to obtain the $20,000 40 ing the repayment of a fixed obligation (i.e., the mortgage)
with a variable asset (i.e., an interest-sensitive universal life
distribution and using that distribution to buy the life insurinsurance policy). Thus, in the event of declining interest
ance policy from the lender at the lender's basis in the
rates, there is no assurance that the cash value accumulated
policy, $20,000, the homeowner can pay down the mortin the cost containment clause will be sufficient to comgage. That is, the homeowner now owns an insurance policy
with a cash value of $40,648, which may be used to pay 45 pletely repay the mortgage. Furthermore, if the individual
wants to sell the home at any time other than at the precise
down the mortgage.
five-year intervals required by the cost containment clause,
However, there are a number of significant problems with
he or she will lose the value of the incremental interest
the LLOYD approach. These problems seem to center on the
It is undoubtedly cumbersome to have to retire
payments.
mechanism for getting the money out of the insurance policy
to retire the mortgage, i.e., the cost containment clause. One 50 the mortgage (i.e., exercise the cost containment clause)
"only during the fifth, tenth, fifteenth, etc., years of the
significant problem that may be real or perceptual is the
mortgage." See LLOYD at Col. 7, line 47-Col. 8, line 6.
possibility that the financial product could be viewed as
Yet another problem with the LLOYD approach is that,
constituting an unlawful discrimination based on age and
under some circumstances, it appears that the lender may
sex. That is, if the lender builds the cost of the policy
premium into the mortgage interest rate, then there will be 55 end up with either the incremental insurance payments or the
insurance policy after the mortgage is retired. For example,
the appearance of charging different interest rates to different
if the home buyer missed the 30-day deadline required for
individuals based on their age and sex. Such pricing differthe cost containment clause anniversary in year 20, even if
ences are lawful in a life insurance transaction because these
the home buyer happens to have $20,000 and buys the policy
factors relate to the insurance risk. But age and sex discrimination in lending is generally forbidden under the 60 outright, he or she will receive a policy worth $60,648. But
because the home buyer has already invested $20,000 over
Equal Credit Opportunity Act, 15 U.S.c. § 1691(a)(1),
the previous twenty years, the lender is $20,000 richer, and
which provides that "It shall be unlawful for any creditor to
the homeowner $20,000 poorer, for the exchange.
discriminate against any applicant with respect to any aspect
of a credit transaction-(1) on the basis of race, color,
In addition, there appears to be a potential problem with
religion, national origin, sex or marital status, or age .... " 65 the approach of LLOYD under circumstances where the
It remains undecided whether a court would view the
mortgage is paid off with cash, such as when the mortgaged
higher interest rate charged as an interest payment, and
property is sold. Assume a $100,000 mortgage is retired with
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cash at the end of the mortgage term. Under LLOYD, the
life insurance, as early as 1985, as of September 1993, no
company or individual has been known to find a way to
borrower apparently must pay an additional $30,000 to
provide multiple universal life insurance quotes to the public
purchase the insurance policy from the lender.
in the United States from a single computer, let alone use
This is not to say that the financial product proposed in
5 that ability to identify the best product.
LLOYD is not worthwhile. Rather, LLOYD provides an
Instead, insurance agents, insurance brokers, and others
excellent example of the difficulty in linking a mortgage and
representing
individuals wishing to purchase universal life
an insurance product under the present laws of the United
insurance policies have been forced to go to many different
States on a commercially feasible basis.
insurance companies to request quotes. Once received, these
In sum, then, United States laws (which define a US 10 universal life insurance quotes have been difficult to commortgage) and other obstacles have seemingly prevented a
pare. Differences in the way these carriers calculate the
mortgage/insurance type product from being sold. Despite
universal life insurance values have made product comparigreat success of the endowment type mortgage in the United
sons difficult. As a result, insurance sellers have been forced
Kingdom, despite billions of dollars lost in bad real estate
to conduct lengthy and time-consuming analyses to establish
loans and many collapsed lenders in the United States, 15 which was the best product for the customer. But in view of
despite the creative prowess of the US financial industry
the aforementioned technological limitations and a fragwhich has tried and failed to successfully develop and sell
mented life insurance industry with more than 5,000 carrianything resembling a UK endowment type program in the
ers; brokers and agents work with only a few carriers. They
US, the problem remained unsolved: "for some renters
have not had the ability to search out the best product for
longing to enter the housing market, the likelihood of 20 their customers. This has become increasingly problematic
coming up with a down payment may seem like a pie-inas product complexity has grown in the universal life
the-sky notion." (Chicago Tribune, Jan. 24, 1992.) It
insurance industry. Indeed, in some cases unscrupulous
remained for the present inventors to find a solution.
agents have taken advantage of increasing complexity in
As a further aspect of the present invention, prior to the
products to further their own unethical ends. In "Investigatpresent invention, insurance quotes for term life insurance, 25 ing Agents," Best's Review, September, 1993, pp. 29-30,
health insurance, and dental insurance were available from
the authors, Stefan E. Keller and Tony D'Orazio, pointed
a single computer, but universal life insurance quotes were
out, "The intricacies of these [life insurance] products
not known to be available.
require that agents and brokers be more educated than ever
to be able to adequately represent the products to consumers.
Using such single-computer based systems, insurance
sellers of annuities, health policies, and term life insurance 30 At the same time, the growing complexity increases the
could request quotes from a large data base of insurance
probability that products will be represented in an unethical
fashion." In the absence of a systematic means for computcarriers' products. The computer computes the price of a
particular financial product offered by a particular carrier for
ing universal life insurance values and comparing products,
a given customer of a given age, sex, and health, or insured
a consumer purchasing a universal life insurance policy has
population profile. Then the computer repeats this operation 35 little to assure himself or herself that he or she has purchased
for a large number of different insurance companies. Comthe best policy.
paring the values so calculated for a larger number of
Once a seller has identified the appropriate product for an
different carriers' insurance products has permitted the comindividual from one of the thousands of policies available,
puter to automatically identify that product which provides
the process of completing the life insurance carrier's applithe best value for the consumer. This also permitted the 40 cation forms and obtaining underwriting approval for the
seller to provide the insurance purchaser with the least
product can take weeks or months. Because carriers have
expensive quote with a minimum of effort.
different insurance forms, and no system has been designed
to accommodate the different policies and their associated
Companies which have developed and used technology of
forms, even if a consumer, agent, or broker identifies the best
this kind include Quotesmith, in Palatine, Ill., Group Benefit
Shoppers in Boulder, Colorado, Dinan in San Jose, Calif., 45 policy, he or she might not have the appropriate policy forms
on hand to initiate an application. He or she and would have
Select Quote in San Francisco, Calif., and Insurance Inforto request these forms by mail and, having received them,
mation Inc. in Lowell, Mass. Quotesmith, Group Benefit
complete them manually. Because many different carriers
Shoppers and Dinan operate primarily in the group medical
have different ways of assessing their underwriting risks, if
field, identifying the best policy for brokers and agents
seeking to offer competitive quotes. Quotesmith also uses its 50 the prospective insured is of less than perfect health, the
agent or broker may have to request additional illustrations.
technology to provide a similar service to brokers wishing to
(An illustration is a projection of estimated policy values
identify the best term life insurance, single premium
over a defined period beginning in the present.) For
deferred annuity, individual medical insurance, and group
example, a single "No" response to an underwriting question
dental insurance policies. Select Quote offers to find the
lowest cost quote for a term life insurance policy, selling 55 may trigger a rated policy with higher premiums. Such a
policy rating would necessitate a new round of illustrations,
insurance to the general public on a discount basis. Insurstarting the whole cycle of illustrations over again.
ance Information Inc. offers to find the best term life
insurance policy for a fee. See "New Firms Offer Computer
Given that a system for preparing and processing multiple
Listings Of Insurance Prices: Both Have National Ambiuniversal life insurance quotes and for preparing and protions; Both Are Interested in Affiliations with Banks," 60 cessing universal life insurance applications would be highly
American Banker, Oct. 3, 1985, Pg. 1; "Here's how to find
desirable, it would seem obvious that such a system should
cheaper and better health insurance," Medical Economics,
exist. However, there are several reasons that the aforemenMar. 19, 1990, Pg. 109; and "Health quoters target agents,"
tioned invention seems to have been elusive heretofore.
National Underwriter Property & Casualty Risk-Benefits
The first reason that multiple universal life insurance
Management, Aug. 28, 1989, Pg. 9.
65 quotations have not been available from a single computer
in the past has to do with, among other things, the mathWhile companies have discussed a desire to have the
ematics of universal life insurance. Universal life insurance
ability to quote homeowners' insurance, a form of universal
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generally involve iteration computations, unlike health
A fourth reason that universal life insurance quotes from
insurance, dental insurance, or term life insurance, where a
multiple carriers have not been available from a single
strict linear relationship exists between a given set of
computer has to do with the way in which insurance is
insurance parameters (e.g., age, health characteristics, etc.)
regulated. Each state has legal authority to regulate the way
and the benefit cost. Therefore, product illustrations or 5 insurance is sold and the kind of insurance that is sold within
projected values for those products require simply looking
its boundaries. Therefore, each product sold must be filed
up the appropriate value in a data base structure based on a
with the state insurance commissioner's office. Each state
given set of product parameters. The best product, given the
may require that universal life insurance policies have
selection criteria presented, is always the cheapest product.
values that are calculated in different ways. For example,
However complicated, complexity of the design for such a 10
some states may require the use of unisex tables in comsystem is limited to the requirements of table manipulation.
puting mortality costs even though traditional actuarial
In addition, the universal life insurance policy accumulates
principles might dictate otherwise. Other states might
cash value. Universal life insurance is therefore a savings
require different minimum guarantees in terms of the maxivehicle, and any system which produces universal life
mum insurance costs that a carrier may charge. Because in
insurance illustrations must take into account the time value
of money. The time value of money is an exponential, 15 the United States an insurance quote system must be able to
provide insurance quotes in more than one state in order to
non-linear function. The relationships between the cash
justify the cost of development, such state by state differvalue accumulated by the policy, its death benefit, and the
ences (added to the aforementioned product by product
amount of premium needed to generate them, are also
differences) increase the difficulty of developing a system
non-linear. They take into account the time value of money
and other factors, such as Internal Revenue Service guide- 20 for finding the best universal life insurance quote from a
lines for the definition of insurance. Therefore, unlike term
single computer.
life insurance, health insurance and annuity products, such a
II. OBJECTS OF THE PRESENT INVENTION
system for illustrating universal life insurance cannot
depend on tables of values which can be selected from using
Therefore it is an object of the present invention to
a simple set of selection parameters. Heretofore no system 25 provide a computerized investment and mortgage payment
has been able to iterate sufficiently efficiently to find the
calculation system which overcomes the previously menlowest premium from among a large number of different
tioned disadvantages and limitations of the prior art.
universal life policies using a single, affordable computer.
A further object of this invention is to provide a computA second reason that universal life quotes from multiple
erized investment and mortgage illustration system, and a
carriers have not been available from a single computer has 30 method of operating that system, in which a standardized
to do with how universal life insurance calculations must be
illustration request form is filled out electronically for the
manipulated to solve for non-linear values. The best policy
purposes of providing a mortgage quote and an investment
in a universal life insurance policy comparison can be
quote, and a means for computing mortgage and investment
determined in several ways other than by calculating the
payments in conformity with those quotes.
lowest premium. The best policy could also be a policy 35
An additional object of this invention is to provide a
which remains in force for the longest period of time, given
computerized investment and mortgage illustration system
specific assumptions regarding interest rates and the insured
which uses a central computer to provide information conperson's longevity. On the other hand, the best policy could
cerning a mortgage using an investment as collateral and as
be the policy which provides the highest death benefit or
a means for repaying the mortgage.
cash value accumulation, given an assumed number of level 40
Another object of this invention is to provide a computer
premium payments over a stipulated period. Finally, the best
system for producing a printed illustration document which
policy could be the policy which provides the highest
will permit comparison of the innovative financial product
guaranteed rate of interest in times of low interest rates or
with other loan products.
the highest policy crediting rates during times of higher
Yet another object of this invention is to provide a
interest rates. The complexity of solving for these variables 45
computer system incorporating a central database into which
in a non-linear set of equations is an additional impediment
data representing different lenders' mortgage rates is written
to the development of such a system.
and from which data is read in order to provide an illustraA third reason that universal life insurance quotes from
tion of a mortgage collateralized by an investment which is
multiple carriers have not been available from a single
computer has to do with the way in which different life 50 most suitable to the borrower's needs.
Still another object of this invention is to provide a
insurance carriers compute universal life insurance policy
computer system incorporating a central database into which
values. While most universal life policy illustration systems
data regarding different carriers' life insurance policies is
are structurally similar, many different carriers have differwritten and verified by each such carrier authorized for
ent ways of computing the various elements of a life
insurance policy. These different methods have evolved 55 retrieval thereof and from which is read data making up an
illustration proposal of a mortgage backed by a life insurfrom actuarial conventions designed to reduce the complexance policy which is most suitable to the borrower's needs
ity of computations prior to the age of computing, and, of
given underwriting and policy requirements.
course, through the process of product differentiation. For
Still another object of the invention is to provide a
example, the way in which annual mortality rates are converted into monthly cost of insurance charges may be 60 computer system incorporating a central database accessible
via modem capable of storing and transmitting locally
computed using a variety of different actuarial assumptions
applicable mortgage and insurance quotes on a national
regarding the rate of deaths during the year. Some carriers
basis.
assume deaths are evenly distributed across all twelve
Still another object of this invention is to provide a
months. Other carriers assume more deaths at the end of the
year. Other carriers assume the converse. Similarly, different 65 computerized insurance and mortgage illustration system
carriers have different methods for calculating policy admincapable of showing the projected annual accumulation of
life insurance cash values that (under current interest and
istrative expense charges and interest credited.
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multiple universal life insurance quotes in order to identify
mortality charge assumptions under a given life insurance
the policy which best fits a given consumer's needs as
carrier's life contract and authorized projections thereof)
defined, for example, by the lowest premium, highest cash
will provide collateral for a mortgage and which will evenvalue, highest policy death benefit, or longest in-force policy
tually payoff that mortgage with the after-tax proceeds from
surrendering the insurance policy after a stipulated period. 5 life.
Still another object of this invention is to provide a
Yet another object of the invention is to provide a
computerized insurance and mortgage illustration system
machine, manufacture, process, and improvement thereof in
capable of showing the projected annual accumulation of
which a computerized system is capable of taking into
life insurance cash values that (under current interest and
account a large number of different actuarial methods for
mortality charge assumptions under a given life insurance 10 computing universal life insurance policy values.
carrier's life contract and authorized projections thereof)
Yet another object of the invention is to provide a
will provide collateral for a mortgage and which will evenmachine, manufacture, process, and improvement thereof in
tually payoff that mortgage with the proceeds from a life
which a computerized system is capable of accommodating
insurance policy loan after a stipulated period.
different universal life insurance values from different states.
Still another object of this invention is to provide a 15
Yet another object of the invention is to provide a
computerized insurance and mortgage illustration system
machine, manufacture, process, and improvement thereof in
capable of showing the projected annual accumulation of
which a computerized system is adapted for preparing and
life insurance cash values that (under current interest and
processing universal life insurance quotes from many polimortality charge assumptions under a given life insurance
cies based on underwriting information obtained in a single
carrier's life contract and authorized projections thereof) 20 set of questions common to all carriers.
will provide collateral for a mortgage and which will evenYet another object of the invention is to provide a
tually payoff that mortgage with the proceeds from life
machine, manufacture, process, and improvement thereof in
insurance policy death benefits.
which a computerized system in which different carriers'
Still another object of this invention is to provide a
universal life insurance application forms are available
computerized insurance and mortgage illustration system 25
electronically, and may be completed electronically for the
capable of showing the projected annual accumulation of
purpose of producing both paper and electronic applications
life insurance cash values that (under current interest and
to be sent to a carrier.
mortality charge assumptions under a given life insurance
Other objects and advantages of the present invention will
carrier's life contract and authorized projections thereof)
will provide collateral for a mortgage and which will even- 30 become apparent from the following summary of the
invention, drawings, and detailed description of the inventually pay the interest on that mortgage with the proceeds
tion and its preferred embodiment.
from life insurance policy loans after a stipulated period.
Various other objects, advantages and features of the
Still another object of this invention is to provide a
computerized insurance and mortgage illustration system 35 present invention will become readily apparent from the
ensuing detailed description, and the novel features will be
capable of showing the annual death benefit amount which
particularly
pointed out in the appended claims.
will provide for the payment of the remaining principal
owed in each year over the stipulated term of the mortgage.
III. SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
Still another object of this invention is to provide a
computerized insurance system capable of identifying 40
In accordance with the broad, general objects of this
potentially higher risk individuals and providing specialized
invention, particularly as regards the mortgage aspect of the
insurance values for those individuals in an illustration of a
present invention, a computerized investment and mortgage
mortgage using life insurance cash values as collateral.
illustration system is provided for use in illustrating and
supporting an innovative financial product. The innovation
Still another object of this invention is to provide a
computerized insurance and mortgage illustration system 45 involves a financial product using an investment other than
a down payment (such as cash value life insurance) as
incorporating a central database into which data is written
collateral and a repayment means for a mortgage, preferably
and from which such data is read, to provide the prospective
wherein the financial product is devoid of a cost containment
applicant with finally printed, individualized, loan and insurclause. This can be accomplished, for example, by having
ance application forms prepared from standardized textual
material in combination with the aforementioned informa- 50 the borrower own an insurance policy and use the policy to
secure the loan. In one embodiment (to which the present
tion.
invention is not limited), a party other than the lender or
It is also an object of the present invention to provide a
insurer can illustrate a combination of life insurance and a
machine, manufacture, process, and improvement thereof in
mortgage preferably selected from those of numerous lendwhich an electrical signal processing system processes and
modifies electrical signals representing data so as to over- 55 ers and insurers.
come the aforementioned disadvantages of prior art systems
Accordingly, the present invention involves processing
and construct and manipulate multiple universal life insurinformation in a standardized manner, preferably to package
ance quotes by electrical engineering means.
an individually selected mortgage product with an individually selected investment product, the products each being
Another object of this invention is to provide a machine,
manufacture, process, and improvement thereof in which a 60 selected from respective groups of such products made
available by different suppliers. The packaging process
computerized system is capable of using iteration to effitailors the financial product to the prospective applicant's
ciently arrive at the correct amount of a universal life
particular needs.
insurance policy premium and, indeed, amounts for other
universal life insurance policies as well.
The system can, for example, be owned and operated by
Yet another object of the invention is to provide a 65 a suitably licensed national intermediary, for example, a
broker or data processing company. The intermediary would
machine, manufacture, process, and improvement thereof in
work in conjunction with lenders, securities firms and life
which a computerized system is capable of comparing
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insurance companies (and their agents and representatives)
appropriate data, a series of data comprising a "form" is
displayed on the user's terminal by the central processing
and with mortgage brokers to design, develop, and distribute
unit, and the user will normally proceed to enter pertinent
investment and mortgage products. The investment and
information in the blanks provided. This information conmortgage products, when used in combination with one
another, will provide mortgages using an investment as 5 stitutes such things as the potential borrower's name and
address, the amount of the mortgage requested, the amount
supplemental collateral acceptable to lenders, mortgage
of life insurance coverage required, the individual's personal
insurers and endorsers, and investors in the secondary martax rate, the number of points required by the lending
ket for mortgages. The intermediary, operating nationally in
institution, the individual's age, sex, and health status, and
cooperation with lenders and utilizing the system provided
any other information necessary in providing an illustration
by this invention, can facilitate the sale of the combined 10
of a mortgage using life insurance as collateral. This inforinvestment/mortgage products by providing authorized
mation is correlated via the central processing unit, resulting
lawyers, real estate agents, accountants, financial
in the generation of premium quotation and mortgage illusconsultants, relocation specialists, corporate benefits
tration information. This information is then displayed at the
advisors, or mortgage and/or life insurance agents and
user's terminal and can be printed out on the user's printer.
securities brokers with access to the system of this invention 15 Thus, in a matter of minutes, a prospective applicant is
via remote terminals. As compensation for its work in
apprised of information pertinent to the mortgage such as
designing the products, maintaining the system, and admin(but not limited to) what the up-front payment and monthly
istering new kinds of supplemental collateral made possible
payments would be for the mortgage if life insurance is used
by the system, the intermediary and user of the system
as collateral.
would receive commissions for the sale of investments or, 20
Once data called for by the "form" is entered into the
when appropriate, would receive fees for services provided.
computer system at the user's keyboard, a client information
file or database record (hereinafter "client file") is estabHaving a data processor or broker working in conjunction
lished which will be variously updated as the user conducts
with lenders differs from past intermediaries both in the
sensitivity analyses of the impact of different insurance and
United States and the United Kingdom in that the system of
this invention creates for the first time the capability of 25 loan related assumptions on the ultimate amount of the
up-front payment and the mortgage. Once the prospective
offering a number of different investment and mortgage
applicant decides to apply for a life insurance policy and
products which may be used in conjunction with one
loan, a final version of the illustration is saved by the user
another. By bringing these disparate products together in a
in a master database file for later retrieval and processing.
combined format that is understandable to the end customer,
After input data has been compiled in a client file, errors
the system permits the customer to have the benefit of access 30
or omissions in that data (e.g., the amount of requested
to a new composite mortgage instrument with supplemental
insurance may be too high or omitted altogether, etc.) are
security which would otherwise not be available, without
detected. If these errors cannot be corrected immediately
encountering the aforementioned problems of the prior art.
(for example, by supplying information from another file or
A user of the system can be an employee of the aforerecord), further processing of the illustration request is
mentioned intermediary providing illustrations requested by 35 suspended and the need for additional information IS
reported.
individuals outside of that firm. Alternatively, a user of the
In the event that the prospective applicant wishes to
system can be an individual who has received special
proceed immediately to obtain the respective applications
approval from the intermediary to use the system.
A central processing unit in a digital computer is at the 40 for the insurance and mortgage products, the system is
capable of taking the information stored in a final illustration
heart of the system. The central processing unit can access
database file, requesting a minimum of information othera database into which data is written and from which data is
wise not required in the illustration process (such as the
read. That data includes information regarding life
prospective applicant's personal balance sheet information,
insurance, mortgage information, actuarial information,
which typically is required in the loan application form) and
insurance premium information, and predetermined text data 45 merging it with prepared textual information about the
for incorporation into the combined mortgage and insurance
insurance and loan products to generate printed application
illustrations. The computer system further includes infordocuments in a form acceptable to, and previously approved
mation corresponding to requirements of laws and regulaby, the lender and the insurance company. The system also
tions governing insurance and information on personal tax
permits the user to separately enter these forms and fill the
rates.
50 forms out electronically. The application forms still require
Plural terminals are provided for communicating with the
signature by the prospective applicant, however. When
central processing unit, each terminal having input means,
signed, these forms are sent, for example, by mail or courier,
such as a keyboard, and a display, such as a cathode ray tube
to the lending institution and the system owner/operator for
(CRT) or a video display terminal (VDT). Each terminal is
further processing. Should the prospective applicant wish to
operable by a user to produce requests and to enter infor- 55 have this process expedited, the user may send the information and/or retrieve information for writing into and/or
mation on the signed forms electronically to a computer at
reading from the database via the central processing unit.
the lending institution and/or system owner/operator, faciliThe central processing unit provides a means for enabling
tating processing in advance of the receipt of the signed
access to the database in response to predetermined inforpaper copies.
mation entered at the terminal by the user and is suitably 60
An alternative method for entering client data into the
programmed to recognize particular authorizations.
system, rather than by entering this data directly at a user's
In accordance with one desirable aspect of the invention,
terminal, is to have the prospective applicant manually
information regarding a life to be insured and other data
complete insurance and loan illustration request forms
needed to provide illustrations of a mortgage using life
which mayor may not have been generated at the user's
insurance as collateral for that individual is keyed into the 65 terminal. The request form can be sent by mail or courier to
central processing unit by a system user using a keyboard at
the system operator and entered by the user into the coma video display terminal. To assist the user in entering the
puter system.
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By means of the aforementioned computer system, this
repayment of principal. However, under the Ryan Mortgage,
the lender has additional security: the real estate plus the
invention makes it possible for the first time to offer the
msurance.
American consumer a US mortgage arrangement which will
The Ryan Mortgage offers the borrower at least two
perform like the endowment mortgage available in the
United Kingdom. This mortgage/insurance financial product 5 premium payment methods. The first is a lump-sum prepayment. With a lump-sum prepayment, the home buyer depos(referenced herein as the "Ryan Mortgage") has innovative
its an amount sufficient to pay the first scheduled premium.
characteristics uniquely suited to the US legal environment,
He or she also deposits enough money to purchase an
but without the drawbacks of LLOYD. Unlike LLOYD, the
annuity contract that will pay three annual premium payRyan Mortgage is typically not a single financial product
necessarily offered by a single seller (e.g., a lender). In a 10 ments (for example) for the second through fourth years of
the life insurance contract. For example, of the $31,586
preferred embodiment, it is a combination of two or more
payment described above, $8,916.16 would go to pay the
different financial products offered by different suppliers
first scheduled premium payment and $22,669.84 would go
(i.e., multiple lenders and multiple insurance carriers).
to purchase an annuity at the date of the mortgage closing.
Because the consumer, not the lender, is the owner of the life
insurance policy, there is no cost containment clause in the 15 Over the next three years, the annuity will make the premium payment of $8,916.16 on the anniversary of the
Ryan Mortgage.
mortgage
transaction. After making his or her lump-sum
Also, the borrower owns the means for repaying the
payment, the home buyer normally makes no further premortgage; the borrower may completely repay the mortgage
mium payments. While interest rates remain at or above the
without having to purchase the means for repaying the
mortgage from the lender. Like the UK product, the key 20 rate projected, these premium payments will be sufficient to
ensure that the life insurance contract remains in force over
components to the transaction may include: a balloon repaythe life of the mortgage. The premium is also large enough
ment mortgage, life insurance coverage equal to the amount
to assure that the policy will accumulate sufficient cash value
of the mortgage, and a separate vehicle for accumulating
to repay the mortgage by the end of the mortgage term.
principal. Vehicles for accumulating principal might include
25 Normally, the lump-sum prepayment needed will be less
a universal life insurance contract, an Individual Retirement
than twenty percent of the purchase price of the home. (The
Account, Keough Account, or zero coupon bond.
standard down payment amount of a conventional home
This description will focus on a preferred embodiment of
purchase is twenty percent of the purchase price.) Also, the
the invention using as an investment a universal life insurafter-tax monthly cost of the all-interest monthly mortgage
ance policy, but it is to be explicitly understood that other 30 payments will typically be less than or equal to the cost of
equivalent investments can be used as a means for repaying
a conventional mortgage with a similar down payment
the mortgage, e.g., term life insurance with a zero coupon
amount.
bond, IRA, Keough Account, or tax-deferred annuity, or
The second premium payment method involves the parsome other (preferably tax-favored) means for producing
ticipation of a guarantor. A guarantor could be an employer
secured revenue in conjunction with life insurance. Indeed,
wishing to provide a benefit for its employees to relocate for
in another embodiment of the present invention, an invest- 35
business purposes. Also, a guarantor could be a lender
ment for repaying the mortgage can be selected from any
providing an irrevocable letter of credit in exchange for a
two or three of a group consisting of a life insurance policy,
fee. The guarantor provides financial assurances to the
a security, and an annuity. Further, the mortgage repayment
lender that the home buyer will make the annual insurance
vehicle can comprise a plurality of these investments
payments. In a guaranteed transaction, the homeowner's
40
selected from the group.
premium payment would usually be less than five percent of
As in the UK, a purchaser of a Ryan Mortgage will enjoy
the purchase price of the home. For example, ten annual
fully deductible mortgage interest payments over the life of
premium payments of $4,700.70 could provide adequate
the mortgage. Premium payments provide life insurance
cash value to payoff the $262,000 mortgage obligation in
coverage, and tax-free growth of principal for the repayment 45 the last year of the mortgage. A guarantor arrangement
of the mortgage.
allows the home buyer to make a drastically reduced
Unlike the UK product or a conventional US mortgage,
up-front payment. In this example, the first of ten annual
the Ryan Mortgage completely or partially replaces the
premium payments, $4,700.70, amounts to 1.79% of the
traditional mortgage down payment with an insurance pur$262,000 home purchase price. However, the transaction
chase. For example, to purchase a $262,000 home rather 50 will require the home buyer to make, for example, nine
than pay $52,400 (20% of the home purchase price) as a
additional premium payments in upcoming years. These
down payment and borrow the remaining $209,600, the
insurance payments are divided into monthly payments and
Ryan Mortgage home buyer pays $31,586 (12% of the home
paid into an escrow account. Thus, in the first years, the
purchase price) to purchase a life insurance contract and
monthly cost to the prospective applicant will include these
borrows $262,000, the full purchase price of the home. The 55 amounts which may inflate the Ryan Mortgage cost versus
$31,586 life insurance investment provides paid up coverage
the conventional mortgage. Since the insurance premiums
for the remainder of the borrower's life. The policy also
are typically lower for younger individuals, the Ryan Mortaccumulates sufficient cash value to repay the $262,000
gage will be most attractive to that kind of person. Younger
balloon payment mortgage loan when it comes due, for
individuals, such as first time home buyers, are also the ones
example, in thirty years. The borrower pays only monthly 60 most likely to need the smallest possible up-front payment.
interest charges on the mortgage. Monthly mortgage pay(See Specimen 5 for sample system output.)
ments do not include principal repayment. Monthly mortUnder both premium payment plans, the borrower makes
gage payments are one hundred percent tax deductible over
a collateral assignment of the policy to the lender or a third
the life of the mortgage. (See Specimen 2.)
party endorser of the mortgage, such as a federal mortgage
Normally lenders are reluctant to provide financing for 65 endorsement agency or a private mortgage insurance company. Under the terms of the collateral assignment
one hundred percent of the purchase price of a home and are
unwilling to wait until the end of the mortgage for the
agreement, the assignee has claim to the life insurance
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contract until the borrower repays the mortgage. When the
income to the recipient. Therefore, by using a policy loan to
repay the mortgage, the homeowner can simply hold the
borrower repays the mortgage, title to the home and the
policy until death. Using this method, the policyholder never
insurance policy vest in the borrower. If the borrower dies
before the end of the mortgage term, the borrower's estate
has to pay taxes on the accumulated interest earned in the
receives tax-free life insurance death benefit proceeds after 5 life insurance contract.
deduction of the amount required to repay the mortgage
A third option may be available to the homeowner with a
obligation.
good credit record during the life of the mortgage. The
Should the home be sold for an amount which permits the
homeowner may roll over the mortgage in the last year and
mortgage to be paid out of the proceeds, the borrower will
hold it until death. By using life insurance policy loans at the
retain ownership of the life insurance contract. Such a life 10 beginning of each year to pay the annual mortgage interest,
the policyholder keeps more money in the life insurance
insurance policy has many uses. For example, the policycontract and maintains a higher death benefit than if the
holder may use the policy as supplemental collateral for
money had been used to payoff the mortgage immediately.
another mortgage and to replace the down payment in a
subsequent home purchase and mortgage transaction.
This approach also allows the homeowner to maintain
Alternatively, the homeowner may not want to enter 15 tax-deductible mortgage interest payments in retirement.
another Ryan Mortgage transaction. If so, he or she can keep
Further, as regards the insurance component of the present
the policy and take advantage of the many other benefits of
invention, and in accordance with the broad, general objects
of this invention, a digital signal processing system proa permanent life insurance policy. A policyholder may use
cesses and modifies electrical signals representing data to
the life insurance policy as a savings vehicle, a source of
additional life insurance coverage, a source of cash for other 20 construct multiple universal life insurance quotes.
obligations, or a means of financing retirement benefits. For
Accordingly, the present invention involves processing
example, the policyholder may pay additional premiums and
information in a standardized manner, preferably to offer an
individually selected universal life insurance product, the
enjoy tax-free accumulation of the invested principal. The
product being selected from a group of such products made
policyholder may elect to reduce his or her coverage and
withdraw cash from the policy via partial withdrawals or 25 available by different suppliers.
policy loans. Policy distributions can be used to pay for
The system can, for example, be owned and operated by
major expenses such as a new car, a medical emergency, or
a suitably licensed national intermediary, for example, a
college tuition payments for children. If the policyholder no
broker or data processing company. The intermediary would
longer needs life insurance coverage, the policyholder can
work in conjunction with life insurance companies (and their
enter into a tax-free exchange of the life insurance policy. 30 agents and representatives) to design, develop, and distribute
For example, the policyholder can exchange the life insuruniversal life insurance policies. The intermediary, operating
ance policy for an annuity that provides monthly income in
nationally in cooperation with life insurance companies and
retirement.
utilizing the system provided by this invention, can facilitate
The Ryan Mortgage has other unique features designed to 35 the sale of the universal life insurance by agents accessing
the system of this invention via remote terminals.
maximize benefit to the consumer and minimize the after-tax
cost of financing the mortgage. The homeowner may repay
A user of the system can be an employee of the aforethe mortgage in one of at least three ways at the end of the
mentioned intermediary providing illustrations requested by
mortgage term. First, the homeowner may surrender the life
individuals outside of that firm. Alternatively, a user of the
insurance contract and use the proceeds of the policy sur- 40 system can be an individual who has received special
render to payoff the mortgage. Under US tax law, presently,
approval from the intermediary to use the system. (In a
the policyholder must pay taxes on the interest income
simplified version of the product, it is anticipated that an
accumulated over the basis in the contract in the event of
authorized user might even include a member of the general
policy surrender. However, the policyholder will have had
public, in states where the direct sale of insurance via
the benefit of tax-deferred accumulation of interest on the 45 computer is permitted.) A central processing unit in an
principal for up to forty years. Normally, cash value accuelectrical digital computer is at the heart of the system. The
mulated by the end of the mortgage will be sufficient to both
central processing unit can access a database into which data
repay the mortgage and pay the taxes on interest earnings.
is written and from which data is read. That data includes
information regarding life insurance, actuarial information,
Second, the homeowner may use a policy loan to payoff
the mortgage. Life insurance contracts typically permit 50 insurance premium information, and predetermined text data
for incorporation into the insurance illustrations. The compolicyholders to borrow against the cash value of the life
puter system further includes information corresponding to
insurance policy. A policy loan differs from a mortgage or
requirements of laws and regulations governing insurance.
other loan from a lender in that the policy loan is nonrecourse debt. The insurance company, in issuing the policy
At least one, preferably multiple terminals are provided
loan, has recourse only to the life insurance policy cash 55 for communicating with the central processing unit, each
value. Under some policy loan provisions, as long as the
terminal having input means, such as a keyboard, and a
policy cash value exceeds the policy loan balance, the
display, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT) or a video display
policyholder need never pay interest on the loan, or repay
terminal (VDT). Each terminal is operable by a user to
the policy loan balance. When the policyholder dies, the
produce requests and to enter information and/or retrieve
policy loan is deducted from the policy death benefit and the 60 information for writing into and/or reading from the datainsurance company will pay the net death benefit remaining
base via the central processing unit. The central processing
to the policyholder's estate.
unit provides a means for enabling access to the database in
response to predetermined information entered at the termiThe advantage of a policy loan over a policy surrender has
nal by the user and is suitably programmed to recognize
to do with the income tax effects of the two transactions.
Proceeds from policy surrenders which are in excess of the 65 particular authorized users.
In accordance with one desirable aspect of the invention,
basis (premiums) represent taxable income to the policyinformation regarding a life to be insured and other data
holder. On the other hand, policy loans are not taxable
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needed to provide an illustration of a universal life insurance
American consumer a universal life insurance policy which
policy for that individual is keyed into the computer system
is verifiably the best policy to suit his or her needs. The need
user using a keyboard at a video display terminal. To assist
for such a capability is well documented: "There can hardly
be a banker left in the United States who doesn't know that
the user in entering the appropriate data, a series of data
comprising a "form" is displayed on the user's terminal by 5 the insurance distribution system is costly, inefficient, and
the central processing unit, and the user will normally
vulnerable to attack. There are more than 5,000 insurance
proceed to enter pertinent information in the blanks procompanies in the United States, their products are sold
one-on-one, and-although most of these products are
vided. This information constitutes such things as the potencommodities-their prices vary by hundreds of dollars,"
tial insured's name and address, the amount of the mortgage
requested, the amount of life insurance coverage required, 10 American Banker, Oct. 3, 1985, Pg. 1. While many have
discussed creating such a system, it was left to the present
the individual's age, sex, and health status, and any other
inventor to conceive of a way to make the present invention.
information necessary in providing an illustration of a
universal life insurance policy. This information is correIV. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES,
lated via the central processing unit, resulting in the signal
SCREENS, VARIABLES, AND SPECIMENSprocessing generation of premium quotation. This informa- 15
MORTGAGE COMPONENT
tion is then displayed at the user's terminal and can be
printed out on the user's printer. Thus, a prospective appliThe following description, given by way of example and
cant is quickly apprised of information pertinent to the
not intended to limit the present invention solely to the
policy such as (but not limited to) what the premium
described embodiments, will be best understood in conjuncpayment would be.
20 tion with the accompanying drawings, the computer or
Once data called for by the "form" is entered into the
"user" screens, and specimens incorporated herein.
computer system at the user's keyboard, a client information
A. Figures
file or database record (hereinafter "client file") is estabFIG. 1 is a schematic representation of the computerized
lished which will be variously updated as the user conducts
25 insurance and mortgage illustration system of the present
sensitivity analyses of the impact of different insuranceinvention.
related assumptions on the ultimate amount of the premium
FIG. 2 represents a schematic flow chart of the logic
payment. Once the prospective applicant decides to apply
behind the "main menu" (or user screen with a list of the
for a life insurance policy, a final version of the illustration
functional choices that the computerized system provides to
is saved by the user in a master database file for later
30 users) of the present invention.
retrieval and processing.
FIG. 3 depicts the logic behind the illustration function of
After input data has been compiled in a client file, errors
the present invention.
or omissions in that data (e.g., the amount of requested
FIG. 3A-l represents a schematic flow chart of the logic
insurance may be too high, etc.) are detected. If these errors
used in making standardized or "generic" illustrations
cannot be corrected immediately (for example, by supplying
information from another file or record), further processing 35 designed to provide potential purchasers with examples of
how the life insurance and mortgage combination might
of the illustration request is suspended and the need for
perform, according to the present invention.
additional information is reported.
FIGS. 3B-1-3B-8 provide a flow chart of the logic used
In the event that the prospective applicant wishes to
in calculating and printing an individualized or "new"
proceed immediately to obtain the application for the
insurance, the system is capable of taking the information 40 prospective applicant illustration tailored to the individual,
and in creating a corresponding new prospective applicant
stored in a final illustration database file, requesting a
data file, in accordance with the present invention.
minimum of information otherwise not required in the
FIG. 3C-l provides a flow chart of the logic used in
illustration process (such as additional health information
changing or updating an existing client data file for the
not taken in the initial illustration process) and merging it
with prepared textual information about the insurance policy 45 purpose of providing the prospective applicant new illustrations based on assumptions which differ from those origito generate printed application documents in a form acceptnally illustrated, in accordance with the present invention.
able to, and previously approved by, the insurance company.
FIG. 3D-l represents a flow chart of the logic used in
The system also permits the user to separately fill the forms
out electronically. The application forms still can require 50 electronically completing and/or printing a life insurance
application form and storing the information contained on
signature by the prospective applicant, however. When
the insurance application form in a database of the host
signed, these forms are sent, for example, by mail or courier,
computer for later retrieval, in accordance with the present
to the system owner/operator (or carrier) for further proinvention.
cessing. Should the prospective applicant wish to have this
process expedited, the user may send the information on the 55
FIG. 3E-l represents a flow chart of the logic used in
signed forms electronically to a computer at the carrier,
electronically completing and/or printing a mortgage loan
facilitating processing in advance of the receipt of the signed
application form and storing the information contained on
paper copies.
the mortgage loan application form in a database of the host
computer for later retrieval, in accordance with the present
An alternative method for entering client data into the
system, rather than by entering this data directly at a user's 60 invention.
terminal, is to have the prospective applicant manually
FIG. 3F-l represents a flow chart of the logic used to
complete insurance illustration request forms which mayor
access the host computer for, and/or print out information
may not have been generated at the user's terminal. The
regarding, new insurance product developments.
request form can be sent by mail or courier to the system
FIG. 3G-l represents a flow chart of the logic used to
operator and entered by the user into the computer system. 65 access the host computer for, and/or print out information
regarding, current loan rates and other mortgage-product
By means of the aforementioned computer system, this
related information.
invention makes it possible for the first time to offer the
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FIGS. 3H-I-3H-2 provide a flow chart of the logic used
FIG. 27E is a continuation from FIG. 27A and represents
in recalculating a homeowner's mortgage and premium
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 1,
payments in a given year after the mortgage transaction has
in accordance with the present invention.
been completed.
FIG. 28A, which continues through FIG. 281, represents
FIGS. 4--35C are schematic representations of the rela- 5 a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 2,
tionships between various data entities (database tables)
in accordance with the present invention.
within the database system of the present invention.
FIG. 28B is a continuation from FIG. 28A and represents
FIG. 5 is a representation of a computer user screen, User
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 2,
Screen 1, in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 6 is a representation of a computer user screen, 10
FIG. 28C is a continuation from FIG. 28A and represents
Screen 2 in accordance with the present invention.
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 2,
FIG. 7 is a representation of a computer user screen,
in accordance with the present invention.
Screen 3 in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 28D is a continuation from FIG. 28A and represents
FIG. 8 is a representation of a computer user screen, 15 a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 2,
Screen 4 in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 9 is a representation of a computer user screen,
FIG. 28E is a continuation from FIG. 28A and represents
Screen 5 in accordance with the present invention.
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 2,
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 10 is a representation of a computer user screen,
20
Screen 6 in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 28F is a continuation from FIG. 28A and represents
FIG. 11 is a representation of a computer user screen,
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 2,
in accordance with the present invention.
Screen 7 in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 12 is a representation of a computer user screen,
FIG. 28G is a continuation from FIG. 28A and represents
Screen 8 in accordance with the present invention.
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 2,
FIG. 13 is a representation of a computer user screen, 25 in accordance with the present invention.
Screen 9 in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 28H is a continuation from FIG. 28A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 2,
FIG. 14 is a representation of a computer user screen,
in accordance with the present invention.
Screen 10 in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 281 is a continuation from FIG. 28A and represents
FIG. 15 is a representation of a computer user screen, 30
Screen 11 in accordance with the present invention.
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 2,
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 16 is a representation of a computer user screen,
Screen 12 in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 281 is a continuation from FIG. 28A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 2,
FIG. 17 is a representation of a computer user screen,
35 in accordance with the present invention.
Screen 13 in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 29A, which continues through FIG. 29L, represents
FIG. 18 is a representation of a computer user screen,
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 3,
Screen 14 in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 19 is a representation of a computer user screen,
FIG. 29B is a continuation from FIG. 29A and represents
Screen 15 in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 20 is a representation of a computer user screen, 40 a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 3,
in accordance with the present invention.
Screen 16 in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 29C is a continuation from FIG. 29A and represents
FIG. 21 is a representation of a computer user screen,
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 3,
Screen 17 in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 22 is a representation of a computer user screen, 45 in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 29D is a continuation from FIG. 29A and represents
Screen 18 in accordance with the present invention.
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 3,
FIG. 23 is a representation of a computer user screen,
in accordance with the present invention.
Screen 19 in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 29E is a continuation from FIG. 29A and represents
FIG. 24 is a representation of a computer user screen,
50 a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 3,
Screen 20 in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 25 is a representation of a computer user screen,
FIG. 29F is a continuation from FIG. 29A and represents
Screen 21 in accordance with the present invention.
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 3,
FIG. 26 is a representation of a computer user screen,
in accordance with the present invention.
Screen 22 in accordance with the present invention.
55
FIG. 29G is a continuation from FIG. 29A and represents
FIG. 27A, which continues through FIG. 27E, represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 3,
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 1,
in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 29H is a continuation from FIG. 29A and represents
FIG. 27B is a continuation from FIG. 27A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 1, 60 a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 3,
in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 291 is a continuation from FIG. 29A and represents
FIG. 27C is a continuation from FIG. 27A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 3,
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 1,
in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 291 is a continuation from FIG. 29A and represents
FIG. 27D is a continuation from FIG. 27A and represents 65
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 1,
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 3,
in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
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FIG. 29K is a continuation from FIG. 29A and represents
FIG. 31H is a continuation from FIG. 31A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 3,
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 5,
in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 29L is a continuation from FIG. 29A and represents
FIG. 311 is a continuation from FIG. 31A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 3, 5 a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 5,
in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 30A, which continues through FIG. 30L, represents
FIG. 311 is a continuation from FIG. 31A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 4,
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 5,
in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
10
FIG. 32A, which continues through FIG. 32L, represents
FIG. 30B is a continuation from FIG. 30A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 6,
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 4,
in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 32B is a continuation from FIG. 32A and represents
FIG. 30C is a continuation from FIG. 30A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 4, 15 a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 6,
in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 32C is a continuation from FIG. 32A and represents
FIG. 30D is a continuation from FIG. 30A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 4,
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 6,
in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 30E is a continuation from FIG. 30A and represents 20
FIG. 32D is a continuation from FIG. 32A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 6,
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 4,
in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 30F is a continuation from FIG. 30A and represents
FIG. 32E is a continuation from FIG. 32A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 4,
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 6,
25 in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 30G is a continuation from FIG. 30A and represents
FIG. 32F is a continuation from FIG. 32A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 4,
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 6,
in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 30H is a continuation from FIG. 30A and represents 30
FIG. 32G is a continuation from FIG. 32A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 6,
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 4,
in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 301 is a continuation from FIG. 30A and represents
FIG. 32H is a continuation from FIG. 32A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 4,
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 6,
in accordance with the present invention.
35 in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 301 is a continuation from FIG. 30A and represents
FIG. 321 is a continuation from FIG. 32A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 4,
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 6,
in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 321 is a continuation from FIG. 32A and represents
FIG. 30K is a continuation from FIG. 30A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 4, 40 a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 6,
in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 32K is a continuation from FIG. 32A and represents
FIG. 30L is a continuation from FIG. 30A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 4,
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 6,
in accordance with the present invention.
45 in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 31A, which continues through FIG. 311, represents
FIG. 32L is a continuation from FIG. 32A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 5,
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 6,
in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 31B is a continuation from FIG. 31A and represents
FIG. 33A, which continues through FIG. 33L, represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 5, 50 a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 7,
in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 31C is a continuation from FIG. 31A and represents
FIG. 33B is a continuation from FIG. 33A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 5,
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 7,
in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 31D is a continuation from FIG. 31A and represents 55
FIG. 33C is a continuation from FIG. 33A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 7,
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 5,
in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 31E is a continuation from FIG. 31A and represents
FIG. 33D is a continuation from FIG. 33A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 5, 60 a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 7,
in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 31F is a continuation from FIG. 31A and represents
FIG. 33E is a continuation from FIG. 33A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 5,
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 7,
in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 31G is a continuation from FIG. 31A and represents 65
FIG. 33F is a continuation from FIG. 33A and represents
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 7,
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 5,
in accordance with the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
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FIG. 33G is a continuation from FIG. 33A and represents
described embodiments, will be best understood in conjunca portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 7,
tion with the accompanying drawings, computer or "user"
in accordance with the present invention.
screens, variables, and specimens incorporated herein.
FIG. 33H is a continuation from FIG. 33A and represents
A. Figures
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 7, 5
FIG. 36 represents a schematic flow chart of logic behind
in accordance with the present invention.
a "main menu" (or user screen with a list of the functional
FIG. 331 is a continuation from FIG. 33A and represents
choices that the computerized system provides to users) of
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 7,
the present invention.
in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 37A depicts logic behind an illustration function of
FIG. 331 is a continuation from FIG. 33A and represents 10 the present invention, as continued in FIGS. 37B-I-37F-1.
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 7,
FIG. 37B-l is a portion of FIG. 37 that provides a flow
in accordance with the present invention.
chart of logic used in calculating and printing an individuFIG. 33K is a continuation from FIG. 33A and represents
alized or "new" prospective applicant illustration tailored to
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 7,
the individual, and in creating a corresponding new proin accordance with the present invention.
15 spective applicant data file, in accordance with the present
FIG. 33L is a continuation from FIG. 33A and represents
invention.
a portion of an example of a printed specimen, Specimen 7,
FIG. 37B-2 is a portion of FIG. 37 that provides a flow
in accordance with the present invention.
chart of logic used in calculating and printing an individuFIG. 34A, which continues through FIG. 34B, represents
alized or "new" prospective applicant illustration tailored to
a portion of an example of an application for life insurance, 20
the individual, and in creating a corresponding new proSpecimen 8, in accordance with the present invention.
spective applicant data file, in accordance with the present
FIG. 34B is a continuation from FIG. 34A and represents
invention.
a portion of an example of an application for life insurance,
FIG. 37B-3 is a portion of FIG. 37 that provides a flow
Specimen 8, in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 35A, which continues through FIG. 35C, represents 25 chart of logic used in calculating and printing an individualized or "new" prospective applicant illustration tailored to
a portion of an example of a residential loan application,
the individual, and in creating a corresponding new proSpecimen 9, in accordance with the present invention.
spective applicant data file, in accordance with the present
FIG. 35B is a continuation from FIG. 35A and represents
invention.
a portion of an example of an application for life insurance,
FIG. 37B-4 is a portion of FIG. 37 that provides a flow
Specimen 9, in accordance with the present invention.
30
chart of logic used in calculating and printing an individuFIG. 35C is a continuation from FIG. 35A and represents
alized or "new" prospective applicant illustration tailored to
a portion of an example of an application for life insurance,
the individual, and in creating a corresponding new proSpecimen 9, in accordance with the present invention.
spective applicant data file, in accordance with the present
B. User Screens
User Screens 1-22 provide a representative group of 35 invention.
FIG. 37B-5 is a portion of FIG. 37 that provides a flow
screens shown on a monitor or other output device and
chart of logic used in calculating and printing an individuproduced by means of the computer system of the present
alized or "new" prospective applicant illustration tailored to
invention. The User Screens can be seen by the system users
the individual, and in creating a corresponding new proas they prepare or update illustrations.
spective applicant data file, in accordance with the present
C. Variables, Identities, and Formulas
40 invention.
Variables, identities, and formulas which can be used
FIG. 37B-6 is a portion of FIG. 37 that provides a flow
throughout the illustration system are provided subsequently
chart
of logic used in calculating and printing an individuherein.
alized or "new" prospective applicant illustration tailored to
D. Specimens
the individual, and in creating a corresponding new proSpecimens 1-9 provide examples of printed product 45
spective applicant data file, in accordance with the present
illustrations, a life insurance application form, and a mortinvention.
gage application form which can be created by the present
FIG. 37B-7 is a portion of FIG. 37 that provides a flow
invention. The printed illustrations also include prepared
chart of logic used in calculating and printing an individutextual information explaining the use of life insurance as
collateral for a mortgage, life insurance policy information, 50 alized or "new" prospective applicant illustration tailored to
the individual, and in creating a corresponding new promortgage information, and a comparison of these and other
spective applicant data file, in accordance with the present
forms of financing.
invention.
Specimens 2-7 show an illustration of an investment, here
FIG. 37B-8 is a portion of FIG. 37 that provides a flow
exemplified as a life insurance policy, used as at least a
partial replacement for a down payment, when contrasted 55 chart of logic used in calculating and printing an individualized or "new" prospective applicant illustration tailored to
with a conventional mortgage. (An illustration is a printed or
the individual, and in creating a corresponding new provisual representation of estimated values which permits a
spective applicant data file, in accordance with the present
customer for or seller of a financial product to understand
invention.
how that product will perform given a specified set of
FIG. 37B-9 is a portion of FIG. 37 that provides a flow
assumptions.) This investment/collateral/mortgage repay- 60
chart of logic used in calculating and printing an individument means is owned by the home buyer.
alized or "new" prospective applicant illustration tailored to
V. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS,
the individual, and in creating a corresponding new proSCREENS, VARIABLES, AND SPECIMENSspective applicant data file, in accordance with the present
INSURANCE COMPONENT
65 invention.
The following description, given by way of example and
FIG. 37C-l provides a flow chart of logic used in changnot intended to limit the present invention solely to the
ing or updating an existing client data file for the purpose of
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providing the prospective applicant new illustrations based
system of the present invention, to be seen by the system
on assumptions which differ from those originally
users as they prepare or update illustrations.
illustrated, in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 50 represents a User Screen shown on a monitor or
FIG. 37D-l represents a flow chart of logic used in
other output device and produced by means of the computer
electronically completing and/or printing a life insurance 5 system of the present invention, to be seen by the system
application form and storing the information contained on
users as they prepare or update illustrations.
the insurance application form in a database of the host
FIG. 51 represents a User Screen shown on a monitor or
computer for later retrieval, in accordance with the present
other output device and produced by means of the computer
invention.
system of the present invention, to be seen by the system
FIG. 37E-l represents a flow chart of logic used to access 10 users as they prepare or update illustrations.
the host computer for, and/or print out information
FIG. 52 represents a User Screen shown on a monitor or
regarding, new insurance product developments.
other output device and produced by means of the computer
FIG. 37F-l represents a flow chart of logic used in
system of the present invention, to be seen by the system
interpolating to find target universal life insurance illustrausers as they prepare or update illustrations.
tion values.
15
FIG. 53 represents a User Screen shown on a monitor or
FIG. 38A, which is continued to FIG. 38B, is a schematic
other output device and produced by means of the computer
representation of relationships between various data entities
system of the present invention, to be seen by the system
( database tables) within the database system of the present
users as they prepare or update illustrations.
invention.
20
FIG. 54 represents a User Screen shown on a monitor or
FIG. 38B is a continuation from FIG. 38A of the scheother output device and produced by means of the computer
matic representation of relationships between various data
system of the present invention, to be seen by the system
entities (database tables) within the database system of the
users as they prepare or update illustrations.
present invention.
FIG. 55 represents a User Screen shown on a monitor or
FIG. 39 represents a User Screen shown on a monitor or 25 other output device and produced by means of the computer
other output device and produced by means of the computer
system of the present invention, to be seen by the system
system of the present invention, to be seen by the system
users as they prepare or update illustrations.
users as they prepare or update illustrations.
FIG. 56 represents a User Screen shown on a monitor or
FIG. 40 represents a User Screen shown on a monitor or
other output device and produced by means of the computer
other output device and produced by means of the computer 30 system of the present invention, to be seen by the system
system of the present invention, to be seen by the system
users as they prepare or update illustrations.
users as they prepare or update illustrations.
FIG. 57 represents a User Screen shown on a monitor or
FIG. 41 represents a User Screen shown on a monitor or
other output device and produced by means of the computer
other output device and produced by means of the computer 35 system of the present invention, to be seen by the system
system of the present invention, to be seen by the system
users as they prepare or update illustrations.
users as they prepare or update illustrations.
FIG. 58 represents a User Screen shown on a monitor or
FIG. 42 represents a User Screen shown on a monitor or
other output device and produced by means of the computer
other output device and produced by means of the computer
system of the present invention, to be seen by the system
system of the present invention, to be seen by the system
40 users as they prepare or update illustrations.
users as they prepare or update illustrations.
FIG. 59 represents a User Screen shown on a monitor or
FIG. 43 represents a User Screen shown on a monitor or
other output device and produced by means of the computer
other output device and produced by means of the computer
system of the present invention, to be seen by the system
system of the present invention, to be seen by the system
users as they prepare or update illustrations.
users as they prepare or update illustrations.
45
FIG. 60 represents a User Screen shown on a monitor or
FIG. 44 represents a User Screen shown on a monitor or
other
output device and produced by means of the computer
other output device and produced by means of the computer
system of the present invention, to be seen by the system
system of the present invention, to be seen by the system
users as they prepare or update illustrations.
users as they prepare or update illustrations.
FIG. 61A, which continues through FIG. 61E, represents
FIG. 45 represents a User Screen shown on a monitor or
other output device and produced by means of the computer 50 a portion of an example of a printed product illustration
prepared in accordance with the present invention.
system of the present invention, to be seen by the system
FIG. 61B, represents a portion of an example of a printed
users as they prepare or update illustrations.
product
illustration prepared in accordance with the present
FIG. 46 represents a User Screen shown on a monitor or
other output device and produced by means of the computer 55 invention.
FIG. 61C, represents a portion of an example of a printed
system of the present invention, to be seen by the system
product illustration prepared in accordance with the present
users as they prepare or update illustrations.
invention.
FIG. 47 represents a User Screen shown on a monitor or
FIG. 61D, represents a portion of an example of a printed
other output device and produced by means of the computer
system of the present invention, to be seen by the system 60 product illustration prepared in accordance with the present
invention.
users as they prepare or update illustrations.
FIG. 61E, represents a portion of an example of a printed
FIG. 48 represents a User Screen shown on a monitor or
product illustration prepared in accordance with the present
other output device and produced by means of the computer
invention.
system of the present invention, to be seen by the system
users as they prepare or update illustrations.
FIG. 62 represents an example of a printed product
65
illustration prepared in accordance with the present invenFIG. 49 represents a User Screen shown on a monitor or
other output device and produced by means of the computer
tion.
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FIG. 63A, which continues through FIG. 63B, represents
of the data transactions that may be performed by the
computerized system of the present invention is not proan example of a printed life insurance application form
vided. But based upon the detailed description of certain
prepared in accordance with the present invention.
examples, and the knowledge of those familiar with the life
FIG. 63B, which continues FIG. 63A, represents an
example of a printed life insurance application form pre- 5 insurance industry and the mortgage lending industry, how
to make and use the present invention should be readily
pared in accordance with the present invention.
apparent from the information provided herein.
B. User Screens
Generally, in the computations underpinning the use of a
mortgage in conjunction with life insurance as collateral,
User Screens 23-42 provide a representative group of
screens shown on a monitor or other output device and 10 there is a computer system for producing an illustration of an
investment as a means for repaying a mortgage. The system
produced by means of the computer system of the present
includes a digital computer for receiving input data and for
invention. The User Screens can be seen by the system users
storing borrower information and investment information.
as they prepare or update illustrations.
The digital computer is programmed with means, responsive
C. Variables, Identities, and Formulas
to the data, the borrower information, and to the investment
Variables, identities, and formulas which can be used 15 information, for computing an amount of investment fundthroughout the illustration system are provided subsequently
ing sufficient to repay the mortgage and for generating an
herein.
illustration of said investment as a means for repaying the
mortgage. Further, the computer system is devoid of means
It should be kept in mind that such variables, identities,
for generating an illustration of a mortgage plan having a
and formulas are not the present invention-rather, they are
convenient ways of characterizing the electrical signal modi- 20 cost containment clause.
More particularly, the computer system requests that a
fication being accomplished by the digital electrical signal
user input data specifying the kind of mortgage and the kind
processing system of the present invention, as defined in the
of insurance policy (e.g., or some equivalent financial
claims herein.
vehicle)
to be illustrated. This information is stored in the
D. Specimens
25 computer's database system. Also, the computer is proThe specimens provide examples of printed product
grammed to make calculations of loan and insurance values
illustrations, and a life insurance application form. It should
and other data needed for the illustration. When all the
also be kept in mind that the present invention, as defined in
values have been computed and written to the database, the
the claims, is not merely a printed publication or a
computer will then combine them with text data to provide
business-rather, the claimed invention is a tool having 30 an illustration that can be printed out. This information will
utility in commercial, scholarly, and other applications.
also be stored in a database and may be updated as needed.
Once the user, in consultation with a prospective
VI. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A
borrower, has designated the illustration as complete, data in
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT AND BEST MODE
the database can be merged with stored text data and other
Because the present invention is directed at modifying 35 input data in order to produce loan and insurance application
forms. These forms can be printed out on the user's printer
electrical signals in a computer system having a processor,
for signature by the prospective applicant and for subsequent
such as a microprocessor, to understand how the signals are
processing by the system operator, the life insurance carrier,
modified, a basic understanding of computer science and
and the lender.
electrical engineering is useful. It is well known in the art of
FIG. 1 shows an overview of a data processing system for
computer science that it is a trivial technical exercise to go 40
producing an insurance policy/mortgage illustration accordfrom hardware to software or vice versa. See, for example,
ing to the present invention. The Data Screen 4, discussed
lames R. Goodman, Todd E. Marlette, and Peter K. Trzyna,
more fully hereinafter, can be produced on Terminal 2, for
"The Alappat Standard for Determining That Programmed
example an IBM compatible PC running Smarterm 340
Computers are Patentable Subject Matter," l.P.T.O.S. October 1994, Volume 76, No. 10, pages 771-786, and lames R. 45 (available from Persoft Corp.), with a Local Printer 5, e.g.,
a laser printer. Terminal 2 is linkable to Communications
Goodman, Todd E. Marlette, and Peter K. Trzyna, "Toward
System 6. The Communication System 6 can be a modem
a Fact-based Standard for Determining Whether Proand appropriate telephone lines. Communications System 6
grammed Computers are Patentable Subject Matter,"
is thus linkable to a Digital Computer 8, for example, a
l.P.T.O.S. May 1995, Vol. 77, No.5, pages 353-367, both of
which are incorporated by reference. A copy of source code 50 Digital Equipment Corporation VAX with a VMS operating
system, ORACLE, and WordPerfect (e.g., 5.1) from Wordis also included herewith and incorporated by reference
Perfect Corporation. Digital Computer 8 is operably conherein, the source code including files that can be catagonected to Central Printer 9. The Digital Computer 8 contains
rized by their file extensions as follows: .INP-Oracle
a Central Processor 10 that is operable to obtain Loan/
Forms 3.0; PC-Oracle ProC; C-"C" language; .H-"C"
language header; and .TXT---control files used to link 55 Insurance Product Information 12, Loan Rate Information
14, and Insurance Premium Information 16. The respective
and\or run the programs.
information of Blocks 12, 14, and 16 can optionally be
Mortgage Component
accessible on line to other computers or stored as data in a
A. Discussion of Figures (FIGS.) and User Screens
System Database 17 of the Digital Computer 8.
The following is a description of a preferred embodiment 60
Help 18 is a computerized system, preferably a context
sensitive, hypertext-linked help system. Help 18 is available
and best mode of the invention. The following includes a
throughout the program.
description of the manner in which the computerized insurance system of the present invention can be made and used.
Central Processor 10 is also operable to activate a funcSome of the unique insurance and mortgage transactions that
tion Print Out Loanllnsurance Application Forms 22 on
are carried out by this system are described in detail. Other 65 Central Printer 9, which points to the function Fill In Forms
transactions are described more generally. In the interest of
24 to selectively transmit Loan Application Data To Lender
brevity, a highly detailed description of each and everyone
26 and Life Insurance Application Data To Carrier 28.
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Further, Central Processor 10 can generate an illustration
user can also select Update Database 50, which is described
via a function Generate Illustration 30, which leads to Print
with particularity hereinafter, but which generally is a list of
Illustration 32 On Local Printer 5. The generated illustration
tables that can be updated. A typical Update Database 50
can be saved in the Database 17.
screen is shown in User Screen 2.
When the system is accessed, the user must choose the 5
The user can select Analyze 54 to access various reports
transaction desired, and the selection will vary by the type
and statistics on illustrations. Electronic Mail 52 permits
of user. A management level user with a higher level of
electronic communication between system users (see FIG.
authority can update the data used in the illustration process.
1). Mail messages may be printed out via the Printers 5 and
This data includes, but is not limited to: (1) current interest
9.
rates and other charges for loans offered by the lenders 10
Returning to FIG. 2, the Electronic Mail 52 function
wishing to provide loans collateralized with life insurance;
utilizes the VMS operating system mail feature. The system
(2) insurance underwriting related values, including age,
has the ability to alert the user that a message is present in
sex, and health characteristics, premium amounts to be
his or her electronic "mail box." The system is capable of
applied, cash value accumulation, annual death benefit
reading these messages from that file onto the user's screen,
amounts, and typical policy interest crediting rates and
insurance charges; (3) all of the illustrations saved in the 15 again allowing the user to move from screen-to-screen at his
or her own speed. Once the user has completed a review of
Database 17 which may be used for manipulation and
the data, one or all of the textual screens or "pages" may be
analysis in both the marketing and underwriting functions
printed at the Local Printer 5. The user may also write
carried out by an insurance agent, a carrier, and a lender; and
electronic messages to other users' mail boxes to be used in
(4) administrative messages from other users. Otherwise, a
non-management user of the system has access to only a 20 a similar manner.
portion of the system.
At the completion of each subordinate function 42, 50, 52,
54, and 18, control is returned to the Main Menu 44 via the
Prior to engaging the computerized aspects of the present
invention, the user should consult with the prospective
Return To Main Menu Block 46.
applicant to obtain such information as the prospective
Turning now to FIG. 3 where the logic proceeds from
insured's age and sex, the amount of the mortgage desired, 25 Illustration 42 of FIG. 2, the user is presented with a Select
the individual's ability or willingness to provide a down
Type Of Illustration 56 submenu, shown as a portion of User
payment on the property, the individual's employment
Screen 1. Each of the functions of the submenu of Branch 56
will be presented in summary form here and described
status, whether or not the individual has certain health
problems which may require specialized insurance
subsequently in detail. One function is Generate Generic
underwriting, whether or not the individual's employer is 30 Illustration 58, which is elaborated by FIG. 3A-1. Generally,
currently involved in a program that will guarantee the
Function 58 permits the user to quickly provide an illustrapayment of policy premiums, etc. After this informationtion of how a mortgage using life insurance as collateral
gathering step has been completed, the user "logs" on at
might work for a standard mortgage amount. By limiting the
Terminal 4 by entering an assigned authorization password.
number of variables and illustrating a standard amount, this
Turning now to FIG. 2, the user engages the system at 35 Function 58 allows the user to quickly provide the prospecSign On To System 34. Branch 36, Authorized To Use
tive applicant with enough information to decide whether a
System?, checks the password against stored passwords to
mortgage using life insurance as collateral might be of
interest. The information created in this Function 58 can be
determine whether the user is authorized to use the system.
If the user is not authorized, Block 38 displays a message on
sent directly to the Local Printer 5 for review by the
the Terminal 2 that the user should telephone the system 40 prospective applicant.
A second function under Submenu 56 is Generate New
owner/operator for further information. If the user is
authorized, meaning that the password is recognized by the
Applicant Illustration 60, which goes to FIG. 3B-1. This
Function 60 permits the user to provide a detailed
Digital Computer 8, the logic continues to Branch 40.
However, prior to Branch 40, there is a logic entry point Xl,
presentation, tailored to the prospective applicant's own
which is described more fully below, but which generally is 45 factual situation, of how a mortgage using life insurance as
a connection from another part of the logic.
collateral might perform for the prospective applicant. This
In any case, Branch 40 assesses the level of authority of
Function 60 also allows the user to save the illustration for
later updates and to send the illustration to the Local Printer
the user from the password. In the present embodiment of
the invention, there are two alternatives. First, as previously
5 for review by the prospective applicant.
suggested, the user could be a "Client User," in which case 50
A third function of Submenu 56 is Update Existing
the logic connects to Illustration 42, as is subsequently
Illustration 62, which goes to FIG. 3C-1. This Function 62
discussed. Second, the user could be a "Super User," having
permits the user to update a previously saved prospective
access to Main Menu 44.
applicant illustration using different assumptions. This
The Client User/Super User authorization system is
Function 62 also allows the user to quickly create an
included in a preferred embodiment of this invention to 55 illustration which is different from one already saved by
avoid security problems which would otherwise be created
allowing the user to change only those few items that the
by a diverse number of users using the system. It also
prospective applicant may select, thereby avoiding the laboprovides for confidentiality of database information and, in
rious process of entering all of the information required to
the case of communications between the system owner/
create a new prospective applicant illustration. This Funcoperator and users, allows each user to view only the 60 tion 62 likewise allows the user to save a new illustration for
information relating to the applicants for whom the user is
later updates and to send the illustration to the Local Printer
providing illustrations.
5 to permit review by the prospective applicant.
From the Main Menu 44, if the user does not yet wish to
Returning to FIG. 3, once the illustration has been
log off at Block 48, there are a number of choices shown in
compiled, the system presents a sequence of further options.
User Screen 1.
65 Print Life Insurance Application 64, goes to FIG. 3D-I. This
The Main Menu 44 permits access to Illustration 42 used
Function 64 allows the user to: (1) take the information
to create an illustration (Generic, New, or Existing). The
generated and saved in the aforementioned illustration
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process, add to it, and merge it with life insurance applicakerage account applications, etc. Similarly, the logic
described herein can be modified to reflect different morttion form text data to construct a customized, printed life
gage products. These can include fixed and variable rate
insurance application form for signature; (2) electronically
mortgages with negative or positive amortization. While the
save in a file the customized life insurance application form;
or (3) print out a partially completed or blank life insurance 5 fixed rate mortgages would be handled by means for computing fixed rate mortgage payments, an adjustable rate
application form for later manual completion by the promortgage would be more complicated, having a means for
spective applicant.
computing
extra amortization of mortgage principal when
Print Loan Application 66 goes to FIG. 3E-1. This Funcinterest rates are low, and negative amortization when intertion 66 allows the user to: (1) take the information generated
est rates are high. The cash value accumulation can be
and saved in the aforementioned illustration process, add to 10
treated as an offset to negative amortization.
it, and merge it with loan application form text data to
Turning now to FIG. 3A-l, the Generate Generic Illusprovide a customized, printed loan application form for
tration 58 function is illustrated. The Function 58 begins
signature; (2) electronically save in a file the customized
with User Screen 3 via Block 72, which asks the user to
loan application form; or (3) print out a partially completed
input the age and sex of the prospective client. A Ryan
or blank loan application form for later manual completion 15 Mortgage involves the payment of monthly interest only on
by the prospective applicant.
the loan, with repayment of principal at the end of the
In another embodiment of the present invention, a Block
mortgage term. Conventional amortization mortgages, on
can be added at this point to perform the analogous function
the other hand, involve a gradual repayment of principal
for a securities brokerage account application form to permit
over the term of the mortgage. Since a preferred embodiuse of a security and/or an annuity as the investment to repay 20 ment of this invention involves the illustration of how
accumulated life insurance cash values may be used to pay
the mortgage.
Review Insurance Product Developments 68 goes to FIG.
off the mortgage at the end of the mortgage term, the amount
3F-1. This Function 68 allows the user to be quickly
and timing of the principal repayment is an important
apprised of new developments in the insurance products
variable in the presentation of mortgage alternatives.
used in forming the illustrations including, but not limited 25
The specification of age and sex is appropriate, even for
an illustration designed to show only average or hypothetical
to, changes in interest rates credited by carriers on cash
insurance values, i.e., values not entirely tailored to the
value reserves in the life insurance policies, new underwritindividual prospective applicant. This is because the statising rules, new products provided by different carriers, etc.
This information is available inside the Generate New
tical probability of the insured's death (and hence the
Applicant Illustration 60 and Update Existing Applicant 30 amount the insurance carrier must charge policyholders in
Illustration 62 functions. Information may be read from the
order to have adequate reserves for the payment of policy
screen or printed out.
death proceeds) varies according to the age and sex of the
individual insured. This in turn has an important impact on
Review Loan Rates 70 goes to FIG. 3G-1. This Function
70 allows the user to be quickly apprised of current loan
how the policy is designed and has an ultimate bearing on
rates and other timely product information from lenders. 35 the price and term for policy premium payments.
User Screen 3, via Block 72 in FIG. 3A-l, also asks the
This information coincides with the Generate New Appliuser to select whether the life insurance premiums are to be
cant Illustration 60 and Update Existing Applicant Illustration 62 functions. Information may also be read from the
paid in a lump-sum prepayment, which is a single premium
data screen 4 or printed out.
payment plus (at least) three premiums prepaid with the
With further reference to FIG. 3, it should be noted that, 40 purchase of an annuity. This minimum number of premium
payments is required under present law to avoid treatment of
in another embodiment of the present invention, the comthe policy as a modified endowment contract. The system
puter system is modified to accommodate other species of
investment for repaying the mortgage. The modifications
automatically preselects these amounts: (1) to assure that the
would include adapting FIG. 3, particularly Blocks 58, 60,
policy conforms to US tax regulations and avoids modified
and 62, to consider these additional investments. These other 45 endowment contract status under IRC Section 7702A(b)
investments can include, for example, joint or joint and
(thereby assuring that the policyholder avoids costly tax
survivor life insurance, insurance (such as term insurance) in
penalties in the event of policy surrender); and (2) to assure
that the life insurance cash value will be sufficient to provide
combination with an annuity or securities (for example, a
an amount of collateral which will be acceptable to prospeczero coupon bond), an Individual Retirement Account
(IRA), or a Keough Account. In the interest of brevity, this 50 tive lenders.
In addition, User Screen 3, Block 72 in FIG. 3A-l, asks
application will not delve into each of these variations on the
the user to select the preferred mortgage repayment plan.
theme of a preferably tax-exempt repayment vehicle for
serving as partial down payment and the means for repaying
Each plan offers distinct financial advantages to the prothe mortgage. A suitably skilled computer programmer
spective applicant and allows him or her to select the plan
would recognize from the detailed description of the logic, 55 that best suits his or her needs.
user screens, specimens, and text discussion herein, that the
Block 73 allows the user to modify any of the default
logic would simply be modified to focus on distinctive
generic data to more closely parallel the prospective applicant's situation. This allows for a more personalized generic
features of the other repayment vehicle(s). Thus, for
example, the alternate embodiment of the computer system
illustration, without requiring the prospective applicant to
would be adapted to obtain data and compute information 60 complete the more thorough Generate New Applicant Illussufficient for determining how and when the repayment
tration 60.
vehicle will payoff the mortgage. The data can be obtained,
User Screen 4 depicts Submenu 73, also known as the
for example, in a manner parallel to that described in
Generic Supermenu. After modifying whatever data the
Insurance Premium Information 16 or via modem, for
prospective applicant wishes to change, Block 74 saves the
example, from a plurality of stock brokers. There would be 65 data. Block 74 also finds loan rates from the Database 17,
means for generating an illustration of such an investment,
Block 76 gets the average loan rates, and Block 78 gets
along with investment implementing documentation, broaverage closing costs.
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Alternatively, the policyholder may hold the mortgage and
Retrieve Average Closing Costs 78 uses an average loan
life insurance policy until death, using annual policy loans
closing cost based on the amount of the mortgage by
consulting the database of average closing costs, as
to pay the mortgage interest, in which case LOPT is set equal
to 2. The user may select any combination of the premium
measured, for example, by the Department of Housing and
Urban Development or some other reliable source of statis- 5 payment and mortgage repayment options at the outset of
the illustration process.
tics on the costs involved in completing a home purchase
There is no formula for the correct premium amount.
transaction.
Proceeding to FIG. 3B-4, the insurance illustration system
Instead, in FIG. 3B-5, the system uses formulas that project
can be designed so that the same computer can be used to
a cash value amount corresponding to a given premium
provide product illustrations for the insurance products of 10 amount and premium payment plan. The system tests this
cash value amount to see if it falls within the system's
different carriers. In this embodiment of the invention, the
system offers maximum flexibility so that it may accommomortgage repayment guidelines as defined in Blocks 102 and
date virtually any life insurance policy and/or annuity. In a
104 of FIG. 3B-4. (Separate guidelines exist for each
mortgage repayment plan.)
preferred embodiment of the invention, the system also
Turning now to FIG. 3B-5, at Block 106, the system
provides many tables for product-specific data such as 15
mortality tables, expense charges, interest rates, and other
retrieves from Database 17 carrier product information.
insurance related data. These tables can be used to store the
Block 108 uses this information to make a first trial annual
premium, and the remainder of FIG. 3B-5 tunes the trial
different components of the carriers' products. Product specific "flags" or identifiers in the insurance computation
premium to make it more accurate. If the projected cash
formulas can be used to provide maximum flexibility in the 20 value falls outside system parameters in Block 112 and if
way the system makes insurance computations. This allows
this is the first trial in Block 114, the system selects another
the system to offer a method of customizing computations
trial premium amount above or below (as is discussed more
fully hereinafter) the first trial premium in Block 116 and
that are common to all life insurance products. This feature
produces another cash value estimate in Block 110.
also makes it possible for a single computer to efficiently
Because various insurance expenses are variable in ratio
provide multiple life insurance product illustrations for 25
multiple life insurance carriers. (In another embodiment of
to the premium and policy cash value, the system does not
the invention, the system can use front-end network gatedepend on scaling. Instead, the system uses bracketing (i.e.,
ways to connect multiple carriers' computers to the Digital
finding a value above, and a value below, a target value). The
Computer 8.)
system finds two premium/cash value pairs that bracket the
The system maintains security by affording limited access 30 desired goals in Block 118, and can use bisection or Newton's method to find the desired premium amount. That is,
to carrier-specific databases. The system provides carriers
in the second pass through Branch 112, if the target is not
exclusive access to their own databases, for example, via
met, Branch 114 is "no" (as it is not the first trial). Block 118
modem, by requiring a password. Only individuals authorized by the carrier can access or see the carrier's databases.
tests whether the first and second trial premiums bracket
In the case of a generic illustration, Block 80 leads to 35 (fall above and below) the target. If not, Block 116 generates
Block 82, which solicits a selection of the best product
a third trial premium, etc., until the target is bracketed. If at
criteria. Criteria solicited by the system in Block 82 might
Branch 122 the system has found two bracketing trial
include, for example, minimum initial or minimum monthly
premium amounts, Block 124 then finds a third trial premium via bisection or Newton's method. To accelerate
costs to the borrower. These criteria are subsequently used
by the system to find the best product. The system also stores 40 convergence, if at Branch 122 the system has found three
trials, from then on, the system uses quadratic interpolation
the selection in Database 17, via Block 84.
However, if the user selected Generate New Applicant
in Block 126 to find the next trial premium. The system
Illustration 60 in FIG. 3 instead of Generate Generic Illusreplaces the more outlying trial with the new one, and
tration 58, the user would have selected a product displayed
conducts another iteration. Once the target is met in Branch
on the User Screen 2. The system stores either the product 45 112, the monthly premium amount is stored via Block 120,
and the logic goes to FIG. 3B-6.
displayed in FIG. 3B-3 or the product found in FIG. 3B-3 in
The two premium payment plans have two system
Blocks 90 and 84, respectively.
Blocks 92 and 86 identify a count of products to be
defaults, although others may be used at the discretion of the
illustrated and Block 94 initializes a counter to keep track of
system owner/operator. For a sponsored transaction in which
the number of products being illustrated. Solicit Premium 50 a corporation or financial services institution guarantees the
Payment Plan 96 solicits the mortgage repayment plan,
payment of premiums, the default number of premium
unless this data has already been selected as part of the
payments is ten. The home buyer pays one as part of the
generic illustration in User Screen 3.
mortgage closing, and pays the remainder in monthly installThe insurance illustration aspect of the present invention
ments to a lender escrow account over the next nine years.
involves computing the amount of up-front payments 55 For a lump-sum prepayment of the premium, the default
required to obtain an insurance policy that will, after N years
number of premiums is four. One is payable at closing, and
(typically thirty), have sufficient cash value to repay the
the rest are prepaid by an annuity purchased at the closing.
mortgage. Given the selection of how the user premium
The system ignores the annuity cost calculation until it has
solved for the correct four premium payment amounts.
payments will be made, the user must select how the
mortgage will be repaid in Block 98. Under existing law, the 60 (Specimens 2-4 show sample illustrations assuming lumpmortgage can economically be repaid in one of three ways.
sum prepayment of the premium, and specimens 5-7 show
The policyowner may surrender the contract and use policy
illustrations assuming sponsored mortgage transactions.)
proceeds to repay the mortgage. In this case, the system
More particularly in Blocks 106 and 108, the first way the
assigns a value of 0 to the mortgage repayment variable,
mortgage can be repaid is by surrendering the policy. In
LOPT, in Block 98. The policyowner may use a policy loan 65 searching for this amount, the system will iteratively solve
to repay the mortgage and plan to hold the life insurance
for an amount of cash value targeted in FIG. 3B-4, Block
104. This amount will repay the mortgage assuming the
contract until death. In this case, LOPT is set equal to 1.
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policyownerlborrower surrenders the policy at the end of the
the policy loan interest for the previous year would be added
to the policy loan and the new policy loan balance would be
last year of the mortgage. To arrive at the appropriate cash
$286,890. For the N+2nd year, the system would calculate
value amount, the system will iteratively repeat the followpolicy loan interest based on the current year's policy loan
ing six steps until it arrives at a premium amount that will
generate an after-tax cash surrender value equal to the 5 balance of $286,890. The policy loan interest would therefore be $27,254.55 in the N+2nd year. At the beginning of
mortgage principal:
the N+3rd year, this would be added to the policy loan
1) Select a premium amount, based on a first trial;
balance.
The system would repeat this procedure until the
2) Use the selected premium amount to compute a cash
final year of the illustration, when the insured reaches age
value in the Nth year of the mortgage;
10 ninety-five or ninety-nine.
3) Compute a life insurance policy basis by adding up
The system projects cash value amounts which may be
cumulative premiums over the life of the mortgage;
adjusted by the policy loan balance. The system guideline or
4) Subtract the basis from a total cash value projected in the
target cash value for this computation is the cash value
Nth year of the policy to arrive at the taxable gain in the
balance net of policy loan balances and accrued policy loan
policy;
interest. This amount must be slightly greater than zero in
5) Multiply the taxable gain by one minus the customer's tax 15 the policy year that the insured would have his or her
rate to arrive at the customer's net after-tax gain; and
ninety-ninth birthday. The invention allows for two different
6) Add the basis back to the net after-tax gain to arrive at the
rates at which interest will be credited toward cash value
after-tax cash surrender value.
balances. The first rate is the unloaned funds credited rate,
For example, assume the amount of the mortgage is
which is the rate credited on policy cash values not subject
$262,000 and the homeowner's expected tax rate in year 20 to liens from policy loans. The second rate is the loaned
thirty of the mortgage is thirty-four percent. The system will
funds credited rate, which is the rate earned on that portion
iteratively solve until it arrives at a premium amount of
of the cash value that the policy has borrowed against.
Returning to the above example, assume that the system
$35,664.64 ($8,916.16 annually for four years) and a cash
value amount of [($378,608.59-$35,664.64)x(1-0.34)]+
lowered its initial premium plus annuity payment to $26,
$35,664.64=$262,007.64. (Specimen 2 shows sample output 25 151. The system now projects the cash value to be $302,
for this mortgage and the LOPT=O mortgage repayment
973.30 in the thirtieth year of the mortgage. After the
method. Specimen 5 shows sample output for this mortgage
homeowner uses the $262,000 policy loan to payoff the
mortgage obligation, the cash value will remain at $302,
assuming a sponsored premium payment plan and LOPT=
0).
973.30. However, by year 30 the remainder will be equal to
The second way in which the mortgage may be repaid is 30 $40,973.30 net of policy loans. This amount, $40,973.30 net
of policy loans, will eam interest at an unloaned funds
using a life insurance policy loan. This illustration assumes
credited rate. The $262,000 in cash value nominally collatthat the policyholder elects to take a policy loan against the
cash value of the policy in the last year of the mortgage.
eralizing the policy loan will earn interest at a loaned funds
Then the policyholder uses the proceeds of the policy loan
credited rate.
to repay the borrowed mortgage principal. In this way the 35
In most universal life insurance policies the loaned funds
homeowner is converting debt with recourse (the lender has
credited rate is much lower than the policy loan interest rate.
recourse to the mortgaged property and the life insurance
This creates a negative arbitrage or "spread" between the
interest earned and interest paid within the two accounts of
policy) to non-recourse debt (the insurance company has
the policy. Because of this negative spread, policy loan
recourse only to the life insurance policy).
With this second method of mortgage repayment, the 40 balances typically grow much more quickly than the policy
cash value. After a few years, policy debt will exceed cash
system at Blocks 106 and 108 uses a different definition of
value. At this time, the policyholder must either pay addiadequate cash value in Block 102. The adequate cash value
amount is enough to allow the policyholder to maintain the
tional premiums, reduce the policy loan balance, or allow
policy until death. The system assumes death at age ninetythe life insurance policy to lapse. Using the above example,
five or ninety-nine, depending on the requirements of the 45 assume the individual requesting the illustration is a male
specific policy being illustrated. For the policy to remain in
aged thirty-two at the time of the illustration. Assume further
force until that age, both the policy cash value and death
that the loaned funds credited rate is a full three percentage
benefit must always exceed the outstanding policy loan
points less than the 9.5% policy loan rate. Here again the
balance. Policy loan balances grow in tandem with cash
system will compute the policy cash value as $302,973.30 in
values. Rather than pay each year's policy loan interest, the 50 year 30. However, by year 36 of the policy, the policy loan
policyholder may elect to add this interest to the policy loan
balance plus outstanding policy loan interest would be
principal as additional policy borrowing. By means of a
$451,633.35, while the policy cash value would be $440,
default, the system assumes that the policyholder never
503.71. This would force the policyholder to pay additional
premium payments or allow the policy to lapse (and pay the
repays the policy loan and holds the policy and policy loan
until death. (Specimen 3 shows sample system output for 55 tax consequences) in the following year.
such a mortgage, a lump-sum prepayment, and LOPT=1.
On the other hand, assuming a zero spread policy loan, by
Specimen 6 shows the same transaction assuming a sponthe end policy of year 36, the policy cash value would be
sored transaction.)
$511,955.57. The policy loan balance plus outstanding
In the example described above, the system illustrates the
policy loan interest would again be $451,633.35, yielding a
policyholder receiving a policy loan equal to $262,000 in the 60 net cash value of $60,322.21. Assuming constant interest
Nth year of the life insurance contract. This amount is
rates and mortality charges, the policy would remain in place
until the insured's assumed death at age ninety-nine when
enough to repay the mortgage on the home. The policy loan
eliminates the mortgage obligation. The terms of the life
the net cash value would be $354.43. So long as interest
insurance contract illustrated might call for a policy loan rate
rates remain relatively constant, no further premium payof 9.5%. The system would then project the policy loan 65 ments are required of the insured.
interest equal to $24,890 at the end of the N+1st year of the
Low or zero spread policy loans have been available to
policyholders in the past. However, their use has been
life insurance contract. At the beginning of the N+2nd year,
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limited previously to key-man or corporate owned life
Once the system has solved for the correct premium/cash
insurance policies. They have not heretofore been used in
value combination and has tested this value against regulaconjunction with home mortgages in accordance with the
tory requirements, the system carries out four other operateachings of the present invention, wherein a system
tions. First, it prepares a further illustration in Block 133.
illustrates, monitors, and administers these policy cash val- 5 This illustration assumes that the policyholder pays the
ues and policy loan balances efficiently and at low cost. This
previously determined premium amount and maintains the
capability permits carriers to offer prospective applicants a
desired death benefit. However, the illustration further
low or zero spread policy loan for use in the repayment of
assumes that the carrier pays only the minimum guaranteed
mortgages. Such a spread is preferably less than 300 basis
interest crediting rate on policy cash value, and charges the
points. The use of these smaller spreads minimizes the ratio
10 maximum mortality charges possible under the terms of the
of cash value to policy loan value required to keep the policy
insurance contract. Samples of these Guaranteed Values
in force over the life of the policy. This, in turn, reduces the
appear in Specimens 2-7.
amount of up-front premium payments required in the
Next, the system in Block 134 computes two policy cost
funding of the transaction.
indices designed to provide the prospective applicant with a
The third illustration option (LOPT=2) is computed using
the target cash value for the zero-spreadllow spread policy 15 bench mark for measuring product performance. The first
index is the Surrender Cost Index which is 1000 times the
loan option described above (LOPT=1) and computed in
present value of premiums paid discounted at five percent
Block 102. This is because it assumes a roll-over of the
minus the present value of the end-of-period cash value
mortgage obligation. In this scenario, at the end of the term
divided by the present value of the death benefits. The
of the mortgage, the homeowner requests a new mortgage.
The lender will approve such a transaction subject to a 20 second index, known as the Net Payment Cost Index, is
second credit review and collateral evaluation in the last
equal to 1000 times the ratio of the present value of the
year of the mortgage. The system therefore calculates an
premiums discounted at five percent to the present value of
amount of premium plus annuity ($26,151) which will
the death benefits over the period discounted at five percent.
provide for repayment of the mortgage in the Nth year
The system calculates these two indices through Years 10
(assuming LOPT=1), then shows alternative uses of the 25 and 20 of the policy illustrated, assuming current interest
policy as of that year.
and mortality charges apply, and assuming guaranteed interest and mortality charges apply. Sample calculations of these
This third method assumes the homeowner does not pay
cost indices appear on the last page of Specimens 2-7.
off the principal in year N. Instead, he or she rolls over the
Next the system computes the financial advantage to the
mortgage and uses policy loans thereafter to pay the mortgage interest. The mortgage is held until the death of the 30 prospective applicant of the Ryan Mortgage in Block 135.
homeowner. Mortgage interest is paid using zero or low
The computation compares these costs for the Ryan Mortspread policy loans from the life insurance policy. This
gage and a conventional mortgage after five and ten years.
method of mortgage repayment is attractive to those wishing
The analysis also includes a comparison of the homeowner's
to maximize the amount of life insurance death benefit
equity in the home, assuming the home buyer enters into a
payable to their estate. For the above example, assuming 35 conventional mortgage transaction, and the accumulated
cash value in the life insurance contract in the Ryan Mortdeath at age ninety-nine, the death benefit net of policy loans
would be $1,868,160.32. The policy loan balances in this
gage. This analysis appears in Specimens 2-7.
Next, the system provides an analysis of the effect of a
repayment option remain extremely low compared to the
change in interest rates on the required premium payment
policy cash value and death benefit ($5.8 million vs. death
benefits of $8.2 million). Therefore, an amount of premium 40 and cash value in Block 136. The system conducts this
plus annuity to generate enough cash value to payoff the
analysis first, by assuming the interest rate index pushes the
carrier's credited rate down to the guaranteed rate and
mortgage at the end of the mortgage term assuming LOPT =1
($26,151) will be more than sufficient to carry the policy
second, assuming the index pushes the mortgage rate up to
until the insured's ninety-ninth birthday. (Specimen 4 shows
the lender's cap after the first year. (The system does not
sample system output assuming the above-characterized 45 perform the second analysis in the event a fixed rate or
mortgage, a lump-sum prepayment premium plan, and
variable mortgage with no cap has been chosen.)
The first analysis assumes a decline in interest rates.
LOPT=2. Specimen 7 shows the same transaction but with
Using the premium amount previously solved for, the sysa sponsored premium plan.)
tem reprojects the cash value assuming mortality charges
Moving now to FIG. 3B-6, the system begins a process of
checking the illustration just calculated to make sure it is in 50 remain constant, but interest rates go down to the carrier's
conformity with the legal definition of insurance by calcuguaranteed rate. The analysis, provided for years 2 through
lating regulatory guideline premium amounts in Block 128.
the end of the mortgage, also assumes that in each year the
customer is required to make additional premium payments.
These amounts are regulatory limits on the size of the
premium relative to life insurance cash value and death
These additional premium payments are equal to one-twelfth
benefits. As is subsequently discussed, the regulatory bench- 55 of the difference between the cash value as it was originally
projected and the cash value assuming a minimum guaranmarks include guidelines for Single Premium, Level
Premium, and "Seven Pay" premium amounts. In Branch
teed interest rate (plus premium processing charges). The
payments are made monthly to the lender where they are
130, the system compares these guideline premium amounts
held in escrow until the end of the year whereupon they are
to those premium amounts previously stored via Block 120,
the premium amounts for the proposed illustration. The 60 sent to the carrier. Because in a preferred embodiment of the
cumulative premium initially illustrated must not exceed the
invention the carrier credited and mortgage interest rates are
cumulative Guideline Level Premium or the Guideline
tied to the same index, the decrease in the mortgage cost in
most years will be less than the increase in the cost of a
Single Premium in any given year of the proposed illustration. If the premium amounts exceed any of the guidelines,
supplemental premium.
the system recomputes the needed premium using the newly 65
The additional premiums paid by the borrower will also
permit the home buyer to payoff the mortgage sooner,
computed guidelines via Block 132 and goes via logic entry
point Z2 to FIG. 3B-5.
assuming the home buyer has chosen to repay the mortgage
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by surrendering the life insurance contract. This is because
Screens 5-20. This part of the logic performs a similar
the additional premium increases the policyholder's basis,
function to that described above with reference to the
thereby reducing the amount of the cash value which must
Generate Generic Illustration 58 function, with the excepbe used to pay taxes upon surrender.
tion that illustrations can be customized to the prospective
The second analysis made by the system in Block 136 5 applicant's own particular circumstances to produce an
illustration that resembles a financial transaction that might
assumes that the interest index rate rises, pushing the mortbe entered into.
gage interest rate up to the cap. In a preferred embodiment
In FIG. 3B-l, Solicit 170 generates User Screens 5-7 to
of the invention the mortgage interest rate is variable. The
carrier's crediting rate also rises with the index. This, in turn,
obtain information about the prospective applicant, the
causes cash value to accumulate faster than originally pro- 10 prospective applicant's employer, and the property at issue,
respectively.
jected. This will permit the home buyer to payoff the
User Screens 5-7 request informational items for use in
mortgage sooner. The interest rate sensitivities summarized
in Block 136 appear in Specimens 2-7.
providing a mortgage quote. These items include, but are not
These analyses, furthermore, permit the system to autolimited to, the prospective applicant's name and address, the
matically generate Truth in Lending disclosures. By calcuname and address of the prospective applicant's employer,
lating the maximum cost to the consumer, assuming both 15 the location of the property to be mortgaged, and the name
and address of the realtor or sales agent representing the
maximum and minimum interest rates, the system apprises
the consumer of the maximum mortgage cost in any year.
individual borrower in the purchase of the property.
After the aforementioned supplemental analyses have
Information regarding the employer (User Screen 6) of
been completed, the system saves the results in Block 137
the prospective applicant is useful for the purpose of profor later printing. This completes the illustration for a 20 viding a printed loan application form. Also, because such
data may be referenced against the list in the Database 17 of
particular financial product. Next, the system checks to see
companies that have agreed to guarantee the premium
if it needs to make a similar computation for other products.
payments to be made by employees, this information may
If in Branch 138 it finds that not all desired products have
been illustrated by comparing a target number of products to
also be useful in facilitating the loan approval and endorsebe illustrated (from Block 92 or 86) with a counter, the 25 ment process. Such guarantees increase the security of the
mortgage from the lender's perspective, thereby increasing
system increments the counter in Block 139 and returns to
FIG. 3B-5 to initiate another illustration.
the likelihood of mortgage approval on the part of a lender
Otherwise, the system tests whether more than one prodor other loan endorsing entity. Therefore, maintaining inforuct has been illustrated (1)1), and if so, proceeds to Block
mation on such guarantees and providing a function to verify
142 to find the best product based on the criteria entered in 30 the availability of such guarantees and the authenticity
thereof is an important feature of the invention.
Block 82. In either case, the logic goes to Block 144 to store
the insurance product specific data for an illustration, and
Information regarding the employer of the prospective
applicant is also useful in the life insurance underwriting
then goes to FIG. 3B-7.
FIG. 3B-7 produces a comparative illustration of a conprocess. For example, there exist policies that life insurance
ventional mortgage. Block 146 computes the down payment 35 carriers sell in large volumes through sponsored corporate
purchases. These demand far less stringent underwriting
amount. Block 148 then computes the loan amounts and
requirements than would otherwise be required had the
calculates monthly payments. Block 150 computes a conventional mortgage, term insurance cost, and private mortprospective applicant attempted to purchase the life insurance individually. The reason life insurance carriers may
gage insurance cost such that Block 152 can produce an
illustration of the Ryan Mortgage in comparison with a 40 offer such policies has to do with the risks inherent in
conventional mortgage. The illustration is displayed on
insuring large groups. If an insurance company were to offer
to the general public life insurance policies that asked no
Terminal 2 via Block 153. If, in Branch 154, the prospective
questions as to the prospective insured's health, the insurclient specifies a changed down payment amount, the system
ance carrier would attract primarily those individuals who
performs a recomputation via FIG. 3B-5. Otherwise, the
45 were of ill health or who expected to have increased morsystem goes to FIG. 3B-8.
Turning to FIG. 3B-8 at Block 156, the values relevant to
tality risk. This is known to those familiar with the life
insurance industry as "adverse selection." Adverse selection
the computation of an illustration are stored in the Database
can be avoided in the case of a sponsored corporate purchase
17. The user can select a number of options: Print Illustraby designating a class of insureds all of whom will be
tion? 158, which will print the information on the Local
Printer 5 via Block 160; Print and Mail Illustration? 162, 50 insured. A class of insureds thereby takes on the characterwhich will print the illustration on the Central Printer 9 for
istics of a randomly selected portion of the population at
large, which, if large enough, will exhibit the same statistical
mailing to a requested address via Block 164; and Make
distribution of deaths as the population at large. A class can
Application Using This Illustration? 166, which merges
be defined in many ways and might include such groups as
illustration data with stored text to make an application
form, in Block 168. Block 168 also will save the illustration 55 all individuals who are members of the management of a
large corporation or those who are relocated to a new
results for further analysis or review, except if this is a
generic illustration (as it has been in the present discussion),
community as a result of the normal performance of their
in which case the generic illustration is removed from the
duties.
In the event that corporations are willing to offer corporate
Database 17. However, were this a new applicant
illustration, the user could also access the saved illustration 60 sponsored purchase of life insurance, life insurance carriers
(for example, by the Update Existing Illustration 62). The
may be willing to relax their underwriting requirements.
logic returns to the submenu provided by Block 56 in FIG.
Relaxed underwriting requirements usually take one of two
3. This return is helpful for changing the generic illustration
forms, simplified issue or guaranteed issue. In simplified
assumptions in order to see a different version of the generic
issue underwriting, only a few simple questions (typically
65 three or four) are asked of the insured. In guaranteed issue
illustration.
underwriting, no questions apart from the age and sex of the
In FIG. 3, again, the Generate New Applicant Illustration
60 function is illustrated in FIGS. 3B-I-3B-8 and User
prospective insured are asked.
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The availability of this kind of underwriting may be
illustration to be based on closing costs which are known, or
beneficial to both the insurance carrier, which may profit
if it would be preferable to use some or all of the closing
from increased insurance sales by providing insurance policosts provided by the Database 17, derived from statistics
cies with reduced underwriting in a high volume sale, and to
provided by the Department of Housing and Urban Develthe employer, which as a consequence may offer an 5 opment or some other entity which gathers and reports such
enhanced product to its employees. In addition, this kind of
information. In the event the prospective applicant knows or
underwriting creates another use for the prospective applican reliably estimate some or all of the costs, User Screen 12
cant's employment information. The employment informaappears, via Block 188.
tion may be compared to a database of all those companies
The typical closing costs estimated by the system appear
which offer corporate sponsorship of insurance purchases 10
in one column. The user may alternatively enter the profor their employees. If there is a match between the data
spective applicant's estimate of those costs in a second
provided concerning a prospective applicant's employer and
column or leave certain cost categories in the second column
information in the database, a corporate sponsor number will
blank, or if only a grand total of all closing costs is known
be used to identify a product which may be offered to the
to the prospective applicant, the prospective applicant may
employee at reduced cost or with less stringent underwriting
15 choose to enter the grand total amount, which then superrequirements.
sedes the itemized amounts listed in the "if known" column.
A preferred embodiment of the invention involves a
The user must, however, enter a separate amount for the tax
system of corporate sponsorship recognition involving the
escrow. In those categories where blanks remain, Block 190
identification of companies providing both the aforemenprovides estimates. After Block 190, the estimates will be
tioned guarantee of premium payments and the creation of
a defined group for the provision of specialized underwrit- 20 written to the Database 17 via Block 192, and in those
categories where data has been entered to fill in the blanks,
ing. Block 172 is dedicated to this task.
the Digital Computer 8 will, for this specific illustration,
An inquiry into the prospective applicant's tax status
replace the system's estimates with those made by the
begins with Block 174. The prospective applicant's tax rate
information is input directly, as indicated in User Screen 8.
prospective applicant when writing these values to the
The information obtained via User Screen 8 is used in 25 Database 17. Likewise, if only a grand total and tax escrow
amount have been entered, those amounts are written to the
estimating the amount of the tax benefit to the borrower from
the deductible mortgage interest expense, which is an imporDatabase 17 superseding all of the system's estimates.
Turning now to FIG. 3B-3, Branch 194 tests whether the
tant consideration to anyone evaluating the monthly net
system has identified a corporate sponsor number when the
after-tax cost of a home purchase. This tax rate is then stored
in the Database 17 for later use in the computation of tax 30 prospective applicant's employment data was compared to
credits from the deductible mortgage interest expense.
the aforementioned stored corporate sponsor tables via
Proceeding to FIG. 3B-2, the logic develops information
Block 172 (FIG. 3B-l). If none has been identified and the
prospective applicant is unsure if there is a sponsor, Block
as to what kind of loan the prospective applicant might
require.
196 presents User Screen 13.
User Screen 9 generated by Block 176 inquires as to the 35
User Screen 13 asks if the prospective applicant has a
amount of money which will be required to purchase the
corporate sponsor number and provides access to a listing of
sponsors. In the event that there is a sponsor number in
target property, based on the entered estimated appraised
Branch 194 or in Branch 198, User Screen 14 appears via
value of the real estate. This data is written to the Database
17 for later retrieval and processing by the Digital Computer
Block 200.
8 in the creation of the illustration. User Screen 9 further 40
In User Screen 14, options are presented as to the lumpsum prepayment or the corporate guarantee of annual preasks the user to choose between: (1) selecting a loan offered
by one of the lenders that currently offers mortgages using
mium payments to be made, as well as the preferred mortlife insurance as collateral and which has authorized the
gage repayment plan. User Screen 14 also prompts the user
to select the mortgage repayment plan. Once designated,
system owner/operator to illustrate the use of its loans in
conjunction with life insurance; or (2) entering hypothetical 45 these selections are written to the Database 17 for the final
computation of the mortgage using life insurance as collatloan rates. (See Branch 178 in FIG. 3B-2.)
The ability to illustrate hypothetical loan rates is offered
eral. If a corporate sponsor number is not identified in
as a convenience to prospective borrowers who, through
Branches 194 or 198, User Screen 15 appears via Branch
their own lending relationships, may have identified lenders
202.
In User Screen 15, via Block 202, options are presented
who are willing to provide loans which may not be available 50
to other borrowers.
as to the lump-sum prepayment or annual premium payIn the event the user chooses to use one of the loans from
ments to be made, as well as the mortgage repayment plan.
Screen 15 also prompts the user to select a mortgage
a lender which has authorized the illustration of its loans, the
logic consults the Database 17 at Block 180 to identify all
repayment plan based on the distinct financial advantages of
those loans listed and writes selection of loan, its pricing, 55 each plan to the prospective applicant. These selections are
and the name of the institution offering it in User Screen 10.
written to the Database 17 for the final computation of the
Otherwise, from Branch 178, in the event the user chooses
mortgage using life insurance as collateral.
to enter a hypothetical rate, the logic requests basic inforAt Branch 204, if the prospective applicant is interested in
mation regarding the expected loan costs via User Screen 11,
securing an irrevocable letter of credit arrangement to
60 backup the annual premium payment, a list of institutions
which is generated by Block 182.
To minimize the potential for generating an unreasonable
which might be willing to offer such is provided to the user
illustration as a result of a mistake, Branch 184 checks to see
via Block 206. The entry of a selection of an institution in
that such rates are reasonable, given the current range of
Block 206 brings up a financial sponsor number, which is
possibilities available in the market. If the rates are
written to the Database 17 for later retrieval and processing
65 by the Digital Computer 8 in the creation of the illustration.
unreasonable, the logic loops back to Block 182.
User Screens 10 and 11, constructed at Branch 186, also
In the event of unsponsored (lump-sum) purchases and
ask the user if the prospective applicant would like the
Letter of Credit sponsored purchases, the information is
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stored at Block 208. The system reviews policy parameters
though, the logic determines the number of policies to be
saved in the Database 17 and consults the insurance data
illustrated (one for corporate sponsored or user selected
tables for policies conforming to the choices selected, and
policies, two or more for best product) solicits the best
writes (Letter of Credit or unsponsored) summary informaproduct search criteria, reads the values saved in the
tion regarding these policies to the screen. The screen data 5 database, computes insurance and loan values, writes these
appearing before the user is summarized in User Screen 16
values to the illustration table, prints these values on the
user's screen, and allows the user to print out the illustration
for borrowers contemplating employer sponsored life insurrequested. However, in contrast to the procedure followed in
ance purchases.
the generation of a generic illustration, the logic automatiOnce selected by the user the policy selections are written
to the Database 17 for later retrieval and processing by the 10 cally asks the user if it would be desirable to save the values
Digital Computer 8 in the creation of the illustration. If
in the illustration table for later use in updating the illustration or in generating and printing completed loan and/or
instead a corporate sponsor number existed in Block 194 or
insurance application forms as in Block 62.
198, Block 210 presents User Screen 16, which obtains
Returning to FIG. 3, the Update Existing Illustration 62
mortgage data from user selections.
Block 210, User Screen 16, selects a specific insurance 15 function goes to FIG. 3C-1, which commences with Select
Input Menu 222. This selection is depicted in User Screen
policy in accordance with corporate sponsorship. The
21, which is also known as the Update Existing Illustration
selected policy offered through the corporate sponsor can
Supermenu.
include three underwriting types: full medical underwriting,
The logic then goes to the following boxes: Block 224 to
simplified issue and guaranteed issue. Normally, with guaranteed issue or simplified issue underwriting, the selection is 20 update the prospective applicant data, including personal,
employment, and health data; Block 226 to update the
limited to only one carrier's policy. Most carriers will
property data; Block 228 to update the tax rate data; Block
require that only their product be illustrated in exchange for
offering non-medical underwriting. The system then moves
230 to update the insurance data, including the premium
to Block 212 where the underwriting type is determined. If
structure, as well as the policy selection; and Block 232 to
the policy is guaranteed issue, then the logic proceeds 25 update the mortgage data, including the loan selection and
directly to Block 214 to store the selection, and then to FIG.
closing costs data. These Blocks 224-232 permit the user to
revise selected data in Database 17. Once the menu item has
3B-4, where the system identifies the illustration as a single
been selected and the update screen has been visited, Block
product illustration.
If instead the user had selected Simplified, the logic
234 is used to facilitate going to the appropriate screen. The
proceeds, to Block 216 where a four-question health ques- 30 screens are filled in with the old data and in Block 236 the
user is allowed to change, add to, or delete from any of the
tionnaire is presented via User Screen 18.
If the prospective applicant answers all the questions in
existing data. Block 236 then returns to Block 222. When the
the negative, at Branch 218, the policy selection and underuser has gone through this loop as many times as necessary
to update whatever screens need updating, then from Block
writing information is written to the Database 17 via Block
214 for later retrieval and processing by Digital Computer 8 35 222, the choice of Proceed, Block 238, can be made in which
in the creation of the illustration.
the illustration process proceeds to FIG. 3B-5, which then
completes the illustration.
However, if the prospective applicant does not answer all
Additionally, the user may select Help, Block 18, which
questions in the negative, the logic of Branch 218 offers the
choice of proceeding to Electronic Health Questionnaire
has been previously mentioned as being available from any
220, exemplified in User Screen 19. The choice is whether 40 screen in the system from the Update Existing Illustration
Supermenu. A representative context-sensitive hypertext
to continue to illustrate or to proceed to an Electronic Health
Questionnaire 220, which is designed to more accurately
Help screen is shown in User Screen 22.
portray the health status of the prospective applicant and
Lastly, Block 240, may be selected to quickly terminate
hence facilitate the underwriting process by providing health
the current illustration session and return to the Main Menu
information which will be needed for the prospective 45 44 via Entry Point Xl. The user is given an opportunity at
this time to save what data has been entered thus far.
insured's life insurance application. This questionnaire will
With further reference to FIG. 3, the Print Life Insurance
vary by policy, and may require several screens to complete,
as different carriers have very different underwriting stanApplication 64 selection goes to FIG. 3D-I. Block 242
dards.
selects one form from a variety of insurance forms that could
The other choice offered in Branch 218 is to proceed 50 be printed, depending on the carrier. The logic proceeds to
Block 244, which retrieves the existing prospective applidirectly to the illustrations (via FIG. 3B-3) with the knowlcant data from Database 17, which was solicited in the
edge that illustration values may not reflect the actual
process of creating the illustration, and prefills the insurance
insurance costs to be incurred by the individual. In this case,
a blank health questionnaire is also printed out for the
application form. If necessary, Block 246 allows the user to
55 fill in any additional data. Then Block 248 prints the
prospective applicant to complete at a later date.
Also, if the policy selected uses Medical underwriting, (or
application at Local Printer 5. The logic proceeds to Block
250 which requests whether or not to send the application to
after Block 208) the logic proceeds to Block 220, User
Screen 20, where the user enters answers to the Electronic
the system owner/operator electronically. (The system
Health Questionnaire 220 before proceeding ultimately to
owner/operator may also expedite transmission of applicaFIG.3B-4.
60 tion to the insurance carrier.) If that answer, in fact, is "no,"
No matter what choice is selected, all data created regardthe logic goes to Block 252 to return to Block 244. If the
answer is "yes," Block 254 checks for completeness and
ing the prospective insured's health status is written at Block
permits sending the application to the Carrier via Block 256.
214 to the Database 17 for later retrieval and processing by
the Digital Computer 8 in the creation of the illustration.
Block 258 saves the insurance policy data and then returns
The logic then proceeds to FIGS. 3B-4, etc., which has 65 to Block 64 in FIG. 3.
been previously discussed herein with reference to the
FIG. 3 also has a Print Loan Application 66 selection,
Generic Illustration selection of Block 58. Generally,
which goes to FIG. 3E-1. While differing from Print Life
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Insurance Application 64 in the output provided, these two
In a preferred embodiment of the system, the life insurparts of the program carry out similar tasks. The user is
ance policy credited rate and the mortgage loan rate use the
asked whether to fill out the form by: (1) merging it with
same interest rate index. The interest rate index might be, for
existing applicant illustration file data and adding whatever
example, the average yield on United States Treasury Bills
data might remain missing; or (2) filling out a loan form 5 over the past year. Both life insurance policy interest credited and the mortgage rate are therefore variable in one
electronically ex nove. The user has the option of printing
out the application form in varying degrees of completeness.
embodiment of the invention. (In another embodiment of the
However, in order for the loan application to be accepted
invention, the mortgage interest rate and payment can be
electronically for processing, the form must have been
fixed.) However, some lenders will introduce mortgage
completed for all answers programmed.
10 products that place caps or limits on the amount interest rates
can go up or down. This could limit interest changes in a
More particularly, in FIG. 3E-1, Block 260, the system
given year, and/or over the life of the mortgage. (This is
automatically selects the particular loan application form
from the library of loan application forms for the various
appealing to borrowers because it limits the potential cost of
the mortgage upon a rise in interest rates. Also, most life
lenders, and proceeds to Block 262, which retrieves existing
applicant data from Database 17 and pre fills the form. Block 15 insurance contracts must by present law provide a guaran264 allows the user to update fields that were not present in
teed minimum credited rate of interest on policyholder's
the illustration process. Block 266 prints the application on
funds. This amount is usually four percent. This feature is
Local Printer 5. Block 268 asks whether or not the appliappealing to policyholders because it assures them a minimum return on their invested funds.)
cation should be sent electronically to the lender. If the
answer is "no," the routine goes to Block 270, which returns 20
In Block 296, the reillustration function of the system
to Block 66 in FIG. 3. If the answer is "yes," the routine
computes at the end of each year what the interest rate will
proceeds to Block 272 to check the application for combe in the upcoming year using historical index interest rate
information from Database 17. It makes this calculation for
pleteness. If it is complete, it is sent via Block 274 to the
lender for processing electronically. Block 276 saves the
both the life insurance policy and the mortgage. This, in turn,
data, and the logic finally returns to Block 66 on FIG. 3. 25 permits the system to predict the cash value accumulation in
Review Insurance Product Developments and Review
the policy and recalculate the monthly mortgage payment in
Loan Rates, Functions 68 and 70 in FIG. 3, permit the user
Block 298.
to read through prepared textual data by allowing the user to
If interest rates go down, the amount of interest credited
move from screen-to-screen. Once the user has completed a
on the homeowner's policy will go down and the cash value
review of the data from Database 17, one or all of the textual 30 will drop below the target. In order for the product to be
screens or "pages" can be printed at the Local Printer 5.
acceptable to lenders or endorsers, however, the system must
assure that the homeowner will have sufficient cash value to
More particularly, for Review Insurance Product Develpay back the principal at the end of the mortgage term.
opments 68 in FIG. 3, the logic goes to FIG. 3F-1. In Block
278, new insurance product developments are retrieved and
Therefore, the terms of the mortgage agreement may require
displayed for the user. Block 280 allows the new insurance 35 that the homeowner pay extra premiums in the event of a
product developments to be printed on the Local Printer 5,
cash value shortfall. There is a test of whether extra premiif desired, and then the logic returns via Block 282 to Block
ums calculated by the system are payable upon a projected
68 on FIG. 3.
cash value shortfall due to lower interest rates in a given year
in Block 300. The amount the home buyer must pay is
In FIG. 3, Review Loan Rates 70 goes to FIG. 3G-1,
which begins with Block 284, to retrieve and display the 40 determined by reference to the difference between the cash
loan rate data from Database 17. Block 284 permits displayvalue originally projected and the amount that the contract
will earn in the upcoming year. (A rise in interest rates will
ing that information and Block 286 permits printing that
create a cash value surplus that will carryover into years of
information on Local Printer 5, if desired, and then the logic
returns via Block 288 to Review Loan Rates Block 70 of
low interest rates.) This amount, for example, can be payable
FIG. 3.
45 in twelve monthly installments and held in escrow by the
A separate but associated computer program which uses
lender. These amounts are computed in Block 302, the
Database 17 is exemplified in FIGS. 3H-1 and 3H-2. FIG.
mortgage payment is computed in Block 304, FIG. 3H-2,
3H-1 shows a reillustration function of the present inventhese are stored in memory in Block 306 and sent to the
tion. The system uses this function in the maintenance of the
lender in Block 308. The logic returns via Block 310 to
policies, after the prospective applicant has entered a home 50 Block 290.
At the end of the year, the lender sends the accumulated
financing transaction. The system essentially reillustrates a
twelve monthly extra premium payments to the insurance
previously given illustration and saves the results of the
reillustration. The system uses this reillustration information
company. After this payment is made, the life insurance
to monitor the annual cash value accumulation of the life
policy will be at its originally projected cash value. Thus, the
insurance contract.
55 policy is subsequently back on target, even though interest
The system performs this function using, in part, data it
rates may have fallen below original projections.
already has from Database 17 by completing a batch run, for
The increased cost of the additional premium payment
example, two months prior to the policy anniversary date.
payable in the event of a cash value shortfall is offset by the
This is shown in Block 290. The system finds the original
decreased cost of the mortgage interest. Mortgage interest
applicant data at Block 292 in the existing applicant Data- 60 rates typically exceed life insurance credited rates by one or
two percentage points. The cash value amount will exceed
base 17, and then compares the cash value originally prothe mortgage principal only in the last years of the mortgage.
jected in the original Ryan product illustration to the annual
cash value growth actually occurring in the insurance conTherefore, the decrease in the cost of the mortgage payment
will equal or exceed the cost increase from supplemental
tract. In order to do this, the system finds the original
illustration product parameters via Block 294 from the 65 insurance premium payments. The net payment will be
Database 17. Monitoring computations may be made using
lower in all but the last years of the mortgage. The supplemental insurance premium payments can only exceed the
a life insurance policy index rate and a mortgage index rate.
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decrease in mortgage payments when the cash value balance
exceeds the principal balance. Then, generally after year
twenty-five of the mortgage, a sudden drop in interest rates
will cause the homeowner to pay the largest extra premium
payments. This is because the cash value accumulation is 5
greatest in those years.
This situation is analogous to the effects of a precipitous
drop in interest rates in the last years of a variable rate
conventional mortgage. In a variable rate mortgage, the
year's mortgage payment is recalculated each year. The
calculation is based on the preceding year's principal
balance, the year's interest rate, and the number of payments
remaining over the life of the mortgage. The rate at which
principal is amortized in a conventional mortgage differs,
according to the interest rate. At higher interest rates,
amortization occurs more slowly. Thus, if the mortgage
principal has been amortized at a higher interest rate and
interest rates drop suddenly in a given year, the homeowner
must pay a larger amount of principal in that year than
originally expected. The Ryan Mortgage functions the same
way when interest rates decline. However, when interest
rates go up, in the Ryan Mortgage principal accumulation is
actually more rapid, because the principal is accumulating in
a life insurance contract. Thus, the Ryan Mortgage variable
rate mortgage offers the consumer the same assurance of
mortgage repayment as a conventional mortgage upon falling interest rates, but it also provides for more rapid repayment of the mortgage in the event of rising interest rates.
This feature is a significant improvement over the conventional variable rate mortgage.
FIG. 4 provides a depiction of a relational Database 17 for
the present invention. The description of the relational
Database 17 includes numbered entity (database table) definitions and detailed descriptions of the columns (fields)
present and their characteristics. NOT NULL specifies that
a column is required to be filled, and TYPE designates the
type of data that this column contains. The following table
definitions parallel the above entity definitions and detail the
columns (fields) present and their characteristics.
ADDITIONAL_RESPONSES 400 has records of additional responses made by the prospective applicant to questions that appear on an insurance or loan application form
that were not solicited during the illustration process.

10

15

Null?

Type

ADDITIONAL_RESPONSES ID

NOT NULL

NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR(255)

PAPER_FORM ITEM ID
RESPONSE

APPLICATION 402 is a super entity which holds the
various insurance applications 402A and loan applications
402B (each specific type of application is a view or instance
of this table). These application records are built on information contained in the illustration, as well as supplemental
information supplied by the prospective applicant (e.g.,
provided in ADDITIONAL_RESPONSES 400). There is
one APPLI CATION 402 record for every application created
for a prospective applicant

Null?

Type

APPLICATION_ID

NOT NULL

NUMBER

APPLICATION_TYPE

CHAR(10)

THEPLAPPLICATION

NUMBER

ILLUSTRATION_ID

NUMBER

PAPER_FORM_ID

NUMBER

CLOSING_COSTS 404 is an entity that holds closing
costs data that is used to generate the estimates used for the
closing costs specific to an illustration.

20
Name

Null?

Type

CLOSING_COSTS ID
CITY
STATE
ZIP

NOT NULL

NUMBER
CHAR(30)
CHAR(2)
NUMBER(5)
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER

25

30

35

INTEREST_ADJUSTMENT
LEGAL
TITLE
GOVMT
SURVEY
HAZARD
OTHER

The CONVENTIONAL_MORTGAGE 406 entity contains all the information necessary to compute the conventional mortgage costs for the same property. These figures
are reported in the illustration printout.

40

45

50
Name

Name

Name

Null?

Type

CONVENTIONAL_MORTGAGE
LOAN_TERM
INTEREST_RATE
POINTS

NOT NULL

NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER

The CS CLOSED_ELIGIBILITY 408 entity contains
the specific eligibility requirements for each corporate sponsored premium guarantee plan. Specifically, it contains the
eligibility requirements for closed plans, i.e., those corporate
sponsored premium guarantee plans that are available only
to limited personnel within an organization.

55
Name

Null?

Type

CS CLOSED ELIGIBILITY_ID
CS ID

NOT NULL

NUMBER
NUMBER

60

65

The CS_OPEN_ELIGIBILITY 410 entity contains the
specific eligibility requirements for each corporate sponsored premium guarantee plan. Specifically, it contains the
eligibility requirements for open plans, i.e., those corporate
sponsored premium guarantee plans that are available to all
personnel within an organization.
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Name

Null?

Type

CS OPEN_ELIGIBILITY_ID
cs ID

NOT NULL

NUMBER
NUMBER

The EMPLOYMENT 412 entity contains the employment data for the prospective applicant requesting an
illustration, such as place of employment, salary, etc.

Name

Null?

Type

EMPLOYMENT_ID
EMPLOYER_ID
PERSON_ID
OCCUPATION
TITLE
PHONE
PHONE_EXTENSION
SALARY

NOT NULL

NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR(30)
CHAR(30)
NUMBER(10)
NUMBER
NUMBER

The FMA HELP 414 entity contains all context
sensitive, hypertext linked help records for Help 18. It
contains context keywords, and hyperlink keywords in addition to the help text that enables these features.

Name
FACILITY
TOPIC
LINE
TEXT

Null?

NUMBER(4)
CHAR(30)
NUMBER(5)
CHAR(80)

The HEALTH_QUESTION 416 entity contains the individual questions that comprise a specific health questionnaire. Depending on the question and questionnaire, a specific question may appear in multiple health questionnaires.

Name

Null?

Type

HEALTH_QUESTION_ID
HEALTH_QUESTION_TYPE
SEQUENCE_NUMBER
QUESTION_LINE1
QUESTION_LINE2

NOT NULL

NUMBER
CHAR(30)
NUMBER
CHAR(70)
CHAR(70)

The HEALTH_QUESTION_RESPONSE 418 entity
contains the responses to the health questions by the prospective applicant. It contains responses to all of the health
questions, be they simplified or medical underwriting types.

Name

Name
10 INSURANCE_CARRIER_ID
CORPORATE SPONSOR_ID

15

20

25

Null?

Type

NOT NULL
NOT NULL

NUMBER
NUMBER

An ILLUSTRATION 422 is a document (both hard copy
and database record) that is produced for a PERSON 452
(prospective applicant) which compares a conventional
mortgage with an insurance collateralized, Ryan Mortgage
on a specific property. Multiple illustrations may be produced for a single prospective applicant illustrating various
insurance and loan selections, but each illustration must be
owned by a single prospective applicant. A special generic
illustration may be created in which most (or all) of the
client information is derived from a generic set of data. With
the exception of the generic illustration, any illustration may
result in an insurance and loan application. The ILLUSTRATION entity contains both data and pointers to data for
all aspects of an illustration.

30 Name

Type

NOT NULL
NOT NULL
NOT NULL

sors (CS). Since any single corporate sponsor may have
agreements with multiple insurance carriers, and any single
insurance carrier may have agreements with multiple corporate sponsors, this table is required to describe these
5 relationships.

Null?

HEALTH_QUESTION_RESPONSE_ID NOT NULL
PERSON_ID
HEALTH_QUESTION_ID
RESPONSE
BEGIN_DATE
END DATE

Type
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR(255)
DATE
DATE

The IC_CS_REGISTER 420 entity is an intersection
table used internally to resolve the "many-to-many" relationship between insurance carriers (IC) and corporate spon-

ILLUSTRATION_ID
ILLUSTRATION_TYPE
ILLUSTRATION_DATE
STATUS
PERSON_DOB
PERSON_SALARY
PERSON_INTEREST_DIVIDENDS
PERSON_OTHER_INCOME
40 COPERSON_DOB
COPERSON_SALARY
COPERSON_INTEREST_DIVIDENDS
COPERSON_OTHER INCOME
NUMBER_OF _DEDUCTIONS
45 PROPERTY_PURCHASE PRICE
REALTY_FIRM ID
COLLATERAL_TYPE
MORTGAGE_TYPE
MORTGAGE VARIETY
BANK_OFFICER_ID
MORTGAGE RATE
MORTGAGE_TERM
MORTGAGE POINTS
INSURANCE_PACKAGE ID
55 INSURANCE_CARRIER_ID
INSURANCE_AGENT_ID
UNDERWRITING_TYPE
HEALTH_ANY_YESES
OTHER_COLLATERAL_ID
INSURANCE_RATE
60 LOAN_PACKAGE_ID
CS_ID
CS_ELIGIBILITY_TYPE
CS_OPEN_ELIGIBILITY_ID
CS_CLOSED_ELIGIBILITY_ID

Null?

Type

NOT NULL

NUMBER
CHAR(10)
DATE
CHAR(10)
NUMBER
DATE
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
DATE
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR(30)
CHAR(30)
CHAR(30)
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR(30)
CHAR(l)
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR(10)
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
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-continued
Name

Null?

LOC_FS_OFFICER ID
DEATH_BENEFIT
CC_VARIETY

Type
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR(10)
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
DATE
NUMBER

CC_LEGAL
CC_TITLE
CC_GOVMT
CC_SURVEY
CC_HAZARD
CC_OTHER
CC_TOTAL
CONVENTIONAL_MORTGAGE ID
THEPLUSER ID
CLOSING_DATE
CC_GRAND_TOTAL

The ILLUS1RATION_RIDERS 424 table, also an intersection table, contains a list of all of the rider clauses
required for a particular illustration.

Name

Null?

ILLUSTRATION_ID
RIDER ID

Type
NUMBER
NUMBER

The INSTITUTION 426 entity is a super entity (like
APPLICATION 402) which holds the various institution
types. Each specific type of institution (like LENDER,
INSURANCE_CARRIER, etc.) is a view of this table.
There is an INSTITUTION 426 record for every institution
participating in the illustration process. The INSTITUTION
entity is not shown on the Entity Relationship Diagram
(ERD) of FIG. 4. Rather, the specific views are represented.
These are:
AGENCY (not shown)
EMPLOYER/CORPORATE_SPONSOR
INSURANCE CARRIER
LENDER
REALTY_FIRM

tution officer types. Each specific type of institution officer
(like LOAN_OFFICER, INSURANCE_AGENT, etc.) is a
view of this table. There is an INSTITUTION_OFFICER
record for every institution officer participating in the illus5 tration process. The INSTITUTION_OFFICER entity is not
shown on the ERD of FIG. 4. Rather, the specific views are
represented. These are:
AGENCY_OFFICER (not shown)
10

EMPLOYER_CONTACT (not shown)
INSURANCE_AGENT
15

Name

Null?

Type

NOT NULL

NUMBER
CHAR(30)
CHAR(50)
CHAR(30)
CHAR(50)
CHAR(50)
CHAR(30)
CHAR(2)
NUMBER(5)
NUMBER(10)
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR(30)

LOAN_OFFICER
REALTOR
USER

20

Name
INSTITUTION_OFFICER ID
INSTITUTION_OFFICER_TYPE
25 LAST_NAME
FIRST_NAME

Null?

Type

NOT NULL

NUMBER
CHAR(30)
CHAR(50)
CHAR(30)
NUMBER
NUMBER(10)
NUMBER
CHAR(10)
CHAR(30)
CHAR(10)
CHAR(20)

PHONE
PHONE EXTENSION
STATUS
30 ACCOUNT_NAME
PRIVS
PRINTER_DRIVER

35

40

45

INSTITUTION_ID
INSTITUTION_TYPE
INSTITUTION_NAME
DIVISION
ADDRESS LINE1
ADDRESS LINE2
CITY
STATE
ZIP
PHONE
CONTACT_PERSON_ID
CORPORATE SPONSOR ID
FINANCIAL_SPONSOR ID
CURRENT_CREDIT_RATE
GUARANTEED CREDIT_RATE
AVERAGE_CREDIT_RATE
ANNUITY_CREDIT_RATE
MOODYS RATING
UNDERWRITING_TYPE

CORPORATE_SPONSOR OFFICER

The INSURANCE_PACKAGE 430 entity details the
insurance packages available to be chosen for an
illustration-the rates, duration, etc. This list can be viewed
during the illustration process. If the prospective applicant
has chosen an alternative form of collateral (a zero coupon
bond, for example) this collateral is detailed in the
OTHER_COLLATERAL 444 entity. The database entity is
OTHER_COLLATERAL capable of storing information
regarding other types of securities, term insurance, and the
type of account in which the securities are held (e.g., IRA,
Keough Account, or other tax-favored account.) For an
individual illustration, OTHER_COLLATERAL 444 and
INSURANCE_PACKAGE 430 are mutually exclusive.

50

Name

Null?

Type

INSURANCE_PACKAGE ID

NOT NULL

NUMBER
CHAR(50)
CHAR(10)
CHAR(10)
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR(30)
DATE
DATE
NUMBER
CHAR(3)

PREMIUM PAYMENT_STRUCTURE
INSURANCE_CARRIER_ID
INSURANCE_AGENT_ID
POLICY_TERM
CURRENT_RATE
GUARANTEED RATE
60 UNDERWRITING_TYPE
BEGIN_DATE
END DATE
PAPER FORM ID
MOODYS RATING
65

The INSTITUTION_OFFICER 428 entity is a super
entity (like APPLICATION) which holds the various insti-

The INSURANCE_POLICY 432 entity contains data
specific for a policy issued as a result of an illustration.
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Name

Null?

Type

INSURANCE POLICY_ID
INSURANCE CARRIER ID

NOT NULL

NUMBER
NUMBER

The LOAN_AGREEMENT 434 entity contains data
specific for a loan agreement issued as a result of an
illustration.

Name

Null?

Type

LOAN_AGREEMENT_ID
BANK_ID

NOT NULL

NUMBER
NUMBER

The LOAN_PACKAGE 436 entity details the Ryan
Mortgage authorized lender loan packages available to be
chosen for an illustration-the rates, duration, etc. This list
can be viewed during the illustration process.

Name

Null?

Type

LOAN_PACKAGE ID
STATE
TYPE
MORTGAGE_RATE
POINTS
BEGIN_DATE
END DATE
LOAN_TERM
BANK_ID
BANK_OFFICER_ID
PAPER_FORM_ID

NOT NULL

NUMBER
CHAR(2)
CHAR(30)
NUMBER
NUMBER
DATE
DATE
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER

The LETTER OF CREDIT (LOC) 438 entity contains
data on the available irrevocable letters of credit available to
be chosen for an illustration. The LOC can be used in lieu
of a corporate sponsored premium guarantee, where the
prospective applicant would choose not to have the lumpsum prepayment. The lump-sum prepayment, corporate
sponsored premium guarantee, and the irrevocable letter of
credit premium guarantee are all mutually exclusive.

Name

Null?

5

10

Name

Null?

Type

NEW_INSURANCE_DEV_ID
INSURANCE_CARRIER_ID
NEW_INSURANCE_DEV_TEXT

NOT NULL

NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR(255)

The NEW_LOAN_DEV 442 entity contains primarily
textual data describing the new loan developments in the
industry that are and will be available to a prospective
applicant in creating a Ryan Mortgage.

15
Name

Null?

Type

NOT NULL

NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR(255)

20

25

30

35

40

45

The OTHER_COLLATERAL 444 entity contains data
on other instruments that are used to secure a Ryan Mortgage. The OTHER_COLLATERAL_ID number identifies
the type of investment instrument to be illustrated. Other
instruments may include, for example, term insurance used
in conjunction with a security, such as a zero coupon bond,
or term insurance used in conjunction with a deferred
annuity. Each of these instruments, like a universal life
policy, may be used in place of a down payment to provide
a means of accumulating the principal needed to repay the
mortgage. This data base entity is also capable of storing the
type of account that the security is held in. TAX_STATUS
identifies the kind of account that the investment is held in
and may include information regarding a Keough Account,
Individual Retirement Account, Profit Sharing Plan, 401k
plan, or other tax-favored investment account. The tax status
of the account in which the investment is held is important,
as it dictates the amount and timing of the taxes payable on
the investment's earnings. This, in turn, dictates the amount
of up-front payment required for the mortgage transaction,
as well as any tax escrows which may be required.

Name

Null?

Type

OTHER_COLLATERAL_ID
TAX_STATUS

NOT NULL

NUMBER
NUMBER

Type

The PAPER_FORM 446 entity describes the individual
paper form for the specific mortgage loan and insurance
application forms, illustration forms, and health questionnaires used by the system. It holds global information
The LOC_ELIGIBILITY 440 entity contains the specific
regarding the form, (e.g., WordPerfect merge file name). It
eligibility requirements for each irrevocable letter of credit 55 is pointed to by the individual PAPER_FORM_ITEM.
available for use in an illustration.
LOC_ID
FS ID
LOC_COST

NOT NULL

NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER

Name

Null?

Type

FS ELIGIBILITY_ID
FS_ID

NOT NULL

NUMBER
NUMBER

50

60

The NEW_INSURANCE_DEV 468 entity contains primarily textual data describing the new insurance developments in the industry that are and will be available to a
prospective applicant in creating a Ryan Mortgage.

65

Name

Null?

Type

PAPER_FORM_ID
PRIMARY_MERGE FILE

NOT NULL

NUMBER
CHAR(30)

The PAPER_FORM_ITEM 448 entity contains the specific "select data" instructions that are used to retrieve the
prospective applicant data that will then be written to a paper
form, e.g., the prospective applicant's name. Any PAPER_
FORM_ITEM 448, like the prospective applicant's name,
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may be used in multiple paper forms throughout the system,
which allows for non-redundant storage of common information between forms.

The PROPERTY 454 is the real estate (land, dwelling,
etc.) on which the illustration is being drawn up.

5
Name

Null?

Type

PAPER_FORM ITEM ID
NAME
SEL
ADDITIONAL_RESPONSE_ITEM
PROMPT

NOT NULL

NUMBER
CHAR(30)
LONG
CHAR(l)
CHAR(255)

an intersection table that resolves the "many-to-many" relationship between the PAPER_FORM and PAPER_
FORM_ITEM tables, and details which paper forms contain which items, and which items belong to which forms.

10

Null?

PAPER_FORM_ID
PAPER_FORM_ITEM_ID
SEQ

Type
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER

A PERSON 452 (applicant) is defined as a person or
husband/wife couple who collectively request an illustration. A PERSON file may contain two insureds and/or
borrowers. Two insureds could have, for example, two
separate policies with coverage proportional to their share of
the combined household income. Two insureds' policies are
calculated separately then combined in a composite illustration for the two-insured PERSON. Two insureds may also
own a single policy. A single policy option for two insureds
includes a joint and survivor policy wherein death benefits
are paid upon the death of the second insured to die, and a
joint life policy which pays a death benefit on the death of
the first insured. Each PERSON may have requested multiple illustrations.

Null?

Type

PROPERTY_ID
ADDRESS LINE1
ADDRESS LINE2
CITY
STATE
ZIP
APPRAISAL_VALUE
PURCHASE PRICE
PROPERTY_SPECIFICS
PERSON_ID

NOT NULL

NUMBER
CHAR(50)
CHAR(50)
CHAR(30)
CHAR(2)
NUMBER(5)
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR(50)
NUMBER

15

20

Name

Name

25

30

The RIDER 456 entity describes the insurance riders
available for use in the illustration process. A policy rider is
an amendment attached to a policy that modifies the conditions of the policy by expanding, or decreasing its benefits
or excluding certain conditions from coverage. Typical
examples of policy riders include disability income riders
which pay a benefit equal to the mortgage cost in the event
the insured(s) are disabled and waiver of premium riders
(typically used in conjunction with disability riders to waive
the cost of insurance charges in the policy in the event the
insured is disabled).

Name

Null?

Type

RIDER_ID
RIDER_TYPE
RIDER_TEXT

NOT NULL

NUMBER
CHAR(10)
CHAR(255)

35

40

The UPDATE_ACTIVITY 458 entity is an internal table
that is used to keep track of the dates of supervisory update
and modification operations made to the various reference
tables (e.g., INSURANCE_PACKAGE 430, LOAN
PACKAGE 436, etc.).

Name
Name

Null?

Type

PERSON_ID
COPERSON_ID
PERSON_TYPE
LAST_NAME
FIRST_NAME
MIDDLE NAME
ADDRESS LINE1
ADDRESS LINE2
CITY
STATE
ZIP
PHONE
DOB
DATE_OF_DEATH
SEX
MARITAL_STATUS
EMPLOYMENT_STATUS
INTEREST_DIVIDENDS

NOT NULL

NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR(10)
CHAR(50)
CHAR(30)
CHAR(30)
CHAR(50)
CHAR(50)
CHAR(30)
CHAR(2)
NUMBER(5)
NUMBER(10)
DATE
DATE
CHAR(l)
CHAR(10)
CHAR(10)
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR(10)
NUMBER
CHAR(2)
CHAR(2)

INCOME TAX RETURN_TYPE
THEPLUSER ID
STATE_OF_RESIDENCE
STATE_OF_EMPLOYMENT

45

50

55

Null?

UPDATE_TYPE
UPDATE DATE
VALID_THRU DATE

Type
CHAR(30)
DATE
DATE

The MORT_REGISTER 460 entity documents the association of group numbers with various combinations of
prospective applicant attributes and insurance products.

Name

Null?

Type

GROUP NUMBER
GROUP NAME
DESCRIPTION
YS

NOT NULL

NUMBER
CHAR(25)
CHAR(255)
NUMBER

60
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This table documents the association of group numbers
with the various combinations of attributes possible:
Male/Female
Smoking/Non-smoking/Aggregate
Age last/Age nearest
Insurance Product
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CSO table/COl table
For example:
GROUP NUMBER
5
GROUP NUMBER

YS GROUP NAME DESCRIPTION

o

CSO-M-N-AL

2

o

CSO-F-N-AL

3

o

CSO-M-S-AL

100

8 METRO-l17

CSO table Male/
Non-smoking/Age last
CSO table Female/
Non-smoking/Age last
CSO table Male/
Smoking/Age last

Metro 117 table;
Male/Non-smoking/Age
last, commonly used by
sponsored policies

The "description" data in MORT_REGISTER is simply
that. It describes the attributes of each table for use in
managing the system. During the illustration process the
system uses another database entity to select which of the
MORT_REGISTER tables are applicable to a particular
product. The actual logical selection of which table is to be
used for each combination is accomplished by entries in the
INSURANCE_PACKAGE 430 table, which describes in
detail each insurance product available to the system, and
which, through its associated detail tables, points to the
particular MORT_REGISTER Groups to be used, for each
sex/smoking/etc. combination, in illustrating that particular
product, referring to each group by its GROUP_NAME.
MORT 462 tabulates mortality figures (either in strict
deaths per thousand or cost of insurance). While the common mortality tables (CSO and the like) and the product
specific Cost Of Insurance (COl) tables are essentially the
same, there are some differences.
Both conceptual tables are housed inside one relational
database table structure (MORT 462) to allow for ease of
access. The relational table's structure for the MORT 462
table follows:

Null?

Type

GROUP NUMBER
AGE_OF_ISSUE
YEAR
MORTALITY

NOT NULL

NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER

The MORT 462 table is organized into groups of records,
each group having the same GROUP_NUMBER. A group
is a "Mortality Table." Each combination of the following
attributes will reference a GROUP_NUMBER:
Male/Female
Smoking/Non-smoking/Aggregate
Age last/Age nearest
Insurance Product
CSO table/COl table
A GROUP_NUMBER may be used by any combination.
Therefore, for a particular Group (mortality table), for
example, the 1980 CSO table for Male/Non-smoking/Age
last (no product designation in this case), there are records
for ages 18 through 99 as shown below:

YEAR

MORTALITY

NULL
NULL

18
19

12.0
20.0

NULL

99

1000.0

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45
Name

AGE_OF_ISSUE

50

Note that in the case of the CSO tables, there is nothing
in the AGE_OF_ISSUE column (NULL). So, to reference
the CSO Group that corresponds to Male/Non-smoking/Age
last, the system retrieves all records for GROUP_
NUMBER+1.
To satisfy all combinations of the above attributes for the
CSO tables (Male/Female, Smoking/Non-smoking/
Aggregate, Age last/Age nearest) there are as many as 12
groups, each group having entries for ages 18 through 99
years of age. Thus, there will be 82 (i.e., 99-18+1) rows (i.e.,
records) in each group, one for each year of age, times each
of the 12 combinations, resulting in 984 records for the
collection of all 12 CSO groups. Like the common mortality
groups (mortality tables), the COl groups (mortality tables)
are organized by GROUP_NUMBER. The GROUP_
NUMBER in this case segregates groups not only by sex,
smoking, etc., but also by insurance product. But unlike the
common mortality tables, there is a sub-group structure to
the mortality table based on the prospective applicant's age
at the time of policy issue. There is a special "sub-table,"
selected by the prospective applicant's age, as designated by
the AGE_OF_ISSUE column, that is used for the first YS
years. The AGE_OF_ISSUE entry specifies the select
versus ultimate portions of the mortality table. If the AGE_
OF_ISSUE column is NULL, then that series of records
correspond to the ultimate series within that particular
insurance product group. The CSO mortality table, then, is
a standard mortality table with ys=o (i.e., no select entries).
One further difference is that the year/age column designates age of the insured for ultimate groups, but designates
year of policy for select groups.
An applicant's cost of insurance will be determined by
selecting the rows corresponding to a particular group
number (which may be for a specific insurance product and
a specific collection of attributes such as sex, smoking, etc.)
for the applicant's AGE_OF_ISSUE. There will be typically 10 or less rows (YS) within a particular AGE_OF_
ISSUE sub-group. For years beyond the YS years, the
ultimate group is used, which is retrieved by selecting the
rows for this GROUP _NUMBER whose AGE OF
ISSUE is NULL and whose "year/age" entries are AGE_
OF_ISSUE+YS and greater.
An example of a COl group is given below:

55

60

65

GROUP NUMBER

AGE_OF_ISSUE

5
5

35
35

YEAR

MORTALITY

2

12.0
20.0

5

35

10

100.0

5
5

40
40

2

22.0
50.0
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LIFPAY: This is the annual premium required. This value
is computed. The system assumes a value in Blocks 108,
-continued
116, 124, and 126, and evaluates the formulas in Block 110.
AGE OF_ISSUE YEAR
GROUP NUMBER
MORTALITY
The system uses iterative approximation to find the value
5 that will produce the needed insurance, and the cash value.
Then, the system iterates if needed on the illustrated insurance values to test if the value computed meets the regula40
10
500.0
5
tory definition of insurance in Block 128. The variable, once
computed, is also used to show contract performance assum10 ing guaranteed interest and mortality charges apply in Block
5
NULL
10
2.0
134.
5
NULL
11
5.0
PRIN: Initially, this is equal to the value of the property
being financed but may also be equal to the sum borrowed.
A default value is assumed in Block 72 of FIG. 3A-1. It is
5
NULL
99
1000.0
15 a system input in Block 176 of FIG. 3B-2. The death benefit
of the insurance must equal this value, at a minimum. The
death benefit may be higher, for certain options, if the
The above shows two of the select sub-groups (for age of
regulatory tests are not met at this value.
issue 35 and 40) for COl group 5, as well as the ultimate
a1: This is the age of the insured for the first year of the
group (age of issue=NULL) for COl group 5. (Subgroups
20 policy. It is computed from the birth date solicited in Block
will be present for all possible AGE_OF_ISSUE values.)
170 or solicited directly in Block 72.
The COl group 5 may be used by any insurance product.
The birth date is a system input. Each product has a
This association of product to group (mortality table) is
parameter, using the "nearest" or "last" birthday which
managed by the MORT_REGISTER 460 table.
defines how the birth date is used to compute a1. An insured
The CORPORATE SPONSOR GUARANTEE 464
stays this age for the first year of the policy. The age is
entity contains data on the corporate guarantees available to
25 incremented at each policy anniversary. The policy anniverbe chosen for an illustration. The corporate sponsor guarsary date is the date when the policy is sold. For illustration
antee is only available to those prospective applicants with
purposes, the policy anniversary date is equal to the estia participating employer and can be used where a prospecmated closing date, a system input.
tive applicant prefers not to use a lump-sum prepayment.
Because changes in birth date in relation to closing date
30 can change policy charges, any non-final illustration in FIG.
3B-8, Block 160, and FIG. 3B-7, Block 152 may include a
disclaimer in its output to the effect that a delay in making
Name
Null?
Type
the application may result in changes to the projections,
NOT NULL
NUMBER
comparisons, and costs.
CHAR(10)
inlp: This is the percentage discount rate for a Guideline
35
Level Premium (GLP) value calculation which is computed
in FIG. 3B-6, Block 128. The system stores this information
The HEALTH_QUESTIONNAIRE 466 entity is used to
by product. The variable, mlp=monthly multiplier=(I+inlp)
register the individual questions that comprise a specific
1/12, is computed upon use of inlp.
health questionnaire. Depending on the question and
insp: This is the discount rate, expressed as a percentage,
questionnaire, a specific question may appear in multiple
40 for the Guideline Single Premium (GSP) value calculation
questionnaires.
which is computed in FIG. 3B-6, Block 128. The system
stores this information by product. The variable, msp=
monthly multiplier=(I+insp)1/12, is computed upon use of
insp.
Name
Null?
Type
45
The mortality table data discussed below is stored as
HEALTH_QUESTIONNAIRE_ID
NOT NULL NUMBER
percentages. The system stores all percentages as such. All
HEALTH_QUESTIONNAIRE_NAME
CHAR(30)
formulas assume the fractional equivalent which is the value
divided by one hundred. The stored values, however, are not
generally integers.
B. Discussion of Variables
CSO(a): All values from the Commissioner's Standard
The following variables, identities, and formulas show 50
Ordinary Table, a common mortality table published in
how the insurance and mortgage illustrations of the kind
1980, are stored in deaths/lOOO at age a. These are real
previously described are computed in a preferred embodinumbers. The system allows up to five place accuracy after
ment of the invention. Because these variables are used
the decimal point, i e., xxx.xxxxx.
throughout the illustration process, references to how and
The table, as it is used by the system, is tabulated for ages
where they are used will include multiple Figures and 55
eighteen to ninety-nine. This table is used for GSP and GLP
Blocks. Every effort, however, has been made to illustrate
calculations in FIG. 3B-6, Block 128 and is therefore a
the flow of system logic in the description of the variables
system parameter. The system contains several versions of
and computations.
the 1980 CSO tables. They include: Male/Female, Smoking/
LNUM: This is the number of annual insurance premiNonsmoking/Aggregate, and Age last/Age nearest. The sysums. This is a system parameter. Two possibilities exist in a 60 tem contains, therefore, a total of 2x3x2=12 tables. Table
preferred embodiment of the invention: (1) Assuming an
entries appear as a value per thousand and are used to obtain
annuity, this value is four and is the minimum normally
a fractional probability of death. Each product indicates
allowed under legal definitions of insurance; or (2) Assumwhether to use the male/female tables in accordance with the
ing a non-annuity, this number is typically ten, but could
sex of the insured, or whether to use a blend. If a blend is
range from four to the total number of years in the mortgage. 65 indicated, the product data table indicates the percentage
These values are not user selectable but may be system
male. The remainder is female. An exception table exists, by
state, for each product. Multiple products may be present in
adjusted.
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LPCTBRK~LPCTSAxSA
the system for a single carrier and all use this same exception
table. However, this is not a system rule. There is not a
Then, when the equations call for applying LPCT(n), the
unique exception table for every product, but a given excepsystem uses LPCTA(n) on the first LPCTBRK dollars, and
tion table may apply to any number of products, including
just one. If an entry is present, it mandates the blend 5 LPCTB(n) on the remainder. If LPCTSA=O, there is no
percentage male to use for policies issued in that state for the
break and, for ease of computation, the system stores equal
product(s) referencing that table. That blend percentage will
values for the A and B versions.
override any generic male/female or blend selection in the
The following variables store mortgage repayment plan
product. This feature is a system requirement because some
information solicited in FIG. 3B-4, Block 98.
states require the use of unisex tables weighted exactly in
LOPT: This is the loan repayment option referred to
proportion with the carrier's male/female weighting of its 10 earlier in the document. It is selected by the user.
existing insured population.
LOPT=O: This variable assumes the mortgage is to be
Amax: This is the variable for the assumed maximum
paid off with the after-tax insurance cash surrender value
survival age. This is a system parameter. Typically, it is age
after MTH months.
ninety-five or ninety-nine. For the sake of consistency, this
LOPT=1: This variable assumes the mortgage is to be
document has assumed age ninety-nine throughout its dis- 15 paid off with a life insurance policy loan secured by the
cusslon.
insurance cash value, after MTH months. The interest on the
NYR: This is the variable for mortgage length, usually 30
loan is paid by further borrowing. The system guideline is
years. This is a system parameter. The system manager can
net remaining cash value just greater than zero at A",ax'
change this variable using the aforementioned super user 20
LOPT=2: This loan repayment option assumes the mortfunction. The system is capable of illustrating other mortgage is rolled over and is paid off by the death benefit when
gage lengths, and permitting user selection of various mortthe insured dies. The insured starts borrowing against the
gage lengths in FIG. 3B-2, Block 182. This capability is
cash value to pay the mortgage interest after MTH months.
needed as lenders offer alternative length mortgages.
The system tracks cumulative borrowing, per LOPT=1. The
MTH: This is the variable for the number of months in the 25 system assumes the same premium as is solved for assuming
mortgage. It is computed as:
LOPT=1.
~12xNYR
iCL: This is the annual policy loaned funds interest rate.
It is stored by product. This is the cost of policy loan interest.
LEXP(n): This is the variable for per-policy expenses, in
Carriers compute this figure in one of two ways. Therefore,
month n. The cost is independent of the premium size and
the prospective applicant's characteristics. It is dependent, 30 the system uses a flag for iCL, by product. Based on this flag,
the system uses interest in arrears or in advance formulas in
however, on month and Specified Amount, SA. A table
the computation of policy loans in FIG. 3B-5, Block 110.
exists for each product to store this information. Each table
The system computes, at the start of the illustration for a
entry, for month n of the insurance period, contains two
specific product, the monthly compounding multiplier:
values: a fixed dollar amount, LEXPF(n), and, a percentage
amount expressed as cost as a percentage of SA: LEXPV(n). 35 mCL=(1+iCL)1/12.
Qx( a): This variable represents the annual cost of insurOn use in FIG. 3B-5, Block 110 and FIG. 3B-6, Blocks
ance
at attained age a. The data is contained in multiple
128 and 134, the system computes
tables. The data is stored by product. However, a single set
of tables, with state exceptions (please see below), may
LEXPV(n) xSA
LEXp(n) ~ LEXPF(n) +
1000
40 service multiple products. The data is stored as real values,
in terms of mortality per 1000. Wherever used in a formula
in this patent application, it should be understood that the
In month one, the system adds LEXPSELL, a one time
value used is the probability of dying at age
charge by product to LEXP(n).
LPCT(n): This variable is the percent-of-premium
Qx(a)
expense charged by the carrier, in a given month n. For each 45
a ~ 1000'
product, the system develops a "table" of values, generated
from parameters for that product. It likewise is used in FIG.
This variable is used in the computation of cash value and
3B-5, Block 110 and FIG. 3B-6, Blocks 128 and 134.
death
benefit amounts in FIG. 3B-5, Block 110.
For each combination of the criteria below which a
qx(a): This is a table for the monthly cost of insurance
product uses, the system contains six values. These values 50
values. It is shown as a computed value in the formulas, as
are reflected using flags for a particular product's criteria.
computed from Qx(a). The system allows for a product to
LPCTlA and LPCTlB are the initial values, LPCT2A and
point
to tables, directly, in the same structure, for example
LPCT2B are the continuing values, and LPCTY is the year
Select/Ultimate, and with the same selection criteria, sex,
number (of the policy) at the beginning of which the system
55 smoking, etc., and sponsored/unsponsored flags as Qx(a).
switches between pairs 1 and 2.
The following statements apply to both Qx(a) and, if
present, qx(a). Every Qx and qx table in the system is in two
LPCTx(n) ~ LCPTlx, n:;; 12x(LPCTY-l)
parts, Select and Ultimate, either of which may be empty. It
~ LCPT2x, n> 12x(LPCTY-l)
is rare for part two, the Ultimate Table, to be empty. The
60 Select Table is empty more frequently. The first part is the
forx~AandB
Select table. The select table is actually a table of tables. (See
also the MORT and MORT_REGISTER table discussion
for additional information on Select and Ultimate tables.)
LPCTSA: This variable is the break ratio, in dollars per
The Ultimate table has entries for attained age from Y s to
thousand dollars of Specified Amount or basic death benefit,
SA. (The formula for Specified Amount appears later in the 65 100 (maximum), that apply for those attained ages, after the
first Y s years have elapsed. For example, assume Y s =8, for
formula description text.) This is used to compute a breaka policy issued at attained age of 35. The system uses the
point value for LPCT(n).
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entries in the Select table, for the age at issue=35, for the first
versus attained age. There is no Select table, just Ultimate.
8 years, then uses the Ultimate table, thereafter. The system
The system stores this information by product. A data set
from there on will use the entry for attained-age=43 for year
consists of a standard table product, plus special table(s) for
9, 44 for year 10, etc. Therefore, an important parameter
specific states. For example, a product uses its standard qxg
stored by the system by product is which table to use. A table
5 except for certain states. Each special state present points to
is described by SelectlUltimate breakpoint (in years), and
a qxg table, but multiple special states may use the same
the two actual tables, the first of which has two dimensions,
special qxg table.
and the second of which, is a vector.
The table, standard, or special for each state, is actually
In summary, a single set of mortality tables may apply to
many products, or to just one. The system tracks the tables 10 several. Tables appear by sex, smoking/nonsmoking/
by carrier and product. These variables are used in the
aggregate, age last/next, in parallel with the CSO tables.
computation of death benefit and cash value amounts in
However, there is not a blend percentage for producing a
Block 110 of FIG. 3B-S.
unisex table for a state; rather, an explicit Unisex table is
The number and application of tables in each set is
present, with the possibility of different tables for different
specified for a given set of tables by the following product- 15 states, and, again, a state flag that mandates the use of a
specific flags:
Unisex table, overriding the product preference.
SmokinglNonsmoking tables, or just Aggregate Tables.
The formula below is used in refining the gLP and gSP.
PreferredlNonpreferred risk tables, or no selection on risk.
A product flag, if set, indicates that the formula approxiMale, Female, and Unisex tables, or just Unisex tables.
mation is to be used. If so, the qxg( a) value is computed from
The Unisex table subset includes a table to be used in 20 the corresponding CSO(a) value as:
other than exception states, with auxiliary tables for specific
states. A system exception list contains specific states for
CSO(a)
which Unisex rating is required and, if so, whether to use the
12
qxg(a) = 0-----;-1-;'-1-=------"
standard Unisex table, or the name of a special table for that
24cso(a)]
state. If normally the product selects between male/female 25
tables, the system will instead use the Unisex table if
mandated for that State by state regulatory guidelines. In
CORR(a): The guideline premium corridor is the miniaddition, a separate product flag indicates if the Unisex table
mum insurance coverage or death benefit permissible under
is to be used for any sponsored applicant (guaranteed
premiums). Finally, in the sponsor table, a flag indicates 30 law. The death benefit computed in FIG. 3B-S, Block 110 is
this factor times cash value. The values are expressed as a
whether that sponsor mandates the use of the Unisex table.
percent of cash value, (e.g., 250 is 2.5 times cash value). The
The system uses a group of default tables, characterized
corridor data consists of a single table, by attained age. No
as 1983 GAM Mortality, which is a typical mortality
male/female or other differentiation is made in the compuassumption. However, other default tables may be used at
the system operator's discretion. These tables are used for 35 tation.
illustrations when no other mortality data is listed for a
iCl, iC2, iCbreak: These flags identify current policy
product. There are four 1983 GAM tables: Nearest age, or
credited rates as a percentage of unloaned funds, and the
last age, and male, female. A flag in a product record will
breakpoint value on the dollar amount at which to switch
indicate whether or not to use these mortality tables and, if
from iCI to iC2 by product. The system also allows for a no
so, the default male percentage to use when blending for 40 breakpoint case. The system computes, and then saves for
Unisex. The system default for the state exception table that
use in formulas, the monthly rates:
mandates unisex rating also mandates the male percentage
value. The system default also uses the same mortality table
for life insurance in the Ryan Mortgage and the conventional
45
mortgage term insurance.
The system also allows for the input of a rating factor for
high risk, separately underwritten prospective applicants, qf.
Its default value is 100%. The system formulas use qfxqx (or
iC guideline guarantee flag: If this flag is set, iCI and iC2
Qx) wherever the equations use qx (or Qx). This input will
are guaranteed for the first year, in guideline premium
not be under the prospective applicant's control. Rather, it is 50
computations.
provided by the system owner's operations staff or the
carrier's staff. If rating is required, it triggers the generation
iC minimum interest guarantee flag: If this flag is set, iCI
of a new illustration, otherwise the same as the old
and iC2 are guaranteed for the first year of the minimum
illustration, except that the mortality charges will be based
guaranteed interest projection.
on a rating factor. The illustration is of a single product and 55
will be printed by the system locally and mailed to the
iL: This variable represents the annual policy loan credprospective applicant separately.
ited rate for a particular product. The system computes, then
Set out below are a number of computational flags:
saves for use in formulas, the monthly rate:
qx guideline guarantee flag: If set, qx is computed from
Qx, or is tabular and is used for the first year instead of qxg 60
in the guideline premium computations.
qx minimum guaranteed interest projection flag: If set, qx
is computed from Qx, or is tabular and is used for the first
TAXRATE: This variable represents the prospective
year, instead of qxg, in the minimum guaranteed interest
65 applicant's tax bracket. This is a user input entered in FIG.
projection.
3B-l, Block 174. The system default used in FIG. 3A-l is 30
qxg(a): This is a special set of qx tables, the guaranteed
percent.
monthly cost of insurance. Each is a simple table of values

[1-
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Set out below are formulas for the life insurance and
mortgage computations of the system. #: Indicates a computation which is independent of life insurance policy size.
These computations are therefore out of the illustration
system's iterative loop. *: Indicates a computation which is
product independent and is therefore standard for all products.
LPAY(n): This is the premium paid in month n. The
system computes a first trial value as to the value for
LPAY(l) in FIG. BS, Block 108, then makes iterative trials
as to the correct amount.

a basis for computing cash value and death benefit amounts
in the system in FIG. 3B-S. Block 110. The initial estimates
use approximations of the Guideline Single, Guideline
Level, and Guideline Seven Pay Premium amounts. The
variables for these approximations, and formulas for computing them are set out below.
gSP. This is a variable for the estimated Guideline Single
Premium (GSP). The variable is calculated as a fraction of
coverage, expressed in dollars. It is first calculated as:

~LIFPAY,n~l,

5

10
Nm "

13, 25, ... , 12xLNUM-ll

=0, otherwise

tp(t - 1) x Q(t)

~

#~

(l +insp)'

1-LPCTA(1)

15

The premium is paid annually, in the beginning of each
year's first month.
LBASIS(n): This is the value for cumulative premiums
paid to date, including the month n. It is computed as:

gLP. This is the variable for the estimated Guideline Level
Premium (GLP). The variable is calculated as a fraction of
coverage, expressed in dollars. It is calculated as:
20

r

tp(t-1)xQ(t)

N

n

~ ~ LPAY(r)

#

~l

'~l

~

(l + inlp)'
-:-:-----------Nm "

' \ ' tp(t - 1) x [1 - LPCTA(l2t - 11)]

#* at: This is the variable for the insured's age in year t of
the policy.

U

~a,+(t-l)

This variable is used in equations which calculate annual
amounts.
an =: This variable tracks the insured's age in month n. It
is used for age nearest/age last computations.
=a int(n+ll)/12j' where int is the integer function.
#* Q(t): This is the variable for the probability of death,
during year t, using the 1980 CSO table, a common mortality
table used in the system's regulatory compliance computations in FIG. 3B-4, Block 128. Carriers commonly use this
table in the calculation of guaranteed mortality. It is computed as:

30

35

P(s),

40

45

50

t>O

s=l
~

55
1,

(1+inlp)'
-----,7=-----tp(t-1)
(1+inlp)'

SA: This is the variable for the policy's Specified
Amount. The Specified Amount, a common life insurance
expression, is equal to the basic, stated policy death benefit
(the face amount of the policy.) The policy death benefit will
remain equal to the Specified Amount until such time as
changes in cash value cause it to change. Withdrawals of
cash value or cash value growth may cause an increase or
decrease in the death benefit. The Specified Amount appears
on page three of a life insurance policy. The Specified
Amount formula uses boolean logic designed to assure
compliance with the regulatory guidelines. It is computed
as:

-!

- max PRIN,

LIFPAY. LIFPAY LIFPAY
SLP , nun gLP , ( gSP )

t~O

#* N max : This variable represents the maximum number
of policy years. It is computed in relation to the insured's
ninety-fifth or ninety-ninth birthday, as:

Initially, the system uses the regulatory guideline formulas to develop an estimate of the appropriate insurance to
cash value relationship. The system calculates estimates of
the regulatory guideline premium amounts, and uses them as

1

t=1

,

n

~

'\'

~1-Q(t)

~

#

tp(t - 1) x Q(t)

~

U

1000

7#* tP( t): This variable represents the probability of
surviving through year t. It is computed as:

1

7LP (or "SLP"): This is the variable for the estimated
Guideline Seven Pay Premium. This variable is likewise
calculated as a fraction of coverage, expressed in dollars. It
is calculated as:
Nm "

CSO(a,)

#* pet): This variable represents the probability of not
dying in a given year. It is computed as:

(l + inlp)'

t=1

25

1

LNUM

60

The system records which of the three cases determined SA.
# LOAN(n): This is the variable for new borrowings, in
the beginning of month n, as computed in FIG. 3B-S, Block
110.
LOPT

~

O:LOAN(n)

LOPT

~

1:LOAN(n)

65

~

0,

all n
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=CV(n-l)+LPAY(n)-LEXP(n)-[LPCT(n)xLPAY(n)]

-continued
= PRIN, n = MTH + 1

AAR(n): This variable computes the amount by which the
carrier is at risk in any month n, It is calculated as:

= TOTLOAN(n - 12)xiCL, n = MTH + 13, MTH + 25,

5

MTH+37, ",
= 0,

1X CVI(n) }

n
= max -SA - CVI(n), [CORR(a
- - -) - 1
{ mlp

elsewhere

The system uses an alternative formula for policy loan
interest if policy loan interest is in advance rather than in
arrears, This formula assumes interest on policy loans is paid
annually in arrears,

10

100

COI(n): This variable computes the cost of insurance
charge for a given month n
=qx(nxARR(n)

15
=PRINxiM+TOTLOAN(n-12)xiCL
n=MTH+l,MTH+13, MTH+25,MTH+37, ' , ,

The following variables are used for the computation of
cash values and interest rate breakpoints, These arc calcu1ated net of policy loans, Breakpoint formulas include:
NCV(n): This is the net pre-interest cash value, end of
month n, It is computed as:

=0, elsewhere

20

This computation assumes mortgage interest is paid annually in arrears, The system uses a second formula if policy
loan interest is paid in advance,
# TOTLOAN(n): This value presents total borrowings, in
the beginning of month n:

=CVI(n)-COI(n)-LOANBAL(n)

NCVI(n): Part 1, up to the break:
=min(NCV(n),iCbreak)

25

=TOTLOAN(n-l)+LOAN(n),n>O

NCV2(n): Part 2, above the break:
=max(O,NCV(n)-iCbreak)

INTC(n): This is the variable for interest credited in a

=0, n=O

This value becomes non-zero for LOPT=1 or LOPT=2 at
n=M1H+l and normally changes only annually,
LOANBAL(n): This variable computes the loan balance,
including accrued interest, in the beginning of month n, This
formula assumes interest is paid in arrears,

30

given month n, It is computed as:
=LOANBAL(n)xiL m +NCV1(n)xiClm+NCV2(n)xiC2 m

CV(n): This is the variable that computes the end of
monthly life insurance cash value, It is equal to:
35

=TOTLOAN(n),n=l, 13, 25, 37, ' , ,

=CVI(n)-COI(n)+INTC(n)

=LOANBAL(n-l)xmCL, otherwise,

# qx(n): This variable computes the monthly cost of
msurance,

40

Qx(an)

----uQx(an)
1 -----uThe variable qx(n) is independent of loan or mortgage value,
and is computed for a prospective applicant for a product,
and saved by the system, The system also allows for qx(n)
to be table-driven instead of being computed as above from
Qx, In this case, tables qx(a), as follows, are present instead
of Qx,
:qx(a) This is the monthly cost of insurance for a person
of attained age a, The system uses the same kind of multiple
tables with selection factors, etc" that apply to Qx, including
state-dpendent unisex requirements and tables, This permits
carriers which have non-standard actuarial approaches to the
conversion of annual mortality figures into monthly figures
to use the system, In this case:

The cash value computations in FIG, 3B-5, Block 110 are
iterative, The system starts with CV(O)=O, The cash value at
the start of the contract is always equal to zero,
CVI(n): This is an intermediate value, calculated for the
beginning of month n:

MINS(n): This is the variable for the life insurance death
benefit for month n, It is the larger of the estimated guideline
amount calculated in SA, or the insurance corridor amount,
multiplied by the Cash Value:
=max{SA,CORR(an)xCV(n)}

45

LSURR(n): This is the after-tax cash surrender value, at
the end of month n, which is the amount the policyholder
would receive if he or she were to surrender the contract and
pay his/her tax obligation at the end of month n,
=CV(n)-TAXRATExmax{O,CV(n)-LBASIS(n)}

50

LSNET(n): This is the net after-tax surrender value, at the
end of month n, assuming the policyholder surrenders the
contract and pays off the policy loan and the tax liability at
the end of month n,
55
=LSURR(n)-LOANBAL(n)

60

65

The homeowner's surrender value includes the present value
of the future annuity payments plus LSURR(n) and LSNET
(n) in those years when an annuity is present
The system's first trial as to the premium amount needed
to fund the policy is calculated using the 7LP formula, The
system replaces Q(t) with Qx(a,) for this computation; if
only a value for qx(a,) is available, the system uses 12xqx
(a,), The system sets inlp equal to (iC1+iC2)2, and sums to
LNUM instead of using 7 in the denominator,
For any solved policy in FIG, 3B-6, Block 130, the system
must check that it conforms with regulatory limits on the
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size of premium for the policy cash value. The original gSP
The system computes new guideline ratios,
and gLP rates were approximations. The estimated guideline
GSPa
amounts are rates, expressed as dollars of premium divided
gSP~ SA,
by dollars of insurance, where the estimated GLP=gLPxSA,
and the estimated GSP=gSPxSA. The system next finds the 5
GLPa
gLP~ SA,
actual GLP and GSP for this policy in FIG. 3B-6, Block 128,
both to report to the carrier, and to check that the illustrated
policy conforms to tax rules governing insurance in FIG.
and checks that the original SA formula continues to be met.
3B-6, Block 130. To do this, the system reruns the insurance
LIFPAY calculation, but with a change of certain parameters 10 For example, using the original LIFPAY and the new gLP
and tables, and with a new target.
and gSP, the system checks whether it computed the same
In these re-illustrations:
SAr' Also, the system checks the cumulative premiums each
year:
The system saves the entire results of the preceding
insurance computation in FIG. 3B-6, Block 128, since
they may remain valid. In particular, the system lets 15
SAr=SA, LIFPAYr=LIFPAY, each from the previously
solved insurance run.
where LNUM r is the LNUM from the original illustration.
The system then uses qxg(an ) tables instead of the tabuThe technical tax rule that must be met is that the
lated or computed qx(n) values. The systems checks,
cumulative premiums paid, as of year t, are less than or equal
however, the qx guarantee flag for guideline premiums. 20 to max(GSPa·txGLP a). However, since the policies illusIf it is set, the system uses qx(n) instead of qxg(an) in
trated will initially require a fixed premium per year, in order
the first year. For COI(n), n=1 to 12, the guaranteed rate
to comply with other regulatory requirements previously
is assumed to be equal to the current rate, for those
noted, the cumulative premium paid is quickly computed by
carriers that guarantee the first year's interest crediting
the system. If the test is met when the last premium is paid,
rate.
25
at LNUM" it must be met thereafter. Thus, a simpler two
The system freezes SA in the GSP/GLP runs at SAr It
part test suffices: (1) if LIFPAYr~GLPa·the test is met.
does not use the formula previously shown for the
Otherwise, (2) if LNUMrxLIFPAYr~GSPa·the test is met.
computation of SA. Therefore, the system skips the
If any of these three tests is not met in FIG. 3B-6, Block
computations for Q(t), pet), tp(t), gSP, gLP, 7LP, and 30
130,
the system uses the new gLP and gSP in place of the last
SA in this iteration.
in Block 132, whether from their approximation formulas or
The target in each iteration is to find the value for LIFPAY
the last iteration, and re-solves the insurance computation
that achieves CV(12Nmax)=SAr. The cash value at the
originally saved, returning to FIG. 3B-5, Block 110. Then
end of the insurance policy must equal the Specified
Amount the system just projected and saved. None of 35 the system repeats the GSP a and GLP a determination and
test for the new SAr resulting from the re-illustration. The
the standard insurance targets apply. However, the
system
repeats this computation as required. Once the tests
system checks and reports if the projected cash value
are all met, the system saves the gLPa and gSP a values.
drops below zero CV(n)<=O, any n, throughout the
projection.
When it has completed the aforementioned regulatory
The system does not compute loans in this iteration. 40 guideline computations, the system computes a projection of
insurance cash values based upon carrier guaranteed rates
LOAN, TOTLOAN and LOANBAL are equal to zero,
for the minimum credited interest and maximum mortality
for all n. The system also does not compute LBASIS
charges in Block 133. This projection is unrealistic and will
(n), MINS(n), LSURR(n), or LSNET(n).
For The Actual Regulatory GSP: The system first assumes:
look unattractive to the applicant. (See Guaranteed Life
LNUM=1, is a single premium, in the first month of the 45 Insurance Values, Specimens 2-7.) However, by law it must
policy.
be presented to the prospective applicant. The cash value
will in many instances drop to below zero before the end of
iCl~iC2~max(insp,IRS_insp)
the required period. The system continues the computation,
but the display shows the insurance lapsing in the first month
where IRS_insp is a system parameter. Currently, this 50 the cash value is negative.
value is 6 percent.
This projection therefore uses the LIFPAY and LNUM for
The resulting LIFPAY computed by the system is the new
the actual projected insurance premium values, the qxg(aJ
Guideline Single Premium, GSP a'
table(s) in place of qx(n) table/formula, and iCl=iC2=inlp.
For The Actual Regulatory GLP. The system assumes:
55 However, if the iC year-one guarantee flag for this projection
is set because the carrier guarantees its first year rate, the
system uses iCI and iC2 for n=1 to 12. These are used to
iCl~iC2~max(inlp,IRS_inlp)
compute INTC(n). Similarly, if the qx year-one guarantee
flag for this projection is set because the carrier guarantees
where IRS_inlp is a system parameter. This value is 60 the first year mortality changes, the systems uses qx(n)
instead of qxg(an ), for n=1 to 12 for the first year.
usually four percent for most carriers. The resulting
The system also computes the required policy cost
LIFPAY computed by the system is the new Guideline
indices, see Block 134, FIG. 3B-6, for each insurance
Level Premium, GLP a'
product illustrated. These are the Surrender Cost Index At
Both GSP a and GLPm as finally computed, are reported to
the carrier as part of the insurance issuance process. They are 65 5%, also called the Interest Adjusted Net Cost Index
(lANC), and the Net Payment Cost Index At 5%. The
also used to confirm that the originally saved illustration
formulas are noted below:
values met the guidelines, as follows:
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Surrender Cost Index At 5% at year t:
iliUM

LIFPAY ~ (l + INVI)t-;+l - CV(12t)

;~l

IANC(t) =

5

t

SAl: (1+INVI)'

Set out below are the formulas for computing the targets
referred to in FIG. 3B-4, Block 104, and which are tested
against in FIG. 3B-6, Block 130.
The basic target that a universal life policy must meet is
that the premium must be adequate to provide a positive net
cash value at all times.

i=l

minn{CV(n)-LOANBAL(n)}>O, n=1 through 12Nmax

where INVI is the investment interest rate, here assumed to
Whether or not there is a loan balance, of course, depends
be 5%. The cash value term, CV(12t), is the illustrated cash 10 on which LOPT is in use. If there is none, the system test is
value at the end of policy year t. The Surrender Cost Index
minn( {CV(n) }>O, for all n.
is typically computed for years 10 and 20 of the policy.
For each of the LOPIT values, this basic test is combined
Similarly, the Net Payment Cost Index (NPI), Formula is
with others, as follows:
identical to IANC(t) except that the cash value term CV(12t)
LOPT=O:
15
is omitted, as shown below:
(1) Basic test:
Net Payment Cost Index At 5% at year t:
minn{CV(n)}>O, n~1 through 12Nmax

LNUM

LIFPAY ~ (1 + INVl)t-;+l
NPI(t) =

:~l

20

(2) The guideline test for the ability of the cash surrender
value to repay the mortgage is:

SA l: (l + INVI/
i=l

LSURR(MTH)~PRIN

If in FIG. 3B-7, Block 155, the prospective applicant
wishes to see a comparison with a larger up-front payment
than the Ryan Mortgage requires, or if he or she wishes to
see an equal up-front payment comparison for the sponsored
case, the following describes how the system computes the
additional up-front payment in the Ryan Mortgage.
The variables below are used by the system in this computation:
CLDP: This is the applicant-specified up-front payment
amount which is:

25

Where the test value is V=LSURR(MTH)-PRIN, where
V=O.
If test (2) is not met, the system scales LIFPAY by the
factor

30

LSURR(MTH)

PRIN

If this does not bracket V=O, the system repeats the computation with a double correction,
35

>DOWNI
>LIFPAY

(Unsponsored)
(Sponsored)

ADDEQ: This is a variable for additional equity achieved
by applying that part of the up-front payment not going
towards the premium to reducing the original amount borrowed:

40

PRIN
]2
[ LSURR(MTH) .

Once the value is bracketed, the system applies interpolation on V to find the correct LIFPAY.
LOPT=1:
(1) Basic test:
minn{CV(n)}>O, n~1 through MTH

45
= CLOP - DOWNI
= CLOP - LIFPAY

(Unsponsored)
(Sponsored)

(2) The guideline test for the repayment of the mortgage:
CV(n) "';LOANBAL(n), n~MTH+l, ... , 12Nmax

Then, the system reduces PRIN by ADDEQ, and solves
for the new LIFPAY and, if unsponsored, the annuity for the
new DOWNl. This gives a new ADDEQ.
To bracket the final value and apply interpolation, rather
than the asymptotic approach that simple iteration would
achieve, the system uses a first try of PRIN1 =PRINo-CLDP.
The system assumes all the prospective applicant's payment
is used to reduce principal. Thus, the system has two end
values:

50

LOANBA~no)

CV(no)

55

ADDEQ=O: ERR=CLDP-DOWNl o (or, LIFPAYo)

(1)

ADDEQ=CLDP: ERR=-DOWN1, (or, -LIFPAY,)

(2) 60

where DOWNl o (or LIFPAY0) are the original insurance
values, and DOWNl 1 or LIFPAY1 are the values obtained
by applying the entire CLDP to reduce PRIN. Then the
system interpolates to ERR=O, to obtain the next trial for
ADDEQ. As for the aforementioned insurance illustration
iterations, quadratic interpolation is used to accelerate convergence.

The test value for this computation is: V=minn{CV(n)LOANBAL(n)}
If test (2) is not met, then the systems scales LIFPAY by
the factor

65

where no is the month in which the minimum value of V was
reached. As before, the system uses double correction as
needed to bracket V=O. The system checks for CV(no) going
negative and, if it does, uses a much larger LIFPAY instead
of using a computed factor. Then, the system interpolates.
The system then performs Check (1). If this condition is
not met, the system proceeds per LOPT=O.
LOPT=2:
(1) The Basic test is the same as LOPT=1.
(2) There are two guideline tests. The first, VI, is the same
as V for LOPT=1. The second is the sufficiency of the
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insurance death benefit to, eventually, payoff the mortgage
and the borrowing against the policy's cash value, and is
expressed as:

AMNTEXP(n): This is the annuity maintenance expense.
It is also a fixed dollar amount. Depending on the product,
it may be an annual charge, in the first month of each year,
or a monthly charge. It may be constant or variable, depending on the size of the annuity. A value may be present for
(12xNUM)+1, i.e. in the month the last annuity payment is
received.
AMTH: This is the variable for the number of months in
the annuity. It is computed as:

MINS(n)"';LOANBAL(n)+PRIN,

n~MTH+l,

... ,12Nm =.
S

The test value is:
V2~minn {MINS(n)- LOANBAL(n)-PRIN\}.

The goal is to achieve Vl=O or V2=O, and the other ~O.
If in FIG. 3B-5, Block 118, both VI and V2 are less than
10
zero, the system scales LIFPAY by the larger of:

iAM : This is the variable for the monthly annuity credited
rate. It is computed as:

LOANBA~no)

VI:

LOANBA~no)

V2:

, no = month of minimum VI

CV(no)

+ PRIN

MINS(no)

, no = month of minimum V2

~(12xNUM)+1

15

APCTOT: This is the total percentage of annuity initial
expense. It reflects the carrier's charges and annuity taxes:
and, as necessary, uses double correction to bracket VI (or
V2)=O.
~APcr+APCFAX
If both VI and V2 are greater than zero, the system scales 20
LIFPAY by the smaller of these two ratios. If one of VI and
AEXP(n): This is the total carrier's fixed charges in the
V2 is less than zero, but not the other, the system uses the
annuity for month n. It is computed as:
ratio for that one which is less than zero. The system once
~ASELEXP+AMNTEXP(n), n~-1
again uses double correction if necessary to achieve bracketing If CV(no) is negative, or MINS(no) is negative, the 25
~AMNTEXP(n), n~2, ... , AMTH
system uses a much larger fixed factor times LIFPAY instead
of attempting to scale by a computed factor.
DOWNl: This is the variable for the up-front payment
If the LIFPAY range that brackets Vl=O also yields V2~O
amount. This is the amount the applicant pays, at the start,
at both ends, the system only needs to solve for the former.
to: (1) pay the first year's insurance premium; and (2) buy
Otherwise the system interpolates with each, and uses the 30 the annuity that will pay the rest of the premiums. It is
larger LIFPAY. Eventually, one dominates.
computed as:
The system once again, tests (1). If it is not met, it
proceeds per LOPT=O. In general, the month at which the
auxiliary tests of LOFT=1 and 2 yield the minimum V (or
ANNPAYX{I-APCTOT+!
+
[
t~l (l + iA)'
VI and V2) should be at 12Nmax .
35
The selection of a life insurance product also selects the
AMTH
AEXp(n)
companion annuity if one is needed. Annuity parameters,
; ; (l + iAm)n-l
tables, etc., therefore, are stored with the companion product
l-APCTOT
as product parameters, tables, etc.
In FIG. 3B-7, Block 146, the system computes the annuity 40
DOWNIA: This is the variable for the annuity portion of the
from basic expense, cost, and interest values, or uses a
lump-sum prepayment. It is computed as:
table-driven set of pre-computed values provided by the
carrier. The selected product data file indicates which computational approach is used. The following variables are
NUM
1
] AMTH AEXp(n)
ANNPAYx
-- +
used to compute the annuity for a lump-sum premium 45
[
~ (l + iA)'
; ; (1 + iAm)n 1
payment plan.
l-APCTOT
AIYPE: This is the annuity type flag. It indicates whether
the annuity computation for that product is to be made by
The applicant pays taxes on annuity interest earned
formula, or is to be table driven.
NUM: This is the variable for the number of annuity 50 received in the annual proceeds in the month the annuity
payment is made. This is the beginning of the first month, in
payments. This value is equal to LNUM-l, one less than the
each year, starting in the second year. For tax purposes, the
number of insurance payments. The system default is three.
total income of the annuity is shown as received by the
ANNPAY: This is the variable for the annual annuity
applicant in equal annual payments.
payment. This value is equal to LIFPAY, the required life
ATAX(n): This is equal to the taxes payable on the annuity
insurance (annual) premium.
55
interest income. It is computed as:
APCTAX: This is the variable for the annuity initial tax
charge, expressed as a percentage of annuity premium.
DOWNIA)
}
Annuity taxes differ for each state. This variable is indepen= max{ 0, ( ANNPAY NUM
X TAXRATE ,
dent of product.
iA: This is the annual annuity credited rate expressed as 60
n = 13, 25, ... , (12xNUM) + 1
a percentage. It is the rate of interest earned by the funds
= 0, elsewhere
invested in the annuity. This rate varies by product.
APCT: This is the annuity initial expense, expressed as a
percentage of annuity premium, for this product.
Monthly Interest Rates: The system uses the interest rate,
ASELEXP: This is the annuity selling expense. This is a 65 iA, in its monthly equivalent multiplier,
fixed dollar amount and normally applies only in the first
month of the first year.

_1_}]
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ABASIS(n): This is the remaining basis in the annuity as
of month n. It is equal to:

mortgage is available to the prospective applicant in the state
in which the property is located and the mortgage duration.
The system default for comparisons is to select the conventional mortgage most closely matching the Ryan Mortgage
NUM-tj
=DOWNIA [ NUM '
5 assumptions.
In order to provide a comparison of the economic benefits
of the Ryan Mortgage, the system illustrates the convenwhere t=int[(n-1)/112] is the number of whole years elapsed
tional mortgage together with the prospective applicant
prior to month n, the number of payments made to date.
purchase of life insurance with death benefit equal to the
ABAL(n): This is the remaining annuity balance at the
10 outstanding mortgage balance. This is compared to the Ryan
end of month n. It is computed as:
Mortgage. The term insurance cost is computed using the
same mortality charges used for the universal life product to
ABAL(O)=DOWNIA=(I-APCTOT)
which it is being compared. To this end, certain additional
ABAL(l)=[ ABAL(O)-AEXP(l) ]x(1 +iAm)
parameters are added to each product's description, for use
15 in computing the conventional mortgage's life insurance
ABAL(n)=[ ABAL(n-l )-AEXP(t+ 1)-ANNPAY]x(1 +iA m),
costs.
The system, with a lump-sum prepayment illustration
n=12t+ 1, for t=l, 2, ... , NUM-l
comparison to a conventional mortgage, solves for a conABAL(n)=ABAL(n-l)x(l+iAm), otherwise, n"';12xNUM
ventional mortgage with the same down payment, in terms
20 of initial cost, as the Ryan Mortgage. However, since
This reflects: (1) AEXP(t) is charged in the first month of
sponsored plans allow for insurance premiums to be spread
year t, and; (2) ANNPAY is paid out in the first month of
over a longer period with no annuity purchase, the initial
each year t, following year 1.
Ryan Mortgage up-front payment may be lower than the five
ASURR(n): This is the after-tax surrender value, at the
percent minimum down payment a standard mortgage will
end of month n. Since this is the amount the policyholder's 25 permit. In that case, the system assumes the minimum down
estate would receive in the event of his or her death, it is also
payment, five percent (or the minimum available on the
the annuity death benefit in month n. Because the annuity is
market), is to be paid, and the comparisons will show the
not insurance, the gain on the annuity is taxable.
lower up-front payment advantage of the Ryan Mortgage.
Otherwise the comparison will be based on like amounts.
ABAL(n)-TAXRATExmax{O, ABAL(n)-ABASIS(n}
30
Any Ryan Mortgage available in a particular location may
be
used with any insurance product available in that parThe following are inputs and parameters for table-driven
ticular location. However, if selecting the best combination,
annuity computations.
the system will default to insurance and mortgage products
ARATE(NUM): This is the gross annuity conversion rate
tied to the same index.
for table-driven annuities. This number is stored exclusive of
The system computes the various elements of the mortstate tax, and is expressed in terms of dollars of premium per 35
gage transaction in FIG. 3B-7 Blocks 148 and 150.
dollar of annual payment, for an annuity with NUM annual
INITPAY: This is the variable for the conventional
payments.
mortgage, from the insurance illustration, for the amount to
DOWN1A: This is the annuity portion of the lump-sum
be used for the comparison of the up-front payment:
prepayment for a table-driven annuity. It is computed as:
40

ANNPAY
= ARATE(NUM) x 1 _ APCTAX

DOWN1: This is the total down payment for a tabledriven annuity. It is computed as:

=DOWN1, not sponsored (annuity+LIFPAY)

45

=DOWNIA+ANNPAY

ATAX(n), ABASIS(n): These are computed in the same
way in a table-driven annuity as in a computed annuity.
ABAL(n): This is the before-tax annuity surrender value,
at the end of month n. For a table-driven annuity, this is
computed as:
=(NUM-Tn +l)xANNPAY, O<n~12NUM

50
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where Tn=int[(n+ll)/12]
ASURR(n): For a table-driven annuity, this is calculated
in the same manner as for a computed annuity, using the
preceeding ABAL(n).
The system includes two tables of mortgages to illustrate
to the prospective applicant. One is for use in illustrating a
conventional mortgage shown in FIG. 3B-7, Block 150, and
one is for a balloon payment mortgage of the type made
possible by this invention shown in FIG. 3B-7, Block 148.
Selection from the system is based on whether a particular

=LIFPAY, sponsored Ryan Mortgage (no annuity)

60
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PTS: This is the variable for mortgage points. It is
expressed as a percentage of the mortgage principal. It is
retrieved either as an average value from a database of
closing costs (FIG. 3A-1, Block 78 or FIG. 3B-2, Block 190)
or if known, entered by the user in FIG. 3B-2, Block 188.
Mortgage principal, and therefore the cost of mortgage
points, will differ between the Ryan and conventional mortgages. Some mortgage points are deductible as interest,
while others are non-deductible fees. A flag is set if, for this
mortgage, all or part of the PTS is deductible interest, rather
than a non-deductible fee.
PMIPCT: This is the cost of private mortgage insurance.
Because of its enhanced security to lenders, this is not
expected to be a cost with the Ryan Mortgage. Conventional
mortgages typically require private mortgage insurance if
the down payment amount is less than 20 percent of the
purchase price of the home. The system allows an input in
FIG. 3B-2, Block 182, but the default is 0.5 percent of the
original mortgage balance annually until the mortgage balance goes below 80% of the original purchase price of the
home. The system uses zero for the Ryan Mortgage.
However, other values may be used for both the Ryan
Mortgage and the conventional mortgage.
dpins: This is the down payment expressed as a percentage of property value, below which PMI must be paid. The
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system allows an input in FIG. 3B-2, Block 182, but the
default is 20 percent. This is a system parameter.
dpmin: This is the minimum down payment permissible
for this mortgage, expressed as a percentage of PRIN, the
mortgage principal amount. The default minimum down
payment is five percent. However, this may vary in the case
of VA or other federal or state agency endorsed mortgages.
TRATE: This is the variable for the term mortality rate. It
is used to adjust the Qx table as it applies to the equivalent
term insurance. It varies by life insurance product.
TEXP: This is the variable for the fixed expense charges,
charged by the carrier, for maintenance of the term insurance
policy. This data is stored by product as a fixed dollar
amount.
ROAD: This is the variable for the term insurance load
factor. It is expressed as a percentage of premium for each
product.
iM: This is the variable for the nominal annual mortgage
interest rate. It is converted to a monthly rate when used for
monthly payment amounts as, for example, in FIG. 3B-7,
Block 148. The formula for the monthly rate is:

78
DOWNX
PRIN < dpins.

5

10

If this condition is true, the system solves for INITPAY
again with PMIPCT at its standard value, and uses that
result.
Then, the system takes DOWN=max(DOWNX, dpminx
PRIN) and recomputes INITPAY, if DOWN does not equal
DOWNX.
MPAY: This is the monthly payment in a conventional
mortgage. The conventional mortgage payment includes
mortgage principal and interest as of the end of each month

15

n.
iMmxMBA~O)

1 - (l + iMm)

20

25

Because the Ryan Mortgage may be a variable mortgage,
the system may contain three values. The first is the fixed
mortgage rate if one is offered. The second is the increment
to be added to the current index rate in order to obtain the
first year's rate, and the third, the increment to be added in
succeeding years. The current index rate (for example the
Treasury rate index) is a system parameter, maintained as
required by the Ryan Mortgage operations management.
Fixed rate values are stored by product. Most variable rate
mortgages include a low rate for the first year and a higher
rate attached to an index in later years. In the equations for
a variable rate mortgage, wherever iMm is specified, the
system uses
.
i M , . [(n+11)]
lMm(n) = 12' t= tnt -1-2- ,

for the value in month n.
NYR: This is the variable for the mortgage length in years,
per insurance parameters. It is equal to MTH/12.
Each mortgage chosen in the system is qualified by, or
selected by, state and length of mortgage, NYR. The system
may accommodate from 15 to 40, in 5 year increments
where 15, 20, 30 and 40 are the most common choice of
lenders. The Ryan Mortgage table includes a ninety-nine
year table entry which permits illustration of a mortgage for
which the LOPT=1 and LOPT=2.
INITPAY is used to pay: (1) the actual up-front payment;
(2) the initial points; and (3) the first year's PMI, if needed.
Since the system cannot determine whether there is a PMI
charge before it has computed the up-front payment the
system solves it both ways.
INITPAY=DOWN+[PTSxMBAL(O)]+[PMIPCTxMBAL(O)]

30

MTH

For variable rate mortgages, iMm is a function of the month
number, and MPAY is recomputed each year, with MBAL
(12t-12), t=l, 2, 3, ... being the initial balance instead of
MBAL(O), and MMH-12t+12 replacing MTH in the
exponent, to compute MPAY(12t+i-12), i=1 to 12. In the
system illustration, three values are defined for iM. The year
1 guaranteed rate, the assumed value, based on the current
Treasury bill rate, in years 2 and on, and the maximum value
required for truth in lending disclosure.
PRINRE(n): This is the reduction in mortgage principal
during month n.
=MPAY-INT(n)
=MBAL(n-l)-MBAL(n)

35

INT(n): This is the interest paid at end of month n.
=iMm xMBAL(n-l)
=MPAY-PRINRE(n)

40

so
INT(n)=iMm xMBAL(n-l)
45

MBAL(n): This is the variable for mortgage principal,
after the payment at end of month n.
=MBAL(n-l)-PRINRE(n)

50

PMI tt : This is the annual PMI cost for year t.
MBA~12t-12)

= 0, if
=

PRIN

:;; (1 - dpins)

PMIPCTxMBA~12t-12),

55

otherwise

PMI_l, is a prepaid item.
TERM,: This is the annual term insurance premium for year
t.
60

where

[Qx, (a,) x

MBA~12t

- 12)] + TEXP

1-TLOAD

MBAL(O)=Initial mortgage balance,
=PRIN-DOWN
65

The system solves the above formula with PMIPCT =0,
then, if dpmin<dpins, the system checks

where Qx,(a,)=TRATExQx(a,)
MPTOT(n): This is the conventional loan monthly payment. It is computed as:
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PMI,
TERM,
MPAY+--+--

12

12

where t=int[(n+23)/12]
This shows the applicant prepaying, into escrow, next year's
PMI premiums and paying annual term insurance premiums.
TAXDED,: This is the annual tax credit used by the
system in computing the mortgage after-tax cost. It is
computed as:

5

10

12,

= TAXRATEx

~

INT(n), t> 1

n=12t-ll

15
= TAXRATEx

[~ INT(n) + [PTSXMBAL(O)lj. t = 1

C. Discussion of Specimens
Specimens 1-7 provide samples of part of the output that
would be printed on the user's printer.
Specimen 1 includes a sample of explanatory textual
material that would be provided to introduce prospective
applicants to the principal concepts involved in the use of
life insurance as collateral for mortgages. Specimens 2-7
provide examples of the textual data which would be merged
with illustration data in order to apprise prospective applicants of the potential advantages of using such a vehicle.
Specimen 8 provides an example of textual data than can be
merged with client data to provide a completed insurance
application form. Specimen 9 provides an example of textual data that can be merged with client data to provide a
completed loan application form. In this embodiment of the
invention, it is contemplated that such textual data as is
required by federal, state, and local regulations in the
disclosure of loan, insurance, and other information to
potential purchaserslborrowers would be automatically generated. This information might include data from insurers
and their agents as to minimum interest crediting rates and
maximum cost of insuance charges, truth in lending disclosure information from lenders, information from employers
or financial institutions regarding premium payment
guarantees, and all other information necessary for legal
compliance, ethical business practice, and improved marketing through the provision of that information which may
be most useful to the prospective applicant in financial
planning and decision making.
D. Conclusion
In sum, the present invention involves a computer system
used to support a financial innovation in which a mortgage
is combined with an investment as a means for repaying the
mortgage. This investment may collateralize the mortgage.
Also, the investment may serve in place of a down payment
for a conventional mortgage. The combination is tailored to
meet the U S legal requirements for offering such a
combination, but without the drawbacks of a cost containment clause approach. There are many variations on the
theme of this invention, revolving primarily around variations in the kind of investment and variations in the kind of
mortgage that are combined, and each variation can inherently impart computational and illustration requirements on
the computer system. All involve providing the consumer
access to an investment specifically designed for use in
repaying a mortgage. Preferably, this investment is made
available for purchases from multiple suppliers and is purchased and owned by the borrower.
As to the investment, in one case, it can be placed in a
tax-favored account, such as an IRA, Keough, or 401K plan,
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but in another case, the investment can be held separately
(i.e., in a manner that is not tax-favored).
In any of these cases, one alternative is for the investment
to include a security or a security in combination with term
life insurance. The security can be a zero coupon bond, such
as a US Treasury Derivative or a municipal bond derivative,
or the security can be a mutual fund.
Another alternative is for the investment to include an
annuity. The annuity can be either an immediate annuity or
a deferred annuity. Each can be used with or without term
life insurance to assure that the mortgage is repaid upon the
death of the borrower. The immediate annuity can be used to
pay interest on the mortgage, more particularly where the
mortgage is a home equity loan, and the term life insurance
can be used in repaying the home equity mortgage. The
deferred annuity can be a single premium, level premium, or
variable premium annuity and may be used as a means for
accumulating the necessary principal to repay the mortgage.
Still another alternative is for the investment to include life
insurance. The life insurance can be term or permanent. For
the permanent life insurance, there can be one policy covering two insured lives (e.g., borrower and co-borrower),
and such a policy can be a joint policy (which pays on the
first death) or a joint and survivor policy (which pays on the
second death). The policy may also be a single policy
covering a single life. Either way, the permanent life insurance can be universal life insurance or variable life
insurance, or the permanent life insurance can have at least
one rider, such as a disability rider or an income rider.
For any of these cases and any of these alternatives, the
mortgage can be more particularly defined as including a
first mortgage, a home equity mortgage, a balloon repayment mortgage, a fixed interest mortgage, or a variable
interest mortgage. As to the latter, the computer system can
be programmed to compute a fixed payment, variable interest rate mortgage having extra amortization of principal
when interest rates are low, and negative amortization of the
principal when interest rates are high. Such a mortgage may
be used together with permanent life insurance or a deferred
annuity such that cash value accumulation from the investment is an offset to the negative amortization.
While this invention has been particularly shown and
described with reference to a preferred embodiment, it will
be readily appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art
that various changes and modifications may be made without departing from the spirit or scope of the invention. For
example, the particular formats of the various display
screens or output herein described may be modified, as
desired. Likewise, the present invention should not be
limited to the specific examples described herein since a
greater or lesser number of options and functions for each of
the menus and submenus that may be displayed on a CRT or
VDT are within the scope of this invention. It is therefore,
contemplated that the appended claims be interpreted as
~~~~~~ing the foregoing and other changes and modificaInsurance Component
A. Discussion of Figures (FIGS.) and User Screens
The following includes a description of the manner in
which the computerized insurance system of the present
invention can be made and used. Some of the unique
insurance functions that are carried out by this system are
described in detail. Other transactions arc described more
generally. In the interest of brevity, a highly detailed description of each and everyone of the data transactions that could
be performed by the computerized system of the present
invention is not provided. But based upon the detailed
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description of certain examples, and the knowledge of those
5.1) from WordPerfect Corporation. Digital Computer 8 is
operably connected to Central Printer 9. The Digital Comfamiliar with the life insurance industry, how to make and
puter 8 contains a Central Processor 10 that is operable to
use the present invention should be readily apparent from
obtain Insurance Product Information 12 (digital electric
the information provided herein.
Generally, the system includes a digital computer for 5 signals), and Insurance Premium Information 16. The
respective information of Blocks 12 and 16 can optionally
receiving input data and for storing insured information and
be accessible on line to other computers or stored as data in
life insurance information. The digital computer is proa System Database 17 of the Digital Computer 8.
grammed with means, responsive to the data, the insured
Help 18 is a computerized system, preferably a context
information, and to the insurance information, for comput10 sensitive, hypertext-linked help system. Help 18 is available
ing an amount of universal life insurance premium sufficient
throughout the program.
to provide needed coverage and for generating an illustration
Central Processor 10 is also operable to activate a funcof said life insurance as a means for understanding that
tion Print Out Insurance Application Forms 22 on Central
coverage.
Printer 9, which points to the function Fill In Forms 24 to
More particularly, the computer system requests that a
selectively transmit Life Insurance Application Data To
user input data specifying the kind of insurance coverage 15 Carrier 28.
(e.g., amount and duration of coverage) to be illustrated.
Further, Central Processor 10 can generate an illustration
This information is stored in the computer's database system
via a function Generate Illustration 30, which leads to Print
Also, the computer is programmed to make calculations of
Illustration 32 On Local Printer 5. The generated illustration
universal life insurance policy riders and other data needed
can be saved in the Database 17.
for the illustration. When all the values have been computed 20
When the system is accessed, the user must choose the
transaction desired, and the selection will vary by the type
and written to the database, the computer will then combine
them with text data to provide an illustration that can be
of user. A management level user with a higher level of
printed out. This information will also be stored in a
authority can update the data used in the illustration process.
database and may be updated as needed.
This data includes, but is not limited to: (1) insurance
Once the user, in consultation with a prospective insured, 25 underwriting related values, including data regarding age,
sex, and health characteristics, premium amounts to be
has designated the illustration as complete, data in the
applied, cash value accumulation factors, annual death bendatabase can be merged with stored text data and other input
efit amounts, and typical policy interest crediting rates and
data in order to produce insurance application forms. These
forms can be printed out on the user's printer for signature
insurance charges; (2) all of the illustrations saved in the
by the prospective applicant and for subsequent processing 30 Database 17, which may be used for manipulation and
by the system operator and the life insurance carrier.
analysis in both the marketing and underwriting functions
It is to be explicitly understood that other implementacarried out by an insurance agent and carrier; and (3)
tions of the present invention, say, those using a different
administrative messages from other users. Otherwise, a
kind of digital computer, analogous hardware, multiple
non-management user of the system has access to only a
computer systems, comparable input and output, a computer 35 portion of the system.
program or computer programs written in a different
Prior to engaging the computerized aspects of the present
language, a chip or chips, or a full or partially hardwired
invention, the user should consult with the prospective
system replacing (and in accordance with) the logic of the
applicant to obtain such information as the prospective
computer program, are entirely acceptable and equivalent to
insured's age and sex, the amount oflife insurance coverage
the embodiment of the invention discussed herein. Also the 40 desired, whether or not the individual has certain health
problems which may require specialized insurance
invention can be implemented by hardwired logic in a
underwriting, whether or not the individual's employer is
handheld calculator. When software is loaded into, and
currently involved in a program that will sponsor reduced
running, a programmable computer, the software sets what
in effect are many, many "switches," and the result can be
cost policy premiums, etc. After this information-gathering
considered a new computer machine, with logic formed 45 step has been completed, the user "logs on" at Terminal 2 by
from the set switches. Instead of setting the switches, a
entering an assigned authorization password.
Turning now to FIG. 36, the user engages the system at
circuit equivalent would be to hardwire the same or equivaSign On To System 534. Branch 536, Authorized To Use
lent logic. Therefore, whether a configurable device is
System?, checks the password against stored passwords to
configured to the requirements of the present invention, or a
device is constructed from scratch solely for meeting the 50 determine whether the user is authorized to use the system.
If the user is not authorized, Block 538 displays a message
requirements of the present invention, the result is effectively the same from an electrical signal processing standon the Terminal 2 indicating that the user should telephone
point. All these embodiments are different species of the
the system owner/operator for further information. If the
present invention that are within the contemplated scope of
user is authorized, meaning that the password is recognized
the present invention.
55 by the Digital Computer 8, the logic continues to Branch
542. However, prior to Branch 542, there is a logic entry
Turning now to FIG. 1, an overview of a data processing
point X4, which is described more fully below, but which
system for producing a universal life insurance policy illusgenerally is a connection from another part of the logic.
tration system according to the present invention is shown.
The Data Screen 4, discussed more fully hereinafter, can be
In any case, Branch 542 assesses the level of authority of
produced on Terminal 2, for example an IBM compatible PC 60 the user from the password. In the present embodiment of
running Smarterm 340 (available from Persoft Corp.), with
the invention, there are two alternatives. First, as previously
suggested, the user could be a "Client User," in which case
a Local Printer 5. e.g., a laser printer. Terminal 2 is linkable
the logic connects to Client User Menu 546 as is subseto Communications System 6. The Communication System
6 can be a modem and appropriate telephone lines. Comquently discussed. Second, the user could be a "Super User,"
munications System 6 is thus linkable to a Digital Computer 65 having access to Super User Main Menu 544.
8, for example, a Digital Equipment Corporation VAX with
The Client User/Super User authorization system IS
included in a preferred embodiment of this invention to
a VMS operating system, ORACLE, and WordPerfect (e.g.,
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avoid security problems which would otherwise be created
Print Life Insurance Application 570, goes to FIG. 37D-1.
by different kinds of system users. Different degrees of
This Function 570 allows the user to: (1) take the informaauthorization also provide for confidentiality of database
tion generated and saved in the aforementioned illustration
information and, in the case of communications between the
process, add to it, and merge it with life insurance applicasystem owner/operator and users, allows each user to view 5 tion form text data to construct a customized, printed life
only the information relating to the applicants for whom the
insurance application form for signature; (2) electronically
user is providing illustrations.
save in a file the customized life insurance application form;
From the Super User Main Menu 544, if -the user does not
or (3) print out a partially completed or blank life insurance
yet wish to log off at Block 558, there are a number of
application form for later manual completion by the prochoices shown in User Screen 23.
10 spective applicant.
The Super User Main Menu 544 permits access to IllusReview Insurance Product Developments 572 goes to
tration 552 used to create an illustration. The user can also
FIG.
37E-1. This Function 572 allows the user to be quickly
select Update Database 550, which is described with parapprised of new developments in the insurance products
ticularity hereinafter, but which generally is a list of tables
used in forming the illustrations including, but not limited
that can be updated.
The user can select Analyze 548 to access various reports 15 to, changes in interest rates credited by carriers on cash
value reserves in the life insurance policies, new underwritand statistics on illustrations. Electronic Mail 556 permits
ing rules, new products provided by different carriers, etc.
electronic communication between system users (see FIG.
This information is available inside the Generate New
1). Mail messages may be printed out via the Printers 5 and
Applicant Illustration 572 and Choose Existing Applicant
9.
Returning to FIG. 2, the Electronic Mail 556 function 20 Illustration 566 functions. Information may be read from the
utilizes the VMS operating system mail feature. The system
screen or printed out.
Proceeding to FIG. 37B-l Generate New Applicant Insurhas the ability to alert the user that a message is present in
his or her electronic "mail box." The system is capable of
ance Illustration 576, the system offers maximum flexibility
so that it may accommodate virtually any life insurance
reading these messages from that file onto the user's screen,
again allowing the user to move from screen-to-screen at his 25 policy. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the
or her own speed. Once the user has completed a review of
system also provides many tables for product-specific data
such as mortality tables, expense charges, interest rates, and
the data, one or all of the textual screens or "pages" may be
other insurance-related data. These tables can be used to
printed at the Local Printer 5. The user may also write
electronic messages to other users' mail boxes to be used in
store the different components of the carriers' products.
30 Product specific "flags" or identifiers in the insurance coma similar manner.
At the completion of each subordinate function 548, 550,
putation formulas can be used to provide maximum flex552,554 and 556, control is returned to the Super User Main
ibility in the way the system makes insurance computations.
Menu 544 via the Return To Main Menu Block 560.
This allows the system to offer a method of customizing
Turning now to FIG. 37A where the logic proceeds from
computations that are common to all life insurance products.
Illustration 552 of FIG. 36, the user is presented with a 35 This feature also makes it possible for a single computer to
Select Type Of Illustration 562 submenu, shown as a portion
efficiently provide multiple life insurance product illustraof User Screen 23. Each of the functions of the submenu of
tions for multiple life insurance carriers. (In another embodiBranch 568 will be presented in summary form here and
ment of the invention, the system can use front-end network
described subsequently in detail. One function is Generate
gateways to connect multiple carriers' computers to the
New Application Illustration 568, which is elaborated by 40 Digital Computer 8.)
The system maintains security by affording limited access
FIG. 37B-1. This Function 568 permits the user to provide
to carrier-specific databases. The system provides carriers
a detailed-presentation, tailored to the prospective applicant's own factual situation, of how universal life insurance
exclusive access to their own databases, for example, via
might perform for the prospective applicant. This Function
modern, by requiring a password. Only individuals autho568 also allows the user to save the illustration for later 45 rized by the carrier can access or see the carrier's databases.
Block 576 leads to Block 578, which solicits the type of
updates and to send the illustration to the Local Printer 5 for
policy the user would have selected as displayed on the User
review by the prospective applicant.
A second function of Submenu 562 is Choose Existing
Screen 24. The user may select to illustrate either a joint and
Illustration 566, which goes to FIG. 37C-1. This Function
survivor life insurance policy or an individual life insurance
566 permits the user to update a previously saved prospec- 50 policy. If it is a joint and survivor policy, the system will
tive applicant illustration using different assumptions. This
require policy information for each of two insureds. This is
because a joint and survivor policy pays a benefit only upon
Function 566 also allows the user to quickly create an
the death of both insureds. Such policies are often used in
illustration which is different from one already saved by
allowing the user to change only those few items that the
estate planning for the payment of estate taxes upon the
prospective applicant may select, thereby avoiding the labo- 55 death of, for example, a married couple or a father and a
rious process of entering all of the information required to
daughter. Such policies are often used to assure that an estate
create a new prospective applicant illustration. This 566
has sufficient liquid assets to pay estate taxes. In Block 580,
Solicit: Insureds Information; Employer Information, and as
likewise allows the user to save a new illustration for later
updates and to send the illustration to the Local Printer 5 to
shown in Screens 25 and 26, the system solicits the Pro60 spective Insured's information including, but not limited to
permit review by the prospective applicant.
the Insured's home address and telephone number, age, sex,
A third function of Submenu 562 is the Print Existing
Illustration Function which goes to 732 in FIG. 37 B-8. This
and date of birth, and place of work. In Block 582, and as
allows the user to print the illustration on which he or she is
depicted by Screen 27, the system goes on to solicit information regarding the prospective Insured's Health. These
currently working at any time, without having to move
65 general questions regarding the prospective insured's health
through other menus.
permit carriers to segment prospective policy applicants into
Returning to FIG. 37A, once the illustration has been
compiled, the system presents a sequence of further options.
preferred and non-preferred risks and thereby provide a
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porate Sponsor is shown. In Block 602, Identify and Mark
more accurate projection of policy charges. Preferred risks
are individuals who exhibit desirable underwriting
Corporate Sponsor, information regarding the employer of
characteristics, as exemplified by good health, for whom
the prospective applicant is used by the system for the
carriers may layaway smaller amounts in reserve against the
selection of a policy. For example, there exist policies that
future possibility of death Non-preferred risks include indi- 5 life insurance carriers sell in large volumes through sponviduals who have physical conditions which tend to place
sored corporate purchases. Often such policies are paid for
them at greater risk of early mortality. Such characteristics
via a monthly payroll deduction. Because such automatic
might include, for example, being a smoker or having been
payments reduce the costs of distribution to the carrier, such
diagnosed as having had a Heart Attack, Cancer, AIDS or
policies are often offered on a discount basis to any
some other life-threatening condition. In Blocks 584 through 10 employee purchasing the policy.
Also, in the event that corporations are willing to offer
586, the same questions are repeated for the prospective
corporate sponsored purchase of life insurance, life insurco-Insured in the Joint and Survivor branch of the logic.
If the response to the question posed in User Screen 24 is
ance carriers may be willing to relax their underwriting
"Individual" then the system goes instead to Block 588,
requirements. Relaxed underwriting requirements usually
Solicit Insured Information; Employer Information and 15 take one of two forms, simplified issue or guaranteed issue.
Block 590, Solicit Insured Answers to Four Underwriting
In simplified issue underwriting, only a few simple quesQuestions. This information will be used likewise by the
tions (typically three or four) are asked of the prospective
system to determine whether the applicant(s) is (are) a
insured. In guaranteed issue underwriting, no questions apart
preferred or non-preferred risk,-through comparison with
from the age and sex of the prospective insured are asked.
The availability of this kind of underwriting may be
specific desired responses, stored by product in System Data 20
beneficial to both the insurance carrier, which may profit
Base 17.
from increased insurance sales by providing insurance poliOnce this information has been obtained, the system goes
cies with reduced underwriting in a high volume sale, and to
on to solicit what kind of illustration the user would like in
the employer, which as a consequence may offer an
Block 592, Solicit Insurance Requirements. An example of
the Screen that appears in front of the user appears in Screen 25 enhanced product to its employees. In addition, this kind of
28 Insurance Requirements-Insured. The system requires
underwriting creates another use for the prospective applicant's employment information. The employment informathe user to designate two out of three key variables needed
in the illustration of a life insurance policy. The user must
tion may be compared to a database of all those companies
enter onto the screen some combination of the Minimum
which offer corporate sponsorship of insurance purchases
Death Benefit, Cash Value (and year the Cash Value should 30 for their employees. If there is a match between the data
provided concerning a prospective applicant's employer and
be attained), and premium amount. For example, if given
Death Benefit and Cash Value amounts, the system finds for
information in the database, a corporate sponsor number will
any product stored in the system that amount of Premium
be used to identify a product which may be offered to the
(and the Number of Years it would be payable) needed for
employee at reduced cost or with less stringent underwriting
the system to achieve that goal. Similarly, if given the annual 35 requirements.
Premium, the Number of Years for which it would be paid
A preferred embodiment of the invention involves a
and the Death Benefit desired, the system projects the Cash
system of corporate sponsorship recognition involving the
identification of companies providing both the aforemenValue that would be associated with such a transaction.
tioned guarantee of premium payments and the creation of
In Block 594, Solicit Additional Coverages, the system
solicits any additional coverages desired by the client. These 40 a defined group for the provision of specialized underwritcoverages, made available in the form of riders to the base
ing. Block 602 is dedicated to this task.
policy, will permit the user to augment his/her coverage
In Block 604, the system checks System DataBase 17 to
see whether or not the Prospect Applicant Works with a
under the terms of the policy in exchange for an additional
premium payment. Screen 29, for example, shows several
company which provides corporate sponsored polices. If the
riders potentially made available by the system. A waiver of 45 Answer is "Yes," then the system moves to Block 610,
Select Corporate Sponsored Policy, and the system selects
annual premium benefit provides that premiums will be
automatically waived in the event of policyholder disability.
the appropriate corporate sponsored policy for that particular
The Accidental Death Benefit Rider allows for the payment
employer and writes the information to System DataBase
of an additional death benefit in the event the insured dies in
17. If the user and/or client is unsure, the system provides a
an accident. The Additional Death Benefit Rider allows the 50 list of Corporate Sponsors for him or her to consult in Block
606, Check List of Corporate Sponsors. In Block 608,
policyholder to obtain additional coverage during the early
Sponsor Selected?, the system checks to see if a Sponsor has
years of the policy. A Spousal Death Benefit allows the user
to obtain coverage for his or her spouse in addition to his or
been selected from the list of sponsored policies. If the
answer is "Yes," the system moves to Block 610, Select
her own coverage. This screen has an electronically highlighted area, a "form" or blank, appearing next to the 55 Corporate Sponsored Policy. If the answer is "No," the
description of each additional benefit. This "form" is filled
system moves to Block 612, User Selects Policy or Best, as
in by the user with a dollar amount. The system interprets
shown by Screen 31. If the response is "Best," the system
any blanks as zeros with the exception of Waiver of
logic moves to 614, Select Best Product-whereupon the
Premium, which requires a "Yes" or "No" response from the
system solves for the policy that provides the best solution
user before allowing the user to move onto the next screen. 60 to the mathematical problem identified in Block 592, Solicit
Screen 30 solicits information as to where the policy will be
Insurance Requirements, given the underwriting informaissued.
tion provided in Blocks 580, 582, 584 and 586 for joint and
In Block 596, Store, all the information regarding the
survivor policies and Blocks 588 and 590 for individual life
insurance policies. "Best" is defined as the Minimum Preprospective Insured and, if one exists, the co-Insured, is
stored in System Data Base 17 for later use by the system. 65 mium amount if the dollar cost of the annual premium is the
Moving now to FIG. 37B-2, the part of the system logic
solved for amount. Otherwise, if the missing variables are
cash value or death benefit, then the "Best" will be defined
dedicated to identifying and verifying the existence a Cor-
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in terms of highest Death Benefit or Cash Value. Screen 32
cash value growth may cause a decrease or increase in the
provides a sample of a screen which is provided to the user
death benefit. Returning now to another branch of the logic,
if the answer to the question "Riders Present?" is "Yes," the
to summarize all the information in the system prior to
system moves to 648 Compute 1st Premium Trial Guideline
computing to find the "Best" policy. Because finding the best
policy from many different policies can be a time- 5 for Base Policy. With Riders present, the system calculates
consuming process, this screen helps to avoid finding the
the Trial Guidelines and Premium amounts first for the base
policy as previously described for a policy with no riders,
"Best" policy using the wrong information. Screen 33 prothen computes a Trial Guideline amount including the
vides a representative example of a screen that appears
before the user while the system is searching out the "Best"
rider(s) in Block 650, then computes a Specified Amount
policy while Screen 34 shows the listing of the "Best" 10 including combined Rider and Base Policy values in Block
652, Compute Specified Amount w/Riders.
policies identified on the screen by the system based on a
Then, in Block 654, Iterate on Target Value: Death
single premium payment.
If, on the other hand, the user wishes to select the policy
Benefit, Cash Value or Premium, the system enters into an
from a number of different policies available in the system,
iterative illustration loop used to solve for the target value,
then the system moves to Block 612, User Selects Policy. 15 refining its initial guesses as to Premium Guideline Amounts
Screen 33 shows an example of a screen listing of available
and Specified Amount, moving to FIG. 37F-1. In order to
solve for these policy values the system computes additional
policies on the system. Policies are listed alphabetically, but
guesses, and tests those guesses iteratively until it finds the
the system provides an electronic policy search capability,
appropriate target value. This kind of iteration is required
allowing the user to search out all policies that match a given
criterion such as carrier name, policy name, current life 20 because of the non-linear nature of universal life insurance
insurance policy interest credited rate, or guaranteed rate of
policy values, as many of the policy values being solved for
will have no closed form solution. Once the system has
interest in the life insurance policy.
solved initial illustration and has a Premium and Specified
Moving now to FIG. 37B-3, a schematic representation of
Amount combination that corresponds to the target value, it
the policy search function of the system is shown. Block
622, Corporate Sponsored/User Selection or Best Product, is 25 saves it in Block 656, Save Specified Amount, Premium.
the branch of the system logic that identifies whether the
Next, in Block 658, Compute Guideline Single Premium
system is to illustrate one Corporate Sponsored/User
for Base Policy, the system makes another illustration, this
Selected Product or whatever number of policies fit the
time calculating a Single Premium amount for the Base
"Best" criteria. Blocks 624, Solicit Best Product Criteria,
Policy assuming Guaranteed Carrier policy values, and
and 626, Store Criteria, identify and store a count of prod- 30 corresponding to the Specified Amount previously comucts to be illustrated. Block 628, J Gets Total Number of
puted in Block 656.
Products Available, initializes a counter to keep track of the
Moving now to FIG. 37B-5, in Block 644, Set Guideline
Single Premium for Base Policy Equal to Premium variable,
number of products meeting the desired criteria to be
illustrated.
the system makes this equivalency, then in Block 666, Store,
In FIG. 37B-4 a schematic representation of the insurance 35 saves the information. Next in Block 670, Compute Guideillustration function of the system is presented. First, in
line Level Premium for Policy, the system uses the aforeBlock 640, the system retrieves all components needed for
mentioned Specified Amount as the target value, and then
a projection of life insurance values: product-specific data
finds the level annual premium amount, payable over the
entire time of the illustration's duration and assuming guarfrom data tables, stored by product and carrier; information
regarding the insured(s) and information regarding the pro- 40 anteed policy values, that would yield that Specified
spective insured(s), life insurance needs and other personal
Amount. In Block 672, Store, the system saves this premium
information as solicited and stored in FIG. 37B-1.
amount as well.
Moving now to Block 642, the system determines
At Block 674, Riders Present, the system once again
whether riders are present. If the answer is "No," then in
determines whether riders are present. If not, the system
Block 644, Compute 1st Premium, Trial Guideline for 45 moves on to FIG. 37B-6. If so, the system moves on to Block
Policy, the system computes its first guess as to the premium
676, Compute Guideline Single Premium for Policy Including Riders. The calculation here is the same as that made in
amount, or uses the premium amount previously provided
by the user. The system also computes a trial guideline
Block 658 except that this computation includes in the
amount, an initial estimate as to actuarial regulatory guideSpecified Amount whatever additional coverage is provided
line values. Using trial amounts speeds the illustration 50 for under the rider. In Block 678, Set Guideline Single
Premium for Total Policy Equal to Premium Variable, the
process, by reducing the number of iterations needed. These
trial amounts, used at the onset of the illustration process,
equivalency is made and the value is stored in Block 680.
assure that policy values computed during the illustration
Similar steps are taken to compute values for the Guideline
Level Premium including riders in Blocks 682 and 684. This
process will in most cases ultimately comply with regulatory
definitions of insurance during the first round of computa- 55 value is stored in 686.
tions.
Moving on to FIG. 37B-6, Block 692, Recompute SpeciIn Block 646, Compute Specified Amount, the system
fied Amount using Guideline Values, the system recomputes
uses the guideline values previously computed to calculate
the Specified Amount, originally computed in Block 654,
and saved in Block 656, this time using the Guideline
a Specified Amount. The Specified Amount is the amount
that the insurance company will pay the beneficiary upon the 60 Premium amounts computed in Blocks 658, 668, 676 and
death of the insured. In most states the Specified Amount
682 if riders are present. The Specified Amount so calculated
must by law appear on page three of a life insurance policy.
in Block 692 is then compared in Block 694 to the previThe Specified Amount is a common life insurance variable
ously calculated Specified Amount. In Block 696, Are Two
and is equal to the basic, stated policy death benefit (the face
Amounts Equal?, the system tests for equivalency. If the
amount of the policy). The policy death benefit will remain 65 answer is "Yes," then the Specified Amount lies within
actuarially defined regulatory guidelines for life insurance,
equal to the Specified Amount until such time as changes in
and the system moves on to FIG. 37B-7. If the two values
cash value cause it to change. Withdrawals of cash value or
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are not equal, the system in Block 698, First Pass, determerges illustration data with stored text to make an applimines whether or not this is the first attempt at an illustracation form, in Block 682. Block 670 also will save the
tion. If the answer is "No," the system determines whether
illustration results for further analysis or review. The logic
the Premium Values are equal in Block 700. If the answer is
returns to the submenu provided by Block 560 in FIG. 36.
"No," once again the system returns to either Z4 or Z5 5 This return is helpful for changing the illustration assumpdepending on whether or not Riders are found to be present
tions in order to see a different version of the illustration.
in Block 701. Both Z4 and Z5 are entry points for the
Turning to FIG. 37B-9, a schematic representation of the
illustration system in FIG. 37B-4.
comparative analysis function is shown. In Block 750,
If the two Specified Amounts are not equal in Block 696
prepare 1 ~ 5 Best Illustrations, the system creates the illusand if this is not the first pass for the system in Block 698, 10 tration from the values stored in Block 724. Then, in Block
the system returns to Z4 in the event that riders are present,
751, those values are printed side by side for comparison by
and Z5 in the event that they are not, in Block 701.
the user. The system returns to the subroutine that called it.
Returning to FIG. 36, the Update Existing Illustration 566
Once the system has solved for the correct premium/cash
function goes to FIG. 37C-l, which commences with Select
value combination and has tested this value against regulatory requirements, the system carries out four other opera - 15 Input Menu 752. This selection is depicted in User Screen
tions in FIG. 37B-7. First, it prepares a further illustration in
34, which is also known as the Update Existing Illustration
Block 708. This illustration assumes that the policyholder
Supermenu.
pays the previously determined premium amount and mainThe logic then goes to the following boxes: Block 754 to
update the prospective applicant data, including personal,
tains the desired death benefit. However, the illustration
further assumes that the carrier pays only the minimum 20 employment, and health data; and Block 756 to update the
insurance data, including the premium structure, as well as
guaranteed interest crediting rate on policy cash value, and
the policy selection. These Blocks 754-756 permit the user
charges the maximum mortality charges possible under the
terms of the insurance contract. Samples of these Guaranto revise selected data in Database 17. Once the menu item
teed Values appear in Specimen 10.
has been selected and the update screen has been visited,
Next, the system in Block 710 computes two policy cost 25 Block 768 is used to facilitate going to the appropriate
screen. The screens are filled in with the old data, and in
indices designed to provide the prospective applicant with a
Block 770 the user is allowed to change, add to, or delete
bench mark for measuring product performance. The first
from any of the existing data. Block 770 then returns to
index is the Surrender Cost Index which is 1000 times the
Block 752. When the user has gone through this loop as
present value of premiums paid discounted at five percent
minus the present value of the end-of-period cash value 30 many times as necessary to update whatever screens need
divided by the present value of the death benefits. The
updating, from Block 752, the choice of Proceed, Block 758
second index, known as the Net Payment Cost Index, is
can be made. The illustration process then proceeds to FIG.
equal to 1000 times the ratio of the present value of the
37B-4, which then completes the illustration.
Additionally, the user may select Help, Block 18, which
premiums discounted at five percent to the present value of
the death benefits over the period discounted at five percent. 35 has been previously mentioned as being available from any
The system calculates these two indices through Years 10
screen in the system from the Update Existing Illustration
and 20 of the policy illustrated, assuming current interest
Supermenu. A representative context-sensitive hypertext
and mortality charges apply, and assuming guaranteed interHelp screen is shown in User Screen 35.
Lastly, Block 762 may be selected to quickly terminate
est and mortality charges apply. Sample calculations of these
cost indices appears on the last page of Specimen 16.
40 the current illustration session and return to the Main Menu,
After the aforementioned analyses have been completed,
44, via Entry Point X4. The user is given an opportunity at
the system saves the results in Block 712 for later printing.
this time to save what data has been entered thus far.
With further reference to FIG. 36, the Print Life Insurance
This completes the illustration for a particular financial
Application 570 selection goes to FIG. 37D-1. Block 774
product. Next, the system checks to see if it needs to make
a similar computation for other products. If in Branch 656 it 45 selects one form from a variety of insurance forms that could
finds that not all desired products have been illustrated by
be printed, depending on the carrier. The logic proceeds to
comparing a target number of products to be illustrated with
Block 776, which retrieves the existing prospective applia counter, the system increments the counter in Block 714
cant data from Database 17, which was solicited in the
and returns to FIG. 37B-4 to initiate another illustration.
process of creating the illustration, and prefills the insurance
Otherwise, the system tests whether more than one prod- 50 application form. If necessary, Block 778 allows the user to
uct has been illustrated (1)1), and if so, proceeds to Block
fill in any additional data. Then Block 780 prints the
722 to find the best product based on the criteria entered in
application at Local Printer 5. The logic proceeds to Block
Block 592. In either case, the logic goes to Block 724 to
782 which requests whether or not to send the application to
the carrier electronically. If that answer, in fact, is "No," the
store the insurance product specific data for an illustration.
Next in Block 726, Comparative Analysis, the system 55 logic goes to Return 752. If the answer is "Yes," Block 784
asks the user if he or she would like to see a comparison of
checks for completeness and permits sending the application
the best policies. If the answer is "Yes," the system moves
to the Carrier via Block 786. Block 788 saves the insurance
policy data and then returns to Block 570 in FIG. 36.
to FIG. 37B-9 and otherwise, the system goes to FIG. 37B-8.
Turning to FIG. 37B-8 at Block 666, the values relevant
Review Insurance Product Developments 572 in FIG. 36,
to the computation of an illustration are generated, then 60 permits the user to read through prepared textual data by
allowing the user to move from screen-to-screen. Once the
displayed at the user's terminal in Block 668, and stored in
user has completed a review of the data from Database 17,
the Database 17. The user can select a number of options:
Print Illustration? 672, which will print the information on
one or all of the textual screens or "pages" can be printed at
the Local Printer 5 via Block 674; Print and Mail Illustrathe Local Printer 5.
More particularly, for Review Insurance Product Develtion? 676, which will print the illustration on the Central 65
opments 572 in FIG. 36, the logic goes to FIG. 37E-1. In
Printer 9 for mailing to a requested address via Block 678;
Block 792, new insurance product developments are
and Make Application Using This Illustration? 680, which
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retrieved and displayed for the user. Block 794 allows the
tionnaire. Answers are used in identifying preferred risk
new insurance product developments to be printed on the
applicants.
Local Printer 5, if desired, and then the logic returns to
Block 572 on FIG. 36.
FIG. 37F-l provides a schematic representation of the 5
system's life insurance values computation and testing
Name
Null?
Type
activities. In Block 800, Compute Insurance Values Using
REQUEST_ID
NOT NULL
NUMBER (8)
Specified Insurance Parameters, the system takes those
R_ORDER
NOT NULL
NUMBER (8)
values for Specified Amount, Premium, and targets from the
VALUE
CHAR (20)
subroutine that called it, and produces an illustration. Then,
REC ORDER
NOT NULL
NUMBER (3)
10
NEXT_REQUEST
NUMBER (8)
in Block 802, Target(s) Are Met, the system tests the value
against the requested target, for example, death benefit or
cash value. If the answer is "Yes" in Block 808, Store
Premium Amount, LIFPAY, the system stores the Premium
APPLICATION 902 is a super entity which holds the
Amount associated with this illustration and returns to the
15
various
insurance applications 902A (each specific type of
subroutine that called it.
application is a view or instance of this table). These
If, on the other hand, the answer to the above question is
application records are built on information contained in the
"No," the system goes on to determine in Block 804, First
Trial, whether this is the first attempt at the computation. If
illustration, as well as supplemental information supplied by
the answer is "Yes," then the system generates a guess value
the prospective applicant (e.g., provided in ADDITIONAL_
in Block 806, Generate New Trial, and returns to Block 800 20 RESPONSES 900). There is one APPLICATION 902 record
to make an additional computation. If, on the other hand, the
for every application created for a prospective applicant.
answer to the question in Block 804 is "No," then the system
moves to Block 810, Does this Trial Bracket?, where the
system tests to see whether two values have been identified
that lie above and below (i.e., bracket) the target value. If the 25
Name
Null?
Type
answer is again "No," then the system moves to Block 806,
Generate New Trial, thereby returning to Block 800 to
APPLICATION_ID
NOT NULL
NUMBER
APPLICATION_TYPE
CHAR (10)
generate an additional value.
THEPLAPPLICATION
NUMBER
If the answer to the question asked in Block 810 is "Yes,"
ILLUSTRATION_ID
NUMBER
and the system has found two values above and below the 30
PAPER_FORM_ID
NUMBER
STATUS
CHAR (9)
Target value, the system next checks to see if the system has
attempted an interpolation using three values, in Block 812,
First Interpolation? If the answer is "Yes," then the system
uses Bisection to Interpolate the values in Block 814,
COl SET 970 is a data entity used to store information
Bisection Interpolation. Otherwise, in Block 816 the system 35 regarding special mortality data that an employer may have
uses Weighted Interpolation to arrive at an additional value.
negotiated with a carrier as part of a corporate-sponsored
In this manner, by iteratively interpolating between guess
program.
values and throwing out old guesses, the system converges
rapidly on the desired value, and, having found it, returns the
40
desired value to the subroutine that called it.
Name
Null?
Type
B. Discussion of Database Structures
FIG. 4 provides a depiction of a relational Database 17 for
COl SET_ID
NOT NULL NUMBER (8)
SPONSOR_ID
NUMBER (8)
the present invention. The description of the relational
MORT_SET_NAME
NOT NULL
CHAR (30)
Database 17 includes numbered entity (database table) defiNOT NULL
CHAR (1)
45 MORT_SET_TYPE
nitions and detailed descriptions of the columns (fields)
MORT_CONVERSION_METHOD
CHAR (1)
present and their characteristics. NOT NULL specifies that
a column is required to be filled, and TYPE designates the
type of data that this column contains. The following table
CORPORATE SPONSOR GUARANTEE 964 is a data
definitions parallel the above entity definitions and detail the 50 entity used to store information regarding the Corporate
columns (fields) present and their characteristics.
sponsor including information regarding eligibility requireADDITIONAL_RESPONSES 900 has records of addiments and contact information.
tional responses made by the prospective applicant to questions that appear on an insurance application form that were
55
not solicited during the illustration process.
Name

Name

Null?

Type

APPLICATION_ID
REQUEST_ID
R ORDER
RESPONSE
WP FLDNUM

NOT NULL
NOT NULL
NOT NULL

NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR (255)
NUMBER

CS_ID
INSTITUTION_ID
INSURANCE_PACKAGE ID
60 CONTACT_ID
CODE
ELIG_REQ

65

ALLOWED_RESPONSES 977 is a database entity holding information of permitted responses in the health ques-

Null?
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT

Type
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL

NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR
CHAR

(8)
(8)
(8)
(8)
(255)

CORPORATE SPONSOR OFFICER 928 is used to store
information needed to identify those individuals permitted to
use the system to offer corporate sponsored quotes.
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Null?

Name

INSTITUTION_OFFICER_ID
INSTITUTION_OFFICER_TYPE
LAST_NAME
FIRST_NAME
INSTITUTION_ID
PHONE
PHONE EXTENSTION
STATUS
ACCOUNT_NAME
PRIVS
PRINTER_DRIVER
GENERIC

NOT NULL

Type
NUMBER
CHAR (30)
CHAR (50)
CHAR (30)
NUMBER
NUMBER (10)
NUMBER
CHAR (10)
CHAR (30)
CHAR (10)
CHAR (20)
CHAR (1)

5

10

Name

Null?

FACILITY
TOPIC
LINE
TEXT

NOT NULL
NOT NULL
NOT NULL

lType
NUMBER
CHAR
NUMBER
CHAR

(4)
(30)
(5)
(80)

The HEALTH_QUESTION 916 entity contains the individual questions that comprise a specific health questionnaire. Depending on the question and questionnaire, a specific question may appear in multiple health questionnaires.

15

The EMPLOYMENT 912 entity contains the employment data for the prospective applicant requesting an
illustration, such as place of employment, salary, etc.

Name

Null?

EMPLOYMENT_ID
EMPLOYER_ID
PERSON_ID
OCCUPATION
TITLE
PHONE
PHONE_EXTENSION
SALARY
GENERIC

NOT NULL

NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR (30)
CHAR (30)
NUMBER (10)
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR (1)

Name

Null?

Type

INDEX_CODE
INDEX_NAME

NOT NULL

CHAR (3)
CHAR (50)

FINANCIAL INDEX_VALUES 970 is a database
entity employed by the system to store the index values for
the Financial Index described in FINANCIAL_INDEX_
DESCRIPTION 971.

Name

Null?
NOT NULL
NOT NULL

Null?

Type

HEALTH_QUESTION_ID
HEALTH_QUESTION_TYPE
SEQUENCE_NUMBER
QUESTION_LINEl
QUESTION_LINE2
QUESTION_LINE3

NOT NULL

NUMBER
CHAR (30)
NUMBER
CHAR (70)
CHAR (70)
CHAR (70)

Type

FINANCIAL_INDEX_DESC 971 is a database entity
used to track special indexes used by the system illustrating
insurance products. Some policies use a particular financial
index, the average rate for T-Bills or Moody's Baa Bond rate
for example, as a means of calculating the policy crediting
rate. This database structure stores the index name and code.

INDEX_CODE
VALUE
BEGIN_DATE
END DATE

20

Name

TypeO
CHAR (3)
NUMBER (7, 4)
DATE
DATE

The FMA HELP 914 entity contains all context
sensitive, hypertext linked help records for Help 18. It
contains context keywords, and hyperlink keywords in addition to the help text that enables these features.

25

The HEALTH_QUESTION_RESPONSE 918 entity
contains the responses to the health questions by the prospective applicant. It contains responses to all of the health
questions, be they simplified or medical underwriting types.

30
Name

Null?

Type

HEALTH_QUESTION_RESPONSE_ID NOT NULL
PERSON_ID
HEALTH_QUESTION_ID
35 RESPONSE
REMARK
CREATE DATE
CHANGE DATE

40

45

NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR (1)
CHAR (255)
DATE
DATE

An ILLUSTRATION 922 is a document (both hard copy
and database record) that is produced for a PERSON 952
(prospective applicant). Multiple illustrations may be produced for a single prospective applicant illustrating various
insurance selections, but each illustration pertains to a single
prospective applicant (or joint applicants). Any illustration
may result in an insurance and loan application. The ILLUSTRATION 922 entity contains both data and pointers to data
for all aspects of an illustration.

50
Name

Null?

ILLUSTRATION_ID

NOT
NULL

55 ILLUSTRATION_TYPE
ILLUSTRATION_DATE
STATUS
PERSON_ID
PERSON_DOB
PERSON_SALARY
PERSON_INTEREST_DIVIDENDS
60
PERSON_OTHER_INCOME
COPERSON_ID
COPERSON_DOB
COPERSON_SALARY
COPERSON_INTERST_DIVIDENDS
COPERSON_OTHER INCOME
PRIN

Type
NUMBER (8)
CHAR (10)
DATE
CHAR (10)
NUMBER (8)
DATE
NUMBER (10, 2)
NUMBER (10, 2)
NUMBER (10, 2)
NUMBER (8)
DATE
NUMBER (10, 2)
NUMBER (10, 2)
NUMBER (10, 2)
NUMBER (4,2)
NUMBER (10, 2)
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INSURANCE_AGENT

-continued
Name

AGENCY (not shown)

Null?

INSURANCE_PACKAGE ID
INSURANCE_CARRIER_ID
INSURANCE_AGENT_ID
UNDERWRITING_TYPE
HEALTH_ANY_YESES
INSURANCE_RATE
CS ID
LOC_ID
LOC_CONTACT_ID
DEATH_BENEFIT
CLOSING DATE
LIFPAY
LNUM
SA

THEPLUSER ID
MORT_GROUP NAME

QF
IANC10 GUAR
IANC20 GUAR
NPI10 GUAR
NPI20 GUAR
IANC10 CURR
IANC20 CURR
NPI10 CURR
NPI20 CURR
SELECTED_INSURANCE STATE
PERSON_SMOKER FLAG
PERSON_RISK_FLAG
COPERSON_SMOKER_FLAG
COPERSON_RISK_FLAG
MAX RATE

Type
NUMBER (8)
NUMBER (8)
NUMBER (8)
CHAR (30)
CHAR (1)
NUMBER (7, 4)
NUMBER (8)
NUMBER (8)
NUMBER (8)
NUMBER (10, 2)
DATE
NUMBER (8, 2)
NUMBER (2)
NUMBER (10, 2)
NUMBER (10, 2)
NUMBER (10, 2)
NUMBER (8)
CHAR (30)
NUMBER (6, 3)
NUMBER (7, 2)
NUMBER (7, 2)
NUMBER (7, 2)
NUMBER (7, 2)
NUMBER (7, 2)
NUMBER (7, 2)
NUMBER (7, 2)
NUMBER (7, 2)
CHAR (2)
CHAR (1)
CHAR (1)
CHAR (1)
CHAR (1)
NUMBER (7, 4)

ILLUS1RATION DATA 978 is an entity used to store
information from past illustrations. This permits the system
to pick up where it left off in allowing the user to improve
upon illustrations for PERSON 952.

Name

YEAR
CV
MINS
CVMAX
CVGIP
MINSGIP
LPAY

Null?

Type

NOT NULL
NOT NULL

NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER

EMPLOYER/CORPORATE_SPONSOR
5

10

15

The INSTITUTION OFFICER 928 entity is a super
entity (like APPLICATION 902) which holds the various
institution officer types. Each specific type of institution
officer (e.g., INSURANCE_AGENT) is a view of this table.
There is an INSTITUTION_OFFICER record for every
institution officer participating in the illustration process.
The INSTITUTION_OFFICER entity is not shown on the
ERD of FIG. 38. Rather, the specific views are represented.
These are:
CORPORATE_SPONSOR OFFICER
INSURANCE_AGENT

20

USER

Name

Null?

INSTITUTION_OFFICER ID

NOT NULL

CHAR (30)

LAST_NAME

CHAR (50)

Null?

Type

ILLUSTRATION_ID
RIDER_ID
BENEFIT_AMT
BENEFIT_YRS

NOT NULL
NOT NULL

NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER

(8)
(8)
(9)
(2)

The INSTITUTION 926 entity is a super entity (like
APPLICATION 902) which holds the various institution
types. Each specific type of institution (e.g., INSURANCE_
CARRIER) is a view of this table. There is an INSTITUTION 926 record for every institution participating in the
illustration process. The INSTITUTION 926 entity is not
shown on the Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) of FIG.
38. Rather, the specific views are represented. These are:

NUMBER

PHONE

NUMBER (10)
NUMBER

PHONE EXTENSION
STATUS

CHAR (10)

ACCOUNT_NAME

CHAR (30)

PRIVS

CHAR (10)

PRINTER_DRIVER

CHAR (20)

INSURANCE CARRIER 926 is a database entity used to
store information regarding each of the carriers whose
products are illustrated by the system. It stores information
regarding each carrier's name and address, contact, and
ratings which are used in the illustration process.

45

Name

Name

CHAR (30)

30 INSTITUTION_ID

35

NUMBER

INSTITUTION_OFFICER_TYPE
FIRST_NAME

40

The ILLUSTRATION_RIDERS 924 table, also an intersection table, contains a list of all of the rider clauses
required for a particular illustration.

Type

25

(8)
(2)
(12, 2)
(12, 2)
(12, 2)
(12, 2)
(12, 2)
(8, 2)

INSURANCE_CARRIER

INSTITUTION_ID
50 INSTITUTION_TYPE
INSTITUTION_NAME
DIVISION
ADDRESS_LINEl
ADDRESS_LINE2
CITY
55 COUNTY
STATE
ZIP
PHONE
CONTACT_PERSON_ID
CORPORATE SPONSOR_ID

GENERIC

65

Null?
NOT NULL

Type
NUMBER
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR

(8)
(30)
(50)
(30)
(50)
(50)
(30)
(30)
(2)
(5)
(10)
(8)
(8)
(8)
(7, 2)
(1)

INSURANCE_EXPBRK 974 is a database entity used to
store information regarding life insurance cash value breakpoints. Breakpoints are levels of cash value which trigger
changes in policy charges.
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Name

Null?

Type

EXPBRK_ID
LEXP ID
LEXPBRK

NOT NULL
NOT NULL
NOT NULL

NUMBER (8)
NUMBER (8)
NUMBER (8, 2)

5

INSURANCE_LPCT 973 is a database entity used to
store information regarding the percentage of premium
charges applied by the carrier for a given product.

Name

Null?

LPCT_ID
BEGIN_AGE
END_AGE
SEX
SMOKING_FLAG
RISK_FLAG
LPCTlAF
LPCTlAV
LPCTlAC
LPCTlBF
LPCTlBV
LPCTlBC
LPCTIAF
LPCTIAV
LPCTIAC
LPCTIBF
LPCTIBV
LPCTIBC
LPCTY
LPCTSA

NOT NULL

Type
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER

Name

Null?

Type

LEXP ID
MONTH
LEXPF
LEXPV

NOT NULL

NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER

PAPER FORM ID
GENERIC
CV_RATIO
20 INDEX_CHANGE_TOL
INDEX_FROM MONTH
2)
2)
2)
2)
2)
2)
2)
2)
2)
2)
2)
2)
2)
2)

Null?
NOT
NULL

BEGIN_DATE
END DATE
POLICY_NAME
INSURANCE_CARRIER_ID
PREMIUM PAYMENT_STRUCTURE
POLICY_TYPE
POLICY_TERM
INLP
INSP
IC1
IC2

TRATE
TEXP
25 TLOAD
QXG_TABLE_NAME
QXG_APPROX_FLAG
IC1_INCR
IC2_INCR
LEXPSELL
30 ANNUITY_ID
GUARANTEE MONTHS
CSO_BLEND ID
LPCT_ID
LPCT_AGE FLAG
35 LPCT_SEX_FLAG
LPCT_SMOKING_FLAG
LPCT_RISK_FLAG
QXG_TYPE
QXG_MORT_CONVERSION_METHOD
COl SET_ID
40 QXG_SMOKE_AGGR_FLAG
CV_LOAN_INT_FLAG

(8)
(3)
(7, 2)
(7, 2)

45

The INSURANCE_PACKAGE 930 entity details the
insurance packages available to be chosen for an
illustration-the rates, duration, etc. This list can be viewed
during the illustration process.

Name

ICBREAK
IC_GUIDE_GUARANTEE
IC_MIN_INT_GUARANTEE
QX_GUIDE_GUARANTEE
QX_MIN_INT_GUARANTEE
ICL
lOlL
CURRENT RATE
GUARANTEED RATE
MAX_CHANGE RATE
UNDERWRITING_TYPE
CSO_TABLE NAME
15 CSO_DEFAULT_BLEND

(8)
(2)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(5,
(5,
(5,
(5,
(5,
(5,
(5,
(5,
(5,
(5,
(5,
(5,
(5,
(5,

INSURANCE MONTH EXPENSE 975 stores information regarding policy fixed charges like administration or
selling charges levied by the carrier. Because system policy
values are calculated in a monthly basis, this information is
stores by policy month.

INSURANCE_PACKAGE ID

Null?

Name

Type

50

Type
NUMBER
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR
CHAR
NUMBER
CHAR
NUMBER
CHAR
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR
CHAR
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
NUMBER
CHAR
CHAR

(7, 4)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(7, 4)
(7, 4)
(7, 4)
(7, 4)
(7, 4)
(30)
(30)
(5, 2)
(1)
(4)
(1)
(7, 4)
(3)
(7, 4)
(2)
(2)
(3)
(7, 4)
(7, 4)
(5, 2)
(30)
(1)
(7, 4)
(7, 4)
(7, 2)

(8)
(8)
(2)

(8)
(8)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

(8)
(1)
(1)

MORT 962 tabulates mortality figures (either in strict
deaths per thousand or cost of insurance). While the common mortality tables (CSO and the like) and the product
specific Cost Of Insurance (COl) tables are essentially the
same, there are some differences.
Both conceptual tables are housed inside one relational
database table structure (MORT 962) to allow for ease of
access. The relational table's structure for the MORT 962
table follows:

55

NUMBER (8)

Name

Null?

Type

DATE
DATE
CHAR
NUMBER
CHAR
CHAR
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER

GROUP NUMBER
AGE_OF_ISSUE
YEAR_AGE
MONTH
MORTALITY

NOT NULL

NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER

(50)

(8)
(50)
(50)
(3)
(7, 4)
(7, 4)
(7, 4)
(7, 4)

60

65

NOT NULL
NOT NULL

(8)
(2)
(3)
(2)
(9, 5)

The MORT 962 table is organized into groups of records,
each group having the same GROUP_NUMBER. A group
is a "Mortality Table." Each combination of the following
attributes will reference a GROUP_NUMBER:
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An example of a COl group is given below:

Male/Female
Smoking/Non-smoking/Aggregate
Age last/Age nearest
Insurance Product

5

CSO table/COl table
A GROUP_NUMBER may be used by any combination.
Therefore, for a particular Group (mortality table), for
example, the 1980 CSO table for Male/Non-smoking/Age
last (no product designation in this case), there are records
for ages 18 through 99 as shown below:

GROUP NUMBER

AGE_OF_ISSUE

YEAR

NULL
NULL

18
19

12.0
20.0

NULL

99

1000.0

MORTALITY

GROUP NUMBER

AGE_OF_ISSUE

YEAR

MORTALITY

5
5

35
35

2

12.0
20.0

5

35

10

100.0

5
5

40
40

2

22.0
50.0

5

40

10

500.0

5
5

NULL
NULL

10
11

2.0
5.0

5

NULL

99

1000.0

10

15

20

Note that in the case of the CSO tables, there is nothing
in the AGE_OF_ISSUE column (NULL). So, to reference
25
the CSO Group that corresponds to Male/Non-smoking/Age
last, the system retrieves all records for GROUP_
NUMBER+1.
To satisfy all combinations of the above attributes for the
CSO tables (Male/Female, Smoking/Non-smoking/ 30
Aggregate, Age last/Age nearest) there are as many as 12
groups, each group having entries for ages 18 through 99
years of age. Thus, there will be 82 (i.e., 99-18+1) rows (i.e.,
records) in each group, one for each year of age, times each 35
of the 12 combinations, resulting in 984 records for the
collection of all 12 CSO groups. Like the common mortality
groups (mortality tables), the COl groups are organized by
GROUP_NUMBER. The GROUP_NUMBER in this case
segregates groups not only by sex, smoking, etc., but also by 40
insurance product. But unlike the common mortality tables,
there is a sub-group structure to the CSO table based on the
prospective applicant's age at the time of policy issue. There
is a special "sub-table," selected by the prospective applicant's age, as designated by the AGE_OF_ISSUE column, 45
that is used for the first Ys years. The AGE_OF_ISSUE
entry specifies the select versus ultimate portions of the
mortality table. If the AGE_OF_ISSUE column is NULL,
then that series of records correspond to the ultimate series
within that particular insurance product group. The CSO 50
mortality table, then, is a standard mortality table with Ys=O
(i.e., no select entries).
One further difference is that the year/age column designates age of the insured for ultimate groups, but designates
55
year of policy for select groups.
An applicant's cost of insurance will be determined by
selecting the rows corresponding to a particular group
number (which may be for a specific insurance product and
a specific collection of attributes such as sex, smoker, etc.) 60
for the applicant's AGE_OF_ISSUE. There will be typically 10 or less rows (YJ within a particular AGE_OF_
ISSUE sub-group. For years beyond the Ys years, the
ultimate group is used, which is retrieved by selecting the
rows for this GROUP NUMBER whose AGE OF
65
ISSUE is NULL and whose "year/age" entries are AGE_
OF_ISSUE+ Ys and greater.

The above shows two of the select sub-groups (for age of
issue 35 and 40) for COl group 5, as well as the ultimate
group (age of issue=NULL) for COl group 5. (Subgroups
will be present for all possible AGE_OF_ISSUE values).
The COl group 5 may be used by any insurance product.
This association of product to group (mortality table) is
managed by the MORT_REGISTER 960 table.
THE MORT SELECTOR 960 entity documents the association of group numbers with various combinations of
prospective applicant attributes and insurance products.

Name

Null?

MORT_SET_NAME
STATE
SEX
SMOKING
RISK
GROUP NUMBER
DESCRIPTION
YS
AGE_TYPE
MORT_TYPE
BEGIN_DATE
END DATE

NOT NULL

Type

NOT NULL
NOT NULL
NOT NULL

NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT

NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL

CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
NUMBER
CHAR
NUMBER
CHAR
CHAR
DATE
DATE

(30)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(8)
(255)
(2)
(1)
(1)

This table documents the association of group numbers
with the various combinations of attributes possible:
Male/Female
Smoking/Non-smoking/Aggregate
Age last/Age nearest
Insurance Product
CSO table/COl table
For example:

GROUP NUMBER

YS GROUP NAME DESCRIPTION

o

CSO-M-N-AL

CSO table Male/
Non-smoking/Age last
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-continued
GROUP NUMBER

YS GROUP NAME DESCRIPTION

2

0

CSO-F-N-AL

3

0

CSO-M-S-AL

100

8

METRO-117

CSO table Female/
Non-smokingiAge last
CSO table Male/
SmokingiAge last

5

10
Metro 117 table;
Male/Non-smokingiAge
last, commonly used by
sponsored policies

The "description" data in MORT_REGISTER 960 is
simply that. It describes the attributes of each table for use
in managing the system. During the illustration process the
system uses another database entity to select which of the
MORT_REGISTER 960 tables are applicable to a particular
product. The actual logical selection of which table is to be
used for each combination is accomplished by entries in the
INSURANCE_PACKAGE 930 table, which describes in
detail each insurance product available to the system, and
which, through its associated detail tables, points to the
particular MORT_REGISTER 960 Groups to be used, for
each sex/smoking/etc. combination, in illustrating that particular product, referring to each group by its GROUP_
NAME.
NEW INSURANCE DEV 968 entity describes the information regarding new product developments that is broadcast to users through the system.

15

20

25

30

Name

Null?

PERSON_ID
PERSON_TYPE
LAST_NAME
FIRST_NAME
MIDDLE NAME
ADDRESS_LINEl
ADDRESS_LINE2
CITY
STATE
ZIP
PHONE
DOB
DATE_OF_DEATH
SEX
MARITAL_STATUS
EMPLOYMENT_STATUS
INTEREST_DIVIDENDS
OTHER_INCOME
INCOME TAX RETURN_TYPE
THEPLUSER ID
STATE_OF_RESIDENCE
STATE_OF_EMPLOYMENT
SSN
HEIGHT_FEET
HEIGHT_INCHES
US CITIZEN
WEIGHT
COUNTY
SMOKER_FLAG
RISK_FLAG

NOT NULL

Type
NUMBER
CHAR (10)
CHAR (50)
CHAR (30)
CHAR (30)
CHAR (50)
CHAR (50)
CHAR (30)
CHAR (2)
NUMBER (5)
NUMBER (10)
DATE
DATE
CHAR (1)
CHAR (10)
CHAR (10)
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR (10)
NUMBER
CHAR (2)
CHAR (2)
CHAR (2)
NUMBER
NUMBER
CHAR (1)
NUMBER
CHAR (30)
CHAR (1)
CHAR (1)

PRODUCT LICENSE STATE 972 is the database entity
for storing information as to whether or not a particular
PRODUCT is licensed in a given state.

35
Name

Null?

Type

INSURANCE_CARRIER_ID
INPUT_DATE
DEV_TEXT

NOT NULL
NOT NULL
NOT NULL

NUMBER (8)
DATE
LONG

Name

Null?

Type

NOT NULL
NOT NULL

NUMBER (8)
CHAR (2)

40

The PAPER_FORM 946 entity describes the individual
paper form for the specific insurance application forms,
illustration forms, and health questionnaires used by the
system. It holds global information regarding the form (e.g.,
WordPerfect merge file name). It is pointed to by the
individual PAPER_FORM ITEM.

Name

Null?

Type

PAPER_FORM_ID
PRIMARY_MERGE FILE
STARTING REQUEST ID

NOT NULL

NUMBER
CHAR (30)
NUMBER

REQUESTED RESPONSES 976 is the database entity
for storing that information to which the Health Questionnaire answers are compared in evaluating the health of an
initial applicant. The data is stored as a table.
45

50

55

A PERSON 952 (applicant) is defined as a person or
husband/wife couple who collectively request an illustration. A PERSON 952 file may contain two insureds. Two
insureds could have, for example, two separate policies with
coverage proportional to their share of the combined household income. Two insureds may own a single policy. A
single policy option for two insureds includes a joint and
survivor policy wherein death benefits are paid upon the
death of the second insured to die, and a policy with a
spousal rider which pays a death benefit on the death of the
first insured. Each PERSON 952 may have requested multiple illustrations.

Name

Null?

REQUEST_ID
R_ORDER
TABLE_NAME
COLUMN_NAME
PRE_CONDITION
PROMPTl
PROMPT2
PROMPT3
PROMPT4
LABEL
REQUIRED_FLAG
WP FLDNUM
EDIT_ATTRIB

NOT NULL
NOT NULL

Type
NUMBER (8)
NUMBER (3)
CHAR (30)
CHAR (30)
CHAR (30)
CHAR (60)
CHAR (60)
CHAR (60)
CHAR (60)
CHAR (10)
CHAR (1)
NUMBER
CHAR (30)

60

65

The RIDER 956 entity describes the insurance riders
available for use in the illustration process. A policy rider is
an amendment attached to a policy that modifies the conditions of the policy by expanding, or decreasing its benefits
or excluding certain conditions from coverage. Typical
examples of policy riders include disability income riders
which pay a benefit equal to the mortgage cost in the event
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the insured(s) are disabled and waiver of premium riders
(typically used in conjunction with disability riders to waive
the cost of insurance charges in the policy in the event the
insured is disabled).

104

life insurance benefit covering the spouse of the insured.
This is a means of providing, through the system, joint
coverage payable on the death of the first insured.
Nwsp(min): This is the minimum number of years for
5 which a Bwsp benefit would be paid.
Joint policy flag: This flag is set if there is to be a second
insured to be covered by the insurance policy. The flag
Name
Null?
Type
indicates to the system that a benefit is payable only on the
death of the last of two individuals. The flag is also set in the
RIDER_ID
NOT
NUMBER
event
there is an additional life insurance benefit, Bals,
NULL
10
desired for the spouse. There are two different values for this
RIDER_TYPE
CHAR (10)
RIDER_TEXT
CHAR (255)
flag. If selected, the underwriting information regarding the
COLSET_ID
NUMBER (8)
second person, including age, sex, smoking status arid
QXG_TABLE_NAME
CHAR (30)
health are collected by the system as well.
QXG_TYPE
CHAR (1)
inlp: This is the percentage discount rate for a Guideline
QXG_MORT_CONVERSION_METHOD
CHAR (1)
15 Level Premium (GLP).value calculation which is computed
QXG_SMOKE_AGGR_FLAG
CHAR (1)
in FIG. 37B-5, Block 646. The system stores this information by product. The variable, mlp=monthly multiplier=(1+
The UPDATE_ACTIVITY 958 entity is an internal table
inlp)1/12, is computed upon use of inlp.
that is used to keep track of the dates of supervisory update
insp: This is the discount rate, expressed as a percentage,
and modification operations made to the various reference 20 for the Guideline Single Premium (GSP) value calculation
tables (e.g., INSURANCE_PACKAGE 930 etc.).
which is computed in FIG. 337B-5, Block 646. The system
stores this information by product. The variable, msp=
monthly multiplier=(1+insp)1/12, is computed upon use of
insp.
Name
Null?
Type
The mortality table data discussed below is stored as
25
UPDATE_TYPE
CHAR (30)
percentages. The system stores all percentages as such. All
UPDATE DATE
DATE
formulas assume the fractional equivalent which is the value
VALID_THRU DATE
DATE
divided by one hundred. The stored values, however, are not
generally integers.
C. Discussion of Variables
30
CSO(a): All values from the Commissioner's Standard
The following variables, identities, and formulas show
Ordinary Table, a common mortality table published in
how the insurance illustrations of the kind previously
1980, are stored in deaths per 1000 at age a. These are real
described are computed in a preferred embodiment of the
numbers. The system allows up to five place accuracy after
invention. Because these variables are used throughout the
the decimal point, i.e., xxx.xxxxx.
illustration process, references to how and where they are 35
The table, as it is used by the system, is tabulated for ages
used will include multiple Figures and Blocks. Every effort,
eighteen through ninety-nine. This table is used for GSP and
however, has been made to illustrate the flow of system logic
GLP calculations in FIG. 37B-5. Block 646 and is therefore
in the description of the variables and computations.
a system parameter. The system contains several versions of
The following variables Bwsp, Badb, Bali, Bals represent
the 1980 CSO tables. They include: Male/Female, Smoking/
the amount of additional insurance benefits that may be
purchased through the endorsement of a life insurance 40 Nonsmoking/Aggregate, and Age last/Age nearest. The system contains, therefore, a total of 2x3x2=12 tables. Table
policy rider.
entries appear as a value per thousand and are used to obtain
Bwsp: This variable represents the waiver of stipulated
a fractional probability of death. Each product indicates
premium benefit. It is input by the user. The waiver of
whether to use the male/female tables in accordance with the
premium is an annual benefit payable to the insured in the
event of disability of the insured, for the period during which 45 sex of the insured, or whether to use a blend. If a blend is
premiums are due. The benefit should pay those premiums.
indicated, the product data table indicates the percentage
male. The remainder is female. An exception table exists, by
It is a stipulated amount and any excess is payable to the
insured. Likewise, any insufficiency is still due from the
state, for each product Multiple products may be present in
insured. This coverage does not apply to the disability of the
the system for a single carrier and all use this same exception
second insured. The actual amount is limited by the policy 50 table. However, this is not a system rule. There is not a
unique exception table for every product, but a given excepto the total guideline premium (defined below). If the
tion table may apply to any number of products, including
guideline premium, when determined, is smaller than Bwsp,
just one. If an entry is present, it mandates the blend
the system must reduce the amount of the waiver of premium benefit so that it is in line with the regulatory
percentage male to use for policies issued in that state for the
guideline.
55 product(s) referencing that table. That blend percentage will
override any generic male/female or blend selection in the
Badb: This is the variable for the amount of accidental
product. This feature is a system requirement because some
death benefit purchased through a policy rider, over and
above the universal life insurance death benefit. An accistates require the use of unisex tables weighted exactly in
proportion with the carrier's male/female weighting of its
dental death benefit is an additional amount of life insurance
payable in the event the insured individual dies in an 60 existing insured population
accident. This value is a system input.
A",ax: This is the variable for the assumed maximum
Bali: This variable represents an additional death benefit,
survival age. This is a system parameter. Typically, it is age
purchased through a policy rider, as a separate additional
ninety-five or ninety-nine. For the sake of consistency, this
benefit. It is payable only upon the death of the insured. This
document has assumed age ninety-nine throughout its disvalue is a system input.
65 CUSSlOn.
Bals: This is the variable for an additional amount of life
LEXP(n): This is the variable for per-policy expenses, in
insurance, purchased through a policy rider, as an additional
month n. The cost is independent of the premium size and
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the prospective applicant's characteristics. It is dependent,
however, on month and Specified Amount, SA. A table
exists for each product to store this information. Each table
entry, for month n of the insurance period, contains two
values: a fixed dollar amount, LEXPF(n), and a percentage
amount expressed as cost per $1,000 of SA: LEXPV(n).
On use in FIG. 37B-4, Block 628, the system computes

106

parts, Select and Ultimate, either of which may be empty. It
is rare for part two, the Ultimate Table, to be empty. The
Select Table is empty more frequently. The first part is the
Select table. The select table is actually a table of tables. (See
5 also the MORT and MORT_REGISTER table discussions
for additional information on Select and Ultimate tables.)
The Ultimate table has entries for attained age from Ys to
100 (maximum), that apply for those attained ages, after the
first Ys years have elapsed. For example, assume Ys=8, for
LEXPV(n) xSA
10 a policy issued at attained age of 35. The system uses the
LEXp(n) = LEXPF(n) +
1000
entries in the Select table, for the age at issue=35, for the first
8 years, then uses the Ultimate table thereafter. The system
from there on will use the entry for attained-age=43 for year
In month one, the system adds LEXPSELL, a one time
9, 44 for year 10, etc. Therefore, an important parameter
charge by product, to LEXP(n).
stored by the system by product is which table to use. A table
LPCT(n): This variable is the percent-of-premium
expense charged by the carrier, in a given month n. For each 15 is described by Select/Ultimate breakpoint (in years), and
the two actual tables, the first of which has two dimensions,
product, the system develops a "table" of values, generated
and the second of which is a vector.
from parameters for that product. It likewise is used in FIG.
In summary, a single set of mortality tables may apply to
37B-4, Block 628.
many products, or to just one. The system tracks the tables
For each combination of the criteria below which a
product uses, the system contains six values. These values 20 by carrier and product. These variables are used in the
computation of death benefit and cash value amounts in
are reflected using flags for a particular product's criteria.
Block 628 of FIG. 37B-4.
LPCTlA and LPCTlB are the initial values, LPCT2A and
The number and application of tables in each set is
LPCT2B are the continuing values, and LPCTY is the year
specified for a given set of tables by the following productnumber (of the policy) at the beginning of which the system
specific flags:
switches between pairs 1 and 2.
25
SmokinglNonsmoking tables, or just Aggregate Tables.
PreferredlNonpreferred risk tables, or no selection on risk.
LPCT£(n) = LCPTh, n:;; I2x (LPCTY - I)l
Male, Female, and Unisex tables, or just Unisex tables.
The Unisex table subset includes a table to be used in
= LCPT2£, n > I2x (LPCTY - I)l
30 other than exception states, with auxiliary tables for specific
for £ = A and B
states. A system list contains specific states for which Unisex
rating is required and, if so, whether to use the standard
Unisex table, or the name of a special table for that state. If
LPCTSA: This variable is the break ratio, in dollars per
normally the product selects between male/female tables,
thousand dollars of Specified Amount or basic death benefit, 35 the system will instead use the Unisex table if mandated for
SA. (The formula for Specified Amount appears later in the
that State by state regulatory guidelines. In addition, a
formula description text) This is used to compute a breakseparate product flag indicates if the Unisex table is to be
point value for LPCT(n).
used for any sponsored applicant (guaranteed premiums).
Finally, in the sponsor table, a flag indicates whether that
LPCTBRK=LPCTSAxSA
sponsor mandates the use of the Unisex table.
40
The system uses a group of default tables, characterized
Then, when the equations call for applying LPCT(n) the
as 1983 GAM Mortality, which is a typical mortality
system uses LPCTA(n) on the first LPCTBRK dollars, and
assumption. However, other default tables may be used at
LPCTB(n) on the remainder. If LPCTSA=O, there is no
the system operator's discretion. These tables are used for
break and, for ease of computation, the system stores equal
illustrations when no other mortality data is listed for a
values for the A and B versions.
45 product. There are four 1983 GAM tables: MalelFemale
Rx( a) This variable represents the annual cost of insurnearest age, or last age Male/Female. A flag in a product
ance at attained age a. The data is contained in multiple
record will indicate whether or not to use these mortality
tables. The data is stored by product. However, a single set
tables and, if so, the default male percentage to use when
of tables, with state exceptions (please see below), may
blending for Unisex. The system default for the state excepservice multiple products. The data is stored as real values, 50 tion table that mandates unisex rating also mandates the
in terms of mortality per 1000. Wherever used in a formula
male percentage value.
in this patent application, it should be understood that the
The system also allows for the input of a rating factor for
value used is the probability of dying at age a=Rx(a).
high risk, separately underwritten prospective applicants, qf.
Its default value is 100%. The system formulas use qfxdx (or
Rx(a)
55 Rx) wherever the equations use dx (or Rx). This input will
a = 1000'
not be under the prospective applicant's control. Rather, it is
provided by the system owner's operations staff or the
carriers staff. If rating is required, it triggers the generation
This variable is used in the computation of cash value and
death benefit amounts in FIG. 37B-4, Block 628.
of a new illustration, otherwise the same as the old
dx(a) This is a table for the monthly cost of insurance 60 illustration, except that the mortality charges will be based
on a rating factor. The illustration is of a single product and
values. It is shown as a computed value in the formulas, as
will be printed by the system locally and mailed to the
computed from Rx(a). The system allows for a product to
prospective applicant separately.
point to tables, directly, in the same structure, for example
Set out below are a number of computational flags:
Select/Ultimate, and with the same selection criteria, sex,
qx guideline guarantee flag: If set, qx is computed from
smoking, etc., and sponsored/unsponsored flags as Rx(a). 65
Rx, or is tabular and is used for the first year instead of rxg
The following statements apply to both Rx(a) and, if
in the guideline premium computations.
present, dx(a). Every Rx and dx table in the system is in two
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qx minimum guaranteed interest projection flag: If set, qx
Rwspg(a), rwspg(a), dwspg(a), Radbg(a), radbg(a), dadbg
is computed from Rx, or is tabular and is used for the first
(a), Raig(a), raig(a), daig(a), Rasg(a), rasg(a), dasg(a): These
year, instead of rxg, in the minimum guaranteed interest
variables represent the guaranteed values for the correspondprojection.
ingly named current value riders listed above. This inforrxg( a): This is a special set of qx tables, the guaranteed 5 mation is stored by product. The system allows for an
monthly cost of insurance. Each is a simple table of values
arbitrary number of riders. For each illustration, a flag
versus attained age. There is no Select table, just Ultimate.
indicates whether a given rider applies (1) to the insured
The system stores this information by product. A data set
only, (2) to the spouse only, (3) to either (a) as individuals,
consists of a standard table product, plus special table(s) for
and (b) if selected, on a joint payout basis.
specific states. For example, a product uses its standard rxg 10
CORR(a): The guideline premium corridor is the miniexcept for certain states. Each special state present points to
mum insurance coverage or death benefit permissible under
a rxg table, but multiple special states may use the same
law. The death benefit computed in FIG. 37B-4, Block 628
special rxg table.
is this factor times cash value. The values are expressed as
The table, standard or special, for each state, is actually
a percent of cash value (e.g., 250 is 2.5 times cash value).
several. Tables appear by sex, smoking/nonsmoking/ 15 The corridor data consists of a single table, by attained age.
aggregate, and age last/next, in parallel with the CSO tables.
No male/female or other differentiation is made in the
However, there is not a blend percentage for producing a
computation.
unisex table for a state; rather, an explicit Unisex table is
iCl, iC2, iCbreak: These flags identify current policy
present, with the possibility of different tables for different
credited rates as a percentage policy of unloaned funds, and
states, and, again, a state flag that mandates the use of a 20 the breakpoint value on the dollar amount at which to switch
Unisex table, overriding the product preference.
from iCl to iC2 by product. The system also allows for a no
The formula below is used in refining the gLP and gSP.
breakpoint case. The system computes, and then saves for
A product flag, if set, indicates that the formula approxiuse in formulas, the monthly rates:
mation is to be used. If so, the rxg( a) value is computed from
the corresponding CSO(a) value as:
25
CSO(a)

12
11

1

iC guidline guarantee flag: If this flag is set, iCl and iC2
are guaranteed for the first year, in guideline premium
30 computations.
iC minimum interest guarantee flag: if this flag is set, iCl
Rwsp(a), rwsp(a) dwsp(a): These are the variables repreand iC2 are guaranteed for the first year of the minimum
senting the current annual or monthly mortality, or monthly
guaranteed interest projection.
cost of insurance, for a waiver of stipulated premium benefit.
LPAY(n): This is the premium paid in month n. The
These values' selected from annual mortality (Rwsp(a)), 35 system computes a first trial value as to the value for
monthly mortality (rwsp(a)), or monthly cost of insurance
LPAY(I) in FIG. 37B-5, Block 608, then makes iterative
(dwsp(a)) are stored in tables by product. These values have
trials as to the correct amount.
the same structure as other mortality or cost of insurance
=LIFPAY, n=l, 13, 25, ... , 12xNUM-ll
tables. If a policy does not reference such a table, this benefit
40
is not available for that particular policy.
=0, otherwise
Radb(a), radb(a), dadb(a): These are the variables representing the current annual or monthly mortality, or monthly
The premium is paid annually, in the beginning of each
cost of insurance, for accidental death benefit. These values
year's first month.
selected from annual morality (Radb(a)), monthly mortality
LBASIS(n): This is the value for cumulative premiums
(radb(a)), or monthly cost of insurance (dadb(a)) are stored 45 paid to date, including the month n. It is computed as:
in tables by product. These values have the same structure as
other mortality or cost of insurance tables. If a policy does
n
not reference such a table, this benefit is not available.
= ~ LPAY(r)
~l
Rai(a), rai(a), dai(a): These are the variables representing
the current annual or monthly mortality, or monthly cost of 50
insurance, for additional insurance coverage-the so-called
#* at: This is the variable for the insured's age in year t
term rider. These values selected from annual mortality
of the policy.
(Rai(a)), monthly mortality (rai(a)), or monthly cost of
insurance (dadb(a)) are stored in tables by product. These
=a,+(I-l)
values have the same structure as other mortality or cost of 55
insurance tables. If a policy does not reference such a table,
This variable is used in equations which calculate annual
this benefit is not available.
amounts.
Ras(a), ras(a), das(a): These are the variables representing
#: Indicates a computation which is independent of life
insurance policy size.
the current annual or monthly mortality, or monthly cost of
insurance, for additional insurance coverage for the 60
*: Indicates a computation which is product independent
insured's spouse-the so-called joint term rider. These valand is therefore standard for all products.
an: This variable tracks the insured's age in month n. It is
ues selected from annual mortality (Rai(a)), monthly morused for age nearest/age last computations.
tality (rai(a)), or monthly cost of insurance (dadb(a)) are
stored in tables by product. These values have the same
=a int((n+ll)/12]' where int is the integer function.
structure as other mortality or cost of insurance tables. If a 65
#* Q(t): This is the variable for the probability of death,
policy does not reference such a table, this benefit is not
during year t, using the 1980 CSO table, a common mortality
available.
table used in the system's regulatory compliance computarxg(a) =

[1 -

24 CSO(a)
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tions in FIG. 37B-5, Block 646. Carriers commonly use this
table in the calculation of guaranteed mortality. It is computed as:

cash value relationship. The system calculates estimates of
the regulatory guideline premium amounts, and uses them as
a basis for computing cash value and death benefit amounts
in the system in FIG. 37B-4, Block 628. The initial estimates
use approximations of the Guideline Single, Guideline
Level, and Guideline Seven Pay Premium amounts. The
variables for these approximations, and formulas for computing them, are set out below.

CSO(a,)

5

1000

#* pet): This variable represents the probability of not
dying in a given year. It is computed as:

10

~1-Q(t)

#* tP(t): This variable represents the probability of surviving through year t. It is computed as:

Nm"

15

,

~

gSP: This is a variable for the estimated Guideline Single
Premium (GSP). The variable is calculated as a fraction of
coverage, expressed in dollars. It is first calculated as:

n

pes), t>O

#=

=1
~

1,

t~

~

tp(t - 1) x Q(t)
(l +insp)'

1-LPCTA(I)

0
20

tPc( t) is the variable representing the probability of two
individuals surviving through a given year, t. For joint and
survivor policies, the system combines the values for each of
two individual insureds as follows:
Qa(t) and Qb(t) are the annual CSO mortality values for
each of the two people, and PaCt), Pb(t), and tPa(t), tPb(t) are
the corresponding computed values, as shown in the formula
for tP(t) above. Then, defining

gLP: This is the variable for the estimated Guideline
Level Premium (GLP). The variable is calculated as a
fraction of coverage, expressed in dollars. It is calculated as:
25

tP(t-l)xQ(t)

f

N

'~1
(1 + inlp)'
# = -,;-----------Nm "

' \ ' tP(t - 1) x [1 - LPCTA(12t - 11)]

U
30

(l+inlp)'

1

t=1

the system iteratively computes
Za(t)~tPa(t-l )x[ lxtPb(t-l) ]xQa(t)
Zb(t)~tPb(t-l )x[ lxtPa(t-l) ]xQb(t)

35

Zc(t)~tPa(t-l )xtPb(t-l )]xQa(t)xQb(t)

7LP (or "SLP"): This is the variable for the estimated
Guideline Seven Pay Premium. This variable is likewise
calculated as a fraction of coverage, expressed in dollars. It
is calculated as:

Qc(tH Za(t)+Zb(t)+Zc(t) ]ltPc(t-l)
tPc(t)~tPc(t-l )x[ l-Qc(t)]

Nm "

#=

The iterations continue through to the max[Namax,Nbmax]i.e., until the youngest of the two reaches age A",ax' For
t~tmax-for values beyond the mortality table the system
takes Qa(t) or Qb(t)=1. These are the same joint and survivor
insurance equations that are described later in this docu _
ment. The variables the tPa(t) and tPb(t) correspond to the
npa and npb values discussed later.
#* N max : This variable represents the maximum number
of policy years. It is computed in relation to the insured's
ninety-fifth or ninety-ninth birthday, as:

N wsp : This is the variable representing the number of
years that a waiver of premium benefit will be in effect. It is
defined mathematically as:
~min[Amax-,+1,

~

40

tp(t - 1) x Q(t)
(l+inlp)'

-7=------

'\'

U

tp(t-l)
(l+inlp)'

1

t=1

45

50

If riders are selected, the system makes a separate set of
calculations to make sure that the riders that provide additional coverage for the insured likewise will meet the
regulatory guidelines as to the definition of insurance. Here,
the variable, Qg(rider) represents the guaranteed annual mortality values, Radbg(a), Raig(a) Rasg(a) for those riders
offering additional term insurance benefits:

55
gSp(rider) =

[N~
{;j

tp(t - I)Qglrlda)(t)
(1 + lnsp)'

1/ [1 - LPCTA(l)]

max(Nwsp(min), LNUM)]

For the waiver of premium benefit, the system uses N wsp as
the N max . The system holds all other riders to N max for the
insured that is covered. For all 7LP computations (see
below), if the N max for that coverage is less than 7, the
system uses the N max as the upper limit of the denominator's
summation in the guideline premium calculations set out
below.
Initially, the system uses the regulatory guideline formulas to develop an estimate of the appropriate insurance to

N~X tP(t-l)Qglrlda)(t)
{;j
(l + inlp)'

60
gLp(rider) =

Nmax

' \ ' tP(t - 1)[1 - LPCTA(l2t - 11)]

U

(l + inlp)'-1

t=1

65

Note: LPCTA(12t - 11) = 0 for t > LNUM
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-continued

state-dependent unisex requirements and tables. This permits carriers which have non-standard actuarial approaches
to the conversion of annual mortality figures into monthly
figures to use the system. In this case:

~x tP(t-1)Qg(clda)(t)
'~l

(l + inlp)'

7LP(rider) =

5

7

'\'

U

rx(n)=dx(a,)

tP(t-1)
(l + inlp)'

1

The system computes mortality values differently for joint
and survivor policies in Block 588. This is because such
policies pay a benefit only on the last of two deaths. The
system calculates the joint probability figures by first taking
the existing cost of insurance values for each individual
using the c(n) value defined above and converting it into a
probability figures using the following formula:

t=1

SA: This is the variable for the policy's Specified 10
Amount. The Specified Amount, a common life insurance
expression, is equal to the basic, stated policy death benefit
(the face amount of the policy.) The policy death benefit will
remain equal to the Specified Amount until such time as
changes in cash value cause it to change. Withdrawals of 15
q(n)=c(n)/[l +c(n)]
cash value or cash value growth may cause a decrease or
Next, the system creates a combined mortality computation
increase in the death benefit. The Specified Amount appears
for both individuals using three variables:
on page three of a life insurance policy. The Specified
qa(n) is the variable for the likelihood of death, q, for the
Amount formula uses boolean logic designed to assure
compliance with the regulatory guidelines. It is computed 20 month, n, for the first insured, "a."
qb(n) is the variable for the likelihood of death, q, for the
as:
month, n, for the second insured, "b."
npa(n), npb(n), npc(n) are the variables for the probability
of survival through month n for person "a," person "b," and
LIFPAY
'1LIFPAY LIFPAY )
- max PRIN, SLP , nu
gLP' ( gSP )
25 jointly, "c."
LNUM
qc(n), the joint probability of death, is computed by the
system as:
The system records which of the three cases determined SA.
qc(n)=['npa(n-1 )qa(n)+npb(n-1 )qb(n)
If the computation includes riders, then the above formula
-npa(n-1
)npb(n-1)[ qa(n )+qb(n)
will change in order to take into account riders:
30

- 1

-qa(n)qb(n)]]lnpc(n-1)

(

LIFPAY -

max PRIN,

~ (7LP(rider)xBenefit(rider))
rider

SLP

35

1
LIFPAY - ~ gLP(rider)xBenefit(rider)

rrlln ______~c~0~a__~~__________

40

gLP

LIFPAY -

~c gSp(rider)XBenefit(rider))

In making this computation the system sets qa(n) and qb(n)
equal to 1 for any n value greater than the maximum age set
by the system.
Finally, in calculating the cost of insurance, the system
converts qc(n) back into cost of insurance according to the
formulas set by the carrier.
The cash value computations in FIG. 37B-4, Block 628
are iterative. The system starts with CV(O)=O. The cash
value at the start of the contract is always equal to zero.
CVI(n): This is an intermediate value, calculated for the
beginning of month n:
=CV(n-1)+LPAY(n)-LEXP(n)-[LPCT(n)xLPAY(n)]

45

AAR(n): This variable computes the amount by which the
carrier is at risk in any month n. It is calculated as:

LNUM

gSP )
( LNUM

50

# cx(n): This variable computes the monthly cost of
msurance.
Rx(an )

COI(n): This variable computes the cost of msurance
charge for a given month n
55

12
1 _ Rx(an )
12

The variable cx(n) is computed for a prospective applicant
for a product, and saved by the system. The system also
allows for cx(n) to be table-driven instead of being computed as above from Rx. In this case, tables dx, as follows,
are present instead of Rx.
dx(a n : This is the monthly cost of insurance for a person
of attained age a. The system uses the same kind of multiple
tables with selection factors, etc., that apply to Rx, including

1X CVI(n) }

n
= max -SA - CVI(n), [CORR(a
- - -) - 1
{ mlp
100

=cx(n)xARR(n)

if riders are present this expression is expanded to:

60

65

= rCx(n) +

l

~
(rider)

CX(Clda)(n)XARR(n)1

J

The system sets the cost of the rider to zero when the rider
expires.
The following variables are used for the computation of
cash values and interest rate breakpoints. Breakpoint formulas include:
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NCV(n): his is the net pre-interest cash value, end of
month n. It is computed as:

The target in each iteration is to find the value for LIFPAY
that achieves CV(12NmaJ=SAr. The cash value at the
end of the insurance policy must equal the Specified
Amount the system just projected and saved. None of
the standard insurance targets apply. However, the
system checks and reports if the projected cash value
drops below zero, CV(n)~O, any n, throughout the
projection.
For The Actual Regulatory GSP: The system first
assumes:

= CVI(n) - COI(n)
NCVI(n):Part 1, up to the break:

5

= rnin(NCV(n), iCbreak)
NCV2(n):Part 2, above the break:

= max(O, NCV(n)- iCbreak)

10

LNUM=I, is a single premium, in the first month of the policy.

INTC(n): This is the variable for interest credited in a
given month n. It is computed as:
NCV1(n)xiCl m +NCV2(n)xiC2m

iCl=iC2=max(insp, IRS_insp)

15

CV(n): This is the variable that computes the end of
monthly life insurance cash value. It is equal to:
CVI(n)-COI(n)+INTC(n)

MINS(n): This is the variable for the life insurance death
benefit for month n. It is the larger of the estimated guideline
amount calculated in SA, or the insurance corridor amount,
multiplied by the Cash Value:
max{SA, CORR(iln)xCV(n)}

20

where IRS_insp is a system parameter. This value can be
6 percent. The resulting LIFPAY computed by the
system is the new Guideline Single Premium, GSP a'
For The Actual Regulatory GLP: The system assumes:
LNUM=min(Nmax

3,

95-a,+I)

iCl=iC2=max(inlp, IRS_inlp)

25

where IRS_inlp is a system parameter. This value is
usually four percent for most carriers. The resulting
LIFPAY computed by the system is the new Guideline
Level Premium, GLP a'
With riders present, the system must determine the GLP/
GSP with riders. The system saves those just found as the
base policy riders, GLP base and GSP base ' Next, the system
resets the target SA to the last saved total value, SA" restores
the riders to the COl determination, and reruns the GLP and
GSP determination process. These are the total guideline
premiums. From these, the system determines the portion to
be ascribed to all the riders as a unit,

The system's first trial as to the premium amount needed
to fund the policy is calculated using the 7LP formula. The
system replaces Q(t) with Qx(a t ) for this computation; if
only a value for qx( at) is available, the system uses 12xqx 30
(at). The system sets inlp equal to (iC1+iC2)/2, and sums to
LNUM instead of using 7 in the denominator.
For any solved policy in FIG. 37B-5, Block 648, the
system must check that it conforms with regulatory limits on
the size of premium for the policy cash value. The original 35
gSP and gLP rates were approximations. The estimated
guideline amounts are rates, expressed as dollars of preGLP(rider)=GLP,o,a,GLP ba,e
mium divided by dollars of insurance, where the estimated
GSP(rider)=GSP,o,al-GSP ba,e
GLP=gLPxSA, and the estimated GSP=gSPxSA. The system next finds the actual GLP and GSP for this policy in 40
and, if a new iteration for the true insurance is required,
FIG. 37B-5, Block 646, both to report to the carrier, and to
these will be use in place of the equations therefore used in
check that the illustrated policy conforms to tax rules
the first pass.
governing insurance in FIG. 37B-5, Block 648. To do this,
Both GSP and GLP (base and rider components, if riders
the system reruns the insurance LIFPAY calculation, but
are present) as finally computed will be reported to the
with a change of certain parameters and tables, and with a 45
carrier, as part of the insurance issuance process. First, they
new target. If riders are present, the system calculates the
are used to confirm that the system has met the guidelines,
guidelines GLP and GSP for the base policy assuming no
and that the system is not buying excess insurance over the
riders, then for the combined policy including riders. These
guidelines. To do this, it computes the new gLP and gSP for
data too are reported to the carrier.
the base insurance as:
In these re-illustrations:
50
The system saves the entire results of the preceding
insurance computation in FIG. 37B-5, Block 654, since
they may remain valid. In particular, the system lets
SAr=SA, LIFPAYr=LIFPAY, each from the previously
The system recomputes the Specified Amount using the SA
solved insurance run.
55 equation and the new gSP and gLP values for the base
The system then uses rxg(an ) tables instead of the tabuinsurance, modified if riders are present, with the new
lated or computed rx(n) values. The systems checks,
GLP(riders) and GSP(riders) just determined, and calls this
however, the qx guarantee flag for guideline premiums.
new value SAm; if SAa=SA" the system has finished.
If it is set, the system uses rx(n) instead of rxg(an ) in the
If not, and this is not the first pass through this
first year. For COI(n), n=1 to 12, the guaranteed rate is 60 determination, there will be a previous LIFPAY, called
assumed to be equal to the current rate, for those
LIFPAYprev ; the system compares LIFPAYprev to the saved
carriers that guarantee the first year's mortality charges.
LIFPAYr. If the difference is significant-greater than, say,
$1.00-or if this is the first pass, the system saves LIFPAYr
The system freezes SA in the GSP/GLP runs at SAr' It
as LIFPAYprev then re-solves the "real insurance" problem
does not use the formula previously shown for the
computation of SA. Therefore, the system skips the 65 using the new gSP and gLP and GSP(riders) and GLP(riders)
computations for Q(t), pet), tP(t), gSP, gLP, 7LP, and
if any-i.e., with SA=SAa-then redetermines the GSP,
SA in this iteration.
GLP, and new SAm and repeats the test.
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When it has completed the aforementioned regulatory
that various changes and modifications may be made withguideline computations, the system computes a projection of
out departing from the spirit or scope of the invention. For
example, the particular formats of the various display
insurance cash values based upon carrier guaranteed rates
for the minimum credited interest and maximum mortality
screens or output herein described may be modified, as
charges in Block 652. This projection is unrealistic and will 5 desired. Likewise, the present invention should not be
limited to the specific examples described herein since a
look unattractive to the applicant. (See Guaranteed Life
greater or lesser number of options and functions for each of
Insurance Values, Specimen 1) However, by current law this
the menus and submenus that may be displayed on a CRT or
projection must be presented to the prospective applicant.
VDT are within the scope of this invention. It is, therefore,
The cash value will in many instances drop to below zero
before the end of the required period. The system continues 10 contemplated that the appended claims be interpreted as
including the foregoing and other changes and modificathe computation, but the display shows the insurance lapsing
tions.
in the first month the cash value is negative.
We claim:
This projection therefore uses the LIFPAY and LNUM for
1. A computer-implemented method using front-end netthe actual projected insurance premium values the rxg(an )
table(s) in place of rx(n) table/formula, and iCl=iC2=inlp. 15 work gateways and search criteria entered at a remote
computer terminal to conduct a search of multiple financial
However, if the iC year-one guarantee flag for this projection
products for efficient quoting at a remote location, the
is set because the carrier guarantees its fist year rate, the
method including the steps of:
system uses iCI and iC2 for n=1 to 12. These are used to
providing at least one data input screen with signals
compute INTC(n). Similarly, if the qx year-one guarantee
communicated from a digital computer to the remote
flag for this projection is set because the carrier guarantees 20
terminal connected by a communications system, the at
the first year mortality changes, the systems uses rx(n)
least one data input screen at the terminal soliciting
instead of rxg(an ), for n=1 to 12 for the first year.
entry of financial product selection criteria;
The system also computes the required policy cost
indices, see Block 653, FIG. 37B-5, for each insurance
receiving the selection criteria from the terminal over the
product illustrated. These arc the Surrender Cost Index At 25
communications system at the digital computer; and
5%, also called the Interest Adjusted Net Cost Index
using the front-end network gateways, data accessible by
(IANC), and the Net Payment Cost Index At 5%. The
the digital computer representing the multiple financial
formulas are noted below:
products, and the selection criteria entered at the terSurrender Cost index At 5% at year t:
minal to provide a quote at the terminal for a financial
product identified from the multiple financial products.
30
LNUM
2. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of providing
LIFPAY ~ (1 + INVl)t-;+l - CV(12t)
is carried out with a form for the soliciting entry of the
LANC(t) =
;~l
financial product selection criteria including criteria repret
SA 2.: (l + INVI);
senting a prospective applicant for the financial product
i=l
35 identified from the multiple financial products.
3. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
includes providing a quote for a mutual fund as the financial
where INVI is the investment interest rate, here assumed to
product identified from the multiple financial products.
be 5%. The cash value term, CV(12t), is the illustrated cash
4. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
value at the end of policy year t. The Surrender Cost Index
40 includes providing a quote for life insurance as the financial
is typically computed for years 10 and 20 of the policy.
product identified from the multiple financial products.
Similarly, the Net Payment Cost Index (NPI), Formula is
5. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
identical to IANC(t) except that the cash value term CV(12t)
includes providing a quote for term life insurance as the
is omitted, as shown below:
financial product identified from the multiple financial prodNet Payment Cost Index At 5% at year t:
45 ucts.
6. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
LNUM
LIFPAY ~ (1 + INVl)t-;+l
includes providing a quote for permanent life insurance as
the financial product identified from the multiple financial
NPI(t) =
;~l
products.
SA 2.: (l + INVIY
i=l
7. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
50
includes providing a quote for universal life insurance as the
financial product identified from the multiple financial prodD. Discussion of Specimens
ucts.
The specimens provide samples of part of the output that
8. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
would be printed on the user's printer. Specimen 1 provides
55
includes
providing a quote for a joint life insurance policy as
an example of the textual data which would be merged with
the financial product identified from the multiple financial
illustration data in order to create an illustration. Specimen
products.
2 provides an example of textual data that can be combined
9. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
with multiple illustration data to allow users to compare
includes providing a quote for a joint and survivor life
various policies identified by the system. Specimen 3 provides an example of textual data than can be merged with 60 insurance policy as the financial product identified from the
multiple financial products.
client data to provide a completed insurance application
10. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
form.
includes providing a quote for variable life insurance as the
V. Conclusion
financial product identified from the multiple financial prodWhile this invention has been particularly shown and 65 ucts.
11. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
described with reference to a preferred embodiment, it will
includes providing a quote for permanent life insurance with
be readily appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art
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at least one rider as the financial product identified from the
32. The method of claim 1, wherein the criteria includes
multiple financial products.
sex.
12. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
33. The method of claim 2, wherein each step is carried
out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
includes providing a quote for an annuity as the financial
5 digital computer and the terminal.
product identified from the multiple financial products.
34. The method of claim 3, wherein each step is carried
13. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
includes providing a quote for an immediate annuity as the
digital computer and the terminal.
financial product identified from the multiple financial prod35. The method of claim 4, wherein each step is carried
ucts.
14. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using 10 out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
digital computer and the terminal.
includes providing a quote for a deferred annuity as the
36. The method of claim 5, wherein each step is carried
financial product identified from the multiple financial prodout with hyperlink key word capability available at the
ucts.
digital computer and the terminal.
15. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
37. The method of claim 6, wherein each step is carried
includes providing a quote for a mortgage as the financial 15 out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
product identified from the multiple financial products.
digital computer and the terminal.
16. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
38. The method of claim 7, wherein each step is carried
includes providing a quote for a first mortgage as the
out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
financial product identified from the multiple financial proddigital computer and the terminal.
ucts.
39. The method of claim 8, wherein each step is carried
20
17. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
includes providing a quote for a home equity mortgage as
digital computer and the terminal.
the financial product.
40. The method of claim 9, wherein each step is carried
18. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
includes providing a quote for a balloon repayment mort- 25 digital computer and the terminal.
gage as the financial product.
41. The method of claim 10, wherein each step is carried
19. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
includes providing a quote for a fixed interest mortgage as
digital computer and the terminal.
the financial product.
42. The method of claim 11, wherein each step is carried
20. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using 30 out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
includes providing a quote for a variable interest mortgage
digital computer and the terminal.
as the financial product.
43. The method of claim 12, wherein each step is carried
21. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
includes providing a quote for a tax-favored account idendigital computer and the terminal.
tified from the multiple financial products.
44. The method of claim 13, wherein each step is carried
35
22. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
includes providing a quote for an Individual Retirement
digital computer and the terminal.
Account identified from the multiple financial products.
45. The method of claim 14, wherein each step is carried
23. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
includes providing a quote for a Keough plan identified from 40 digital computer and the terminal.
the multiple financial products.
46. The method of claim 15, wherein each step is carried
24. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
includes providing a quote for a 401(k) plan identified from
digital computer and the terminal.
the multiple financial products.
47. The method of claim 16, wherein each step is carried
25. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using 45 out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
includes providing a quote for a security identified from the
digital computer and the terminal.
multiple financial products.
48. The method of claim 17, wherein each step is carried
26. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
includes providing a quote for a zero coupon bond identified
digital computer and the terminal.
from the multiple financial products.
49. The method of claim 18, wherein each step is carried
50
27. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
includes providing a quote for a US Treasury Derivative
digital computer and the terminal.
identified from the multiple financial products.
50. The method of claim 19, wherein each step is carried
28. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
includes providing a quote for a municipal bond identified 55 digital computer and the terminal.
from the multiple financial products.
51. The method of claim 20, wherein each step is carried
29. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of using
out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
includes providing a quote for a combination of financial
digital computer and the terminal.
products at least in part identified from the multiple financial
52. The method of claim 21, wherein each step is carried
products.
60 out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
30. The method of claim 1, wherein each step is carried
digital computer and the terminal.
out with hyperlink word capability available at the digital
53. The method of claim 22, wherein each step is carried
computer and the terminal.
out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
31. The method of claim 30, further including the steps of:
digital computer and the terminal.
54. The method of claim 23, wherein each step is carried
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 65
out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
to the digital computer and entering a second password
digital computer and the terminal.
to obtain some of the data.
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55. The method of claim 24, wherein each step is carried
86. The method of claim 29, wherein the criteria includes
out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
a health criteria.
digital computer and the terminal.
87. The method of claim 30, wherein the criteria includes
56. The method of claim 25, wherein each step is carried
a health criteria.
88. The method of claim 33, wherein the criteria includes
out with hyperlink key word capability available at the 5
digital computer and the terminal.
a health criteria.
57. The method of claim 26, wherein each step is carried
89. The method of claim 35, wherein the criteria includes
out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
a health criteria.
digital computer and the terminal.
90. The method of claim 36, wherein the criteria includes
58. The method of claim 27, wherein each step is carried
a health criteria.
10
91. The method of claim 37, wherein the criteria includes
out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
digital computer and the terminal.
a health criteria.
59. The method of claim 28, wherein each step is carried
92. The method of claim 38, wherein the criteria includes
out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
a health criteria.
digital computer and the terminal.
93. The method of claim 39, wherein the criteria includes
60. The method of claim 29, wherein each step is carried 15 a health criteria.
out with hyperlink key word capability available at the
94. The method of claim 40, wherein the criteria includes
digital computer and the terminal.
a health criteria.
95. The method of claim 41, wherein the criteria includes
61. The method of claim 1, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
a health criteria.
62. The method of claim 2, wherein the criteria includes 20
96. The method of claim 42, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
a health criteria.
97. The method of claim 43, wherein the criteria includes
63. The method of claim 4, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
a health criteria.
64. The method of claim 5, wherein the criteria includes
98. The method of claim 44, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
25 a health criteria.
99. The method of claim 45, wherein the criteria includes
65. The method of claim 6, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
a health criteria.
66. The method of claim 7, wherein the criteria includes
100. The method of claim 46, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
a health criteria.
67. The method of claim 8, wherein the criteria includes 30
101. The method of claim 47, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
a health criteria.
68. The method of claim 9, wherein the criteria includes
102. The method of claim 48, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
a health criteria.
69. The method of claim 10, wherein the criteria includes
103. The method of claim 49, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
35 a health criteria.
70. The method of claim 11, wherein the criteria includes
104. The method of claim 50, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
a health criteria.
71. The method of claim 12, wherein the criteria includes
105. The method of claim 51, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
a health criteria.
72. The method of claim 13, wherein the criteria includes 40
106. The method of claim 52, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
a health criteria.
73. The method of claim 14, wherein the criteria includes
107. The method of claim 53, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
a health criteria.
74. The method of claim 15, wherein the criteria includes
108. The method of claim 54, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
45 a health criteria.
109. The method of claim 55, wherein the criteria includes
75. The method of claim 16, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
a health criteria.
76. The method of claim 17, wherein the criteria includes
110. The method of claim 56, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
a health criteria.
77. The method of claim 18, wherein the criteria includes 50
111. The method of claim 57, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
a health criteria.
112. The method of claim 58, wherein the criteria includes
78. The method of claim 19, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
a health criteria.
79. The method of claim 20, wherein the criteria includes
113. The method of claim 59, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
55 a health criteria.
114. The method of claim 1, wherein the criteria includes
80. The method of claim 21, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
sex.
81. The method of claim 22, wherein the criteria includes
115. The method of claim 2, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
sex.
82. The method of claim 23, wherein the criteria includes 60
116. The method of claim 4, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
a health criteria.
117. The method of claim 5, wherein the criteria includes
83. The method of claim 25, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
sex.
118. The method of claim 5, wherein the criteria includes
84. The method of claim 26, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
65 sex.
85. The method of claim 27, wherein the criteria includes
119. The method of claim 6, wherein the criteria includes
a health criteria.
sex.
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120. The method of claim 8, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
121. The method of claim 9, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
122. The method of claim 10, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
123. The method of claim 11, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
124. The method of claim 12, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
125. The method of claim 13, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
126. The method of claim 14, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
127. The method of claim 15, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
128. The method of claim 16, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
129. The method of claim 17, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
130. The method of claim 18, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
131. The method of claim 19, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
132. The method of claim 20, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
133. The method of claim 21, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
134. The method of claim 22, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
135. The method of claim 23, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
136. The method of claim 24, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
137. The method of claim 25, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
138. The method of claim 26, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
139. The method of claim 27, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
140. The method of claim 28, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
141. The method of claim 29, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
142. The method of claim 30, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
143. The method of claim 33, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
144. The method of claim 35, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
145. The method of claim 36, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
146. The method of claim 37, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
147. The method of claim 38, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
148. The method of claim 39, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
149. The method of claim 40, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
150. The method of claim 41, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
151. The method of claim 42, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
152. The method of claim 43, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
153. The method of claim 44, wherein the criteria includes
sex.

154. The method of claim 45, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
155. The method of claim 46, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
156. The method of claim 47, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
157. The method of claim 48, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
158. The method of claim 49, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
159. The method of claim 50, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
160. The method of claim 51, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
161. The method of claim 52, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
162. The method of claim 53, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
163. The method of claim 54, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
164. The method of claim 55, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
165. The method of claim 56, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
166. The method of claim 57, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
167. The method of claim 58, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
168. The method of claim 59, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
169. The method of claim 60, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
170. The method of claim 61, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
171. The method of claim 62, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
172. The method of claim 63, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
173. The method of claim 64, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
174. The method of claim 65, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
175. The method of claim 66, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
176. The method of claim 66, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
177. The method of claim 67, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
178. The method of claim 68, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
179. The method of claim 69, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
180. The method of claim 70, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
181. The method of claim 71, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
182. The method of claim 72, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
183. The method of claim 73, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
184. The method of claim 74, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
185. The method of claim 75, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
186. The method of claim 76, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
187. The method of claim 77, wherein the criteria includes
sex.
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188. The method of claim 78, wherein the criteria includes
222. The method of claim 112, wherein the criteria
sex.
includes sex.
189. The method of claim 79, wherein the criteria includes
223. The method of claim 113, wherein the criteria
sex.
includes sex.
190. The method of claim 80, wherein the criteria includes 5
224. The method of claim 1, further including the steps of:
sex.
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
191. The method of claim 81, wherein the criteria includes
to the digital computer and entering a second password
sex.
to obtain some of the data.
192. The method of claim 82, wherein the criteria includes
225. The method of claim 2, further including the steps of:
sex.
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
193. The method of claim 83, wherein the criteria includes 10
to the digital computer and entering a second password
sex.
to obtain some of the data.
194. The method of claim 84, wherein the criteria includes
226. The method of claim 3, further including the steps of:
sex.
195. The method of claim 85, wherein the criteria includes
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
15
sex.
to the digital computer and entering a second password
196. The method of claim 86, wherein the criteria includes
to obtain some of the data.
sex.
227. The method of claim 4, further including the steps of:
197. The method of claim 87, wherein the criteria includes
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
sex.
to the digital computer and entering a second password
198. The method of claim 88, wherein the criteria includes 20
to obtain some of the data.
sex.
228.
The method of claim 5, further including the steps of:
199. The method of claim 89, wherein the criteria includes
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
sex.
to the digital computer and entering a second password
200. The method of claim 90, wherein the criteria includes
to obtain some of the data.
sex.
25
229.
The method of claim 6, further including the steps of:
201. The method of claim 91, wherein the criteria includes
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
sex.
to the digital computer and entering a second password
202. The method of claim 92, wherein the criteria includes
to obtain some of the data.
sex.
230. The method of claim 7, further including the steps of:
203. The method of claim 93, wherein the criteria includes 30
sex.
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
204. The method of claim 94, wherein the criteria includes
to the digital computer and entering a second password
sex.
to obtain some of the data.
205. The method of claim 95, wherein the criteria includes
231. The method of claim 8, further including the steps of:
sex.
35
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
206. The method of claim 96, wherein the criteria includes
to the digital computer and entering a second password
sex.
to obtain some of the data.
207. The method of claim 97, wherein the criteria includes
232. The method of claim 9, further including the steps of:
sex.
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
208. The method of claim 98, wherein the criteria includes 40
to the digital computer and entering a second password
sex.
to obtain some of the data.
209. The method of claim 99, wherein the criteria includes
233. The method of claim 10, further including the steps
sex.
of:
210. The method of claim 100, wherein the criteria
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
includes sex.
45
to the digital computer and entering a second password
211. The method of claim 101, wherein the criteria
to obtain some of the data.
includes sex.
234. The method of claim 11, further including the steps
212. The method of claim 102, wherein the criteria
of:
includes sex.
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
213. The method of claim 103, wherein the criteria 50
to the digital computer and entering a second password
includes sex.
to obtain some of the data.
214. The method of claim 104, wherein the criteria
235. The method of claim 12, further including the steps
includes sex.
of:
215. The method of claim 105, wherein the criteria
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
includes sex.
55
to the digital computer and entering a second password
216. The method of claim 106, wherein the criteria
to obtain some of the data.
includes sex.
236. The method of claim 13, further including the steps
217. The method of claim 107, wherein the criteria
of:
includes sex.
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
218. The method of claim 108, wherein the criteria 60
to the digital computer and entering a second password
includes sex.
to obtain some of the data.
219. The method of claim 109, wherein the criteria
237. The method of claim 14, further including the steps
includes sex.
of:
220. The method of claim 110, wherein the criteria
includes sex.
65
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
221. The method of claim 111, wherein the criteria
to the digital computer and entering a second password
includes sex.
to obtain some of the data.
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238. The method of claim 15, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
239. The method of claim 16, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
240. The method of claim 17, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
241. The method of claim 18, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
242. The method of claim 19, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
243. The method of claim 20, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
244. The method of claim 21, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
245. The method of claim 22, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
246. The method of claim 23, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
247. The method of claim 24, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
248. The method of claim 25, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
249. The method of claim 26, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
250. The method of claim 27, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.

251. The method of claim 28, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
252. The method of claim 29, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
253. The method of claim 33, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
254. The method of claim 34, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
255. The method of claim 35, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
256. The method of claim 36, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
257. The method of claim 37, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
258. The method of claim 38, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
259. The method of claim 39, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
260. The method of claim 40, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
261. The method of claim 41, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
262. The method of claim 42, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
263. The method of claim 43, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
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264. The method of claim 44, further including the steps
277. The method of claim 57, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
5
to obtain some of the data.
278. The method of claim 58, further including the steps
265. The method of claim 45, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
10
to obtain some of the data.
266. The method of claim 46, further including the steps
279. The method of claim 59, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 15
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
267. The method of claim 47, further including the steps
280. The method of claim 60, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 20
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
268. The method of claim 48, further including the steps
281. The method of claim 61, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 25
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
269. The method of claim 49, further including the steps
282. The method of claim 62, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 30
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
270. The method of claim 50, further including the steps
283. The method of claim 63, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 35
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
284. The method of claim 64, further including the steps
271. The method of claim 51, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 40
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
272. The method of claim 52, further including the steps
285. The method of claim 65, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 45
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
273. The method of claim 53, further including the steps
286. The method of claim 66, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 50
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
274. The method of claim 54, further including the steps
287. The method of claim 66, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 55
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
275. The method of claim 55, further including the steps
288. The method of claim 67, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 60
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
276. The method of claim 56, further including the steps
289. The method of claim 68, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 65
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
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290. The method of claim 69, further including the steps
303. The method of claim 82, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
5
to obtain some of the data.
291. The method of claim 70, further including the steps
304. The method of claim 83, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
10
to obtain some of the data.
292. The method of claim 71, further including the steps
305. The method of claim 84, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 15
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
293. The method of claim 72, further including the steps
306. The method of claim 85, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 20
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
307. The method of claim 86, further including the steps
294. The method of claim 73, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 25
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
308. The method of claim 87, further including the steps
295. The method of claim 74, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 30
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
309. The method of claim 88, further including the steps
296. The method of claim 75, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 35
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
297. The method of claim 76, further including the steps
310. The method of claim 89, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 40
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
311. The method of claim 90, further including the steps
298. The method of claim 77, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 45
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
299. The method of claim 78, further including the steps
312. The method of claim 91, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 50
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
300. The method of claim 79, further including the steps
313. The method of claim 92, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 55
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
301. The method of claim 80, further including the steps
314. The method of claim 93, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 60
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
315. The method of claim 94, further including the steps
302. The method of claim 81, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 65
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
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316. The method of claim 95, further including the steps
329. The method of claim 108, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
5
to obtain some of the data.
317. The method of claim 96, further including the steps
330. The method of claim 109, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
10
to obtain some of the data.
318. The method of claim 97, further including the steps
331. The method of claim 110, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 15
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
319. The method of claim 98, further including the steps
332. The method of claim 111, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 20
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
320. The method of claim 99, further including the steps
333. The method of claim 112, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 25
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
321. The method of claim 100, further including the steps
334. The method of claim 113, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 30
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
322. The method of claim 101, further including the steps
335. The method of claim 114, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 35
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
323. The method of claim 102, further including the steps
336. The method of claim 115, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 40
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
324. The method of claim 103, further including the steps
337. The method of claim 116, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 45
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to,obtain some of the data.
325. The method of claim 104, further including the steps
338. The method of claim 117, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 50
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
326. The method of claim 105, further including the steps
339. The method of claim 118, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 55
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
340. The method of claim 119, further including the steps
327. The method of claim 106, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 60
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
328. The method of claim 107, further including the steps
341. The method of claim 120, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 65
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
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342. The method of claim 121, further including the steps
355. The method of claim 134, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
5
to obtain some of the data.
356. The method of claim 135, further including the steps
343. The method of claim 122, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
10
to obtain some of the data.
344. The method of claim 123, further including the steps
357. The method of claim 136, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 15
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
345. The method of claim 124, further including the steps
358. The method of claim 137, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 20
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
346. The method of claim 125, further including the steps
359. The method of claim 138, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 25
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
360. The method of claim 139, further including the steps
347. The method of claim 126, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 30
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
348. The method of claim 127, further including the steps
361. The method of claim 140, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 35
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
349. The method of claim 128, further including the steps
362. The method of claim 141, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 40
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
350. The method of claim 129, further including the steps
363. The method of claim 142, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 45
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
351. The method of claim 130, further including the steps
364. The method of claim 143, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 50
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
352. The method of claim 131, further including the steps
365. The method of claim 144, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 55
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
353. The method of claim 132, further including the steps
366. The method of claim 145, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 60
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
354. The method of claim 133, further including the steps
367. The method of claim 146, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 65
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
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368. The method of claim 147, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
369. The method of claim 148, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
370. The method of claim 149, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
371. The method of claim 150, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
372. The method of claim 151, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
373. The method of claim 152, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
374. The method of claim 153, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
375. The method of claim 154, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
376. The method of claim 155, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
377. The method of claim 156, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
378. The method of claim 157, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
379. The method of claim 158, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
380. The method of claim 159, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.

381. The method of claim 160, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
382. The method of claim 161, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
383. The method of claim 162, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
384. The method of claim 163, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
385. The method of claim 164, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
386. The method of claim 165, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
387. The method of claim 166, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
388. The method of claim 167, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
389. The method of claim 168, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
390. The method of claim 169, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
391. The method of claim 170, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
392. The method of claim 171, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
393. The method of claim 172, further including the steps
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
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394. The method of claim 173, further including the steps
407. The method of claim 186, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
5
to obtain some of the data.
395. The method of claim 174, further including the steps
408. The method of claim 187, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
10
to obtain some of the data.
396. The method of claim 175, further including the steps
409. The method of claim 188, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 15
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
397. The method of claim 176, further including the steps
410. The method of claim 189, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 20
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
398. The method of claim 177, further including the steps
411. The method of claim 190, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 25
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
399. The method of claim 178, further including the steps
412. The method of claim 191, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 30
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
400. The method of claim 179, further including the steps
413. The method of claim 192, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 35
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
414. The method of claim 193, further including the steps
401. The method of claim 180, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 40
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
402. The method of claim 181, further including the steps
415. The method of claim 194, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password 45
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
416. The method of claim 195, further including the steps
403. The method of claim 182, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 50
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
404. The method of claim 183, further including the steps
417. The method of claim 196, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 55
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
405. The method of claim 184, further including the steps
418. The method of claim 197, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 60
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
419. The method of claim 198, further including the steps
406. The method of claim 185, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 65
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
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433. The method of claim 212, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
5
434. The method of claim 213, further including the steps
421. The method of claim 200, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
10
435. The method of claim 214, further including the steps
422. The method of claim 201, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password 15
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
436. The method of claim 215, further including the steps
423. The method of claim 202, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password 20
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
437. The method of claim 216, further including the steps
424. The method of claim 203, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password 25
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
438. The method of claim 217, further including the steps
425. The method of claim 204, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password 30
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
439. The method of claim 218, further including the steps
426. The method of claim 205, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password 35
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
440. The method to claim 219, further including the steps
427. The method of claim 206, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password 40
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
441. The method of claim 220, further including the steps
428. The method of claim 207, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password 45
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
442. The method of claim 221, further including the steps
429. The method of claim 208, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 50
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
443. The method of claim 222, further including the steps
430. The method of claim 209, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 55
to the digital computer and entering a second password
to obtain some of the data.
to obtain some of the data.
444. The method of claim 223, further including the steps
431. The method of claim 210, further including the steps
of:
of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal
to the digital computer and entering a second password
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 60
to obtain some of the data.
to the digital computer and entering a second password
445. The method of claim 1, further including the step of:
to obtain some of the data.
432. The method of claim 211, further including the steps
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
of:
digital computer.
446. The method of claim 2, further including the step of:
entering a first password to operably connect the terminal 65
to the digital computer and entering a second password
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
to obtain some of the data.
digital computer.
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447. The method of claim 3, further including the step of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
448. The method of claim 4, further including the step of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
449. The method of claim 5, further including the step of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
450. The method of claim 6, further including the step of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
451. The method of claim 7, further including the step of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
452. The method of claim 8, further including the step of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
453. The method of claim 9, further including the step of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
454. The method of claim 10, further including the step
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465. The method of claim 21, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
466. The method of claim 22, further including the
5
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
467. The method of claim 23, further including the
10
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
468. The method of claim 24, further including the
of:
15
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
469. The method of claim 25, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
20
digital computer.
470. The method of claim 26, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
of:
25
digital computer.
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
471. The method of claim 27, further including the
digital computer.
of:
455. The method of claim 11, further including the step of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
digital computer.
30
472. The method of claim 28, further including the
456. The method of claim 12, further including the step
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
digital computer.
473. The method of claim 29, further including the
457. The method of claim 13, further including the step 35
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
digital computer.
474. The method of claim 30, further including the
458. The method of claim 14, further including the step
40 of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
digital computer.
475. The method of claim 33, further including the
459. The method of claim 15, further including the step
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said 45
digital computer.
digital computer.
476. The method of claim 34, further including the
460. The method of claim 16, further including the step
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
50
digital computer.
477. The method of claim 35, further including the
461. The method of claim 17, further including the step
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
digital computer.
55
478. The method of claim 36, further including the
462. The method of claim 18, further including the step
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
digital computer.
463. The method of claim 19, further including the step 60
479. The method of claim 37, further including the
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
digital computer.
464. The method of claim 20, further including the step
480. The method of claim 38, further including the
of:
65 of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
digital computer.
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481. The method of claim 39, further including the step
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497. The method of claim 55, further including the step
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
digital computer.
498. The method of claim 56, further including the step
482. The method of claim 40, further including the step 5
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
digital computer.
499. The method of claim 57, further including the step
483. The method of claim 41, further including the step
10 of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
digital computer.
500. The method of claim 58, further including the step
484. The method of claim 42, further including the step
of:
of:
15
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
digital computer.
501. The method of claim 59, further including the step
485. The method of claim 43, further including the step
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said 20
digital computer.
digital computer.
502.
The method of claim 60, further including the step
486. The method of claim 44, further including the step
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
digital computer.
25
503. The method of claim 61, further including the step
487. The method of claim 45, further including the step
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
digital computer.
504. The method of claim 62, further including the step
488. The method of claim 46, further including the step 30
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
digital computer.
505. The method of claim 63, further including the step
489. The method of claim 47, further including the step
35 of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
digital computer.
506. The method of claim 64, further including the step
490. The method of claim 48, further including the step
of:
of:
40
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
digital computer.
507. The method of claim 65, further including the step
491. The method of claim 49, further including the step
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said 45
digital computer.
digital computer.
508. The method of claim 66, further including the step
492. The method of claim 50, further including the step
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
digital computer.
50
509. The method of claim 67, further including the step
493. The method of claim 51, further including the step
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
digital computer.
55
510. The method of claim 68, further including the step
494. The method of claim 52, further including the step
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
digital computer.
511. The method of claim 68, further including the step of:
495. The method of claim 53, further including the step 60
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
of:
digital computer.
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
512. The method of claim 69, further including the step
digital computer.
of:
496. The method of claim 54, further including the step
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
of:
digital computer.
65
513. The method of claim 70, further including the step
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
of:
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carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
514. The method of claim 71, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
515. The method of claim 72, further including the step

5

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
516. The method of claim 73, further including the step

10

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
517. The method of claim 74, further including the step

15

of:

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
518. The method of claim 75, further including the step

20

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
519. The method of claim 76, further including the step
of:

25

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
520. The method of claim 77, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
521. The method of claim 78, further including the step

30

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
522. The method of claim 79, further including the step

35

of:

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
523. The method of claim 80, further including the step

40

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
524. The method of claim 81, further including the step

45

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
525. The method of claim 82, further including the step
of:

50

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
526. The method of claim 83, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
527. The method of claim 84, further including the step

55

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
528. The method of claim 85, further including the step

60

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
529. The method of claim 86, further including the step
of:

65

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
530. The method of claim 87, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
531. The method of claim 88, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
532. The method of claim 89, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
533. The method of claim 90, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
534. The method of claim 91, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
535. The method of claim 92, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
536. The method of claim 93, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
537. The method of claim 94, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
538. The method of claim 95, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
539. The method of claim 96, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
540. The method of claim 97, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
541. The method of claim 98, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
542. The method of claim 99, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
543. The method of claim 100, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
544. The method of claim 101, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
545. The method of claim 102, further including the
of:
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carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
546. The method of claim 103, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
547. The method of claim 104, further including the step

5

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
548. The method of claim 105, further including the step

10

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
549. The method of claim 106, further including the step

15

of:

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
550. The method of claim 107, further including the step

20

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
551. The method of claim 108, further including the step
of:

25

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
552. The method of claim 109, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
553. The method of claim 110, further including the step

30

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
554. The method of claim 111, further including the step

35

of:

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
555. The method of claim 112, further including the step

40

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
556. The method of claim 113, further including the step

45

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
557. The method of claim 114, further including the step
of:

50

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
558. The method of claim 115, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
559. The method of claim 116, further including the step

55

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
560. The method of claim 117, further including the step

60

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
561. The method of claim 118, further including the step
of:

65

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
562. The method of claim 119, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
563. The method of claim 120, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
564. The method of claim 121, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
565. The method of claim 122, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
566. The method of claim 123, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
567. The method of claim 124, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
568. The method of claim 125, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
569. The method of claim 126, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
570. The method of claim 127, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
571. The method of claim 128, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
572. The method of claim 129, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
573. The method of claim 130, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
574. The method of claim 131, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
575. The method of claim 132, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
576. The method of claim 133, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
577. The method of claim 134, further including the
of:
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carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
578. The method of claim 135, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
579. The method of claim 136, further including the step

5

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
580. The method of claim 137, further including the step

10

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
581. The method of claim 138, further including the step

15

of:

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
582. The method of claim 139, further including the step

20

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
583. The method of claim 140, further including the step
of:

25

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
584. The method of claim 141, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
585. The method of claim 142, further including the step

30

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
586. The method of claim 143, further including the step

35

of:

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
587. The method of claim 144, further including the step

40

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
588. The method of claim 145, further including the step

45

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
589. The method of claim 146, further including the step
of:

50

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
590. The method of claim 147, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
591. The method of claim 148, further including the step

55

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
592. The method of claim 149, further including the step

60

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
593. The method of claim 150, further including the step
of:

65

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
594. The method of claim 151, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
595. The method of claim 152, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
596. The method of claim 153, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
597. The method of claim 154, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
598. The method of claim 155, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
599. The method of claim 156, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
600. The method of claim 157, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
601. The method of claim 158, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
602. The method of claim 159, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
603. The method of claim 160, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
604. The method of claim 161, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
605. The method of claim 162, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
606. The method of claim 163, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
607. The method of claim 164, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
608. The method of claim 165, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
609. The method of claim 166, further including the
of:
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carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
610. The method of claim 167, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
611. The method of claim 168, further including the step

5

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
612. The method of claim 169, further including the step

10

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
613. The method of claim 170, further including the step

15

of:

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
614. The method of claim 171, further including the step

20

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
615. The method of claim 172, further including the step
of:

25

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
616. The method of claim 173, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
617. The method of claim 174, further including the step

30

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
618. The method of claim 175, further including the step

35

of:

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
619. The method of claim 176, further including the step

40

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
620. The method of claim 177, further including the step

45

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
621. The method of claim 178, further including the step
of:

50

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
622. The method of claim 179, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
623. The method of claim 180, further including the step

55

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
624. The method of claim 181, further including the step

60

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
625. The method of claim 182, further including the step
of:

65

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
626. The method of claim 183, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
627. The method of claim 184, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
628. The method of claim 185, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
629. The method of claim 186, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
630. The method of claim 187, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
631. The method of claim 188, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
632. The method of claim 189, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
633. The method of claim 190, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
634. The method of claim 191, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
635. The method of claim 192, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
636. The method of claim 193, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
637. The method of claim 194, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
638. The method of claim 195, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
639. The method of claim 196, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
640. The method of claim 197, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
641. The method of claim 198, further including the
of:
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carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
642. The method of claim 199, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
643. The method of claim 200, further including the step

5

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
644. The method of claim 201, further including the step

10

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
645. The method of claim 202, further including the step

15

of:

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
646. The method of claim 203, further including the step

20

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
647. The method of claim 204, further including the step
of:

25

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
648. The method of claim 205, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
649. The method of claim 206, further including the step

30

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
650. The method of claim 207, further including the step

35

of:

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
651. The method of claim 208, further including the step

40

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
652. The method of claim 209, further including the step

45

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
653. The method of claim 210, further including the step
of:

50

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
654. The method of claim 211, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
655. The method of claim 212, further including the step

55

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
656. The method of claim 213, further including the step

60

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
657. The method of claim 214, further including the step
of:

65

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
658. The method of claim 215, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
659. The method of claim 216, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
660. The method of claim 217, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
661. The method of claim 218, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
662. The method of claim 219, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
663. The method of claim 220, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
664. The method of claim 221, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
665. The method of claim 222, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
666. The method of claim 223, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
667. The method of claim 224, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
668. The method of claim 225, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
669. The method of claim 226, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
670. The method of claim 227, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
671. The method of claim 228, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
672. The method of claim 229, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
673. The method of claim 230, further including the
of:
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carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
674. The method of claim 231, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
675. The method of claim 232, further including the step

5

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
676. The method of claim 233, further including the step

10

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
677. The method of claim 234, further including the step

15

of:

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
678. The method of claim 235, further including the step

20

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
679. The method of claim 236, further including the step
of:

25

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
680. The method of claim 237, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
681. The method of claim 238, further including the step

30

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
682. The method of claim 239, further including the step

35

of:

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
683. The method of claim 240, further including the step

40

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
684. The method of claim 241, further including the step

45

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
685. The method of claim 242, further including the step
of:

50

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
686. The method of claim 243, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
687. The method of claim 244, further including the step

55

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
688. The method of claim 245, further including the step

60

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
689. The method of claim 246, further including the step
of:

65

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
690. The method of claim 247, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
691. The method of claim 248, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
692. The method of claim 249, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
693. The method of claim 250, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
694. The method of claim 251, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
695. The method of claim 252, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
696. The method of claim 253, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
697. The method of claim 254, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
698. The method of claim 255, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
699. The method of claim 256, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
700. The method of claim 257, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
701. The method of claim 258, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
702. The method of claim 259, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
703. The method of claim 260, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
704. The method of claim 261, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
705. The method of claim 262, further including the
of:
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carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
706. The method of claim 263, further including the step

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
722. The method of claim 279, further including the
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said 5
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
digital computer.
707. The method of claim 264, further including the step
723. The method of claim 280, further including the
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
10
digital computer.
724. The method of claim 281, further including the
708. The method of claim 265, further including the step
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
digital computer.
15
709. The method of claim 266, further including the step
725. The method of claim 282, further including the
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
digital computer.
726. The method of claim 283, further including the
710. The method of claim 267, further including the step 20
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
digital computer.
711. The method of claim 268, further including the step
727. The method of claim 284, further including the
of:
25 of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
digital computer.
712. The method of claim 269, further including the step
728. The method of claim 285, further including the
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said 30
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
digital computer.
713. The method of claim 270, further including the step
729. The method of claim 286, further including the
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said 35
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
digital computer.
730. The method of claim 287, further including the
714. The method of claim 271, further including the step
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
digital computer.
40
715. The method of claim 272, further including the step
731. The method of claim 288, further including the
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
digital computer.
732. The method of claim 289, further including the
716. The method of claim 273, further including the step 45
of:
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
digital computer.
733. The method of claim 290, further including the
717. The method of claim 274, further including the step
50 of:
of:

said

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
734. The method of claim 291, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
735. The method of claim 292, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
736. The method of claim 293, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
737. The method of claim 294, further including the
of:

said

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
718. The method of claim 275, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
719. The method of claim 276, further including the step

55

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
720. The method of claim 277, further including the step

60

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
721. The method of claim 278, further including the step
of:
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carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
738. The method of claim 295, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
739. The method of claim 296, further including the step

5

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
740. The method of claim 297, further including the step

10

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
741. The method of claim 298, further including the step

15

of:

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
742. The method of claim 299, further including the step

20

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
743. The method of claim 300, further including the step
of:

25

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
744. The method of claim 301, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
745. The method of claim 302, further including the step

30

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
746. The method of claim 303, further including the step

35

of:

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
747. The method of claim 304, further including the step

40

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
748. The method of claim 305, further including the step

45

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
749. The method of claim 306, further including the step
of:

50

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
750. The method of claim 307, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
751. The method of claim 308, further including the step

55

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
752. The method of claim 309, further including the step

60

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
753. The method of claim 310, further including the step
of:

65

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
754. The method of claim 311, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
755. The method of claim 312, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
756. The method of claim 413, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
757. The method of claim 314, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
758. The method of claim 315, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
759. The method of claim 316, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
760. The method of claim 317, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
761. The method of claim 318, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
762. The method of claim 319, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
763. The method of claim 320, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
764. The method of claim 321, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
765. The method of claim 322, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
766. The method of claim 323, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
767. The method of claim 324, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
768. The method of claim 325, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
769. The method of claim 326, further including the
of:
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carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
770. The method of claim 327, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
771. The method of claim 328, further including the step

5

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
772. The method of claim 329, further including the step

10

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
773. The method of claim 330, further including the step

15

of:

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
774. The method of claim 331, further including the step

20

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
775. The method of claim 332, further including the step
of:

25

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
776. The method of claim 333, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
777. The method of claim 334, further including the step

30

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
778. The method of claim 335, further including the step

35

of:

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
779. The method of claim 336, further including the step

40

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
780. The method of claim 337, further including the step

45

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
781. The method of claim 338, further including the step
of:

50

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
782. The method of claim 339, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
783. The method of claim 340, further including the step

55

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
784. The method of claim 341, further including the step

60

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
785. The method of claim 342, further including the step
of:

65

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
786. The method of claim 343, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
787. The method of claim 344, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
788. The method of claim 345, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
789. The method of claim 346, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
790. The method of claim 347, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
791. The method of claim 348, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
792. The method of claim 349, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
793. The method of claim 350, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
794. The method of claim 351, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
795. The method of claim 352, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
796. The method of claim 353, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
797. The method of claim 354, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
798. The method of claim 355, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
799. The method of claim 356, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
800. The method of claim 357, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
801. The method of claim 358, further including the
of:
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carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
802. The method of claim 359, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
803. The method of claim 360, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
804. The method of claim 361, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
805. The method of claim 362, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
806. The method of claim 363, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
807. The method of claim 364, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
808. The method of claim 365, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
809. The method of claim 366, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
810. The method of claim 367, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
811. The method of claim 368, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
812. The method of claim 369, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
813. The method of claim 370, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
814. The method of claim 371, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
815. The method of claim 372, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
816. The method of claim 373, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
817. The method of claim 374, further including the
of:
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carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
818. The method of claim 375, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
819. The method of claim 376, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
820. The method of claim 377, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
821. The method of claim 378, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
822. The method of claim 379, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
823. The method of claim 380, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
824. The method of claim 381, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
825. The method of claim 382, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
826. The method of claim 383, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
827. The method of claim 384, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
828. The method of claim 385, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
829. The method of claim 386, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
830. The method of claim 387, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
831. The method of claim 388, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
832. The method of claim 389, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
833. The method of claim 390, further including the
of:
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carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
834. The method of claim 391, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
835. The method of claim 392, further including the step

5

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
836. The method of claim 393, further including the step

10

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
837. The method of claim 394, further including the step

15

of:

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
838. The method of claim 395, further including the step

20

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
839. The method of claim 396, further including the step
of:

25

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
840. The method of claim 397, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
841. The method of claim 398, further including the step

30

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
842. The method of claim 399, further including the step

35

of:

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
843. The method of claim 400, further including the step

40

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
844. The method of claim 401, further including the step

45

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
845. The method of claim 402, further including the step
of:

50

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
846. The method of claim 403, further including the step
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
847. The method of claim 404, further including the step

55

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
848. The method of claim 405, further including the step

60

of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via said
digital computer.
849. The method of claim 406, further including the step
of:

65

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
850. The method of claim 407, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
851. The method of claim 408, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
852. The method of claim 409, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
853. The method of claim 410, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
854. The method of claim 411, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
855. The method of claim 412, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
856. The method of claim 413, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
857. The method of claim 414, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
858. The method of claim 415, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
859. The method of claim 416, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
860. The method of claim 417, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
861. The method of claim 418, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
862. The method of claim 419, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
863. The method of claim 420, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
864. The method of claim 421, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
865. The method of claim 422, further including the
of:
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carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
866. The method of claim 423, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
867. The method of claim 424, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
868. The method of claim 425, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
869. The method of claim 426, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
870. The method of claim 427, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
871. The method of claim 428, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
872. The method of claim 429, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
873. The method of claim 430, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
874. The method of claim 431, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
875. The method of claim 432, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
876. The method of claim 433, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
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877. The method of claim 434, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
878. The method of claim 435, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
879. The method of claim 436, further including the
of:

step

carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
880. The method of claim 437, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
881. The method of claim 438, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
882. The method of claim 439, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
883. The method of claim 440, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
884. The method of claim 441, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
885. The method of claim 442, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
886. The method of claim 443, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
887. The method of claim 444, further including the
of:
carrying out a direct sale of the financial product via
digital computer.
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